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The Attorney Manual to Guide Representation of Children Victimized by the Online 
Distribution of Child Sexual Abuse Material 

PREFACE 

This Manual was created as a joint project between the National Center for Missing & 
Exploited Children (NCMEC) and the generous pro bono support of Jones Day.  The Manual is 
intended to be used both as a resource guide for attorneys experienced in representing children 
victimized by the online circulation of sexually abusive material and as an introduction to this area 
of law for attorneys who are representing a victim for the first time. 

A victim of child pornography has the legal right to have his or her voice heard in criminal 
and civil proceedings in both federal or state court and also to seek monetary compensation from 
every offender who views, possesses, or distributes sexually abusive images or videos depicting 
the victim.  Victims are much more likely to have access to recovery services and to obtain 
restitution when they are represented by lawyers who are familiar with the legal and support 
resources available to their clients. 

The victimization a child experiences when images or videos taken of the rape and sexual 
abuse the child suffered are circulated online is different in scope, impact, and legal complexity 
from any other personal injury.  While the victim in this type of case is always a child when he or 
she is harmed, your client may be the parent or guardian of the child or the now-adult child victim. 
Or, due to the devastating and continuing nature of this crime, your client may transition from the 
parent or guardian to the victim when he or she reaches the age of majority. 

This Manual begins where the process begins—the point at which a victim is notified that 
his or her sexually abusive images or videos have been distributed online.  The Manual describes 
the options for seeking restitution, including the processes for criminal restitution and civil 
recovery; how a private attorney can work with prosecutors, mental health professionals, and 
NCMEC to support your client; and the collateral legal issues that may arise with respect to child 
victims who have been exploited through the distribution of their online images.  Child victims are 
often impacted by an array of related legal issues arising from the distribution of their images or 
videos, ranging from custodial issues when the offender is a parent or guardian to privacy, online 
harassment, and stalking concerns.  It is critical for attorneys assisting child victims with restitution 
to be attentive to and aware of these ancillary legal issues so they can assist and support their 
clients as needed.  Recommendations and best practices are included throughout the Manual based 
on NCMEC’s over three decades of experience providing services to children who have been 
sexually exploited and Jones Day’s legal experience representing dozens of clients who have been 
victimized by the online distribution of child pornography.   

As you read through this Manual, there are three important notes to keep in mind about 
terminology used to describe the crimes inflicted on these children.  First, the term “child 
pornography” is used throughout U.S. law to describe images and videos depicting the sexual 
exploitation of children.  Outside of the legal system, NCMEC chooses to use the term “child 
sexual abuse material” (CSAM) to more accurately reflect what is depicted by this content—the 
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rape and sexual abuse of children.1  You will see both terms (“child pornography” and “CSAM”) 
used in this Manual, depending on the context.2  Second, children who have been sexually abused 
and whose images of abuse have been distributed online are victims of this crime.  However, 
outside of the legal context, NCMEC often uses the term “survivors” to refer to children who have 
overcome the initial trauma of their sexual abuse and are continuing to work their way through the 
recovery process.  You will see references to both “survivor” and “victim” in this Manual when 
describing or referring to your client.  Third, child pornography content can be composed of images 
and/or videos.  References in this Manual to CSAM, child pornography imagery, or child 
pornography content are intended to include both image and video depictions of child sexual abuse. 

For any questions regarding the subject matter of this Manual or how NCMEC can help 
support your client and your legal representation of a child who has been victimized by online 
sexual exploitation, please email familysupport@ncmec.org. 
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1 Because “CSAM” more accurately reflects what is depicted in these images and videos (the sexual abuse 
and exploitation of children), it is the preferred term among advocates and survivors both in the United States and 
internationally.  In 2020, federal legislation was introduced that would revise the term “child pornography” to “child 
sexual abuse material” throughout the U.S. Criminal Code.  See Eliminating Abusive and Rampant Neglect of 
Interactive Technologies Act of 2020, S. 3398, 116th Cong. (2020).  NCMEC anticipates that this legislation will be 
reintroduced in 2021. 

2 An index of other key terms and acronyms can be found at Appendix A. 
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FOREWORD—A Letter from a Survivor 

Dear Attorneys, 

When I was a minor a family member went to federal prison for abusing me most of my 
early childhood and sharing images of the abuse online.  About five years after the arrest, I 
randomly received a letter in the mail.  It said that they had caught someone with the images of 
me.  I was shocked because I hadn’t heard from anyone about my case in all those years.  They 
were notifying me that I could file for restitution because of the law about notifying me every time 
someone was caught.  I was in a dangerous place with my mental health even before the 
notifications.  When I started to receive multiples notices a week, I asked for them to stop 
contacting me.  I was young, had no idea how I could file for restitution, and could not mentally 
handle knowing how often people were caught with images of my abuse.  

A couple years later an attorney contacted me who had heard about my case and wanted 
to help.  I wanted to learn more but I was worried about collecting restitution from people who 
had hurt me.  I didn’t want to feel like I was getting paid for their continued abuse of me.  I was 
so thankful that my attorney reached out and was able to explain that this was the price that 
offenders should have to pay for what they have done to me.  Once I saw how I could finally get 
therapy and help if we collected restitution I was fully on board.  I liked the idea of holding people 
accountable for their actions.  I also liked that it was warning other people that they will be held 
liable for their actions if they look up these kinds of images.  It shows that this is not a victimless 
crime.   

I would recommend other survivors get an attorney so that they don’t have to suffer with 
this alone.  It will be really overwhelming to them at first to start working with an attorney, but it 
gets easier over time.  They will need a family member, friend, or therapist to support them 
emotionally throughout the process.  It was really hard at first to know the volume of people that 
get caught.  I was able to have my attorney receive the notifications for me and now I don’t have 
to think about it as often.  It helped me knowing that someone is in my corner representing me and 
holding the offenders accountable.  This can help other survivors too, and once survivors get 
restitution it makes their lives a little bit easier knowing they can afford to get the help they deserve.  

As an attorney, you need to know that every survivor is different.  You should ask and 
explain everything to the survivors that they want to know.  Some survivors will want to know every 
detail and others will want to know as little as possible.  This will change over time.  It changes 
based on where they are in their healing journey.  If you do not know how much you should tell 
the survivor, just ask them how much they want to know or don’t want to know.  If the survivor 
seems unsure, ask if they would be comfortable with a family member or therapist hearing the 
information first, then sharing with the survivor in a way that is best for them.  

My attorney had their work cut out for them when they started my case.  They had to get a 
lot of information together to create packets to send out to the courts.  I had to meet with a 
psychologist and write a victim impact statement.  I would have never been able to do any of this 
on my own.  I would have no idea how, and it would have been too overwhelming emotionally.  I 
am very thankful for my attorney because without them I would not have gotten the counseling I 
need to be in the place that I am today.  
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The partnership I have with my attorney and the restitution I am receiving has allowed me 
to have hope in my future.  I hope that every attorney who wants to work with survivors will get to 
have this experience as well.  Thank you for taking the time to learn about these issues. 

Sincerely, 
A Survivor 
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I. BACKGROUND 

A. CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION MEMORIALIZED AND DISTRIBUTED AS CHILD 
PORNOGRAPHY 

Federal law defines child pornography as any visual depiction of sexually explicit conduct 
involving a minor (a person less than 18 years old).3  Federal law prohibits the production, 
distribution, importation, reception, or possession of child pornography.4  A victim of child 
pornography is someone who “has suffered direct physical, emotional, or pecuniary harm as a 
result of the commission of [the crime of child pornography].”5 

The law recognizes that “the ‘victimization’ of the children involved does not end when 
the pornographer’s camera is put away.”6  Rather, these children are further victimized in three 
distinct ways: 

First, the simple fact that the images have been disseminated perpetuates 
the abuse initiated by the producer of the materials.  The materials 
produced are a permanent record of the children’s participation and the 
harm to the child is exacerbated by their circulation . . . .  Second, the 
mere existence of child pornography represents an invasion of the privacy 
of the child depicted . . . .  Third, the consumer of child pornography 
instigates the original production of child pornography by providing an 
economic motive for creating and distributing the materials.7 

Child pornography has been likened to “a set of crime scene photos that are a permanent 
record of the crime committed against the child.”8  Unlike any other crime, the impact of this crime 
is re-inflicted on a child victim every time an offender circulates the victim’s sexually abusive 
imagery online.  Not only do survivors of CSAM live with the debilitating fear that someone might 
see the online content memorializing their abuse, but they also must live with perpetual 

 
3 18 U.S.C. §§ 2256(1), (8). 
4 Id. §§ 2252A, 2252. 
5 Victims’ Rights and Restitution Act, 34 U.S.C. § 20141(e)(2)(A).  A copy of the Victims’ Rights and 

Restitution Act can be found at Appendix B. 
6 United States v. Norris, 159 F.3d 926, 929 (5th Cir. 1998). 
7 Id. at 929–30 (internal quotations and citations omitted);  see also Paroline v. United States, 572 U.S. 434, 

439–40 (2014) (“The demand for child pornography harms children in part because it drives production, which 
involves child abuse.  The harms caused by child pornography, however, are still more extensive because child 
pornography is a permanent record of the depicted child’s abuse, and the harm to the child is exacerbated by its 
circulation.  Because child pornography is now traded with ease on the internet, the number of still images and videos 
memorializing the sexual assault and other sexual exploitation of children, many very young in age, has grown 
exponentially.” (internal quotations and citations omitted)). 

8 Melisa Medina, Split Decisions in Child Pornography Restitution Cases Further Injure the Victims, 2 CHILD 
& FAMILY L. J. 87, 89 (2014). 
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revictimization each time the abusive imagery is shared among offenders online.9  While the legal 
elements to this crime may be relatively simple, the impact on the victim is completely unique.  
There is no other crime type like the possession and distribution of CSAM where consistent re-
victimization is inflicted through the commission of new criminal acts. 

B. NCMEC’S ROLE IN PROVIDING RESOURCES TO HELP VICTIMS OF CHILD 
SEXUAL ABUSE 

NCMEC is a private, nonprofit organization created as a grassroots response to an 
unthinkable tragedy.  In 1981, six-year-old Adam Walsh was with his mother in a Florida shopping 
mall when he vanished without a trace.  His devastated parents, John and Revé Walsh, had nowhere 
to turn for help.  The search for Adam revealed many inadequacies that plagued missing children 
investigations at the time.  There was no coordinated response across multiple law enforcement 
agencies to search for Adam, no AMBER Alert system to quickly deliver critical information to 
the public, and no place for families to go for guidance or emotional support. 

Revé and John endured 10 excruciating days searching for Adam before he was found 
murdered 100 miles away.  The Walsh family channeled its grief and came together with other 
child advocates to create NCMEC in 1984.  Over the past 37 years, NCMEC has grown to become 
the leading nonprofit organization and the nation’s congressionally designated clearinghouse for 
missing-and-exploited-children issues.  Today NCMEC has more than 370 employees who work 
to prevent child abduction, recover missing children, and combat child sexual victimization 
through five main programs of work relating to: (1) missing children; (2) exploited children; (3) 
community outreach; (4) training and education; and (5) family resources. 

C. NCMEC PROGRAMS TO COMBAT ONLINE CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION 

As the internet became more accessible to the general public in the 1990s, NCMEC began 
to see a growing threat to children who were sexually exploited, enticed, and groomed into abusive 
situations by online predators.  In response to this threat, NCMEC created two core programs to 

 
9 See Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coal., 535 U.S. 234, 249 (2002) (“Like a defamatory statement, each new 

publication of the speech would cause new injury to the child’s reputation and emotional well-being.”); New York v. 
Ferber, 458 U.S. 747, 759 (1982) (“The distribution of photographs and films depicting sexual activity by juveniles is 
intrinsically related to the sexual abuse of children” because “the materials produced are a permanent record of the 
children’s participation and the harm to the child is exacerbated by their circulation.”); see also CANADIAN CENTRE 
FOR CHILD PROTECTION, SURVIVORS’ SURVEY: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2017 7, 10, 28–31, 
https://protectchildren.ca/pdfs/C3P_SurvivorsSurveyExecutiveSummary2017_en.pdf (explaining that the recording 
of the sexual abuse of a child has a “significant, lifelong impact on the victim” that “can persist into adulthood and 
may significantly reduce the ability of survivors to cope with day-to-day stressors, maintain healthy relationships, and 
reach their full potential in educational and economic pursuits”); Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM), NAT’L CTR. 
FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, https://www.missingkids.org/theissues/csam (last visited Sept. 20, 2021) 
(“More and more, survivors of CSAM speak to the long-lasting damage and impact of their images and videos being 
circulated on the internet.  The lack of control of both the files’ existence and circulation leaves the survivors struggling 
in their recovery.”).  Core psychological literature highlighting the effect of child pornography crimes on victims can 
be found at Appendix C. 
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combat online child sexual exploitation: the CyberTipline and the Child Victim Identification 
Program (CVIP).10   

1. The CyberTipline 

NCMEC created the CyberTipline (https://www.missingkids.org/gethelpnow/cybertipline) 
in 1998 to serve as an online mechanism for members of the public and electronic service providers 
(ESPs) to report incidents of suspected child sexual exploitation, including: child sex trafficking; 
online enticement of children for sexual acts; child sexual molestation; child pornography; child 
sex tourism; unsolicited obscene materials sent to children; misleading domain names; and 
misleading words or digital images.  The vast majority of reports NCMEC receives—over 95%—
relate to apparent child pornography.  Since its inception over 22 years ago, NCMEC’s 
CyberTipline has received over 92 million reports total.  The volume of CyberTipline reports has 
grown exponentially as internet usage has expanded.  In 1999, NCMEC’s CyberTipline received 
under 10,000 reports; in 2014, it received over 1 million reports; in 2019, it received nearly 17 
million reports; and in 2020, it received over 21 million reports.  The volume of content included 
in the reports has increased dramatically as well.  In 2018, NCMEC received 45 million images, 
videos, and content relating to child sexual exploitation.  That number rose to over 69 million 
pieces of reported content in 2019, and over 65 million in 2020. 

In addition to increases in the sheer volume of reports and suspected CSAM contained in 
each report submitted to NCMEC, the complexity of the reported content also continues to 
increase.  As an example, between 2017 and 2018, the number of videos depicting the sexual abuse 
of children reported to the CyberTipline increased by 541%.  In 2019, videos constituted the 
majority of content reported to NCMEC for the first time.  While just five years ago, the number 
of videos reported to NCMEC’s CyberTipline was fewer than 350,000, in 2019, over 41 million 
videos of child sexual abuse were reported; and in 2020, over 31 million videos were reported.  
Additionally, the emergence and popularity of chat and messenger services has led to increasingly 
complex reports that often combine verbal enticement and grooming with the eventual distribution 
of sexually abusive images and videos and often the infliction of sexual blackmail or sextortion on 
children. 

2. Child Victim Identification Program (CVIP) 

NCMEC created CVIP in 2002.  Staff working on CyberTipline reports of child sexual 
exploitation repeatedly saw images of the same children, so they began to track which children 
had been rescued by law enforcement and which children had not been identified and potentially 
were still in abusive situations.  Today, NCMEC operates CVIP for three central purposes: (1) to 
help identify and locate unidentified child victims who are depicted in child pornography content; 
(2) to provide recovery services and restitution support to child survivors, their families, and their 
private legal counsel; and (3) to help verify when sexually abusive images of a child who has been 
rescued and identified by law enforcement are distributed so that appropriate information can be 
provided to the child’s family and/or legal counsel for victim restitution purposes.  As the attorney 
for a child who is victimized by the online distribution of their sexually abusive content, you will 

 
10 A presentation describing NCMEC’s Survivor Services can be found at Appendix D. 

https://www.missingkids.org/gethelpnow/cybertipline
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interact predominantly with the latter two functions of CVIP and the resources that this program 
provides to the Department of Justice (DOJ) and to victims, their families, and their lawyers. 

When law enforcement officers execute a warrant during an investigation relating to child 
sexual exploitation, they may seize electronic media containing child pornography from computers 
and electronic devices belonging to the offender.  There is no federal legal requirement, and only 
a handful of state statutory requirements, for law enforcement agencies to forward seized child 
pornography to NCMEC.  However, many federal and state law enforcement agencies will forward 
this seized media containing CSAM to NCMEC’s CVIP to further victim identification and ensure 
that child victims are notified for restitution purposes.11 

When law enforcement submits seized CSAM to CVIP, NCMEC triages the content to 
determine (1) which images/videos are new and need to be compiled and provided with a series 
name so efforts can be made to identify the child, and (2) which images/videos are of children who 
have been previously identified and require notification be sent to DOJ for restitution purposes.  
The flow chart in Appendix E sets forth the basic elements of the CVIP process.   

Between CVIP’s creation in 2002 and the end of 2020, NCMEC has processed over 331 
million images and videos and has helped law enforcement identify over 19,300 children who are 
depicted in these images and videos of online sexual abuse. 

NCMEC’s CVIP also manages a Survivor Services Program that focuses on improving the 
response to survivors of CSAM distribution through direct survivor engagement.  This program 
incorporates survivor voices and experiences into developing and enhancing post-identification 
resources and services for survivors, caregivers, and child-serving professionals.12 

D. NCMEC’S ROLE IN TRACKING ONLINE DISTRIBUTION OF A VICTIM’S SEXUALLY 
ABUSIVE CONTENT 

Often, a child victim, or his or her family, will reach out to an attorney or NCMEC without 
knowing if, or to what extent, the child’s images or videos have been distributed online.  Victims 
may also not know what “series name” identifies their distributed images, how they can work with 
an attorney to opt in or opt out of DOJ’s notification process when their images are distributed, 
and how you can work with NCMEC and DOJ as the victim’s private counsel to manage these 
options.  This Part provides a detailed overview of these processes. 

As shown in the CVIP flow chart in Appendix E, when law enforcement submits seized 
media to CVIP that contain images or videos of a child who has been identified, NCMEC tracks 
each instance of distribution of this child’s images or videos and provides this information for use 
in federal or military cases to the FBI’s Child Pornography Victim Assistance (CPVA) program 

 
11 For detailed background regarding how child victims are notified by DOJ when their sexually abusive 

material is distributed online, see infra Part I.E. 
12 For more information relating to this program, see Resources for Survivors of Sexual Abuse Material; 

NAT’L CTR. FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, https://missingkids.org/gethelpnow/csam-resources (last visited 
Sept. 20, 2021).  A more detailed overview of NCMEC’s CVIP program can also be found at Appendix E. 
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on a weekly basis.13  If the seized media contains images or videos of a child who has not been 
identified, NCMEC will still track distribution in anticipation of the future point in time when law 
enforcement has identified the victim.  Once law enforcement has provided confirmation that a 
child has been identified, CVIP will “enroll” the child as an identified child, assign a series name, 
and forward this information to the FBI’s CPVA. 

When a series is not known to have distribution, NCMEC will typically assign an 
alphanumeric designation to the content.  If the series starts to be traded at a later date, the 
alphanumeric designation will be converted to a series name.  A series name is never a victim’s 
true name and does not reference any details of the abuse or other identifying information, but is 
a unique name used to represent the collection of images or videos of a particular child or group 
of children.  Typically, a series name references a name that offenders use to trade these images 
or refers to non-identifying background identifiers seen in the images. 

There are cases in which there is little to no distribution of a victim’s images and cases in 
which distribution ebbs and flows over the years.  NCMEC will track potential distribution for 
every identified child victim enrolled with CVIP because there have been unfortunate cases where 
there appeared to be no distribution, yet years later the images or videos began to be traded.  
Regardless of known distribution status, it is important for victims to discuss their unique case 
facts with you relating to distribution.  Even if there is no current distribution of your client’s 
sexually abusive material, there may be other opportunities, services, or resources available to the 
child relating to restitution or ancillary legal issues that you may be able to address with your 
client. 

As the nation’s clearinghouse for online child sexual exploitation, NCMEC can be an early 
resource for a child’s family, law enforcement, victim advocates, and state care agencies to 
understand how to navigate the process after a child has been identified.  This may include 
providing emergency mental health support, peer support, and therapeutic resources; providing a 
basic overview of legal remedies and assistance in securing private legal counsel; and actively 
coordinating with technology companies to attempt the removal of online CSAM, exploitative 
material, and predatory content related to identified victims. 

For identified victims represented by counsel, NCMEC can provide technical assistance 
relating to how NCMEC assists in tracking distribution for restitution purposes, the notification 
process, and background information relating to the child’s series.  After you have formalized and 
provided proof of representation to NCMEC, NCMEC can provide three core documents that 
provide essential background and context for your representation and can help in your initial steps 
in seeking restitution for your client.  These three documents are: 

• Attorney Series Information Report (ASIR).  The ASIR provides detailed 
information about your client’s child pornography series, including a summary of the 
child’s abuse, case information relating to the prosecution of the initial production of 
the sexual exploitation content, and distribution information to date.  A template 
affidavit and a sample ASIR can be found at Appendix F.  The ASIR is designed to 

 
13 See Child Pornography Victim Assistance (CPVA), FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, 

https://www.fbi.gov/resources/victim-services/cpva (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
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provide a snapshot of your client’s series, including potentially related victims and the 
volume of known distribution tracked by NCMEC. 

• Active Federal Case Affidavit.  The Active Federal Case Affidavit provides a list of 
active federal cases that may involve distribution of your client’s images or videos and 
are still in the timeframe within which you may be able to file a request for restitution.  
This affidavit is designed to cover the gap between pending prosecutions potentially 
involving your client’s CSAM and your receipt of notifications from DOJ regarding 
distribution.  A template for the Active Federal Case Affidavit can be found at 
Appendix G. 

• Active State Case Affidavit.  Like the Active Federal Case Affidavit, the Active State 
Case Affidavit provides a list of active state cases that may involve distribution of your 
client’s images or videos and are still in the timeframe within which you may be able 
to file a request for restitution.  Currently, there is no consistent process for you to 
receive notice when distribution of your client’s images are prosecuted at the state 
level, so this affidavit may be uniquely valuable to provide additional opportunities to 
pursue restitution at the state level.  A template for the Active State Case Affidavit can 
be found at Appendix H. 

E. VICTIM NOTIFICATION:  PROCESS, PREFERENCES, AND RIGHTS 

1. Notification Requirements Under the Crime Victims’ Rights Act 

Under the federal Crime Victims’ Rights Act (CVRA), the government must provide the 
victim of any crime with notice of legal proceedings involving the crime against the victim.  In the 
context of child pornography crimes, the government must notify victims any time that a person 
has been arrested for possessing their images.14  Specifically, a responsible official for an agency 
investigating the crime of child pornography or a related crime shall provide the victim with the 
earliest possible notice of case events,15 including details concerning: 

a. the status of the investigation of the crime, to the extent that it is appropriate and will 
not interfere with the investigation;16 and 

b. the arrest of a suspected offender.17 

During the prosecution, the responsible officials from the prosecutor’s office must provide 
notice of the following court-related case events to victims: 

 
14 18 U.S.C. § 3771(a)(2); U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, ATTORNEY GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR VICTIM AND 

WITNESS ASSISTANCE 30 (2011 ed. rev. May 2012), justice.gov/sites/default/files/olp/docs/ag_guidelines2012.pdf.  A 
copy of the Crime Victims’ Rights Act can be found at Appendix I. 

15 Regardless of the law’s requirements, in practice these notification elements simply do not happen in most 
cases, particularly at the state level. 

16 34 U.S.C. § 20141(c)(3)(A). 
17 Id. § 20141(c)(3)(B).   
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a. The filing of charges against a suspect.18 

b. The scheduling of each court proceeding that the witness is required or entitled to 
attend.19 

c. The release or detention of a suspected offender.20 

e. The acceptance of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere or the rendering of a verdict after 
trial.21 

f. If the offender is convicted, the sentence, including the date on which the offender will 
be eligible for parole, if any.22 

NCMEC notifies the FBI’s CPVA on a weekly basis of all identified series distributed in 
federal investigations.  This enables the CPVA to provide notification as detailed below to a victim 
(if 18 or older), the victim’s legal representative, or a private attorney designated to receive such 
notices that the child’s images have been distributed in a federal criminal case.  Unfortunately, as 
discussed in more detail in Part I.E.4, there is no mandatory or consistent system of notification 
relating to the distribution of a child’s sexually abusive images or videos in state investigations. 

The CPVA is the central repository for victim contact and related information for child 
pornography victims, regardless of which federal, state, or local law enforcement agency recovered 
and identified the child or is investigating cases involving distribution of the child’s sexually 
abusive material.  The CPVA also provides various services to child victims and their families, 
including notification through the Victim Notification System (VNS) to a parent or guardian or a 
victim (if 18 or older) each time a child’s images or videos are distributed online in federal cases.  
Such notification is the only automatic means for a victim to know when his or her images have 
been found in the possession of a charged defendant (either through trading or possessing) and, by 
extension, that he or she could pursue criminal restitution or seek civil restitution following a 
prosecution. 

2. Opting In or Out of Notifications 

Survivors have an option to “opt in” or “opt out” of receiving notifications about federal 
distribution.  While it may at first seem unlikely that a survivor would opt out of receiving 
notifications, the notification process itself can be traumatizing and overwhelming to some 
survivors during the recovery process.  The volume of notifications can be unpredictable, and some 
survivors’ images can be distributed by dozens or even thousands of individuals involved in 
separate federal investigations or prosecutions.  As a result, notifications can re-traumatize a 
survivor and increase his or her anxiety about the scope and scale of the trading, distribution, and 

 
18 Id. § 20141(c)(3)(C).   
19 Id. § 20141(c)(3)(D).   
20 Id. § 20141(c)(3)(E).   
21 Id. § 20141(c)(3)(F).   
22 Id. § 20141(c)(3)(G).   
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possession of the abusive imagery.  The notifications also can keep the trauma fresh as a daily 
reminder that the memorialization of the victim’s sexual abuse lives on.  Survivors are advised by 
DOJ that, if they choose to be notified every time one of their sexual abuse images appears in an 
investigation and/or court proceeding, they “may start to receive a large number of notifications.”23  
In addition to the potential volume, it is also important to note that distribution of some survivors’ 
images and videos online, and the resulting notifications, are not necessarily linear and can ebb 
and flow over the course of months or years. 

Because of the impact the notification process can have on victims and their families, a 
victim advocate from a federal agency will meet with a victim (if at least 18 years old) or the parent 
or guardian of the child on behalf of CPVA to discuss the notification process and explain the 
victim’s rights, including the potential to prepare and submit a victim impact statement.  CPVA 
will provide the victim with a notification preference form that the victim can use to opt in or out 
of the notification process.  A survivor may designate an alternate contact, such as a parent or 
guardian or attorney, to receive notifications on his or her behalf.  A sample of the notification 
preference form can be found at Appendix J.  The victim advocate will also conduct a needs 
assessment and provide the survivor with referrals for mental health services.  Currently, CPVA 
cannot refer survivors directly to lawyers, but will refer them to NCMEC’s survivor support 
services, from which they can learn more about their legal rights and resources for legal assistance. 

A survivor and their family can change their opt-in and opt-out preferences over time.  For 
many private attorneys, one of your first acts as counsel should be to notify the CPVA of your 
representation and provide your client’s authorization for you to receive notifications on the 
client’s behalf.  This enables you and your client to coordinate on how best to handle notifications 
and spares the client any unintended consequences of the notification process.   

A parent or guardian’s decision to opt in or opt out for notifications will expire when a 
victim turns 18 years old.  Attorneys should be proactive when representing a victim who is nearing 
their eighteenth birthday to discuss the client’s wishes in connection with receiving notifications 
after they turn 18.  CPVA will contact a victim after his or her eighteenth birthday to determine 
whether he or she wishes to complete a new Notification Preference Form.  Your client can 
designate a parent or guardian or you (as legal counsel) as an alternate contact to receive 
notifications on his or her behalf.  A potential complicating factor to keep in mind at this juncture 
is the possibility that the victim is not aware of the abuse he or she suffered or the extent to which 
imagery of that abuse has been distributed online. 

For survivors younger than 18, a parent or guardian is responsible for deciding whether to 
opt in or out for receiving notifications.  Survivors aged 18 or older are responsible for their own 
decisions.  As will be discussed in more detail later, survivors who opt out will not receive regular 
notifications and therefore will have no consistent process to learn when their sexually abusive 
material has been distributed.  As a result of opting out or waiting some time after turning age 18 
to opt in, these survivors could miss opportunities to learn of distribution sufficient to exercise 

 
23 Federal Bureau of Investigation, Victim Services, https://www.fbi.gov/resources/victim-services/cpva.  For 

this reason, it is recommended that victims create a unique alternate email address for receiving these notices, which 
allows a victim to choose when to check at their own convenience. 
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their rights to restitution.24  Nevertheless, currently a vast majority of victims opt out due to the 
daunting task of managing notifications, a lack of understanding regarding their legal rights, a lack 
of ability to obtain legal counsel, and because the constant stream of notifications can be 
overwhelming, especially at the start of their recovery process.25  For example, images in one 
actively-traded series have been distributed by offenders in over 21,000 cases.  This has produced 
thousands of notifications and 21,000 potential requests for restitution.  If this victim was not 
represented by legal counsel, she could spend a lifetime sorting out these notifications and pursuing 
those claims. 

Conversely, survivors represented by lawyers on average receive more restitution in more 
cases because attorneys are better equipped to strategically manage notifications, seek restitution, 
and track restitution amounts in dozens or hundreds of restitution proceedings across the country.  
While the government maintains some tracking of restitution awards in federal cases, this system 
is dependent on information provided by the U.S. Attorneys’ Offices. 

Unfortunately, most identified victims still lack legal counsel.  While there are over 19,300 
identified victims and more than 2,170 whose images/videos are actively traded, only 83 have 
retained counsel and only 62 are now actively seeking restitution.  At the time of publication of 
this Manual, just over 25 attorneys are handling these cases.  Your role in representing these 
victims—and assisting in making them financially whole—is essential.  If you are representing a 
victim who has not opted in for notification or otherwise taken steps to pursue restitution, your 
first step should be to complete the CPVA notification preference form on your client’s behalf.  To 
change a victim’s notification preference, attorneys should contact the FBI’s Victim Services 
Division at cpva@fbi.gov. 

3. DOJ’s Notification Process 

The DOJ notification, which will be sent every time your client’s image or video is 
determined to have been distributed by an offender who is part of a federal proceeding, will inform 
you that your client has been identified as a victim in a particular case.  The notice will come via 
email in the form of a letter from DOJ and will provide the name of the case, the federal judicial 
district where the case is pending, and the court docket number.26  In addition, the notice will 
include the name of the Assistant United States Attorney who is responsible for the case, along 
with the name of the Victim Witness Coordinator.  The notice will also indicate the current stage 
of the case (defendant has been arrested, arraigned, is entering a guilty plea, etc.), along with some 
relevant information regarding the charges. 

 
24 Although it means a survivor will not receive notifications that could trigger awareness to initiate a 

restitution process, there is no legal requirement for a survivor to opt in to receive notifications in order to seek 
restitution.  As further explained in section II.D.1(c), a survivor also can seek restitution through the new remedies 
available under the AVAA without having opted in to notifications.  

25 Of the over 19,300 victims NCMEC has helped law enforcement identify, more than 2,170 are actively 
traded victims.  Only 315 of those actively traded victims (14.5% of actively traded victims, and 1.6% of all identified 
victims) have opted to receive notifications.  See Appendix D. 

26 Notices will come from any one of the United States’ 94 federal judicial districts, including Puerto Rico, 
the Virgin Islands, Guam, and the Northern Mariana Islands. 

mailto:cpva@fbi.gov
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Subsequent notices will inform you of any updates on the case.  This can include 
information about upcoming hearings (arraignment, status, mental competency, etc.), guilty pleas, 
trial dates, sentencing dates, and incarceration information (where the offender is incarcerated, 
release date, etc.).  Typically, attorneys can expect to receive a notice the day after the sentencing 
hearing.  This notice will detail the sentence imposed and sometimes will state whether restitution 
was awarded and, if so, the amount. 

A redacted copy of a notification form is attached as Appendix K.   

4. State and Local Notifications 

Although you may find the federal notification system to be complicated, unfortunately it 
is leaps and bounds ahead of what occurs at the state level, where victims receive no notice at all 
when their sexually abusive images are circulated.  No uniform notification process exists for state 
and local cases.  While there are a handful of victim notification statutes on the books at the state 
level, most are not particularly effective.  For the most part, in those states that do have statutes, 
state notification does not occur outside of exceptional circumstances (e.g., a private attorney has 
made a unique connection with a local law enforcement officer or local prosecutor).27  State 
systems for notification on child pornography cases are generally unestablished, unofficial, and hit 
or miss, and the majority of states have no unofficial notification practices.  In most states, 
therefore, an attorney will not be notified when his or her client’s images or videos are distributed 
by an offender who is part of a state proceeding.28 

Given these shortcomings in state notification programs, attorneys are often left to rely on 
connections with law enforcement and prosecutors to determine if their client’s images are 
involved in a state case.  For attorneys who are just getting involved in restitution cases, it may be 
time-consuming but worthwhile to reach out to local prosecutors and victim advocates to inform 
them of your work, offer your assistance, and notify them that you represent a particular victim. 

A chart documenting the victim notification statutes, if any, for each state is attached as 
Appendix L. 

II. HOW VICTIMS CAN RECOVER 

A. THE LAWYER’S ROLE IN SEEKING RECOVERY 

Victims of child pornography can recover for the harm they have suffered through criminal 
restitution during the course of a prosecution or civil restitution in a separate civil proceeding.  

 
27 There are some state prosecutors’ offices that are familiar with one or more attorneys who represent victims 

of child pornography.  In exceptional circumstances, those prosecutors will directly notify an attorney when they see 
that content relating to their client has been distributed in a case.  

28 The National Crime Victim Law Institute (NCVLI) advocates on a regular basis that, even without an 
explicit statute, notice is required by various due process rights implicated by this issue, including a victim’s right to 
privacy, restitution, and protection.  Of course, the difficulty is determining early enough that required notice did not 
occur, so the issue can be remedied without requiring uphill arguments that the court needs to reschedule or completely 
repeat a proceeding.  Given the difficulty of determining when notice is due at the state level, more often than not, 
NCVLI ends up requesting the court repeat proceedings entirely with sufficient notice. 
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Both criminal restitution and civil remedies function to compensate victims for the distribution 
and possession of their child sexual abuse images and videos.29  Although these remedies share a 
common goal, there are key differences between the two.  While criminal restitution is ordered by 
a court as part of the offender’s sentence in a criminal case,30 civil remedies are awarded by a court 
or a jury in a separate civil lawsuit.  It is also important to note that criminal restitution is 
theoretically mandatory upon conviction, while civil relief is available only if a victim initiates 
(and wins) his or her own case against the offender. 

Private legal counsel can provide the most benefit to child victims by representing them in 
both criminal and civil restitution matters and helping them to decipher the complicated process 
of notifications discussed in Part I.E.  Specifically, lawyers can assist during the criminal 
restitution process by working with the prosecutor to obtain the highest restitution judgment 
possible.  This process typically includes: (1) communicating with the prosecutor as early as 
possible in a proceeding to ensure that your client’s images or videos are being included within 
the charges and that restitution is being sought; (2) communicating with the prosecutor and 
probation officer about the appropriate amount of restitution; (3) preparing and submitting an 
expert report documenting the appropriate restitution amount; and (4) preparing and presenting a 
victim impact statement to the court to ensure the highest possible award.  The criminal restitution 
process begins once you have received a notification that your client’s image has been distributed, 
as described earlier in this Manual. 

The lawyer’s role in civil restitution matters is similar to that in any civil case in which 
relief is sought—file a complaint, conduct discovery, and proceed in the usual course to settlement 
or judgment.  The primary differentiating factor is the unique—and often not intuitive—
considerations involved in working with a victim who has suffered trauma at a young age.  Another 
key factor is that the minimum damages award in some statutes obviates a showing of actual 
damages. 

B. CRIMINAL RESTITUTION 

Restitution is a monetary payment that a criminal defendant makes to a victim to reimburse 
him or her for the losses suffered as a result of the defendant’s crimes.  Restitution can cover a 
wide range of out-of-pocket losses related to the crime, including medical expenses, therapy costs, 
lost wages, damage to property, and expenses related to participation in the criminal justice system 

 
29 Doe v. Hesketh, 828 F.3d 159, 171 (3d Cir. 2016) (concluding that a victim may bring a civil claim even 

where that victim has previously received criminal restitution for her purported full damages); United States v. 
Beckmann, 786 F.3d 672, 682 (8th Cir. 2015) (explaining that restitution can account for an offender’s “continuing 
and grievous harm” of reproducing, distributing, and possessing child pornography of the victim); United States v. 
Kearney, 672 F.3d 81, 94 (1st Cir. 2012) (finding that Congress was well aware of the continued harm “caused by 
possession and distribution of child pornography at the time it enacted § 2259” and Congress has “since repeatedly 
emphasized, in legislation amending the laws governing child pornography, the continuing harm the distribution and 
possession of child pornography inflicts”); United States v. Laney, 189 F.3d 954, 966 (9th Cir. 1999) (finding that 
“Congress was well aware that children victimized by sexual abuse often do not recover quickly from their injuries” 
and that “Congress intended to allow district courts to include future counseling expenses in the amount of restitution 
under section 2259”); United States v. Hardy, 707 F. Supp. 2d 597, 603 (W.D. Pa. 2010) (concluding that “Congress 
meant restitution to compensate the victim for his or her loss”). 

30 United States v. Cohen, 459 F.3d 490, 496 (4th Cir. 2006). 
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(such as necessary attorney costs, child care, and transportation expenses).31  A restitution 
judgment acts as a lien against any property or assets the defendant has or will have.32  Criminal 
restitution is available only where the defendant was prosecuted criminally and was found or pled 
guilty.33 

Criminal restitution is available to victims of child pornography under both federal and 
state law.  Part II.D will discuss in more detail the three federal statutes that provide for restitution 
in child pornography cases.  Part II.G will discuss in more detail how restitution is awarded at the 
state level under statutes that expressly provide for relief to be awarded to survivors of child 
pornography crimes or under general criminal restitution statutes. 

Regardless of whether criminal or civil restitution is sought under federal or state law, the 
process of obtaining restitution for survivors of child pornography can be long and arduous.  Given 
the length of the discovery and pre-trial processes, years may pass between the time an offender 
is arrested and the date an offender is officially convicted and sentenced.  The seemingly never-
ending legal process can take a serious emotional toll on victims.  If a survivor chooses to appear 
at the offender’s criminal trial, the process of obtaining restitution may also force victims to relive 
their trauma in front of a judge or a jury.  Keeping in mind these realities, the remainder of this 
Part describes the various avenues for recovering restitution from the beginning to the end of a 
criminal proceeding. 

C. “AMY”: PAVING THE WAY FOR CRIMINAL RESTITUTION IN CHILD 
PORNOGRAPHY CASES 

Historically, in cases involving child pornography, restitution was awarded only when a 
defendant was the direct source of the victim’s harm (i.e., the defendant documented his or her 
sexual abuse of the child and created the CSAM).  The class of offenders subject to restitution 
orders in the child pornography context expanded dramatically in 2008 when “Amy” sought 
restitution from Alan Hesketh, a former vice president of Pfizer.34  Hesketh had downloaded 1,981 
images of child pornography from the internet,35 including four images of Amy, who had been 
sexually abused and exploited by her uncle years earlier.36  Hesketh was charged with possessing, 
receiving, and distributing hundreds of images of child pornography.37  Amy requested $3.4 

 
31 See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 3663A(b) (listing various forms of mandatory restitution to be ordered in criminal 

cases). 
32 See, e.g., U.S. ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, 

UNDERSTANDING RESTITUTION (Apr. 17, 2015), https://www.justice.gov/usao-ndga/victim-witness-
assistance/understanding-restitution [hereinafter UNDERSTANDING RESTITUTION]. 

33 See U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, JUSTICE MANUAL, tit. 9, 9-16.000, https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-16000-
pleas-federal-rule-criminal-procedure-11. 

34 See John Christoffersen, CT Sets New Precedent for Child Porn Cases, NBC (July 19, 2009), 
https://www.nbcconnecticut.com/news/local/Man-With-Child-Porn-Must-Pay-Victim/1861936/.  

35 Id. 
36 John Schwartz, Child Pornography, and an Issue of Restitution, NEW YORK TIMES (Feb. 2, 2010), 

https://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/03/us/03offender.html. 
37 Id. 
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million in restitution from Hesketh to pay for her therapy costs and to compensate her for any 
future loss of wages under a provision of the Violence Against Women Act.38 

Amy’s restitution claim “challenged the generally accepted distinction between a ‘hands 
on’ or ‘contact’ offense, such as the sexual exploitation of children, and a ‘non-contact’ offense, 
such as the downloading, viewing, or trading of pornography.”39  Amy’s counsel explained that 
victims of child pornography are harmed first by the sexual abuse committed against them and 
harmed again by the subsequent distribution and collection of videos and images depicting their 
abuse.  During the restitution hearing, Senior U.S. District Court Judge Warren Eginton recognized 
the novelty of Amy’s claim: 

[I]t does not appear that any court has ever awarded restitution for offenses 
involving sexual exploitation of children or child pornography, when the defendant 
did not also participate in this sexual exploitation of the children.  On the contrary, 
in every case in which a court awarded restitution, the defendant also participated 
in the sexual exploitation that produced the material . . . .40 

Judge Eginton ordered the defendant to pay Amy about $200,000 in restitution, making 
this the first case in which an offender convicted of possessing child pornography—but not 
creating it—was required to pay restitution.41  Many courts have since followed suit, awarding 
survivors with restitution in cases in which the offender did not create the images, but traded them 
online.42 

D. FEDERAL STATUTORY SCHEMES IN THE CRIMINAL CONTEXT 

Since Amy’s groundbreaking case, children whose sexually abusive images have been 
circulated online have sought mandatory restitution under three statutory schemes: (1) the 
Mandatory Restitution for Sexual Exploitation of Children Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2259 (section 2259); 
(2) the Mandatory Victims Restitution Act of 2000, 18 U.S.C. § 3663 (MVRA); and (3) the 
Trafficking Victims Protection Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1593 (TVPA).43  In seeking restitution for your 

 
38 Id. 
39 Cortney E. Lollar, Child Pornography and the Restitution Revolution, 103 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 

343, 346 (2013). 
40 Transcript of Restitution Hearing at 23, United States v. Hesketh, No. 3:08-CR-00165 (WWE) (D. Conn. 

Feb. 23, 2009), ECF No. 52. 
41 Christoffersen, supra note 34.  Amy and Hesketh ultimately settled the case for $130,000.  Id. 
42 See, e.g., United States v. Knapp, 695 F. App’x 985, 988 (8th Cir. 2017) (holding “the district court did 

not abuse its discretion in ordering $11,000 in restitution for the four victims proximately harmed by [the defendant]’s 
possession and distribution of child pornography”); United States v. DiLeo, 58 F. Supp. 3d 239, 241 (E.D.N.Y. 2014) 
(ordering defendant, who had pled guilty to possession of child pornography materials depicting the victim, to pay her 
a restitution award in the amount of $2,000). 

43 United States v. Kearney, 672 F.3d 81, 92–93 (1st Cir. 2012) (stating that “[l]ike the MVRA . . . restitution 
under [section 2259] is mandatory, if the requirements of the section are satisfied”); United States v. Whitley, 354 F. 
Supp. 3d 930, 932 (N.D. Ill. 2019) (stating that “[u]nder the [TVPA] and MVRA, the defendant must pay for ‘the full 
amount of the victim's losses,’ including medical services, therapy and rehabilitation, transportation, housing, child 
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client in a federal criminal case, you should be familiar with each of these statutes and engage with 
the prosecutor to position your client for the highest recovery amount. 

Of these three statutes, section 2259 is most frequently used by survivors of child 
pornography distribution to seek restitution.  However, as discussed  below, a recent holding by 
the U.S. Supreme Court has complicated survivors’ paths to seeking restitution under section 2259 
by imposing a strict proximate-causation standard.  Unlike the MVRA, which is a general 
restitution statute, section 2259’s restitution mandate is specifically geared towards child victims 
of sex crimes.  The TVPA is also limited and applies only when the defendant is charged with 
trafficking in persons.44  Despite this limitation, the TVPA can provide recourse in both the civil 
and criminal contexts,45 whereas restitution under section 2259 and the MVRA is limited to the 
criminal context.46 

1. The Mandatory Restitution for Sexual Exploitation of Children Act (18 
U.S.C. § 2259) 

Section 2259, mandates an award of restitution for victims of offenses under Title 18, 
Chapter 110 (Sexual Exploitation and Abuse of Children) for the “full amount” of the victim’s 
losses.47  The full amount includes “any costs incurred, or that are reasonably projected to be 
incurred in the future, by the victim, as a proximate result of the offenses involving the victim, . . . 
including— 

(A) medical services relating to physical, psychiatric, or psychological care; 

(B) physical and occupational therapy or rehabilitation; 

(C) necessary transportation, temporary housing, and child care expenses; 

(D) lost income; 

(E) reasonable attorney’s fees, as well as other costs incurred; and 

 
care, and ‘any other losses suffered by the victim as a proximate result of the offense’”); United States v. Jackson, No. 
2:16-CR-00054-DCN, 2018 WL 3127241, at *1 (D.S.C. June 26, 2018) (stating that “restitution is mandatory under 
the [TVPA] and the [MVRA]”). 

44 See 18 U.S.C. § 1593(a) (“[T]he court shall order restitution for any offense under [Chapter 77—Peonage, 
Slavery, and Trafficking in Persons].”). 

45 See id. § 1595. 
46 See United States v. Leahy, 438 F.3d 328, 333–35 (3d Cir. 2006) (finding that although restitution under 

the MVRA “combines features of both criminal and civil penalties,” the restitution is criminal, rather than civil, in 
nature because it is ordered as part of a criminal sentence).  However, if a civil action is filed under the TVPA while 
a criminal action arising out of the same occurrence in which the claimant is a victim is pending, the civil action will 
be stayed during the pendency of the criminal action.  18 U.S.C. § 1595(b). 

47 18 U.S.C. § 2259(b)(1). 
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(F) any other relevant losses incurred by the victim.48 

By its terms, section 2259 is limited to child pornography crimes, including possession of child 
pornography.49  To recover under section 2259, a victim must have been harmed as a result of a 
crime committed under Chapter 110.50  The procedures set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3664 apply to 
awards made under section 2259.  A court does not have discretion to decline to impose restitution 
under section 2259 for any reason, including the defendant’s “economic circumstances” or the fact 
that the victim has otherwise been compensated for his or her injuries, through insurance proceeds 
or otherwise.51  A copy of section 2259 can be found in Appendix M. 

a) Determining Proximate Cause in Cases Involving Possession of 
Child Pornography—Paroline v. United States 

A 2014 U.S. Supreme Court case, Paroline v. United States,52 limited section 2259’s 
effectiveness in securing compensation for victims of child pornography and also paved the way 
for new federal legislation to remedy certain vagueness in how section 2259 restitution should be 
calculated.  In Paroline, the Supreme Court granted certiorari to resolve a circuit split as to the 
“proper causation inquiry for purposes of determining the entitlement to and amount of restitution 
under § 2259.”53  Specifically, the issue was whether section 2259 restitution is limited to losses 
proximately caused by the offense.54  Nearly every court of appeals to consider the question held 
section 2259 did contain such a proximate-cause requirement, with the Fifth Circuit being the only 
outlier.55 

Critically for victims, the Supreme Court recognized the perpetual nature of the harm child 
pornography imposes, calling it “common ground” that “the victim suffers continuing and 
grievous harm as a result of her knowledge that a large, indeterminate number of individuals have 
viewed and will view in the future images of the sexual abuse she endured.”56  Because child 
pornography images are frequently transmitted and downloaded thousands of times, by thousands 
of possible defendants who continue to emerge as time passes, it is particularly difficult to 
demonstrate a causal link between an individual defendant’s criminal conduct and a victim’s actual 
losses (i.e., proximate cause).  This difficulty left courts with no clear way to calculate the fraction 
of losses for which an individual defendant is responsible to a given child pornography victim.  

 
48 Id. § 2259(c)(2). 
49 U.S. v. DiLeo, 58 F. Supp. 3d 239, 241 (E.D.N.Y. 2014) (ordering defendant who pled guilty to one count 

of possession of child pornography to pay $2,000 in restitution to the victim pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2259). 
50 18 U.S.C. § 2259(c)(4). 
51 Id. § 2259(b)(4)(B)(i)–(ii). 
52 572 U.S. 434 (2014). 
53 Id. at 443. 
54 Id. at 446.  “Proximate cause” is the causal link between a defendant’s criminal conduct and the victim’s 

actual losses. 
55 Id. at 443–44 (listing cases). 
56 Id. at 457 (emphasis added). 
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The underlying facts in Paroline illustrate why this is such a complex calculation.  The 
victim was eight and nine years old when she was sexually abused to create child pornography.57  
While she made progress in her recovery in the years immediately following the abuse, she was 
forced to relive this trauma at the age of 17 when she learned that the same materials depicting her 
sexual abuse had been heavily circulated online.58  For this one victim, there were thousands of 
defendants who possessed her sexually abusive images and potentially thousands more defendants 
in the future who would trade and distribute her images.  With no ascertainable number of 
defendants, there is no obvious way for courts to calculate the fraction of a victim’s losses for 
which an individual defendant is responsible, and the Supreme Court’s analysis in Paroline does 
not provide much clarity.  Ultimately, there is no way to gauge the number of future offenders that 
will possess images or videos of a certain victim.  

The Paroline Court began its analysis by considering the application of a traditional “but 
for” causation test.59  Although that showing “could be made with ease” for some defendants, such 
as “producers” of child pornography, the Court explained that a showing of but-for causation could 
not be made in cases like Paroline involving only one of many possessors.60  The Court considered 
several alternative causal tests but found that the available options under criminal and tort law 
were “an ill fit here.”61  The Court also rejected the victim’s proposal of joint and several liability, 
because “the victim’s suggested approach would amount to holding each possessor of her images 
liable for the conduct of thousands of other independently acting possessors and distributors, with 
no legal or practical avenue for seeking contribution.”62  The Court viewed this approach as “so 
severe it might raise questions under the Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth Amendment.”63 

The Court ultimately determined that courts awarding restitution under section 2259 
“should order restitution in an amount that comports with the defendant’s relative role in the causal 
process that underlies the victim’s general losses.”64  But the decision did little to clarify this 
seemingly new standard.  The majority instructed district courts to “assess as best it can from 
available evidence the significance of the individual defendant’s conduct in light of the broader 
causal process that produced the victim’s losses.”65  Because there was no formula for this 
assessment, the Court identified several factors for lower courts to consider when fashioning a 
restitution award, while cautioning that the factors “need not be converted into a rigid formula, 
especially if doing so would result in trivial restitution orders.”66  For instance: 

 
57 Id. at 440. 
58 Id. 
59 Id. at 449–50. 
60 Id. at 450. 
61 Id. at 451–52. 
62 Id. at 455. 
63 Id.  
64 Id. at 458 (emphasis added). 
65 Id. at 459. 
66 Id. at 459–60. 
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district courts might, as a starting point, determine the amount of the victim’s losses 
caused by the continuing traffic in the victim’s images . . . then set an award of 
restitution in consideration of factors that bear on the relative causal significance of 
the defendant’s conduct in producing those losses.  These could include the number 
of past criminal defendants found to have contributed to the victim’s general losses; 
reasonable predictions of the number of future offenders likely to be caught and 
convicted for crimes contributing to the victim’s general losses; any available and 
reasonably reliable estimate of the broader number of offenders involved (most of 
whom will, of course, never be caught or convicted); whether the defendant 
reproduced or distributed images of the victim; whether the defendant had any 
connection to the initial production of the images; how many images of the victim 
the defendant possessed; and other facts relevant to the defendant’s relative causal 
role.67 

What emerged following the Supreme Court’s decision in Paroline was an array of 
methodologies that, far from creating clarity around how restitution should be calculated, further 
muddied the issue for courts handling restitution issues.  A sampling of common methodologies 
includes: 

• 1/n Method.  This method divides total losses caused by distribution of images by the 
number of defendants ordered to pay restitution thus far plus one—to account for the 
current defendant.68  Courts may then increase or reduce that number for aggravating 
or mitigating factors.69  This method has been criticized for treating all offenders alike, 
regardless of their relative causal role in the defendant’s harm.70 

• Future Offenders Method.  This method examines how many offenders have paid 
restitution and attempts to make the defendant pay a proportional amount.  Some courts 
also consider the number of future offenders who will pay restitution and use a formula 

 
67 Id. at 460. 
68 See, e.g., United States v. Sainz, 827 F.3d 602, 605 (7th Cir. 2016); United States v. DiLeo, 58 F. Supp. 

3d 239 (E.D.N.Y. 2014). 
69 See DiLeo, 58 F. Supp. 3d at 249 (reducing the award for additional defendants that are likely going to pay 

and the court’s perception that the defendant had a relatively minor role); see also United States v. Reddick, No. 2:17-
CR-208-WKW, 2018 WL 445112 (M.D. Ala. Jan. 16, 2018) (following the DiLeo approach).  This additional step is 
taken because the 1/n method, if used exclusively, “would effectively nullify other Paroline factors.”  DiLeo, 58 F. 
Supp. 3d at 248. 

70 See, e.g., Sainz, 827 F.3d at 606 (“Sainz argues that the 1/n method treats all defendants convicted of 
possessing or distributing any images of Cindy as equals.”).  Note that this is true only when the 1/n method is the 
only method used.  The 1/n method can also be used as a baseline to arrive at a rough estimate of the amount of 
damages.  See, e.g., DiLeo, 58 F. Supp. 3d at 249.  The court can then adjust that baseline number for aggravating or 
mitigating circumstances. 
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to calculate restitution.71  Some courts have rejected this approach, arguing that 
predicting the future number of offenders is an “unworkable standard.”72 

• Relationship to Other Awards.  Some courts award restitution commensurate with 
other restitution awards made to the victim or other restitution amounts awarded to 
different victims.  For example, in United States v. Miner, the Second Circuit affirmed 
an award that was calculated by picking the median of restitution orders previously 
awarded to the two victims.73  In United States v. Monzel, the district court awarded 
$7,500 in restitution after reviewing the restitution awards in post-Paroline decisions 
and prior restitution awards to the victim.74  It appears that this method has been used 
by several district courts; typically courts will follow this approach if a different court 
used it in a prior case involving the same victim, but a different offender.75 

• Rogers Approach.  Other courts measure the amount of restitution by trying to isolate 
a specific portion of damages caused by the defendant’s conduct.  In United States v. 
Rogers, the First Circuit affirmed a district court’s restitution award that “represent[ed] 
the cost of 18 therapy visits,” although the district court noted that “50 visits would 
have also been a reasonable conclusion.”76 

• No Formula.  Instead of using a formula, other courts pick an appropriate amount using 
the Paroline factors without elaborating on the calculation.77  In these cases it is 
difficult to tell how the court arrived at a specific number or how much each Paroline 
factor weighed into the calculation.78 

 
71 See, e.g., United States v. Crisostomi, 31 F. Supp. 3d 361, 365 (D.R.I. 2014).   
72 See United States v. Bellah, No. 13-10169-EFM, 2014 WL 7073287, at *3 (D. Kan. Dec. 12, 2014); see 

also United States v. Monzel, 209 F. Supp. 3d 73, 76 (D.D.C. 2016) (“As to a reasonable estimate of future offenders, 
whether or not they are caught or convicted, the Government has stated that there is no way to calculate such an 
estimate, which the Court also accepts.”).   

73 617 F. App’x 102, 103 (2d Cir. 2015).  
74 209 F. Supp. 3d 73, 77 (D.D.C. 2016).   
75 See, e.g., United States v. Hicks, No. CRIM.A. 1:09-CR-150, 2009 WL 4110260, at *6 (E.D. Va. Nov. 24, 

2009) (determining the appropriate amount of restitution to award by considering how many defendants had already 
been prosecuted and how many are likely to be prosecuted in the future for the same Vicky series); United States v. 
Ferenci, No. 1:08-CR-0414 AWI, 2009 WL 2579102, at *6 (E.D. Cal. Aug. 19, 2009) (reasoning that the windfall 
argument against restitution is unpersuasive because the court “may not decline to order restitution based on the fact 
the victim has or is entitled to receive compensation from” defendants in other cases).  Note that, although these cases 
predate Paroline, some courts have continued to follow the same methodologies. 

76 758 F.3d 37, 39 (1st Cir. 2014); cf. United States v. Neuhard, No. 15-cr-20425, 2018 WL 1556232, at *2–
3 (E.D. Mich. Mar. 30, 2018) (awarding damages based on the cost of therapy sessions for the victim). 

77 See, e.g., United States v. Franco, No. 14-10205-01-EFM, 2016 WL 492752, at *2–3 (D. Kan. Feb. 8, 
2016); United States v. Bellah, No. 13-10169-EFM, 2014 WL 7073287, at *3–4 (D. Kan. Dec. 12, 2014); see also 
Isra Bhatty, Navigating Paroline’s Wake, 63 UCLA L. REV. 2, 36 (2016). 

78 See, e.g., United States v. Mentzer, 760 F. App’x 90, 95 (3d Cir. 2019) (affirming restitution award of 
$1,000 where victim sought a total of $58,415, because $1,000 represented the district court’s view regarding the 
defendant’s “more limited causal role in the continued dissemination and use of child pornography”).  
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The Paroline rationale has now, not surprisingly, been applied to restitution awards under 
the MVRA as well.  As will be discussed in Part II.D.2, the Third Circuit took this approach in 
United States v. Mentzer, where it determined the appropriate restitution award in accordance with 
the MVRA.79  After reviewing the Supreme Court’s guidance in Paroline, the Mentzer court 
determined that the lower court’s award of $1,000 was not an abuse of discretion because it 
“reflect[ed] its view about [the defendant]’s more limited role in the continued dissemination and 
use of the child pornography.”80 

Following Paroline, lower courts have used various methods to calculate restitution 
awards, but overall Paroline has made it more difficult for victims to recover.  Given the 
proximate-cause requirement, victims must demonstrate more than a factual link between an 
offender’s conduct and their loss in order to recover.  Further, the Court’s unclear standard for 
determining the proper amount of restitution has given lower courts the discretion to make paltry 
awards, forcing victims to try to recover from a wide range of defendants to receive any meaningful 
sum of money. 

Case law in the wake of Paroline has created additional problems.  In United States v. 
Galan, the Ninth Circuit reviewed a restitution award under the MVRA that did not disaggregate 
losses where the defendant was not the original abuser of the victim.81  The district court awarded 
restitution based on a calculation that “included future lost earnings, medical expenses incurred 
after the date of the earliest crimes for which Galan was convicted . . . , vocational rehabilitation, 
and the cost of an economic report.”82  The defendant appealed “on the basis that no attempt was 
made to disaggregate the losses resulting from the original abuse from the losses resulting from 
Galan’s own activities.”83 

After acknowledging that restitution is mandatory for the full amount of a victim’s losses 
caused as a proximate result of Galan’s offenses, the Ninth Circuit’s analysis turned on whether it 
could “make the restitution calculation without excluding the ongoing losses to the victim due to 
the actions of the original abuser.”84  The court concluded that it was logical to separate harms 
caused by the original abuser and harms caused by distributors and possessors of images.  The 
court reasoned that adding distribution of images to the initial acts of the abuser “put[s] in motion 
a whole different set of abuses”; subsequent participants, whether distributors or possessors, are 
part of the crime of distribution, but not the physical abuse crime.  The court further concluded 
that the defendant “should not be required to pay for losses caused by the original abuser’s 
actions,” because the defendant “had nothing to do with the original abuse.”85  Ongoing losses 
arising from the original abuse of the victim should be disaggregated from losses caused by the 

 
79 Id. 
80 Id. 
81 804 F.3d 1287 (9th Cir. 2015).  The defendant in Galan was convicted of distribution and possession of 

child pornography that had been manufactured a decade earlier by a different offender.  Id. at 1288. 
82 Id. at 1289. 
83 Id. 
84 Id.  
85 Id. at 1290. 
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ongoing distribution and possession of images of that abuse, to the extent possible.  In doing so, 
the court recognized that the task of determining “what portion of a victim’s ongoing loss should 
be” apportioned between the original abuser and subsequent possessors and distributors “will be a 
mix of ‘discretion and estimation,’ and . . . may result in ‘complication and prolongation of the 
sentencing process.’”86  Nevertheless, the Court vacated the restitution order and remanded for the 
district court to disaggregate losses caused by the original abuser from the restitution awarded 
against later possessors and distributors.87 

b) Managing Legal and Client Setbacks 

Given this complexity, it is not surprising that since Galan, some victims have reportedly 
withdrawn their restitution requests rather than take on the impossible task of trying to 
disaggregate losses.  For those who try to disaggregate losses, psychiatrists and other experts may 
be useful, although apparently none have been used in these cases to date.  Remember that this is 
a crime unlike any other—re-victimization through the circulation of images is a reality for many 
victims and simply knowing that images exist can create a perpetual fear of those images surfacing.  
Therefore, attorneys must be keenly aware that their clients will likely need ongoing access to 
services throughout their lifetimes.88 

As with many psychological disorders, symptoms resurface at different developmental 
stages in one’s life.  Treatment modalities often account for those changes by offering different 
interventions based on the severity or resurfacing of symptoms.89  It is imperative for you to 
understand the importance of therapeutic interventions for your clients, potentially throughout 
their lives, as the need for therapy changes over time.  Clients will need representation that argues 
for the sustainability of such support and resources to access those services over time.  

Survivors can experience various stages during their recovery, and mental health providers 
often need to try a variety of treatment modalities before finding something that matches a person’s 
needs.  This dynamic is like new pieces of a puzzle being added into a person’s path of healing 
that must be continuously adjusted for and molded to fit a provider’s skill set and a survivor’s 
needs at different stages during his or her life.  This moving treatment target can cause difficulty 
and concern for attorneys as client’s behaviors and self-care strategies change.  Attorneys and 
therapists can work together to anticipate new challenges and prepare to deal with changes as they 
come.  

While you will rely on your client’s therapist and mental health provider to provide the 
necessary care and treatment, it is helpful as background for you to understand that the role of the 

 
86 Id. at 1291. 
87 Id. (citing Paroline v. United States, 572 U.S. 434, 462 (2014); 18 U.S.C. § 3663(a)(1)(B)(ii)). 
88 In Amy’s Victim Impact Statement, she explains the ongoing and recurrent nature of this trauma as follows: 

“Every day of my life I live in fear that someone will see my pictures and recognize me and that I will be humiliated 
all over again . . . .  When my pictures were first discovered, I went to therapy and thought I was getting over it.  But 
I was very wrong.  The full impact of what happened to me has only become clearer as I have gotten older.  The full 
impact of what happened worsened because the crime has never really stopped.” 

89 For instance, at a mental health roundtable sponsored by NCMEC in November 2018, a CSAM survivor 
explained that she had needed extensive “maintenance therapy” from six different therapists in her lifetime. 
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mental health professional is not only to promote healing from your client’s trauma but also to 
surround your client with appropriate and healthy influences.  Healing happens in stages and over 
time.  For survivors of CSAM, these stages can take the form of “one step forward, two steps 
backward,” depending on their situations.  Triggers (a psychological term describing stimulus such 
as a sight, sound, or smell that can remind someone of a past trauma) for this population can be as 
simple as a click of a camera or a cell phone being used, because their trauma is related to the 
existence of images.  Being aware of these often inconsequential and everyday occurrences during 
your interactions with your clients can help you support them more holistically.   

You should also be prepared to recognize the signs of a trauma response, which might 
include going blank, showing a physical response (sweating, going pale, etc.), or expressing an 
emotional outburst (anger, fear, shame, etc.).  All these signs are ways for you to stay in tune with 
your client’s emotional state, help them recognize the trigger, and create a safe response.  It is not 
uncommon for trauma survivors to retreat and escape as a coping mechanism.  During sexual 
abuse, many survivors describe a phenomenon called “dissociation”—a psychological separation 
of self as a survival technique.  Dissociation allows for the victim to endure painful and traumatic 
experiences while protecting his or her psyche by disconnecting and detaching from the traumatic 
experience.  This coping mechanism during abuse often arises after the abuse has stopped, 
particularly when images are created and the survivor must come to terms with others viewing 
those images.  Because the trauma and abuse your client suffered is at the center of your 
interactions with the client, you may witness dissociative episodes or trauma responses as you 
interact with your client.  It can be tremendously helpful in your case to work with mental health 
professionals to not only support your client therapeutically but also to identify and mitigate these 
emotional states so that your client can testify effectively.  

While you are seeking legal redress and restitution for your client, their therapist should be 
helping them learn how to take control of their recovery progress by recognizing small steps 
forward as healing and empowering opportunities.  Your client may undergo a cyclical healing 
process, in which the trauma-informed therapy the client receives takes the client through multiple 
treatment modalities as part of the recovery process.  This process may include periods of more 
outward recovery, followed by relapses at different life stages.  While you will not be part of the 
treatment process, it is beneficial for you to understand this process at some level, as it may impact 
your interactions with your client and the client’s ability to be more or less interactive with the 
representation during recovery.90 

c) The Amy, Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim 
Assistance Act of 2018 

In response to Paroline and subsequent courts’ varying interpretations of individual 
defendants’ liability, Congress passed the Amy, Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim 
Assistance Act of 2018 (AVAA), which was enacted on December 7, 2018.  The AVAA largely 

 
90 See NAT’L CTR. FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, BE THE SOLUTION, HELPING VICTIMS OF CHILD 

SEXUAL ABUSE MATERIAL: A GUIDE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT (2020), https://go.missingkids.org/l/808593/2020-11-
24/21bhf2; NAT’L CTR. FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, CAPTURED ON FILM: SURVIVORS OF CHILD SEXUAL 
ABUSE MATERIAL ARE STUCK IN A UNIQUE CYCLE OF TRAUMA (2019), 
https://www.missingkids.org/content/dam/missingkids/pdfs/Captured%20on%20Film.pdf [hereinafter CAPTURED ON 
FILM]. 
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preserves Paroline’s proximate-causation standard, but it puts safeguards in place to ensure that 
victims of child pornography crimes obtain full restitution.  A copy of the AVAA can be found in 
Appendix N, and an article from the Federal Sentencing Reporter summarizing the impact of this 
legislation can be found in Appendix O.  It should be noted from the outset that, on its face, the 
AVAA purports not to apply retroactively to possession or distribution offenses committed prior 
to the date of enactment, even if sentencing occurs after that date.91  The original abuse and 
production of the sexually abusive imagery, however, could have occurred long before the AVAA 
was enacted. 

Under the AVAA, child pornography victims are entitled to “restitution in an amount that 
reflects the defendant’s relative role in the causal process that underlies the victim’s losses, but 
which is no less than $3,000.”92  Significantly, the AVAA recognizes the continued harm in forcing 
victims to recover piecemeal from individual defendants, and also provides that victims may 
choose to initially receive a lump sum from the Child Pornography Victims Reserve.93  This sum 
is $35,000 in the first year of the statute,94 with annual increases based on the Consumer Price 
Index.95 

By setting a minimum restitution amount and providing for the lump sum option, the 
AVAA should theoretically ensure that more victims receive full restitution from the offenders 
who have harmed them.  However, since the passage of the AVAA, there have been at least eight 
cases in which victims of child pornography received only the token, minimum award from a 
particular defendant.96  Because the AVAA also retains Paroline’s proximate-cause requirement, 

 
91 18 U.S.C. § 2259B(d) (“It is the sense of Congress that individuals who violate this chapter prior to the 

date of the enactment of the Amy, Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018, but who are 
sentenced after such date, shall be subject to the statutory scheme that was in effect at the time the offenses were 
committed.”); see also OFFICE OF GEN. COUNSEL, U.S. SENTENCING COMM’N, Primer on Crime Victims’ Rights at 9 
(January 2019).  Note that at least one court has determined that section 2259B’s “sense of Congress” language is not 
binding.  See United States v. Berry, No. 1:18-CR-00107-AA, 2020 WL 86194, at *2 n.2 (D. Or. Jan. 6, 2020) (holding 
that an order of restitution under the AVAA—even a retroactive one—was appropriate because the “‘sense of 
Congress’ language is considered legislative dicta and not binding on the Court”); United States v. Johnson, 438 F. 
Supp. 3d 1185, 1191 (D. Idaho 2020) (citing Berry, but ultimately determining that the question of whether the AVAA 
is retroactive is “irrelevant” because “there is authority outside the AVAA under which the Court could award 
restitution in this matter”). 

92 18 U.S.C. § 2259(b)(2)(B) (emphasis added).   
93 Id. § 2259(d)(1)(A); see also United States v. Mentzer, 760 F. App’x 90, 95 (3d Cir. 2019). 
94 18 U.S.C. § 2259(d)(1)(D)(i).   
95 Id. § 2259(d)(1)(D)(i)(I)–(II).  
96 See United States v. Urfer, 833 F. App’x 33, 25 (8th Cir. 2020) (affirming award of $3,000 in restitution 

per victim for pre-AVAA conduct); Mentzer, 760 F. App’x at 95 (holding district court did not abuse its discretion in 
calculating $1,000 as an appropriate restitution award); United States v. Guardiola, No. 18-cr-3167 (S.D. Cal. Oct. 26, 
2020) (No. 86) (ordering $3,000 in restitution for one victim, and $1,000 in restitution for all other victims for pre-
AVAA conduct); United States v. Berry, No. 1:18-CR-00107-AA, 2020 WL 86194, at *5 (D. Or. Jan. 6, 2020) 
(ordering defendant to pay the minimum amount of restitution ($3,000 each) to Pia, Ava, and Mya because the 
government did not prove the total amount of losses incurred by the victims); United States v. Collier, No. 3:16-CR-
348-SI, 2019 WL 6213155, at *1 (D. Or. Nov. 21, 2019) (Awarding $2,000–$3,5000 to each victim and noting that 
the AVAA “does not apply retroactively to criminal conduct that pre-dates the Act's effective date. Accordingly, it 
does not apply in either of the pending cases.”); United States v. Levi, No. 17-13942, 2019 WL 993340, at *6 (11th 
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it remains to be seen whether these new safeguards will actually allow victims to recover the full 
restitution to which they are entitled as they still face the disaggregation issues described above.97 

While the AVAA’s proximate-cause requirement may complicate full recovery, the initial 
$35,000 lump sum aggregate payment has no downside from a practical standpoint.  Accepting 
the aggregate amount does not prevent your client from seeking restitution at the minimum $3,000 
amount in future cases based on disaggregated losses.  The $35,000 amount previously obtained 
will simply be subtracted from the total amount of losses calculated.  For heavily traded images, 
the amount of total losses will almost certainly exceed that amount, and your clients should be able 
to obtain additional money.  For lightly traded images, your client will receive a baseline amount 
of restitution which is often greater than they otherwise may have received in total from separate 
loss requests. 

A victim must still qualify for the lump sum amount by demonstrating that his or her image 
was included in the charged conduct in the defendant’s indictment.98  The AVAA defines the 
requirement of charged conduct to include advertisement, distribution, receipt, reproduction, and 
possession of child pornography.99  It is less difficult to meet this requirement in a child 
pornography possession case because the prosecution is based on the possession itself.100  As a 
result, most indictments charging possession allege the defendant possessed a particular electronic 
device (i.e., computer, tablet, phone) that contained child pornography.  For these cases, your 
client’s images will qualify as “charged” if found on the device charged in the possession count. 

 
Cir. Feb. 28, 2019) (affirming total award of $8,700 in restitution to nine victims based on the Supreme Court’s 
guidance in Paroline); United States v. Quignon, No. 8:18CR43, 2018 WL 681163, at *2–3 (D. Neb. Dec. 27, 2018) 
(ordering defendant to pay restitution in the amount of $1,000); see also United States v. Gifford, No. 2:19-CR-20008, 
2020 WL 1271370, at *3 (W.D. Ark. Mar. 17, 2020) (awarding two victims $2,000 in restitution, one victim $2,500, 
one victim $3,000, one victim $1,500, and the final victim $1,000 in case involving conduct that occurred 
approximately two months before AVAA). 

97 See, e.g.,  United States v. Hollman, No. 1:18-cr-10037-JBM-JEH-1, 2019 WL 418208, at *4, 6–7 (C.D. 
Ill. Jan. 14, 2019) (denying award of restitution because the government had failed to meet its burden of demonstrating 
what the victim’s total losses were), report not adopted by No. 1:18-cr-10037, 2019 WL 418404, at *2 (C.D. Ill. Feb. 
1, 2019). 

98 18 U.S.C. § 2259(d)(1)(B).   
99 “[T]he term ‘trafficking in child pornography’ means conduct proscribed by section 2251(d), 2252, 

2252A(a)(1) through (5), [and] 2252A(g).”  Id. § 2259(c)(3). 
100 See, e.g., United States v. Benoit, 713 F.3d 1, 16 (10th Cir. 2013) (finding that although possession is a 

lesser included offense of receipt, a defendant could be convicted and sentenced for both offenses if the underlying 
conduct for each charge involved distinct actions or transactions); United States v. McDaniel, 631 F.3d 1204, 1208 
(11th Cir. 2011) (declaring “possessors of child pornography victimize the children depicted within [by providing] 
the economic incentive for the creation and distribution of the pornography”); United States v. Hernandez, No. 2:11-
cr-00026-GEB, 2014 WL 2987665, at *5 (E.D. Cal. 2014) (determining opening and/or viewing an image is not 
required to demonstrate possession when defendant downloaded images to his computer); United States v. Covert, 
No. 09-332, 2011 WL 134060, at *4 (W.D. Pa. Jan. 14, 2011) (upholding restitution order against defendant by 
reasoning “the harm to the child is enhanced by the mere possession of the image”). 
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For production and distribution, however, the basis for prosecution is by image and each 
charge in the indictment will include only one image.101  Most federal indictments include only 
between five and ten counts.  For these cases, then, if your client’s image is not “charged,” the 
client will not be eligible for the aggregated fund amount.102  This underscores how imperative it 
is for you to connect early in the notification process with the prosecutor to ensure your client’s 
image is actually included as a charged count.  Experienced practitioners have emphasized each 
of these points.  They suggest that during your first contact with the prosecutor, it can be effective 
to encourage the prosecutor to contemplate the harm suffered by your client when considering the 
standard practice of dismissing some counts to encourage a defendant to plead to others.  They 
also encourage directly asking the prosecutor to include charges involving your client’s images. 

Also note that relief from the aggregate fund is available only for victims as defined by 
federal law.  Thus, for example, if your client is depicted in images classified as child erotica, 
which are not illegal under federal law, he or she will not be eligible for the aggregated fund 
payment.103  The First Amendment does protect an individual’s right to view erotic materials or 
engage in erotic acts, within the bounds of statutory definition and judicial interpretation.104  
Finally, keep in mind that the aggregated fund is applicable only in federal cases, so if your client’s 
image is being distributed only in state or local cases, the client will not be eligible for fund relief 
but can still seek restitution otherwise. 

While DOJ is currently formulating regulations and processes governing the request for 
and disbursement of the aggregate lump sum payment, victims will likely be able to apply online 

 
101 See, e.g., United States v. Fee, 491 F. App’x 151, 157 (11th Cir. 2012) (“The text of section 2251(a) makes 

clear that Congress proscribed each [discrete] visual depiction of a minor as a separate offense.”); United States v. 
Esch, 832 F.2d 531, 541 (10th Cir. 1987) (“As we construe the statute, each use of a minor to create a visual depiction 
constitutes a separate and distinct violation, and thus represents the correct unit of prosecution.”); United States v. 
Qualls, No. 14-03519-RB, 2016 WL 9774925, at *1 (D.N.M. Dec. 19, 2016) (holding that the defendant was correctly 
charged with four distinct counts of production of child pornography where the four images “are still distinguishable 
and were taken at distinct moments in time”). 

102 Section 2259 limits mandatory restitution to cases where “the defendant was convicted of trafficking in 
child pornography.”  18 U.S.C. § 2259(b)(2) (emphasis added).  This was reiterated in Paroline, where the Supreme 
Court clarified that the statute’s definition of a “victim” entitled to restitution extends only to those who are harmed 
by “the offense of conviction.”  Paroline v. United States, 572 U.S. 434, 435 (2014).  Lower courts have reached the 
same conclusion.  See, e.g., United States v. Delacruz, No. 2:12-cr-00132-GEB, 2015 WL 9260606 at *3 (E.D. Cal. 
Dec. 17, 2015) (four victims whose images were among the thousands possessed by the defendant were ineligible to 
receive restitution because there was no evidence that their images were ever distributed); United States v. Longo, No. 
14–57, 2015 WL 251561 at *1 (W.D. Pa. Jan. 20, 2015) (victim was not entitled to restitution because the defendant 
pled guilty to production of child pornography relating to a different child but not possession). 

103 See, e.g., Jacobson v. United States, 503 U.S. 540, 551–52 (1992) (declaring defendant’s “inclinations 
and fantasies” may choose never to cross the line from legal child erotica to prohibited child pornography whether out 
of “respect for legality or the fear of prosecution”). 

104 See, e.g., Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 61 (1976) (recognizing that “the First 
Amendment will not tolerate the total suppression of erotic materials that have some arguably artistic value”); United 
States v. Dost, 636 F. Supp. 828, 832 (S.D. Cal. 1986), aff'd sub nom. United States v. Wiegand, 812 F.2d 1239 (9th 
Cir. 1987) (establishing the widely used multi-factor “Dost test” for determining whether a particular visual depiction 
falls under the definition of child pornography). 
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after receiving notice that their images have been distributed.105  We expect that the application 
process will require a court determination that the applicant is a “victim” of the case.  This will 
require the prosecutor to file a motion designating your client as such.  In order to facilitate that 
process, consider providing the prosecutor with the motion and a request that it be filed.  In 
anticipation of this yet-to-be finalized process, experienced practitioners have made a regular 
practice of including a statement to the prosecutor that if the count of conviction does not include 
their client’s images it would still be impactful emotionally, and may matter legally, to the victim 
if the judgment included a finding that their client is a victim of the defendant’s crime. 

Another potential impact of the AVAA is that courts may begin to require victims to notify 
them of previous restitution amounts awarded against other defendants, so that the court may 
fashion a restitution amount that takes into account the recovery that a victim has already received.  
This is an important change to keep in mind because DOJ does not have access to complete 
information relating to restitution awards, and attorneys representing multiple clients in a single 
case sometimes receive restitution payments that do not identify which survivor has been awarded 
the restitution.  As a result of these shortcomings, it will become more incumbent upon the victim’s 
lawyer to track this information and provide it to the court upon request. 

The AVAA also grants victims,106 their attorneys, and any expert they have retained the 
right to view the child’s images.  Although the viewing process can be restrictive, this may be 
helpful while preparing for a civil case, as described in more detail below.  Prior to viewing the 
material, any third party, including the defendant, must be redacted from the image, and 
professionals should prepare thoroughly to make the most legally-advantageous use of the limited 
viewing opportunity.107  While victims are legally permitted to view their images, you should 
carefully consider and discuss with your client and their therapeutic support team whether this is 
necessary for your case, the circumstances under which such viewing would occur, and the 
potential impact such viewing may have on your client.  The long-term effects can be substantial 
and detrimental to the well-being of the victim and family if not addressed comprehensively.  
NCMEC is available to discuss this process and the experiences NCMEC has had with survivors 
in this context. 

d) Strategies to Maximize Restitution Under the AVAA 

While the benefits of the AVAA, especially the potential for a $35,000 one-time restitution 
payment, are significant, for most clients, you will still need to proceed with individual restitution 
cases to collect the full amount of your client’s damages.  You should consider the following 
strategies when engaging with the prosecutor to advocate for the highest possible award for your 
client in the post-AVAA world: 

 
105 Once the proposed DOJ regulations are complete, they will be released for a notice-and-comment period 

before being finalized.  This Manual will be updated with additional information regarding the proposed regulations 
as it becomes available later in 2021. 

106 In a criminal case, a victim can view his or her images only while the case is pending.  18 U.S.C. 
§ 3509(m)(3).   

107 Id.   
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• First-Known Offender Theory of Harm.  You can try to maximize recovery for your 
client by redefining the harm, arguing that he or she is most harmed by the first-known 
viewer of their sexually abusive material.  Under that theory of harm, victims can seek 
to recover the greatest amount from the first offender they become aware of.  Such a 
strategy for recovery is an attractive alternative to the current model, in which victims 
must seek piecemeal recovery through potentially hundreds of proceedings, which 
could be traumatic for your client. 

There may be some barriers to this theory under current law.  The Supreme Court in 
Paroline went to great lengths to emphasize the competing interests at stake in 
interpreting section 2259—the need to compensate victims on the one hand and the 
need for proportional sentences on the other hand.108  In Paroline, the Court held that 
the restitution amount should “not be severe,” but also should not be a “token or 
nominal amount.”109  A court could view the first-known-offender theory as too severe 
because two offenders could engage in the same conduct and receive very different 
restitution orders. 

If you choose to advance this theory, you should argue that it comports with Paroline, 
which was concerned that an offender would be held liable for the conduct of other 
offenders.  If the first-known offender is the one who actually causes a majority of the 
harm, a large restitution order would simply force the offender to account for the 
damage he or she caused.  To prove this, expert testimony would be helpful to show 
the impact of an initial distribution on a survivor and the harm that this distribution 
causes. 

• Target Offenders with Greater Relative Causal Roles.  To maximize restitution 
recovery under Paroline, you also can target offenders with relatively significant causal 
roles in causing harm to your client.  In Paroline, the Supreme Court noted that 
“whether the defendant reproduced or distributed images of the victim” is a factor that 
“bear[s] on the relative causal significance of the defendant’s conduct.”110  Thus, it 
would be prudent to bring restitution claims against convicted offenders who 
reproduced or distributed images of the victim. 

Victims should also emphasize the reasonableness of their proposed restitution awards 
and how they arrived at the amounts they are requesting.  Many courts, even those that 
use a specific formula, want to arrive at what they consider a reasonable amount.  
Demonstrating the reasonableness of a particular award can be done by noting, for 
example, the gravity of the offense at issue or by comparing it to other awards. 

• Consider Resources of the Defendant.  Litigants should also consider the resources 
of the defendant when bringing restitution claims.  A judgment is useful only if the 

 
108 Paroline v. United States, 572 U.S. 434, 458–59 (2014).   
109 Id.  
110 Id. at 460.   
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defendant has the means to pay it.111  Therefore, victims should prioritize restitution 
claims against defendants who have the means to pay the proposed award.  Doing 
otherwise could waste resources and force the victim to needlessly relive the underlying 
child abuse. 

• Working with NCMEC.  You should also work with NCMEC to collect information 
regarding the distribution of your client’s sexually abusive content so you can propose 
a more principled method of calculating restitution damages.  One Paroline factor is 
“how many images of the victim the defendant possessed.”112  Some courts have noted 
that “the more images are possessed by a defendant, the more damages are accountable 
to that defendant.”113  Data collected by NCMEC can help you calculate restitution 
damages on that basis.  NCMEC also may have specific information provided by law 
enforcement regarding how many images of your client a given defendant possessed, 
which can help inform a court’s analysis of the proper amount of restitution. 

Distribution is another Paroline factor.114  Courts have recognized that distribution of 
child pornography is “more serious” than receipt of child pornography.115  Information 
regarding distribution can therefore help to maximize a victim’s recovery under section 
2259. 

In proposing an approach that takes into account the number of images possessed and 
distributed, you can benefit from the wide discretion district courts have in fashioning 
restitution orders.116 

2. The Mandatory Victims Restitution Act of 2000 (18 U.S.C. § 3663) 

The MVRA, enacted in 1996 and reauthorized in 2000, provides that a victim of most 
federal offenses described in Title 18 (housing most crimes in the U.S. Code) may be entitled to 
restitution.117  The Act also provides that a sentencing court may “order restitution in any criminal 
case to the extent agreed to by the parties in a plea agreement.”118  When the federal crime at issue 

 
111 Victim’s counsel in Paroline may have followed this advice, as Amy sought close to $3.4 million against 

the defendant in her case.  Id. at 486–87. 
112 Id. at 460.   
113 United States v. Bellah, No. 13-10169-EFM, 2014 WL 7073287, at *4 (D. Kan. Dec. 12, 2014).   
114 Paroline, 572 U.S. at 460 (noting that “whether the defendant reproduced or distributed images of the 

victim” is a factor a district court could consider). 
115 See United States v. Franco, No. 14-10205-01-EFM, 2016 WL 492752, at *3 (D. Kan. Feb. 8, 2016).   
116 See, e.g., Paroline, 572 U.S. at 462; United States v. Grovo, 826 F.3d 1207, 1221 (9th Cir. 2016); United 

States v. Miltier, No. 2:15cr151, 2016 WL 6821087, at *4 (E.D. Va. Nov. 17, 2016). 
117 18 U.S.C. § 3663(a)(1)(A) (“The court, when sentencing a defendant convicted of an offense . . . may 

order . . . that the defendant make restitution to any victim of such offense.”).  The Act defines a “victim” as “a person 
directly and proximately harmed as a result of the commission of an offense for which restitution may be ordered.”  
Id. § 3663(a)(2). 

118 Id. § 3663(a)(3). 
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is among those enumerated in the MVRA, the MVRA requires that the defendant pay the victim 
restitution.119  A copy of the MVRA can be found in Appendix P. 

Under the MVRA, recoverable victim losses include: (1) damage, loss, or destruction of 
property; (2) costs of medical and related professional services and devices related to physical, 
psychiatric, and psychological care; (3) costs of physical and occupational therapy and 
rehabilitation; (4) costs of funeral and related services (when the offense results in the death of a 
victim); and (5) lost income, childcare, transportation, and other expenses related to participating 
in the investigation or prosecution of the offense.120  The MVRA also establishes procedures for 
determining the amount of restitution.121   

Courts rarely apply the MVRA in cases involving child pornography crimes because, 
unlike section 2259, the statute is not tailored to child sexual abuse crimes.122  In a rare exception 
to this general practice, the Third Circuit addressed restitution under the MVRA in United States 
v. Mentzer.123  The defendant in Mentzer was indicted for distribution and possession of child 
pornography, but ultimately pled guilty to a sexual exploitation charge stemming from his sexual 
activity with a minor.124  He appealed the district court’s restitution award to a victim depicted in 
one of his child pornography images, challenging whether the $1,000 restitution award was 
permitted under law and its appropriateness.125  The court acknowledged that the MVRA permits 
a court to order restitution for victims of most federal offenses, and that the Act empowers a court 
to order restitution to the extent agreed to by the parties in a plea agreement.  Because the 
defendant’s plea agreement explicitly provided for restitution arising from relevant conduct, the 
court held, the award of restitution to a victim depicted in child pornography was thus permissible 
under the MVRA in a conviction for child sexual exploitation.126  This outcome highlights the 
importance of working with prosecutors early in the process to advocate for restitution-friendly 
plea agreements, such as ones specifically providing for restitution to victims of related conduct, 

 
119 Id. § 3663A(a)(1); see id. § 3663A(c)(1) (the MVRA’s mandatory restitution rule applies “in all 

sentencing proceedings for convictions of, or plea agreements relating to charges for” enumerated crimes—(i) a crime 
of violence, (ii) certain offenses against property, (iii) certain anti-doping offenses; (iv) an offense related to tampering 
with consumer products, or (v) an offense relating to theft of medical products—“in which an identifiable victim or 
victims has suffered a physical injury or pecuniary loss”). 

120 Id. §§ 3663(b)(1), (b)(2)(A)–(B), (b)(3)–(6). 
121 Id. § 3663(a)(1)(B)(i) (“The court, in determining whether to order restitution under this section, shall 

consider—(I) the amount of loss sustained by each victim as a result of the offense; and (II) the financial resources of 
the defendant, the financial needs and earning ability of the defendant and the defendant’s dependents, and such other 
factors as the court deems appropriate.”). 

122 But see Manrique v. United States, 137 S. Ct. 1266, 1272 (2017) (holding defendant had not secured 
appellate review of the district court’s order imposing restitution under the MVRA); United States v. Borowski, 589 
F. App’x 640, 642 (4th Cir. 2014) (denying defendant’s appeal of restitution ordered pursuant to the MVRA because 
it was foreclosed by an appeal waiver in his plea agreement). 

123 760 F. App’x 90 (3d Cir. 2019). 
124 Id. at 92. 
125 Id. at 94. 
126 Id.  
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and to discourage them from omitting appropriate charges from indictments and plea agreements, 
which will be discussed further in Part IV.G.   

3. Trafficking Victims Protection Act (18 U.S.C. § 1593) 

The TVPA, codified in relevant part at 18 U.S.C. § 1593, provides several methods to 
prosecute traffickers, prevent human trafficking, and protect victims and survivors of trafficking.  
When it was enacted in 2000, the Act established human trafficking and related offenses as federal 
crimes.  Congress has subsequently reauthorized the TVPA in 2003, 2005, 2008, 2013, and 2019, 
each time adding new provisions to prevent human trafficking and further protect and assist 
victims.127  A copy of the TVPA can be found in Appendix Q. 

While not applicable in the majority of child pornography cases, you should be aware of 
the TVPA as a potential mechanism to recover restitution for child victims under specific factual 
circumstances that may benefit from the use of a novel legal argument under the TVPA.  The 
TVPA mandates restitution for a victim of any offense under Chapter 77 of Title 18 in the U.S. 
Code in an amount that compensates the victim for the “full amount” of his or her losses.128  Under 
the TVPA, the “full amount of a victim’s losses” has the same meaning as provided in the MVRA, 
and may include a value assigned to the victim’s services.129  Any award under the TVPA is issued 
and enforced in accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 3664, which outlines the general procedures for 
issuance and enforcement of orders of restitution.130 

While use of the TVPA may avoid some of the legal hurdles associated with section 2259, 
note that the Act’s restitution provisions have been applied only where the defendant is charged 
with trafficking.131  This is a far less common scenario in cases involving distribution of child 
pornography.  Still, you may want to explore making an argument that victims of child 
pornography are entitled to restitution under the statute regardless of whether the offender is 
charged with a trafficking offense on the ground that child pornography should be considered a 
“severe form of trafficking in persons” under the TVPA.132 

 
127 See Cassondra (Cj) Murphy, Trafficking Victims Protection Act Becomes Law, THE HUMAN TRAFFICKING 

INSTITUTE (2019), https://www.traffickingmatters.com/trafficking-victims-protection-reauthorization-act-becomes-
law/ (describing the most recent reauthorization of the TVPA, which was signed into law on January 9, 2019). 

128 18 U.S.C. § 1593(b)(1). 
129 Id. § 1593(b)(3). 
130 Id. § 1593(b)(2). 
131 See, e.g., United States v. Charles, 895 F.3d 560, 562 (8th Cir. 2018) (affirming restitution awarded under 

the TVPA and the MVRA in case where the victim had been recruited to engage in prostitution and induced to 
“produce sexually-explicit images and videos to send to [the defendant]”); United States v. Whitley, 354 F. Supp. 3d 
930, 938 (N.D. Ill. 2019) (holding restitution awarded under the TVPA and the MVRA in the amount of $246,286.59 
was warranted because the defendant, who had coerced minors to engage in commercial sex acts with him and taken 
“nude or exposed photographs” of minors, had been convicted of sex trafficking). 

132 22 U.S.C. § 7102(11)(A).  Child pornography could constitute a “severe form of trafficking in persons” 
in cases in which its creation involves “the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person 
for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, 
peonage, debt bondage, or slavery.”  Id. § 7102(11)(B). 
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Unlike most restitution claims (where recovery is based on the possession or distribution 
of the material itself), a restitution award under the TVPA could be based on the “force, threats of 
force, fraud, [or] coercion” that are necessarily employed to create child pornography in the first 
place.133  The TVPA mandates restitution against anyone who “knowing . . . or, . . . in reckless 
disregard of the fact, that means of force, threats of force, fraud, coercion . . . , or any combination 
of such means will be used to cause the person to engage in a commercial sex act, or that the person 
has not attained the age of 18 years and will be caused to engage in a commercial sex act.”134  
Regardless of whether a distributor or possessor was aware of the circumstances surrounding the 
creation of the child pornography or simply acted in reckless disregard of these facts, you could 
argue that the offender’s conduct should be covered by the TVPA—including its restitution 
mandate. 

E. PROCEDURE FOR RECOVERING FEDERAL CRIMINAL RESTITUTION AND THE 
VICTIM’S ROLE IN THE PROCESS 

The procedures for issuing restitution awards are delineated in 18 U.S.C. § 3664.135  Many 
defendants lack the financial resources to pay restitution due to indigence, incarceration, and 
unemployment.  Accordingly, collection rates are alarmingly low, especially after considering 
administrative expenditures and enforcement fees, such as staffing and running collection 
programs, litigation and enforcement costs of the United States Attorneys, and time expended by 
officials attempting to enforce unpaid restitution.136  Depending on the legal arrangement you have 
with your client, victims who receive a full award may have to pay a portion in attorney’s fees and 
costs.  The following guidelines set forth what you can do to help ensure the largest possible 
restitution award for your client. 

1. Before Charges 

• Proactively reach out to the prosecutor.  CPVA will process victim notifications 
within a week after receiving notification from NCMEC regarding distribution.  If 
notification is sent pre-indictment, it is important for you to speak to the prosecutor 
before charging decisions are made so you can advocate for your client’s images to be 
included in the charged counts.  This must occur so that mandatory restitution will 
apply under the AVAA.  Consider putting the evidence in writing to the prosecutor and 
making a written request on your client’s behalf to have the images included.  If the 
images are not included, victims are permitted a “reasonable opportunity” to discuss 

 
133 18 U.S.C. § 1591(a). 
134 Id.; id. § 1593(a).  Under the TVPA, “sex trafficking” is defined as “the recruitment, harboring, 

transportation, provision, obtaining, patronizing, or soliciting of a person for the purpose of a commercial sex act.”  
22 U.S.C. § 7102(12).  The TVPA defines a “commercial sex act” as “any sex act on account of which anything of 
value is given to or received by any person.”  Id. § 7102(4). 

135 18 U.S.C. § 3664. 
136 See, e.g., Matthew Dickman, Comment, Should Crime Pay?: A Critical Assessment of the Mandatory 

Victims Restitution Act of 1996, 97 CAL. L. REV. 1687 (2009). 
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the charges with the prosecutors’ supervisor.137  At the very latest, the restitution 
request can be submitted up to 90 days after sentencing (though there are some limited 
exceptions).138  If your client is seeking the $35,000 aggregate award under the AVAA, 
you should also provide the prosecutor with a motion to designate your client as a 
“victim,” and then facilitate the application process for payment. 

• Prepare your client.  During this phase, the survivor may need to interact with the 
prosecutor.  It is your job to prepare your client, both by going through the facts of the 
case in detail, and by preparing the client emotionally.  Understand the complexities of 
dealing with a survivor who has suffered trauma and seek assistance.  There are many 
training programs focused on teaching practitioners a trauma-informed approach to 
interviewing techniques.139  You also can seek assistance from mental health therapists, 
including those in the Family Advocacy Division of NCMEC.  You should be present 
for all communications between the prosecutor and your client.  You are your client’s 
primary advocate and your presence provides both continuity and comfort. 

• Collaborate with NCMEC.  In addition to the case management, analytical support, 
outreach, and prevention education training that NCMEC provides, NCMEC also 
offers therapeutic and counseling support to families whose children are victims of 
online sexual exploitation.  In a crisis situation, these services can be facilitated and 
offered directly through the master-level trained mental health professionals in 
NCMEC’s Family Advocacy Division.  The Family Advocacy Division can also 
provide local, specialized referrals for longer-term support. 

NCMEC also manages two voluntary initiatives to expand the resources available to 
help families.140  The first is the Family Advocacy Outreach Network (FAON), which 

 
137  18 U.S.C. § 3771(a)(4) (“A crime victim has . . . . [t]he right to be heard at any public proceeding in the 

district court involving release, plea, sentencing, or any parole proceeding.”). 
138 See id. § 3664(d)(5) (“If the victim’s losses are not ascertainable by the date that is 10 days prior to 

sentencing, the attorney for the Government or the probation officer shall so inform the court, and the court shall set 
a date for the final determination of the victim’s losses, not to exceed 90 days after sentencing.  If the victim 
subsequently discovers further losses, the victim shall have 60 days after discovery of those losses in which to petition 
the court for an amended restitution order.  Such order may be granted only upon a showing of good cause for the 
failure to include such losses in the initial claim for restitutionary relief.” (emphasis added)); see also Dolan v. United 
States, 560 U.S. 605 (2010) (holding that a sentencing court that missed the MVRA’s 90-day deadline for a final 
determination of a victim’s losses retains the power to order restitution, at least where that court made clear prior to 
the deadline’s expiration that it would order restitution, leaving open for more than 90 days only the amount). 

139 See, e.g., Eva J. Klain, Understanding Trauma and its Impact on Child Clients, ABA (Sept. 1, 2014), 
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_interest/child_law/resources/child_law_practiceonline/child_law_practi
ce/vol-33/september-2014/understanding-trauma-and-its-impact-on-child-clients/; Eliza Patten & Talia Kraemer, 
Establishing a Trauma-Informed Lawyer-Client Relationship, ABA (Oct. 1, 2014), 
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_interest/child_law/resources/child_law_practiceonline/child_law_practi
ce/vol-33/october-2014/establishing-a-trauma-informed-lawyer-client-relationship/; Claudia Peña, Trauma Abounds: 
A Case for Trauma-Informed Lawyering, 26 UCLA WOMEN’S L. J. 7 (2019). 

140 For additional information about these NCMEC family support resources, see Our Work: Victims & 
Family Support, NAT’L CTR. FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, https://www.missingkids.org/gethelpnow/support 
(last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
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connects victims and families with mental health service providers across the country 
who are available to provide services either pro bono or on a sliding scale.  NCMEC 
recruits, trains, and supports the professionals who are part of the FAON.  NCMEC 
also supports families through Team HOPE, a trained volunteer group of parents and 
family members who have experienced a missing or sexually exploited child and can 
provide peer counseling and support to other families.  Families often say that they feel 
alone because no one can understand what they are going through.  Knowing that there 
is someone available who has experienced a similar type of family trauma, as well as a 
therapist who is trained to work with your client on these issues, can provide great 
comfort.  

2. Before Sentencing 

Once the case is charged, in order for your client to receive restitution the government must 
request it.  When requested, section 2259, the MVRA, the TVPA,141 and now the AVAA mandate 
a restitution award upon conviction for a relevant child pornography offense.  Once the conviction 
is entered and restitution is requested, the probation officer must prepare a presentence 
investigation report (PSR).142  The PSR should contain information sufficient for the court to 
fashion a restitution order, including a complete accounting of the losses to each victim, any 
restitution owed pursuant to a plea agreement, and information relating to the defendant’s 
economic circumstances.143  The defendant must prepare and file an affidavit fully describing his 
or her financial resources.144 

You should be in communication with both the probation officer and the prosecutor before 
sentencing regarding your client’s rights to restitution and notification regarding the sentencing.  
Before submitting the PSR, the probation officer must request a list of the amounts subject to 
restitution from the prosecutor.145  The prosecutor must consult to the extent practicable with all 
identified victims.146  Under the CVRA, the victim has a right to confer with the prosecutor 
regarding restitution.147  The probation officer also should consult with the victim to gather a 
complete accounting of the victim’s losses to include in the PSR.  The probation officer must then 
provide notice to all identified victims.148 

 
141 Keep in mind that, as explained in Part II.D.3, the use of the TVPA as a restitution recovery avenue for 

sex trafficking is a novel approach.  While it falls under the statute’s definitions, child pornography has traditionally 
not been equated with sex trafficking under the remedial provisions of the TVPA. 

142 18 U.S.C. § 3664(a). 
143 Id. 
144 Id. § 3664(d)(3). 
145 Id. § 3664(d)(1). 
146 Id. 
147 See Doe 1 v. United States, No. 08-80736-CIV, 2019 WL 761702 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 21, 2019). 
148 18 U.S.C. § 3664(d)(2). 
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After the PSR is submitted, the court must disclose to the defendant and the prosecutor all 
portions of the PSR that pertain to restitution.149  The court may require additional documentation 
or hear testimony relating to the restitution.  The defendant is entitled to be informed of the amount 
of restitution included in the PSR and to provide a response or request a hearing, which the court 
may grant at its discretion.150  

The prosecutor plays an essential role in the recovery of restitution for your client.  
Although victims can send their claims to the appropriate U.S. Attorney’s Office and request that 
a prosecutor present the claim to the court, the decision whether to request restitution lies with the 
government, and prosecutors may decline to bring a restitution claim.151  Often prosecutors are so 
busy with the conviction itself that issues of restitution are handled at the last minute.  Thus, it is 
imperative to engage the prosecutor from the beginning and provide the prosecutor with a 
reasonable, user-friendly estimate of a restitution amount.  That can be done by cover letter, with 
an explanation for the amount requested and supporting documentation.  Supporting 
documentation may include receipts and other information about expenses paid, and also expert 
projections about future losses and an expert analysis of the psychological damage sustained by 
the victim.  A victim impact statement should also be submitted to present the emotional harm 
suffered by the victim in his or her own words, and to set forth information about the loss amount.  
Preparing and presenting a complete, well-documented restitution request can go a long way in 
ensuring the prosecutor will incorporate your request into the proceeding. 

It is crucial that restitution materials be submitted on behalf of your client as soon as 
possible after conviction so that the probation officer can use them in preparing the PSR.  Early 
disclosure of the materials also ensures the prosecutor has sufficient time to review them.  
Supplying restitution demands and support shortly before sentencing runs the risk that the court 
may never see them. 

The following sets forth more specific information about working with an expert to prepare 
an expert report in support of your restitution request, as well as helping your client to prepare a 
victim impact statement. 

a) Expert Reports 

As described above, submitting an expert report is vital to seeking a restitution award in a 
criminal case.  Without one, there may be no definitive basis on which the court can rely to grant 
your client’s request.  Note that because the Federal Rules of Evidence do not apply at sentencing, 
you do not need to be concerned with the “admissibility” of the report and should instead focus on 
its substance.152  In addition, note that while these reports may be expensive to procure on the front 

 
149 Id. § 3664(b). 
150 Id. §§ 3664(a), (b). 
151 Dina McLeod, Note, Section 2259 Restitution Claims and Child Pornography Possession, 109 MICH. L. 

REV. 1327, 1332 (2008). 
152 See, e.g., United States v. Ocasio-Cancel, 727 F.3d 85, 91 (1st Cir. 2013) (“The Federal Rules of Evidence 

do not apply in sentencing proceedings.”); United States v. Ferron, 357 F.3d 722, 724 (7th Cir. 2004) (“[T]he Federal 
Rules of Evidence do not apply at sentencing.”). 
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end, once the report is complete, it can be used for every restitution request you make on behalf of 
your client in the future. 

Common forms of expert reports used to seek restitution include forensic reports, actuarial 
reports, and psychological reports.  Forensic experts can testify to the victim’s symptoms or 
diagnoses as a result of the abuse153 and also estimate the future costs that a victim will incur as a 
result of the abuse.154  Actuarial experts are typically used to testify as to lost future wages, lost 
employee benefits, and losses for future treatment and counseling, among other things.155  Finally, 
psychological experts (who may be psychiatrists, therapists, or social workers) can testify to the 
harm caused by the defendant and the negative impacts the victim will continue to suffer as a result 
of the abuse (including academic, emotional, and interpersonal difficulties).156 

A forensic expert report should describe the psychological harm suffered by your client as 
a result of the victimization, but also project future harm and resulting losses.  You should 
interview several experts to determine who has extensive experience in child victimization, would 
fit best for your particular case, and has the right perspective and demeanor to interact with your 
client on exceedingly sensitive and traumatic events.  NCMEC has working relationships with 
experts who have worked on cases involving victims of CSAM distribution, and you should 
contact NCMEC at familysupport@ncmec.org for more information on potential experts.  A 
sample report is attached as Appendix R.  

The forensic expert will interview your client to determine details about the abuse suffered 
and the harm resulting from the distribution of his or her images.  The expert will not only describe 
the actual harm suffered by the victim, but also calculate and estimate the full amount of the 
victim’s total damages, including out-of-pocket expenses and future losses.  Such a report will 
increase the likelihood of securing adequate restitution.157  This expert opinion will also help 
establish for the court a causal chain between the defendant’s conduct and the victim’s losses.158  
Experts can and should also offer opinions on the effects of the abuse on the victim and the costs 
of future mental health services that the victim will require as a result.159  Experts also can calculate 
lost future wages and employee benefits and costs for past and future treatment proximately caused 
by the defendant’s conduct.160  The calculation of losses should also include attorney and expert 
fees.  The expert opinion should be provided to the prosecutor, the probation officer, and the court. 

 
153 See, e.g., United States v. Olivieri, No. 09-743 (WHW), 2012 WL 1118763, at *12 (D.N.J. Apr. 3, 2012). 
154 See, e.g., United States v. Johnston, 707 F. Supp. 2d 616 (E.D.N.C. 2010). 
155 See, e.g., United States v. Staples, No. 09-14017-CR, 2009 WL 2827204 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 2, 2009); Olivieri, 

2012 WL 1118763, at *12. 
156 See, e.g., United States v. Kearney, 672 F.3d 81, 86 (1st Cir. 2012); Staples, 2009 WL 2827204, at *1–2. 
157 See, e.g., Warren Binford et al., Beyond Paroline: Ensuring Meaningful Remedies for Child Pornography 

Victims at Home and Abroad, 35 CHILDREN’S LEGAL RIGHTS J. 117 (2015); see also 70 A.L.R. Fed. 2d 409 (2012) 
(collecting cases). 

158 See id. 
159 See id. 
160 See id. 

mailto:familysupport@ncmec.org
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b) Victim Impact Statements, and a Victim’s Right to Be Heard 
Under the Crime Victims’ Rights Act  

Victim impact statements are written, oral, or videotaped statements from crime victims, 
in their own words, about how a crime has affected them.161  If federal law applies, then the CVRA 
governs the rules of victim impact statements. 

Prior to the CVRA’s enactment, only victims of violent crimes and sexual assault were 
allowed to give victim impact statements.162  The CVRA greatly expanded the definition of 
“victim” and all “person[s] directly and proximately harmed as a result of the commission of a 
Federal offense” are now permitted to give victim impact statements.163  

The CVRA provides victims with several rights, including the “right to be reasonably heard 
at any public proceeding in the district court involving release, plea, sentencing, or any parole 
proceeding.”164  This right applies before any formal charges have been filed, and thus before any 
formal adjudication of guilt.165  The victim, the victim’s lawyer, or the government can seek to 
enforce this right, but the court is ultimately responsible for ensuring that crime victims are 
afforded their CVRA rights.166   

Although the CVRA provides that a victim may be heard, it does not specify the format in 
which a victim may provide a statement, and courts have differed on the format acceptable for 
such a statement.  Based on the legislative history, some courts have held that the CVRA gives 

victims the right to make an oral impact statement.167  One court noted that refusing to allow oral 
statements “would defy the intentions of the CVRA’s drafters, ignore the fact that defendants and 
prosecutors make oral statements at sentencing, and disregard the rationales underlying victim 

 
161 For a detailed overview of victim impact statements, see DOUGLAS E. BELOOF, PAUL G. CASSELL, MEG 

GARVIN & STEVEN J. TWIST, VICTIMS IN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 599–645 (4th ed. 2018). 
162 FED. R. CRIM. P. 32(a) (2000) (limiting victim impact statements to those who were victims of crimes of 

violence or sexual abuse). 
163 18 U.S.C. § 3771(e)(2)(A). 
164 Id. § 3771(a)(4). 
165 See, e.g., Does v. United States, 817 F. Supp. 2d 1337, 1342 (S.D. Fla. 2011); United States v. Okun, No. 

08–132, 2009 WL 790042, at *2 (E.D. Va. Mar. 24, 2009) (“[T]he Fifth Circuit has noted that victims acquire rights 
under the CVRA even before prosecution.  This view is supported by the statutory language, which gives the victims 
rights before the accepting of plea agreements and, therefore, before adjudication of guilt.”). 

166 18 U.S.C. § 3771(b)(1); see also United States v. Stevens, 239 F. Supp. 3d 417, 420 (D. Conn. 2017) 
(“[T]he CVRA imposes no less than an affirmative obligation on judges to ensure that the victim’s rights are 
respected . . . .”). 

167 See In re Brock, 262 F. App’x 510, 512 (4th Cir. 2008) (noting that the district court allowed the victim 
to provide a written statement and offer further oral statements during sentencing); Kenna v. U.S. Dist. Court for C.D. 
Cal., 435 F.3d 1011, 1016 (9th Cir. 2006) (finding that the CVRA allows victims to give oral statements because 
“[l]imiting victims to written impact statements, while allowing the prosecutor and the defendant the opportunity to 
address the court, would treat victims as secondary participants in the sentencing process.”); United States v. 
Degenhardt, 405 F. Supp. 2d 1341, 1349 (D. Utah 2005) (“[T]he CVRA’s right to be ‘reasonably heard’ gives victims 
the right to make an in-court statement at sentencing.”). 
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allocution.”168  On the other hand, the Northern District of Illinois held that the right to be 
reasonably heard under the CVRA does not mandate that the victim be allowed to present an oral 
impact statement.169  The court instead found that providing the victim with an opportunity to give 
a written statement satisfied the CVRA. 

A crime victim’s right to be heard may also be affected by the number of victims.  If there 
is such a large number of victims that it might be impracticable to provide all victims the rights 
they would be afforded individually under the CVRA, the court must fashion a “reasonable 
procedure” to give effect to the CVRA that “does not unduly complicate or prolong the 
proceedings.”170  In creating a reasonable procedure, the court must demonstrate respect for the 
victims’ rights and take into account considerations of judicial economy.171 

If a victim is denied the right to be heard in violation of the CVRA, he or she can make a 
motion to re-open the plea or sentence if: (1) the victim had asserted the right to be heard before 
or during the proceeding and such right was denied; (2) the victim petitions the court of appeals 
for a writ of mandamus within 14 days; and (3) in a case where a guilty plea has been entered, the 
accused has not pled to the highest offense charged.172  A violation of the CVRA does not, 
however, provide a basis for a new trial.173 

(1) Considerations in Deciding Whether to Provide a Victim 
Impact Statement 

In deciding whether to take advantage of his or her CVRA rights, your client should 
consider the benefits of preparing a victim impact statement.  Paul Cassell, a former district court 
judge, current law professor, and a well-respected victim advocate, has outlined four main benefits 
associated with providing a victim impact statement.174   

First, victim impact statements provide the sentencing judge with valuable information.  
Without a victim impact statement, a judge may not know the full extent of the injury suffered or 
understand the emotional and financial impact that the crime has had on the victim.175   

Second, giving a statement provides victims with a “therapeutic benefit” in that it allows 
them to “regain a sense of dignity and respect rather than feeling powerless and ashamed.”176  

 
168 Degenhardt, 405 F. Supp. 2d at 1345. 
169 See United States v. Marcello, 370 F. Supp. 2d 745, 748 (N.D. Ill. 2005) (“Being ‘reasonably heard’ in 

the ordinary legal and statutory meaning typically includes consideration of the papers alone.”) 
170 18 U.S.C. § 3771(d)(2).  
171 See, e.g., United States v. Okun, No. 3:08CR132, 2009 WL 790042, at *2 (E.D. Va. Mar. 24, 2009). 
172 18 U.S.C. § 3771(d)(5). 
173 Id. 
174 Paul Cassell, In Defense of Victim Impact Statements, 6 OHIO STATE J. CRIM. L. 611 (2009). 
175 Id. at 619–20. 
176 Id. at 621–23. 
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Allowing victims to speak demonstrates society’s recognition both of their pain and suffering and 
their right to participate in the legal system.177 

Third, victim impact statements are a way for victims to confront defendants face-to-face 
and show them the pain they have caused.178  In addition to helping victims, hearing a victim 
impact statement may also help defendants legitimize the process of punishment as they come to 
recognize the harm they have caused.179   

Fourth, allowing victim impact statements to be presented indicates to both victims and 
society that the process is fair.  For the same reasons that the defendant has the right to speak at 
sentencing, so too does the victim.180  When deciding whether to give a victim impact statement, 
it is important to consider these benefits and discuss them carefully with your client. 

Some opponents of victim impact statements argue that these statements are irrelevant to 
sentencing and should not be allowed because they are not necessarily specific to the defendant’s 
conduct.  However, victim impact statements strongly relate to the goals of punishment under our 
legal system, and they provide the court with the only mechanism of calculating the actual harm 
caused by the defendant. 

Others argue that victim impact statements are too relevant, and the emotional appeal of 
the statement will overwhelm the sentencing decision.181  However, evidence is not excluded from 
trial simply because it may be prejudicial.  There is a difference between prejudice and unfair 
prejudice.  As Cassell has noted, victim impact statements simply provide a fuller picture of the 
crime committed; they do not unfairly prejudice the defendant.182 

All 50 states allow victim impact statements at some phase of the sentencing process, and 
victim impact information is generally included in the pre-sentencing report presented to the 
judge.183  Attached as Appendix S is a chart illustrating the victim impact statement rules in each 
state. 

(2) Different Forms of Victim Impact Statements 

Victim impact statements can describe physical and/or emotional damage caused by the 
crime, financial costs to the victim resulting from the crime, medical or psychological treatments 
required by the victim or his or her family, the need for restitution, and in some states, the victim’s 
views on the crime, the offender, or the appropriate sentence.  You and the victim advocate on the 
case are invaluable resources to help the victim prepare and submit the statement.  Written victim 

 
177 Id. 
178 Id. at 623–24. 
179 Id. 
180 Id. at 624–25. 
181 Id. at 632. 
182 Id. at 634. 
183 Id. at 639. 
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impact statements are submitted to the Executive Office for United States Attorneys (EOUSA) and 
subsequently forwarded to the U.S. Probation Office to be included as part of the PSR.184  This 
report is then submitted to the judge prior to sentencing.  In many courts, a victim may also choose 
to give an oral statement at sentencing.185  Victims are given the option to share a redacted version 
of their statement with state or local prosecutors, and the statement is then uploaded into an internal 
database maintained by the Child Exploitation and Obscenity Section of DOJ’s Criminal Division 
(CEOS).186  As of the writing of this Manual, only 107 victims have victim impact statements on 
file with the EOUSA.  

You also should consider the best format to use in submitting a victim impact statement.  
Most victims do not want to appear in court every time a defendant is charged with possessing or 
distributing their images.  Audio or video-taping the statement may have a similarly meaningful 
impact on the judge, but also can trigger unique sensitivities for survivors given that their 
victimization arises from being filmed.  Canada has been a leader in using video victim impact 
statements, and courts in the United States have started to explore this process.187  While this may 
not always be a viable option for a victim, in cases where you would like to explore this possibility 
for your client, NCMEC can assist with the videotaping and can work with you and your client to 
find ways to shadow the victim’s face so his or her features are not identifiable.   

Also consider requesting that the prosecutor read aloud your client’s victim impact 
statement during the sentencing hearing.  For example, one survivor in a widely traded series has 
asked that her impact statement be read in court so that offenders can hear her words stated aloud.  
This too can be a valuable way to bring home the message to the court that your client has suffered 
immeasurably and deserves a significant restitution award.   

Attached as Appendix T are examples of victim impact statements. 

3. Sentencing 

When a case proceeds to sentencing, the amount of restitution is determined at a sentencing 
hearing or at a separate restitution hearing within 90 days of the sentencing.188  Victims have 60 

 
184 U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, U.S. ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, D. OF ALASKA, VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENTS, 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-ak/victim-impact-statements (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
185 Id.  
186 NAT’L CTR. FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME, IMPROVING THE RESPONSE TO VICTIMS OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY 

(Dec. 19, 2014), https://victimsofcrime.org/doc/ Policy/improving-response-to-vcp_full-report.pdf?sfvrsn=2. 
187 See, e.g., United States v. Clark-Bellamy, No. ACM 39709, 2020 WL 6301347 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. Oct. 

27, 2020) (upholding the use of a pre-recorded (video) victim impact statement).  For cases considering video victim 
impact statements in the context of other state and federal crimes, see United States v. Allen, 364 F. Supp. 3d 1234 
(D. Kan. 2019) (involving federal charges of conspiracy to use a weapon of mass destruction, conspiracy to interfere 
with intended victims’ civil rights, and obstruction of justice); People v. Bell, 439 P.3d 1102 (Cal. 2019) (state murder 
case); Lopez v. State, 181 A.3d 810 (Md. 2018) (state murder, robbery, and child kidnapping case). 

188 See 18 U.S.C. § 3664(d)(5); see also supra note 138. 
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days to apply to amend any restitution award after discovering any losses not included in the 
original award.189 

The court will set the restitution amount without regard to the defendant’s economic 
circumstances.190  The defendant’s ability to pay is relevant only to the payment schedule, as 
discussed below.  Compensation received (or to be received) by the victim from insurance or any 
other source is likewise not taken into account in setting the restitution amount.191 

A court may order a defendant to pay the entire restitution amount immediately after 
sentencing if it determines the defendant has the financial means to do so.  The court can also 
direct the defendant to make payments in accordance with a payment schedule.192  In fashioning a 
payment schedule, the court must set the “shortest time in which full payment can reasonably be 
made.”193  The court must consider: (a) the financial resources and other assets of the defendant, 
including whether any of these assets are jointly controlled; (b) the projected earnings and other 
income of the defendant; and (c) the financial obligations of the defendant, including obligations 
to dependents.194  A defendant can be required to liquidate any assets to meet the payment 
schedule.  

The court will ordinarily mandate equal monthly payments to be made over a prescribed 
time period.  A restitution order may also require a defendant to make nominal payments if the 
court finds that the defendant is not financially able to pay the full amount “in the foreseeable 
future under any reasonable schedule of payments.”195  If the defendant experiences a material 
change in his or her economic circumstances (e.g., an inheritance, a settlement, or unanticipated 
earnings), the court may on its own motion, the motion of the government, or the motion of the 
victim modify the payment schedule or order immediate payment of the full restitution amount.196 

4. After Sentencing 

If the defendant is convicted and incarcerated, he or she will generally be enrolled in the 
prison’s Inmate Financial Responsibility Program, which requires indebted prisoners to work 
while incarcerated.197  Generally, the prison will take a percentage of the prisoner’s total income 
to fund the restitution payments.  Payments to victims are usually made on a quarterly basis at a 

 
189 See 18 U.S.C. § 3664(d)(5). 
190 Id. § 3664(f)(1)(A). 
191 Id. § 3664(f)(1)(B). 
192 Id. § 3664(f)(3)(A).  If the court proposes a drawn-out payment schedule, you may consider clarifying 

that recovery ends when the full amount of their losses is satisfied by a totality of payments from all defendants.  This 
may alleviate concerns that a shortened payment schedule would disparately impact one defendant, and also would 
emphasize that too slow a payment schedule may result in a defendant avoiding payment of the ordered restitution. 

193 Id. § 3572(d)(2). 
194 Id. § 3664(f)(2). 
195 Id. § 3664(f)(3)(B). 
196 Id. § 3664(k). 
197 28 C.F.R. § 545.10 et seq. 
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minimum rate of $25 per quarter.198  At this rate, full payment will rarely occur based on a 
prisoner’s pay alone, especially because restitution must be paid equally among all victims at the 
same time.  In cases with a large number of victims this means it is unlikely that victims will 
receive any restitution while the defendant is in prison.199 

Once the defendant is released from prison and on supervised release, the U.S. Probation 
Office ensures that the defendant continues to make restitution payments to the Clerk of Court, 
which then distributes payment to the victims.200  After the period of supervised release ends, the 
U.S. Attorney’s Office’s Financial Litigation Unit generally takes over that responsibility.201  The 
defendant’s obligation to pay restitution ends 20 years after his or her release from incarceration.202 

Many attorneys handle the receipt and distribution of restitution checks for their clients.203  
Particularly for survivors whose images are distributed on a regular basis by a number of offenders, 
it can be a tremendous relief to have their attorneys track and organize restitution payments.  Not 
only does this remove a large organizational burden from survivors and/or their families, but it 
also relieves them of the constant reminders that their images are consistently being distributed 
online.  You can work with your client to find the most comfortable level of communication around 
both notifications and restitution payments.  Some clients prefer to discuss this process with their 
lawyer only once every few months, or just to receive an annual check of the restitution payments. 

While some restitution payments may be for a more significant amount of money, most of 
the checks attorneys receive are for $40 or less.  As noted above, the receipt of these checks may 
be highly irregular (sometimes monthly, quarterly, etc.), and oftentimes will be split among 
multiple victims.  Given the fact that restitution payments arrive sporadically and are generally for 
small amounts of money, attorneys should make clear to their clients that, in most cases, they will 
not be able to rely on these payments to cover the costs of their mental health treatment or other 
ongoing needs. 

5. Collecting Restitution and Common Hurdles 

You will need to help your client navigate multiple difficulties relating to his or her ability 
to successfully recover restitution.  In most cases, the total amount of restitution awarded per 
victim does not accurately reflect the actual number of individuals who viewed the victim’s 
images.204  Even so, victims rarely collect the full amount of the ordered restitution.  The collection 
rate of restitution judgments is alarmingly low because defendants often lack the ability to pay due 

 
198 28 C.F.R. § 545.11(b)(1). 
199 U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, U.S. ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, W. DIST. OF N.Y., RESTITUTION (Nov. 18, 2014), 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-wdny/restitution (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
200 Id. 
201 Id. 
202 UNDERSTANDING RESTITUTION, supra note 32. 
203 Among attorneys who do not represent child pornography victims on a pro bono basis, general practice is 

to take a portion of restitution checks to cover one’s own fees and to pass the remainder on to the client. 
204 Michelle Minarcik, Note, The Proper Remedy for Possession of Child Pornography: Shifting From 

Restitution to a Victims Compensation Program, 57 N.Y. L. SCH. L. REV. 941, 955 (2013). 
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to incarceration, indigence, or unemployment.205  Administrative expenditures associated with the 
imposition of restitution orders, along with litigation and enforcement costs of the United States 
Attorneys, often result in the government expending more money than the offender is expected to 
pay.206  Finally, a victim who does ultimately collect a full award may have to pay a portion of 
that in attorney’s fees and costs.207 

Many states have sought to improve collection of restitution by initiating a thorough 
investigation of convicted offenders’ assets.  A complete investigation of a defendant’s assets can 
help the court craft a workable payment plan, which should decrease the likelihood of default.208  
Assets can be discovered through a defendant’s statement of assets, interrogatories directed to the 
defendant, and court and public records.209  Once a defendant’s assets have been identified, the 
government may levy the assets to satisfy the restitution order.210  However, defendants may 
sometimes conceal or even waste assets in an attempt to avoid paying restitution.  Also keep in 
mind that, when a defendant is represented by private counsel, defense counsel fees will often take 
most of an offender’s assets prior to a restitution award. 

6. State and Federal Forfeiture Laws 

Asset forfeiture provisions may serve as a deterrent by seizing the fruits and 
instrumentalities of a defendant’s crime.  Because there is no universal statute or common law 
authority for forfeiture, forfeiture must always be tied to a specific statute.211  Thus, all forms of 
federal forfeiture hinge on the property’s relationship to the crime at issue.212  Criminal asset 
forfeiture occurs after the defendant has been convicted of the underlying criminal offense.213  

Section 2253 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code provides for forfeiture of property relating to the 
sexual exploitation of children.214  There also are statutes specific to human trafficking that provide 

 
205 Id.  
206 Matthew Dickman, Comment, Should Crime Pay?: A Critical Assessment of the Mandatory Victims 

Restitution Act of 1996, 97 CAL. L. REV. 1687 (2009). 
207 Minarcik, supra note 204. 
208 U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, OFFICE FOR VICTIMS OF CRIMES, RESTITUTION: MAKING IT WORK (Nov. 2002), 

https://www.ncjrs.gov/ovc_archives/bulletins/legalseries/bulletin5/ncj189193.pdf. 
209 SAN DIEGO CNTY. DIST. ATTY’S OFF., ENFORCING CRIMINAL OR JUVENILE COURT RESTITUTION ORDERS 

AS CIVIL JUDGMENTS, https://www.sdcda.org/content/helping/restitution/ENFORCING%20CRIMINAL% 
20RESTITUTION%20ORDERS%20AS%20CIVIL%20JUDGMENT.pdf. 

210 Id.  
211 Elizabeth G. Wright, Follow the Money: Financial Crimes and Forfeiture in Human Trafficking 

Prosecutions, UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS’ BULLETIN (Nov. 2017).  
212 Id.  
213 Anne Teigen, Prosecuting Human Traffickers: Recent Legislative Enactments, NAT’L CONFERENCE OF 

STATE LEGISLATURES (Sept. 2018), 
ncsl.org/Portals/1/HTML_LargeReports/Prosecuting_Traffickers_091818_32767.pdf. 

214 See, e.g., United States v. Hull, 606 F.3d 524 (8th Cir. 2010) (convicting defendant on two counts of 
distribution of child pornography and ordering forfeiture of the defendant’s real property (19 acres in Iowa) under 18 
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for the criminal forfeiture of specific kinds of property derived from the trafficking.  For example, 
the Justice for Victims of Trafficking Act of 2015 (JVTA) enables the forfeiture of property 
“involved in” any relevant offense, in addition to proceeds, facilitating property, and property 
traceable to that property.215  It also directs that assets forfeited in a human trafficking case be used 
to satisfy a victim restitution order.216  If money laundering is involved in the trafficking case, the 
property can be forfeitable under money laundering statutes.217  

Another tool that can be used to preserve assets is the All Writs Act, which allows federal 
courts to “issue all writs necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions and 
agreeable to the usages and principles of law.”218  Once a defendant has been convicted and is 
awaiting sentencing, the All Writs Act can be used to restrain the defendant’s assets so that such 
assets will be available for criminal restitution.  Courts have granted post-conviction restraining 
orders to preserve assets to be used to satisfy a restitution order entered at sentencing.219 

Plea agreements can be creatively used to discover or recover assets for restitution.  For 
example, plea agreements can be employed to obtain an asset preservation agreement, require a 

 
U.S.C. § 2253(a)(3) after finding there was ample evidence that the defendant was guilty of “using” his property to 
commit child pornography offenses (he connected to the internet and distributed illegal content from a room in his 
home)); United States v. Klipp, No. 2:14-cr-00107, 2020 WL 5412072 (E.D. Cal. Sept. 9, 2020) (denying defendant’s 
motion to vacate, set aside, or correct his sentence in case where defendant pled guilty to the production and receipt 
of child pornography, and criminal forfeiture was alleged under 18 U.S.C. § 2253(a) as to his Apple iPhone 4 (where 
the CSAM was found)); United States v. Twenty-Four Cryptocurrency Accounts, No. 19-cv-3098, 2020 WL 4049914 
(D.D.C. July 20, 2020) (finding the defendants had taken a “number of affirmative steps” to transact with a child 
pornography website (specifically Bitcoin payments to the website), and that, because there was a substantial 
connection between defendants’ properties (24 cryptocurrency accounts) and the offenses, the properties were subject 
to forfeiture under 18 U.S.C. § 2253(a)(3)); United States v. Wernick, 148 F. Supp. 3d 271 (E.D.N.Y. 2015), aff'd, 
673 F. App'x 21 (2d Cir. 2016) (after defendant was found guilty by jury verdict of the receipt, distribution, and 
reproduction of child pornography, and of coercing and enticing minors to engage in sexual activity, the court denied 
defendant’s motion to return some of the property that was seized pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2253 (which included a 
Compaq laptop computer with power supply, Western Digital hard drive, IBM hard drive, two Generic hard drives, 
two CPUs, six zip disks, 48 compact disks, and 147 floppy disks)). 

215 18 U.S.C. §§ 1594(d), (e). 
216 Id. § 1594(f)(1). 
217 See, e.g., id. §§ 1956, 1957, 1960; id. § 982(a)(1). 
218 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a). 
219 See, e.g., James S. Alexander, Alternative Remedies: Statutory Remedies Available to Seize and Restrain 

Assets, 67 DOJ J. FED. L. & PRAC. 181 (2019); see also United States v. Fuechtener, No. 2:16-cr-00100-GMN-CWH, 
2017 WL 10243515 (D. Nev. June 2, 2017), report and recommendation adopted, No. 2:16-cr-00100-GMN-CWG, 
2018 WL 4005176 (D. Nev. Aug. 22, 2018) (granting a restraining order for the time between the period of plea and 
sentencing under the All Writs Act to ensure there were sufficient funds available to satisfy a future restitution order 
for victims who request restitution before sentencing in connection with the defendant’s crimes of possession and 
distribution of child abuse sexual material); United States v. Sullivan, No. 5:09-CR-302-FL-1, 2010 WL 5437242 
(E.D.N.C. Dec. 27, 2010) (restricting Defendant from “selling, transferring, assigning, pledging, distributing, giving 
away, encumbering or otherwise participating in the disposal of” the defendant’s property to ensure the property is 
preserved for restitution for crimes of manufacturing and possessing CSAM). 
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defendant to deposit assets with the clerk of court to be applied to a restitution order, require asset 
disclosures, or require the defendant to agree to an asset interview or deposition.220 

States also have adopted various approaches to preserving or seizing the assets of convicted 
offenders.  Attached as Appendix U is a chart describing the various state forfeiture laws for human 
trafficking.221  Given the inter-familial nature of many of these crimes, unique forfeiture situations 
can arise when restitution is awarded to a child who has been victimized by a member of their 
household.  Prior to proposing or agreeing to a particular forfeiture or restitution arrangement, a 
victim’s attorney should consider the impact it may have on the family unit, siblings, or caregivers, 
particularly if their client is still a minor.  A short-sighted plan could complicate matters and 
indirectly affect the client.  For example, forfeiture of a residential or personal property held solely 
or jointly by a parent offender could cause longer-term instability for the family or negatively 
impact the victim’s living situation. 

F. FEDERAL CIVIL RECOVERY 

In addition to criminal restitution, victims of child sexual exploitation can recover in civil 
actions.  Civil complaints may be filed independent of, or in addition to, any criminal 
prosecution.222  Where a defendant was previously convicted of a criminal offense for the same 
conduct contemplated by the civil statute, issue preclusion may apply such that the issue of liability 
need not be re-litigated223 and summary judgment may be proper.224  

 
220 Alexander, supra note 219, at 197. 
221 Note that Appendix U covers both civil and criminal procedures. 
222 In Doe v. Hesketh, the Third Circuit determined that a restitution award for a criminal offense does not 

bar a later-filed civil claim by a victim under 18 U.S.C. § 2255 based on the same offense.  828 F.3d 159, 171 (3d Cir. 
2016).  Defendant Mancuso, Doe’s adopted father, sexually abused her as a child and distributed photographs and 
videos that “became popular among viewers of child pornography.”  Id. at 162.  When Mancuso was subsequently 
arrested, a federal grand jury returned a two-count indictment: “count one charged Mancuso with sexual exploitation 
of a minor in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2251(a); and count two charged Mancuso with possession of material depicting 
sexual exploitation of a minor in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2252(a)(4)(B).”  Id.  Mancuso agreed to plead guilty to the 
first count, and the sentencing court ordered him to fully fund a trust for the benefit of Doe.  Id.  When Doe later filed 
a civil suit against Mancuso and others under 18 U.S.C. § 2255, Mancuso argued that her claim against him “was 
barred by her prior receipt of restitution in his criminal case because the sentencing judge intended to fully compensate 
Doe for both the convicted and dismissed charges in his indictment.”  Id. at 164.  After examining the text of the 
statute and its place in Congress’s remedial scheme for child victims of sex crimes, the Third Circuit held that “18 
U.S.C. § 2255 permits a victim to bring a civil claim for the violation of a predicate statute even where that victim has 
previously received criminal restitution for the same violation of that statute for her purported full damages.”  Id. at 
171. 

223 See, e.g., id. at 171–72 (finding collateral estoppel did not bar plaintiff from litigating “the question of her 
damages based on Mancuso’s criminal conduct” because she “was neither a party to Mancuso’s prior criminal 
proceeding nor in privity with a party, and [she] did not have a full and fair opportunity to litigate the question of her 
damages”); Instituto Nacional De Comercializacion Agricola (Indeca) v. Cont’l Ill. Nat’l Bank & Trust Co., 858 F.2d 
1264, 1271 (7th Cir. 1988) (“[I]n this circuit issues actually litigated for purposes of a criminal conviction conclusively 
establish those issues for later federal civil litigation.”).   

224 See Aurora v. Sheely, No. 16-cv-1358-RSM, 2017 WL 615383, at *3 (W.D. Wash. Feb. 15, 2017) 
(granting summary judgment for the plaintiff on the issue of liability where the defendant was previously convicted 
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While civil litigation may provide a path to more substantial recovery, it is also laborious, 
expensive, and drawn out; victims often do not receive a resolution for years.  In addition, the 
victim may be re-traumatized through the process by having to revisit and discuss traumatic 
experiences and difficult memories, especially if they have already testified or otherwise 
participated in the criminal trial.  

One way to preserve victims’ privacy and avoid further trauma is to proceed anonymously.  
Although Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 10(a) by default requires that a complaint “name all 
parties,” courts consistently allow litigants to sue under a fictitious name in cases involving child 
sex trafficking and pornography.225  Advocates should check local court rules for procedures on 
filing a motion to proceed pseudonymously.226 

Your role as the victim’s attorney in a civil restitution proceeding is the same as in civil 
litigation generally, but you must proceed with particular sensitivities in mind given the nature of 
the crime and victim.  You also must discuss with your client whether to proceed in federal or state 
court and how to address certain other legal factors as you prepare to file a civil complaint. 

1. Masha’s Law (18 U.S.C. § 2255) 

One of the primary vehicles for victims of child pornography related crimes to recover 
damages is known as Masha’s Law.  Enacted in 2006 and codified at 18 U.S.C. § 2255, the law 
creates a right of action for victims of certain predicate crimes to recover statutory or actual 
damages.  The law is named after Masha, a young Russian girl who was adopted by a Pittsburgh 
businessman at the age of five.  Over the course of six years, Masha’s adoptive father sexually 
abused her and produced over 200 sexually explicit images of her.  Masha’s adoptive father was 
ultimately arrested by the FBI, and Masha was rescued from his abuse.  At different points in time, 
this series has been very widely distributed.227  

Masha’s Law was enacted in Masha’s name to create a “newly invigorated federal civil 
remedy for victims of child pornography,”228 and for victims of other child sex crimes.  The law 
provides victims of child pornography the right to sue anyone who produces, distributes, or 
possesses their images.229  It also updates the Child Abuse Victims’ Rights Act of 1986 by 
increasing the minimum civil statutory damages to $150,000 for each violation.230  Masha’s Law 
also permits adults who were victims of sexual exploitation as children to sue both those who 
committed the exploitation and those who perpetuate their exploitation by distributing and 

 
of a criminal offense under a Washington statute that was “the equivalent of the conviction of conduct prohibited by” 
the civil law). 

225 See, e.g., Does I thru XXIII v. Advanced Textile, 214 F.3d 1058, 1068 (9th Cir. 2000); Doe v. Oshrin, 
299 F.R.D. 100, 105 (D.N.J. 2014). 

226 See also infra Part IV.B.2(c). 
227 James R. Marsh, Masha’s Law: A Federal Civil Remedy for Child Pornography Victims, 61 SYRACUSE 

L. REV. 459, 460 (2011). 
228 Id. at 467. 
229 Id. at 461. 
230 Id. at 472. 
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possessing their child sexual abuse images.231  A copy of Masha’s Law can be found in Appendix 
V. 

Victims of qualifying predicate crimes, outlined in Appendix W,232 can bring suit for 
damages under section 2255.  They need not show that the defendant was actually convicted of 
the predicate crime or prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant committed the crime.  
Instead, victims need only show “by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant committed 
the acts described in any of the listed offenses.”233  Victims may bring an action either (1) within 
10 years of the date on which they reasonably discover the latter of the violation or the injury that 
forms the basis for the claim or (2) within 10 years of the victim turning 18 years old.234  They 
must also comply with venue and service-of-process rules.235   

After establishing that the plaintiff was the victim of one of the specified predicate crimes, 
the victim is entitled to recover (1) actual damages or (2) liquidated damages in the amount of 
$150,000 per cause of action.236  This choice is particularly important in cases involving child 
pornography in which the victim’s image or video was distributed among hundreds, if not 
thousands, of people.  In such instances, victims need not repeatedly prove that they suffered actual 
damages for each transmittal of the image.  Instead, they can choose to recover the $150,000 lump 
sum.  Victims may also be entitled to recover the cost of the action, including reasonable attorney’s 
fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred, as well as punitive damages and such other 
preliminary and equitable relief as the court deems appropriate.  

a) Collateral Estoppel 

Collateral estoppel may apply when there has been a prior criminal conviction for the 
conduct at issue.  Under this doctrine, a guilty verdict in a criminal case may be used in a 
subsequent civil action to prove the facts upon which the verdict was based.  For instance, in Doe 
v. Cotterman,237 the court held that Cotterman was precluded from relitigating his criminal 
convictions under Masha’s Law in a subsequent civil suit for damages because his violation was 

 
231 Id. 
232 There are two additional predicate crimes: 18 U.S.C. § 1589 and 18 U.S.C. § 1590, which prohibit forced 

labor and trafficking with respect to peonage, slavery, involuntary servitude, or forced labor. 
233 Smith v. Husband, 376 F. Supp. 2d 603, 613 (E.D. Va. 2005); see also Singleton v. Clash, 951 F. Supp. 

2d 578, 584 (S.D.N.Y. 2013); Doe v. Liberatore, 478 F. Supp. 2d 742, 755 (M.D. Pa. 2007); Marsh, supra note 227, 
at 474 (“Although these predicate offenses are criminal in nature, a plaintiff need only prove them by a preponderance 
of the evidence, not the higher beyond a reasonable doubt standard required in criminal prosecutions.”). 

234 18 U.S.C. § 2255(b)(1)–(2). 
235 Id. §§ 2255(c)(1), (2). 
236 18 U.S.C. § 2255(a).  Some courts have grappled with the question of whether Masha’s Law sets “a 

presumptive floor of $150,000 for each criminal violation or a presumptive floor of $150,000 for each cause of action 
without regard to the number of alleged violations[.]”  Prewett v. Weems, 749 F. 3d 454, 456 (6th Cir. 2014).  In 
Prewett v. Weems, the Sixth Circuit held that the $150,000 figure “creates a damages floor for a victim’s cause of 
action, not for each violation.”  Id.  The court further clarified, however, that “[a]ny victim who proves that her 
damages against a single defendant exceed the statutory floor will recover the full extent of the damages she suffered, 
not a penny less.”  Id. at 462. 

237 No. 17 C 58, 2018 WL 1235014, at *9 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 9, 2018). 
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litigated in the criminal case and formed the basis of the judgment against him.  Because he had a 
full and fair opportunity to challenge the conviction, his prior conviction could be used to establish 
a violation of a predicate offense in the civil case.  As to a separate count, however, the court, held 
that it had no basis to preclude litigation of his liability because the conviction did not conclusively 
establish Doe was a victim for purposes of that separate count.   

Conversely, in Amy v. Anderson,238 plaintiffs seeking relief under Masha’s Law, based 
their claims on allegations that Anderson possessed their images (not that he received or distributed 
child pornography).  Anderson had pled guilty to possession of child pornography, but was not 
charged with and did not plead guilty to possessing images of any particular victim.239  Thus, 
Anderson’s conviction did not establish that he possessed the plaintiffs’ images, and plaintiffs were 
required to prove that they themselves were victimized by Anderson’s conduct. 

Note that where the criminal findings are not sufficient to establish civil liability as to a 
particular victim, the plaintiff will need to prove the elements of the underlying crime.240  Elements 
of predicate crimes are listed in Appendix W.  For civil cases, the plaintiff must prove that the 
defendant (1) knowingly possessed or distributed images, (2) of the plaintiff, and (3) that the 
images constitute child pornography. 

b) Elements to Prove 

(1) Knowledge Requirement 

Many of the predicate statutes for Masha’s Law contain a scienter or knowledge element.  
The following cases demonstrate the knowledge requirement in child pornography cases to keep 
in mind when building a civil case: 

• United States v. Smith, 910 F.3d 1047 (8th Cir. 2018).  The court held that, although 
the government failed to prove knowing distribution beyond a reasonable doubt at trial, 
its burden at sentencing was to prove knowledge only by a preponderance of the 
evidence.  The court found by a preponderance of the evidence that Smith knowingly 
engaged in the distribution of child pornography because he admitted that he was a 
sophisticated user of a file-sharing computer program, knew the program automatically 
shared child pornography images saved to the shared folder, and used programs 
designed to shred incriminating files.  Further, despite extensive shredding, the forensic 
evidence showed a substantial number of child pornography files in the shared folder. 

• United States v. Figueroa-Lugo, 793 F.3d 179 (1st Cir. 2015).  The court held that 
the evidence was sufficient to establish that Figueroa knowingly possessed child 
pornography found on his computer.  The court rejected all of Figueroa’s arguments: 
(1) that none of the witnesses at trial could scientifically establish that he purposely 

 
238 No. 5:16-CV-212 (MTT), 2018 WL 2768876, at *3 (M.D. Ga. June 8, 2018). 
239 Amy v. Anderson is yet another case that highlights the importance of working with the prosecutor to craft 

indictments and plea agreements that use open language and include all relevant images.  These issues will be 
discussed in greater detail in Part IV.G. 

240 A list of the criminal findings that transfer over to a civil case can be found in 18 U.S.C. § 2255. 
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intended to download child-related pornography, and that any child pornography he 
did download was inadvertent; (2) that the seven videos and 18 images were only 
partially downloaded and were therefore inaccessible; (3) that whenever he 
inadvertently downloaded child pornography he deleted it; (4) that anti-virus software 
on his computer would have accessed and modified any child pornography on his 
computer; (5) that he allowed several other people to access his computer and any of 
them could have downloaded the child pornography; and (6) the government failed to 
establish that images depicted actual children. 

• United States v. Pruitt, 638 F.3d 763 (11th Cir. 2011).  The court held that the 
evidence was sufficient to establish that Pruitt “knowingly received” child pornography 
on his work and home computers because he (1) searched and viewed child 
pornography images on his work server without a job-related need to do so and 
admitted he knew the files contained child pornography images but opened them out 
of “curiosity and stupidity”; (2) had about 70 child pornography images on his home 
computer cache and over 200 images in the computer’s unallocated space; and (3) used 
search terms related to child pornography and visited websites with a child 
pornography connection under his own “HP Administrator” account.  The court also 
noted that “[e]vidence that a person has sought out—and searched for—child 
pornography on the internet and has a computer containing child pornography 
images . . . can count as circumstantial evidence that a person has ‘knowingly received’ 
child pornography.”241  Under the knowledge element, an intentional viewer of child 
pornography images sent to his computer may be convicted whether or not he saves the 
images to a hard drive, edits them, or otherwise exerts more control over them. 

(2) Proof of the Victim’s Identity Requirement 

The predicate statutes also require that you prove the identity of the victim pictured in the 
image.  This can be accomplished by authenticating under the Federal Rules of Evidence to 
establish that the person is whom you purport them to be.242  While you could call your client to 
identify him or herself in the images, such testimony is not advised (or required).  Instead, you 
need only call a witness who knows the minor and can testify that the minor depicted in the images 
is that same person.243  Typically, this testimony is provided by the investigating law enforcement 
agent who originally identified the victim or another point of contact for that victim’s images or 
series.  In some cases, the original investigating law enforcement agency can provide an affidavit 
confirming the child’s identity.  In other cases, it may be necessary for the law enforcement agent 
contact to testify in court, an occurrence that should be planned for well in advance. 

 
241 United States v. Pruitt, 638 F.3d 763, 766 (11th Cir. 2011). 
242 See FED. R. EVID. 901.   
243 See United States v. McNair, 439 F. Supp. 103, 105 (E.D. Pa. 1977), aff'd, 571 F.2d 573 (3d Cir. 1978) 

(finding that “the requirement for authentication may be satisfied by testimony of a witness with knowledge that a 
photograph is what it is claimed to be” (citing United States v. Hobbs, 403 F.2d 977, 978–79 (6th Cir. 1968))). 
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(3) Establishing that the Images Constitute Child 
Pornography 

The final element you must establish is that the images are in fact child pornography.  This 
can be done by expert testimony or by entering the images into evidence and arguing that the 
content qualifies as child pornography.244  As described below, it may also be possible to use 
evidence from the criminal case to prove the child pornography element. 

c) Chain of Custody 

Establishing that the defendant in fact possessed the particular images in question often 
involves chain-of-custody issues.245  In order to prove chain of custody, attorneys could consider 
serving a subpoena on the federal agent who originally seized the evidence, but that process would 
be extremely time-consuming.  In addition, federal agents are subject to Touhy laws, which impose 
strict restrictions on their ability to participate in civil litigation.246  Alternatively, attorneys can 
rely on a business records affidavit from NCMEC, which will be based on the distribution reports 
that NCMEC can produce, to establish that a certain offender had possession of a series of images. 

You can also review the public docket to determine whether an agent’s search warrant or 
complaint affidavits are available.  This may be sufficient to establish chain of custody.  Another 
option is to move for access to grand jury materials that may establish chain of custody (and that 
the images recovered in fact constitute child pornography).  Before pursuing this strategy, you 
should contact the prosecutor to obtain confirmation that the grand jury material (i.e., the testimony 
of the agent in front of the grand jury) would include relevant testimony.  If the necessary material 
does exist, that material may be disclosed with good cause shown.247  A request for disclosure of 

 
244 A person is guilty of the crime of producing child pornography if (1) that person employs, uses, persuades, 

induces, entices, or coerces a minor to take part in sexually explicit conduct for the purpose of producing a visual 
depiction of that conduct and (2) that visual depiction was produced using materials that had been transported in 
interstate or foreign commerce.  18 U.S.C. § 2251(a); see United States v. Laursen, 847 F.3d 1026, 1032 (9th Cir. 
2017); United States v. Sheldon, 755 F.3d 1047, 1049 (9th Cir. 2014); see also United States v. Dost, 636 F. Supp. 
828, 832 (S.D. Cal. 1986), aff’d sub nom. United States v. Wiegand, 812 F.2d 1239 (9th Cir. 1987) (establishing a six-
factor test frequently applied when interpretation is necessary to determine whether a particular depiction meets the 
definition of “sexually explicit conduct” and ultimately child pornography). 

245 If evidence is an object connected with the commission of a crime, the proponent must establish the chain 
of custody.  United States v. Harrington, 923 F.2d 1371, 1374 (9th Cir. 1991).  “[T]he purpose of the chain of custody 
rule is to insure that the item offered into evidence is in substantially the same condition as it was at the time the 
proponent of the evidence came into its possession.”  United States v. Craig, 573 F.2d 455, 478 (7th Cir. 1977).  

246 Federal agents are generally prohibited from producing official records and information or providing 
testimony relating to official information without prior approval of the appropriate government official.  See 28 C.F.R. 
§ 16.22; United States ex rel. Touhy v. Ragen, 340 U.S. 462 (1951).  Relevant factors that officials may consider in 
determining whether to make disclosures pursuant to a demand include, among other considerations, whether (1) the 
administration of justice requires disclosure; (2) disclosure is appropriate under the relevant rules of procedure and 
law governing privilege; and (3) disclosure would impede or interfere with an ongoing law enforcement investigation 
or proceeding, or improperly reveal classified information or trade secrets.  28 C.F.R. § 16.26.   

247 FED. R. CRIM. P. 6(e)(3)(E)(i).  Disclosure of a grand jury matter requires court approval upon a showing 
of particularized need.  United States v. Procter & Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677, 682 (1958).  “Parties seeking grand jury 
[materials] . . . must show that the material they seek is needed to avoid a possible injustice in another judicial 
proceeding, that the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued secrecy, and that their request is 
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material must be directed towards the court in the district where the grand jury was convened.248  
The petitioner must serve written notice of the petition upon the attorney for the government, the 
parties to the judicial proceeding in which the materials are sought, and any other persons the court 
may designate.249  Additionally, the court must provide the persons notified with a reasonable 
opportunity to be heard.250 

Finally, some practitioners have attempted to establish chain of custody by way of expert 
testimony.  Specifically, an expert may review the NCMEC report and establish by pattern and 
practice that the images contained in the report had been found and documented in the way 
established by the report.  Experts may rely on hearsay evidence in forming their opinions,251 but 
they must satisfy the standards under Daubert for admissible expert testimony.252  This approach 
is novel and it may be difficult to establish that the proposed testimony is properly considered 
“expert” testimony. 

In sum, seeking civil remedies can be a viable option for potentially large judgments, but 
you should consider the accessibility of the evidence needed to establish the elements, as well as 
whether the defendant has assets, and the potential barriers to recovery before embarking on this 
potentially lengthy and arduous path for the client.   

Attached as Appendices X and Y are a sample civil complaint and motions for summary 
judgment.  

 
structured to cover only material so needed.”  Douglas Oil Co. of Cal. v. Petrol Stops Nw., 441 U.S. 211, 222–23 
(1979).  “Such a showing must be made even when the grand jury whose [materials] are sought has concluded its 
operations.”  Id. at 222.  Further, “disclosure is appropriate only in those cases where the need for it outweighs the 
public interest in secrecy, and [] the burden of demonstrating this balance rests upon the private party seeking 
disclosure.”  Id. at 223. 

248 FED. R. CRIM P. 6(e)(3)(F).  “If the petition to disclose arises out of a judicial proceeding in another district, 
the petitioned court must transfer the petition to the other court unless the petitioned court can reasonably determine 
whether disclosure is proper.”  FED. R. CRIM. P. 6(e)(3)(G).  “If the petitioned court decides to transfer, it must send 
to the transferee court the material sought to be disclosed, if feasible, and a written evaluation of the need for continued 
grand-jury secrecy.”  Id.  “The transferee court must afford those persons identified in Rule 6(e)(3)(F) a reasonable 
opportunity to appear and be heard.”  Id.   

249 Id. 
250 Id. 
251 United States v. Mejia, 545 F.3d 179, 197 (2d Cir. 2008); United States v. Slocum, No. CR 01-938(E) 

DOC, 2007 WL 5673959, at *2 (C.D. Cal. Feb. 6, 2007).   
252 An expert witness may not simply transmit hearsay to the jury.  Mejia, 545 F.3d at 197.  “When an expert 

is no longer applying his extensive experience and a reliable methodology, Daubert teaches that the testimony should 
be excluded.”  United States v. Dukagjini, 326 F.3d 45, 54 (2d Cir. 2003).   
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2. Civil Remedies Under the Trafficking Victims Protection 
Reauthorization Act (18 U.S.C. § 1595) 

The Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2003, 18 U.S.C. § 1595 
(TVPRA), established a federal civil right of action for victims of TVPA violations.253  The Act 
permits the recovery of damages and reasonable attorney’s fees,254 as well as punitive damages.255  
The victim may bring a cause of action against not only the perpetrator of the violation, but also 
“whoever knowingly benefits, financially or by receiving anything of value from participation in 
a venture which that person knew or should have known has engaged in an act in violation” of the 
TVPA.256  Any civil action brought under 18 U.S.C. § 1595 is stayed pending the final outcome 
of any criminal action based on the same violation.257 

As noted in Part II.D.3, the TVPA is likely inapplicable to child pornography cases absent 
special factual circumstances.  All cases involving a damages award under the TVPRA appear to 
involve child sex trafficking,258 but there is at least a colorable argument that victims of child 
pornography are covered by the various provisions of the TVPA and all of its reauthorizations. 

G. STATE LAW STATUTORY SCHEMES 

Every state has a statutory scheme that criminalizes the knowing and/or intentional 
creation, possession, and distribution of child pornography.  Most states define the victim of the 
crime of child pornography as any person under the age of 18 years old.  However, other states 
specify the victim as any person under the age of 17 or 16 years old.259  Some states distinguish 
between victims of different age groups, with different violations or punishments applicable to 

 
253 18 U.S.C. § 1595.  The TVPRA also added human trafficking to the list of predicate crimes under the 

Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organizations (RICO) statute.  See 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1).   
254 18 U.S.C. § 1595(a). 
255 Ditullio v. Boehm, 662 F.3d 1091, 1096 (9th Cir. 2011). 
256 18 U.S.C. § 1595(a).  Note that the civil remedy provision has been held not to apply retroactively to 

conduct occurring before its enactment in 2003.  See Velez v. Sanchez, 693 F.3d 308, 325 (2d Cir. 2012); Ditullio, 
662 F.3d at 1099–1100.  In addition, attorneys should note that there is a ten-year statute of limitations on civil claims 
under the TVPRA.  18 U.S.C. § 1595(c)(1) (“No action may be maintained under this section unless it is commenced 
not later than 10 years after the cause of action arose.”). If the victim was a minor at the time of the alleged offense, a 
civil action must be brought within 10 years of the victim’s eighteenth birthday.  Id. § 1595(c)(2). 

257 Id. § 1595(b). 
258 See, e.g., M.A. v. Village Voice Media Holdings, LLC, 809 F. Supp. 2d 1041, 1043–44 (E.D. Mo. 2011) 

(explaining that, in related action, defendant who pled guilty to criminal charges was sentenced to pay restitution in 
the amount of $16,830.18 plus additional costs under the TVPA because “she photographed [the victim] displaying 
private body parts in sexual pornographic poses; she posted this child pornography . . . ; [and] she transported [the 
victim] for the purposes of multiple sexual liaisons for money with adult male customers”). 

259 See ALA. CODE § 13A-12-190(16) (less than 17 years old); CONN. GEN. STAT. § 53a-193(2) (less than 16 
or 17 years old, depending on applicable statute); LA. STAT. ANN. § 14:81.1 (less than 17 years old); N.Y. PENAL LAW 
§ 263.00 (less than 16 or 17 years old, depending on applicable statute); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 13, § 2821 (less than 16 
years old).   
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each age group.260  One state—North Dakota—does not even define the terms “child” or “minor” 
by statute.261  Attached as Appendix Z is a chart documenting each state’s definition of a victim 
of child pornography. 

1. State Law Criminal Restitution 

Some states have statutes expressly providing for the payment of restitution to victims of 
child pornography crimes. 

For example, Illinois’ criminal restitution statute provides that the court may order anyone 
who commits a child pornography crime (addressed in a separate statute) to pay “all or any portion 
of the financial obligations of treatment, including but not limited to medical, psychiatric, or 
rehabilitative treatment or psychological counseling, prescribed for the victim or victims of the 
offense.”262 

Similarly, West Virginia law provides that, in addition to any restitution that may be 
ordered, the court may also order any person convicted of a child pornography offense to pay for 
“all or any portion of the cost of medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment of the minor” 
resulting from the crime, regardless of whether the minor sustained bodily injury.263 

Likewise, Texas law provides that a court may order someone convicted of a child 
pornography crime to make restitution to a victim depicted in the material (if he or she was less 
than 18 years old) in an amount sufficient to cover expenses incurred by the individual arising 
from the offense, including: (1) medical services relating to physical, psychiatric, or psychological 
care; (2) physical and occupational therapy or rehabilitation; (3) necessary transportation, 
temporary housing, and child care expenses; (4) lost income; and (5) attorney’s fees.264 

In other states, courts have applied general criminal restitution statutes to child 
pornography crimes and held that restitution is available in such cases.265  For example, in State v. 

 
260 See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. § 53a-193 (less than 17 years old vs. less than 16 years old); GA. CODE ANN. 

§§ 16-12-100, 16-12-100.2 (less than 18 years old vs. less than 16 years old); IND. CODE § 35-42-4-4 (less than 18 
years old vs. less than 12 years old); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 531.310 (less than 18 years old vs. less than 16 years 
old); ME. STAT. tit. 17-A, §§ 281, 284 (less than 16 years old vs. less than 12 years old); MO. REV. STAT. § 573.010 
(less than 18 years old vs. less than 14 years old); NEB. REV. STAT. § 28-1463.02(1) (less than 18 years old vs. less 
than 16 years old); N.Y. PENAL LAW § 263.00 (less than 17 years old vs. less than 16 years old).  

261 See N.D. CENT. CODE § 12.1-27.2-01.  
262 730 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/5-5-6(g) (citing 720 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/11-1.20 et seq.). 
263 W. VA. CODE § 61-8C-4. 
264 TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42.037(r). 
265 See, e.g., State v. Petty, 925 N.W.2d 190, 197 (Iowa 2019) (vacating and remanding district court order 

that defendant pay restitution “due immediately” for failing to take into account the defendant’s reasonable ability to 
pay); State v. Fussell, 974 So. 2d 1223, 1238 (La. 2008) (remanding the trial court’s order for restitution to specify 
for which counts of possession of child pornography the restitution was being imposed); Commonwealth v. Molina, 
71 N.E.3d 117, 136 (Mass. App. Ct. 2017) (vacating the trial court’s denial for a hearing on restitution and remanding 
to determine whether the interest in excluding the child pornography victim was greater than the defendant’s interest 
in calling her as a witness); State v. Tarlo, 887 N.W.2d 898, 904 (Wis. Ct. App. 2016) (denying the mother of the 
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Velezmoro, the Court of Appeals of Washington held that Washington’s restitution statute applied 
to the offense of possession of child pornography, even though the statute was separate from the 
state’s child pornography laws.266  The court reasoned that the restitution statute was not limited 
to specific crimes and that the state’s child pornography laws were intended to protect children 
from the harms of sexual exploitation and abuse.267 

In another case, State v. Adams, the Court of Appeals of Oregon found that the trial court 
did not err in ordering the defendant to pay a “compensatory fine”268 when the evidence showed 
that the victim’s damages were caused by the defendant’s child pornography crime.269  

At least one state (California) allows the court to order the defendant in a child pornography 
case to pay a “restitution fine” (not to exceed $5,000 for felonies and $1,000 for misdemeanors) 
to a fund for the purposes of child abuse prevention.270  The California Legislature passed a bill in 
1983 that grants each county in the state the authority to establish its own County Children’s Trust 
Fund (CCTF).  Each county that elects to create its own fund must establish a board of supervisors 
for the fund, which then must create a commission that is responsible for managing the local county 
fund.  Each county’s board can set its own criteria for determining which programs are given the 
funds.271  The money must be used to fund child abuse and neglect prevention and intervention 
programs operated by private nonprofit organizations or public institutions of higher education 
with recognized expertise in fields related to child welfare.272  The money pooled for these grant 
programs cannot be used to fund individual restitution awards. 

Attached as Appendix AA is a chart documenting the criminal restitution rules in each 
state. 

When considering the availability of restitution at the state level, it is important to keep the 
interplay between state and federal restitution (particularly the AVAA’s one-time $35,000 payout) 
in mind.273  The text of the AVAA provides that “[a] court may not decline to issue an order under 
this section because of the economic circumstances of the defendant; or the fact that a victim has, 
or is entitled to, receive compensation for his or her injuries from the proceeds of insurance or any 

 
child victim restitution because she failed to establish the requisite causation between her lost income and the 
defendant’s viewing and possession of the pornography). 

266 State v. Velezmoro, 384 P.3d 613, 662–63 (Wash. Ct. App. 2016).  
267 Id. 
268 See OR. REV. STAT. § 137.101(1) (“Whenever the court imposes a fine as a penalty for the commission of 

a crime resulting in injury for which the person injured has a remedy by civil action . . . the court may order that the 
defendant pay any portion of the fine separately to the clerk of the court as compensatory fines in the case.  The clerk 
shall pay over to the injured victim or victims . . . moneys paid to the court as compensatory fines under this 
subsection.” (emphasis added)).  

269 State v. Adams, 400 P.3d 947, 950–51 (Or. Ct. App. 2017). 
270 CAL. PENAL CODE § 294.  
271 CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE § 18967. 
272 Id. 
273 As of the publication of this Manual, there do not appear to be any cases that have definitively determined 

whether state relief would or may be subtracted from the AVAA’s $35,000 one-time payout. 
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other source.”274  While this sounds like a court may not look to the potential interplay between 
state and federal restitution relief, some scholars have suggested that a reading of the AVAA 
together with 18 U.S.C. § 3664 dictates that “the amount paid to a victim under a restitution order 
must be reduced by any amount recovered as compensatory damages for the same loss in a federal 
civil proceeding and any state civil proceeding, to the extent provided by that state’s law.”275  In 
cases where a victim has received compensation for the same loss from insurance or another source 
and all restitution required by an order has been paid, these scholars suggest that the court shall 
order that restitution be paid to the provider of the compensation.276 

2. State Law Civil Remedies 

Several states have statutes expressly allowing the victims of child pornography crimes to 
bring civil actions against perpetrators.  As examples: 

• Florida, Kansas, and Oklahoma.  These states allow any person who was a victim of 
a child pornography crime that resulted in a personal or psychological injury to bring a 
civil action against the perpetrator, even if the victim is now an adult.277  In each of 
these states, a prevailing plaintiff is entitled to recover his or her actual damages plus 
the costs of the lawsuit, including reasonable attorney’s fees.278  In Oklahoma, the 
prevailing plaintiff is also entitled to special and punitive damages.279  In Florida and 
Kansas, any victim awarded damages is deemed to have sustained damages of at least 
$150,000.280   

• South Dakota.  In South Dakota a victim can bring a civil action for damages against 
a person who commits a child pornography crime and may recover a wide variety of 
pecuniary and nonpecuniary damages, as well as exemplary damages, attorney’s fees, 
and disbursements.281   

• New Jersey.  In New Jersey a victim can bring a civil action against a person who 
commits one or more of a variety of child pornography crimes.282  If the plaintiff 
prevails, the court must award recovery of “three times the amount of damages 

 
274 18 U.S.C. § 2259(b)(4)(B). 
275 Tsachi Keren-Paz & Richard W. Wright, Liability for Mass Sexual Abuse, 56 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 185, 192 

(2019) (citing 18 U.S.C. § 3664(j)). 
276 Id.; see also supra note 273. 
277 FLA. STAT. § 847.01357(1); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-5001(a); OKLA. STAT. tit. 21, § 1040.56(A). 
278 See FLA. STAT. § 847.01357(1); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-5001(b); OKLA. STAT. tit. 21, § 1040.56. 
279 OKLA. STAT. tit. 21, § 1040.56. 
280 FLA. STAT. § 847.01357(a); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-5001(b). 
281 S.D. CODIFIED LAWS §§ 22-24A-8, 22-24A-10.  
282 N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:30B-3(a). 
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consisting of financial gains to the defendant resulting from the [proscribed] 
conduct . . . together with full costs and reasonable attorney’s fees.”283 

• Minnesota and Washington.  These states have statutes expressly allowing victims of 
child pornography crimes to bring civil actions.284 

Attached as Appendix BB is a chart documenting the civil remedy for child pornography 
in each state. 

3. State-Sponsored Relief 

In several states (Florida, Connecticut, New Mexico, Louisiana, Texas, and Wisconsin), 
the government may award victims of certain child pornography crimes compensation for 
counseling and other mental health services to treat psychological injury or trauma.285  Such 
compensation is not contingent upon a criminal investigation or prosecution.286  However, for the 
victim to qualify for an award, the crime must have directly resulted in personal, psychiatric, or 
psychological injury to, or death of, the victim or intervenor.287  In addition, the crime must have 
been promptly reported to the proper authorities.288  Any such award is granted on an “actual need” 
basis and is a payment of “last resort,” provided only after other sources are exhausted.289 

Arizona, Idaho, Kentucky, New Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Utah, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia also have similar programs for victims who suffered 
physical or emotional injury as a direct result of a crime.290 

New Hampshire and Washington have similar programs for victims when the crime 
committed constituted a felony.291 

H. COPYRIGHT LAW 

In cases where a victim’s images are being distributed online, copyright law may provide 
an additional, though difficult, path to recovery.  It is important to note from the outset that there 

 
283 Id. § 2A:30B-3(b). 
284 MINN. STAT. § 617.245; WASH. REV. CODE. § 9.68A.130. 
285 FLA. STAT. § 960.197; see also CONN. GEN. STAT. § 54-201 et seq.; LA. STAT. ANN. § 46:1802 et seq.; 

N.M. STAT. ANN. § 31-22-3 et seq.; TEX. CODE CRIM. PRO. ANN. art. 56b.001 et seq.; WIS. STAT. § 949.01 et seq. 
286 See, e.g., FLA. STAT. § 960.197(2). 
287 See, e.g., FLA. STAT. § 960.13(1)(a). 
288 See, e.g., id. 
289 See, e.g., id. § 960.13(2), (3). 
290 ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 41-2407; IDAHO CODE § 19-5304; KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 421.500; N.J. STAT. 

ANN. § 52:4B-2; OR. REV. STAT. § 147.005; 18 PA. CONS. STAT. § 11.103; S.C. CODE ANN. § 16-3-1110; TENN. CODE 
ANN. § 29-13-104; UTAH CODE ANN. § 63M-7-502; VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 13, § 5451 et seq.; VA. CODE ANN. § 19.2-
368.2; W. VA. CODE § 14-2A-1. 

291 N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 21-M:8-h; WASH. REV. CODE § 7.68.020. 
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are some inherent difficulties with this novel approach to recovery.  Survivors who self-produced 
CSAM are the most likely to make out a viable claim for relief under copyright law. 

1. Potential Legal Remedies Under Copyright Law 

The Copyright Act of 1976 provides that original works of authorship, including pictorial, 
graphic, and sculptural works, fixed in any tangible medium of expression are subject to copyright 
protection.292  The copyright protection vests in the author of the work—in terms of pictures or 
videos, this would be the photographer or videographer.293  Consequently, in cases involving child 
pornography where the offender is the individual taking photos or videos of the victim, the offender 
owns the copyright to those images.  Copyright law could remedy this injustice if construed to 
transfer ownership of the copyright from the offender to the victim in cases of CSAM, giving the 
victim control over his or her image.  While a novel, untested theory, this potential legal remedy 
has been discussed among victim rights’ lawyers as a strategy to provide victims of CSAM 
remedies that otherwise are unavailable.294  However, there are two hurdles victims must clear 
before having access to a copyright remedy.  

First, victims seeking to recover under copyright law should be prepared to argue that, as 
an initial matter, CSAM is copyrightable.295  The prevailing view is that “even illegality is not a 
bar to copyrightability,”296 including when the content is obscene.297  However, at least one court 
has refused to recognize copyright protection for child pornography, reasoning that, unlike 
obscenity, which depends on community standards that may vary, the production and distribution 
of child pornography “is prohibited by federal law—a single, national standard.”298  

 
292 17 U.S.C. § 102(a). 
293 U.S. Copyright Office, Copyright Registration of Photographs, at 1 (2018), 

https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ42.pdf; see, e.g., Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 U.S. 730, 737 
(1989) (“As a general rule, the author is the party who actually creates the work, that is, the person who translates an 
idea into a fixed, tangible expression entitled to copyright protection.”); Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 
111 U.S. 53, 60 (1884) (holding that photographers are the authors of the pictures they take). 

294 There may be pushback from courts, copyright academics, and practitioners based on the precedent that 
may be set.  However, using this tactic to transfer a property interest in child pornography is supported by an analogy 
to the government’s regular seizure of illegal contraband. 

295 See Malibu Media, LLC v. Doe, No. 13 C 3648, 2014 WL 2581168, at *4 (N.D. Ill. June 9, 2014) (The 
Court was “not prepared to say that federal copyright law would permit one who has produced child pornography . . . 
to enforce a copyright relating to such material.”); cf. Belcher v. Tarbox, 486 F.2d 1087, 1088 (9th Cir. 1973) (“There 
is nothing in the Copyright Act to suggest that the courts are to pass upon the truth or falsity, the soundness or 
unsoundness, of the views embodied in a copyrighted work.”). 

296 Flava Works, Inc. v. Gunter, 689 F.3d 754, 755 (7th Cir. 2012).  
297 Id.; Jartech, Inc. v. Clancy, 666 F.2d 403, 406 (9th Cir. 1983); Mitchell Bros. Film Grp. v. Cinema Adult 

Theater, 604 F.2d 852, 858 (5th Cir. 1979); see also Malibu Media, LLC v. Zumbo, No. 2:13-cv-729-JES-DNF, 2014 
WL 2742830, at *4 (M.D. Fla. June 17, 2014) (adopting prevailing view in context of child pornography).  

298 Malibu Media, 2014 WL 2581168, at *4; see also Devils Films, Inc. v. Nectar Video, 29 F. Supp. 2d 174, 
176 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (“Once a court has determined that copyrighted material is obscene, there seems no reason to 
require it to expend its resources on behalf of a plaintiff who it could as readily be trying for a violation of the federal 
criminal law.”). 
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Second, the copyright property right may need to be transferred from the offender to the 
victim.  The owner of a copyright is typically the author of the image.299  Therefore, the image or 
video’s copyright holder is usually the producer of the child pornography.  However, if the image 
is found to be a work made for hire, the person for whom the work is prepared is considered the 
author even if someone else created the image.300  Thus, before seeking a copyright transfer, the 
circumstances of image creation should be reviewed for any work made for hire implications.301  
While it is unlikely the offender would challenge the issuance of the copyright, as a technical 
matter you may need to seek a transfer of the ownership of the copyright from the offender.   

Copyright transfers can be part of a plea agreement, but not sentencing.  To transfer a 
copyright, a contract or conveyance is needed between the owner of the copyright and the 
transferee—in this case the victim.302  These transfers do not need to be registered with the U.S. 
Copyright Office.  However, these transfers cannot be forced by “any governmental body or 
organization.”303  This means that a judge cannot order the transfer of a copyright as part of an 
offender’s sentence. 

If the victim is granted the copyright, the victim would have a host of remedies as the 
copyright holder to protect his or her rights including the right to sue for damages for copyright 
infringement and takedown remedies under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 
(DMCA).  Registration of the copyright is required for civil infringement actions but not for the 
initial DMCA takedown notice.304  In general, a copyright infringer is liable for either “the 
copyright owner’s actual damages and any additional profits of the infringer,” or “statutory 
damages.”305  However,  damages awarded for activity preceding the transfer of the copyright may 
be nominal. 

“Actual damages” for copyright infringement “are usually determined by the loss in the 
fair market value of the copyright, measured by the profits lost due to the infringement or by the 

 
299 17 U.S.C. § 201(a).  Copyright ownership immediately vests with the creation of the work.  Registration 

is not required for copyright ownership. 
300 Id. § 201(b).  The Supreme Court has not adopted a strict employee-employer relationship.  When 

determining if a work was made for hire, agency principles apply and independent contractor relationships can qualify. 
301 U.S. Copyright Office, Works Made for Hire (2017), https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ30.pdf.  

Possible implications of the work made for hire doctrine include delays if the transfer is sought from the wrong party 
and plea agreements in exchange for transfer with a party that does not actually have ownership of the copyright. 

302 See 17 U.S.C. § 201(d). 
303 17 U.S.C. § 2019(e) (“When an individual author’s ownership of a copyright, or of any of the exclusive 

rights under a copyright, has not previously been transferred voluntarily by that individual author, no action by any 
governmental body or other official or organization purporting to seize, expropriate, transfer, or exercise rights of 
ownership with respect to the copyright, or any of the exclusive rights under a copyright, shall be given effect under 
this title.”); see also Alice Haemmerli, Take It, It’s Mine: Illicit Transfers of Copyright by Operation of Law, 63 
WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1011, 1029 (2006) (reasoning that Congress’s decision to make 17 U.S.C. § 201(e) applicable 
to governmental bodies means that a judicial decision to transfer an author’s copyright without consent would 
generally violate § 201(a)).  

304 17 U.S.C. § 411(a).  Alternatively, the DMCA requires only that the complaining party be the copyright 
owner or someone authorized to act on the owner’s behalf.  17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(3).   

305 17 U.S.C. § 504(a)(1)–(2).  
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value of the use of the copyrighted work to the infringer.”306  In order to recover actual damages, 
the plaintiff must establish “a causal link between the infringement and the monetary remedy 
sought,” which “is akin to tort principles of causation and damages.”307  Once the plaintiff 
establishes causation, the burden shifts to the infringer to show “that the damage would have 
occurred had there been no taking of copyrighted expression.”308 

The Copyright Act defines statutory damages “for all infringements involved in the action” 
as “a sum of not less than $750 or more than $30,000 as the court considers just.”309  Courts have 
wide discretion in setting the amount of statutory damages.310  Factors that a court generally 
considers in determining the amount of statutory damages include: “(1) the infringer’s 
blameworthiness (willful, knowing, or innocent); (2) the expenses saved and the profits reaped by 
the defendants in connection with the infringement; (3) the revenues lost by the plaintiffs due to 
the defendants’ conduct; and (4) the deterrent value of the damages imposed.”311  If the 
infringement was committed willfully, “the court in its discretion may increase the award of 
statutory damages to a sum of not more than $150,000.”312  To prove that the infringement was 
willful, the plaintiff must show “(1) that the defendant was actually aware of the infringing activity, 
or (2) that the defendant’s actions were the result of ‘reckless disregard’ for, or ‘willful blindness’ 
to, the copyright holder’s rights.”313  Punitive damages, however, are not available in copyright 
infringement suits.314 

The court may also in its discretion award the victim his or her full costs and/or reasonable 
attorney’s fees as the prevailing party.315  In a copyright infringement suit, “[t]here is no precise 
rule or formula for making [the determination to award attorney’s fees,] but instead equitable 
discretion should be exercised[.]”316  Factors that a court should consider in determining whether 
to award attorney’s fees in a copyright infringement suit include “frivolousness, motivation, 
objective unreasonableness, . . . and the need in [the] particular circumstances to advance 
consideration of compensation and deterrence[.]”317 

 
306 Polar Bear Prods., Inc. v. Timex Corp., 384 F.3d 700, 708 (9th Cir. 2004) (emphasis added). 
307 Id.  Note that it may be challenging to prove the causation element required for actual damages if the 

offender was the holder of the right up until the time of transfer, resulting in a nominal damage award. 
308 Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539, 541 (1985). 
309 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(1).  
310 Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Evie’s Tavern Ellenton, Inc., 772 F.3d 1254, 1260–61 (11th Cir. 2014).  
311 Id. at 1261.  
312 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2).   
313 Island Software & Comput. Serv., Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 413 F.3d 257, 263 (2d Cir. 2005).  Note that 

proving willfulness prior to the transfer of the right to the victim is unlikely because the activity was not infringing at 
the time it occurred. 

314 Budget Cinema, Inc. v. Watertower Assocs., 81 F.3d 729, 733 (7th Cir. 1996). 
315 17 U.S.C. § 505.   
316 Broadcast Music, Inc., 772 F.3d at 1261 (quoting Fogerty v. Fantasy, Inc., 510 U.S. 517, 534 (1994)). 
317 Id. (quoting Fogerty, 510 U.S. at 534 n.19). 
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Victims as copyright holders also have a unique takedown remedy available to them under 
the DMCA.318  Congress passed the Act with the goal of clarifying “the liability faced by service 
providers who transmit potentially infringing material over their networks.”319  Under the Act, 
victims can “demand that Internet Service Providers (‘ISPs’) notify the infringer, take down the 
images, or lose the safe harbor protections of the [ ] Act.”320  Takedown notices under the DMCA 
can also be used to de-index images from search engines.321  If the ISP does not do so, it may be 
liable for monetary relief,322 including damages, costs, and attorney’s fees.323  This protection 
helps victims by giving them more autonomy over their images.324  However, seeking monetary 
relief requires victims to bring an enforcement action, which may require registration of the 
copyright.325  Also note that the victim’s “takedown notification” must comply with several 
requirements in order to trigger the ISP’s duty to take down the infringing material.326 

Practitioners view copyright claims as a beneficial option to assist with takedown requests 
and obtain additional monetary recovery for their clients, particularly where they have previously 
received restitution orders in the criminal case.  DMCA remedies provide a compliment to 
monetary damages by providing a mechanism for removing images that exist online.  However, 
there are numerous hurdles that must be considered before bringing a copyright-based claim (and 
weighing strategies against the more direct potential relief available in a civil suit bought under 
Masha’s Law), as will be discussed in the following Part. 

2. Potential Hurdles to a Copyright Remedy 

a) Abandonment 

Abandonment of a copyright requires “an intent by the copyright proprietor to surrender 
rights in his work,” demonstrated by “either an act, or a failure to act, from which [the court] can 

 
318 Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (1998).  The DMCA amended 

various provisions of Title 17 of the United States Code, including section 512 (amended by section 202 of the 
DMCA). 

319 Capitol Records, LLC v. Vimeo, LLC, 826 F.3d 78, 82 (2d Cir. 2016) (quoting S. REP. NO. 105-190, at 2 
(1998)).  

320 Binford et al., supra note 157, at 153 (citing section 202 of the DMCA); see also Lenz v. Universal Music 
Corp., 815 F.3d 1145, 1151 (9th Cir. 2015) (discussing takedown remedy against ISPs under the DMCA). 

321 17 U.S.C. § 512(d). 
322 Id. 
323 Id. §§ 512(c)(1), (k)(2). 
324 Binford et al., supra note 157, at 154.  
325 While some courts have held the registration requirement in 17 U.S.C. § 411(a) applies to civil actions 

brought to enforce DMCA remedies, others have indicated that this requirement is at least not jurisdictional and thus 
can be waived.  See Krechmer v. Tantaros, 747 F. App’x 6, 9 (2d Cir. 2018) (“plaintiff correctly argues that the 
copyright registration requirement imposed by 17 U.S.C. § 411(a) is not a 12(b)(1) jurisdictional bar to a DMCA 
action”); Schenck v. Orosz, No. 3:13-CV-0294, 2013 WL 5963557, at *10 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 7, 2013) (“[I]n the 
absence of a persuasive alternative construction of the DMCA and § 411(a), the court finds that the DMCA does not 
displace § 411(a)’s registration requirement or the registration approach.”). 

326 Lenz v. Universal Music Corp., 815 F.3d 1145, 1151 (9th Cir. 2015) (citing 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(3)(A)). 
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readily infer an intent to abandon the right.”327  If the owner of the copyright—the offender—
abandons the copyright, the owner loses the exclusive rights to the work, including the right to 
transfer ownership.328  Thus, if a court finds the offender abandoned the copyright, perhaps by 
posting the image online for public download, the copyright is lost forever,329 meaning the court 
has no ability to transfer ownership to the victim.  If the owner takes some overt act that lets the 
public copy the work, the exclusivity—and therefore the corresponding copyright—disappear.330 

On the other hand, copyrights are divisible and “there is no reason why an author could not 
abandon all of the copyright rights for a limited period of time such as five years, while retaining 
the copyright rights for the duration of the copyright term.”331  However, this would require 
consent and affirmative action on behalf of the abuser to divide or retain his copyright.332 

b) “Whack-a-Mole” 

Even if copyright is successfully transferred to the victim, and he or she is successful in 
utilizing the takedown remedy to remove an image or video from the offending website, it is still 
probable that the victim will encounter what is commonly referred to as the “whack-a-mole” 
problem that plagues copyright holders generally.333  Once taken down, the picture reappears on 
the offending, or another, website, forcing the victim to initiate another takedown action.  This can 
become a tiring and never-ending cycle that continually re-victimizes and re-traumatizes the 
victim. 

The DMCA mitigates the whack-a-mole problem to some extent by requiring ISPs to 
adopt, reasonably implement, and inform subscribers and account holders on the system of a policy 
providing for the termination in certain circumstances of account holders who are repeat 
infringers.334  If the ISP fails to do so, it can lose the safe harbor protections of the Act and be held 

 
327 Dam Things from Denmark v. Russ Berrie & Co., 290 F.3d 548, 560 (3d Cir. 2002) (quoting 4 MELVILLE 

B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 13.06 (2001)).  
328 See 17 U.S.C. §§ 106, 201(d). 
329 See Warner Bros. Entm’t, Inc. v. X One X Prods., 644 F.3d 584, 593 (8th Cir. 2011) (“General publication” 

resulting in injection of work into public domain occurs “if the rights-holder demonstrate[s] an express or implied 
intent to abandon his right to control distribution and reproduction of his work, as determined objectively from ‘the 
implications of his outward actions to the reasonable outsider.’” (quoting Nucor Corp. v. Tenn. Forging Steel Serv., 
Inc., 476 F.2d 386, 390 n.7 (8th Cir. 1973))). 

330 Robert A. Kreiss, Abandoning Copyrights to Try to Cut Off Termination Rights, 58 MO. L. REV. 85, 93 
(1993). 

331 Id. at 96. 
332 Id. at 94 (discussing that abandonment has occurred if the holder of the copyright freely and voluntarily 

gives up his copyright so that other people would look, make, and distribute copies of his work). 
333 See Stephen Carlisle, Meet the New and Improved “Whack-A-Mole”, NOVA SE. UNIV. (Oct. 30, 2014), 

http://copyright.nova.edu/blog-update-whack-a-mole/. 
334 17 U.S.C. § 512(i)(1)(A); see also Ellison v. Robertson, 357 F.3d 1072, 1080 (9th Cir. 2004) (finding that 

17 U.S.C. § 512(i)(1)(A) requires ISPs to “(1) adopt a policy that provides for the termination of service access for 
repeat copyright infringers in appropriate circumstances; (2) implement that policy in a reasonable manner; and (3) 
inform its subscribers of the policy”).  
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liable to the copyright holder (the victim) for damages.335  Even though the DMCA is applicable 
only to websites hosted in the United States, most countries in the World Intellectual Property 
Organization pressure ISPs to abide by DMCA takedown notices.336  In addition to the DMCA 
remedies, NCMEC can contact upstream registrars in certain contexts to encourage them to contact 
their hosted websites to remove apparent CSAM.337 

Injunctions may also provide a partial remedy for the whack-a-mole problem.  Under the 
Copyright Act, a court may “grant temporary and final injunctions on such terms as it may deem 
reasonable to prevent or restrain infringement of a copyright.”338  The whack-a-mole problem 
persists despite injunctions issued against only individual offenders.  However, injunctions can 
also be issued against any ISP provider regardless of whether they enjoy DMCA safe harbor 
protection.  The factors considered by a court when issuing an injunction are: (1) if the injunction 
would significantly burden the provider or operation of the provider’s network, (2) the magnitude 
of the harm to be suffered by the copyright owner if steps are not taken to prevent infringement, 
(3) technical feasibility of implementation of the injunction, and (4) whether other less burdensome 
and comparably effective means of restraining access are available.339  These factors are more 
favorable to victims than the considerations regarding damages awards. 

c) Need Original Images 

Another pitfall for a copyright strategy is that the original image is the only image that 
enjoys copyright protection.340  This too can present a significant problem for your client, because 
many images exchanged online are treated as nonoriginal for copyright purposes due to the 
removal of metadata.  Pictures taken using a conventional or digital camera are treated no 
differently than paintings under copyright law.341  This is because the placement of the subject, 
lighting, and other effects are expressions of the photographer.  An original electronic image 
contains metadata, such as the camera/phone model, white balance, shutter speed, image 
resolution, and geographic location, among other pieces of data.342  This data, called Exchangeable 
Image File Format (EXIF) data, can sometimes be deleted when uploading a copy of the image.343  
However, unlike prints from an original negative, there is no drop in the quality of reproduction 

 
335 Id.; see also Binford et al., supra note 157, at 154. 
336 The Ultimate Guide to Digital Millennium Copyright Act, COPYRIGHTED.COM, 

https://www.copyrighted.com/blog/dmca-guide (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
337 For more details on this NCMEC program, see infra Part II.I.3(a). 
338 17 U.S.C. § 502(a). 
339 17 U.S.C. § 512(j)(2). 
340 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (providing that copyright protections subsist in “original works of authorship fixed in 

any tangible medium of expression”). 
341 Lee B. Burgunder, Digital Image Processing: Copyright Infringement Analysis After Acuff-Rose, 4 J. OF 

LEGAL STUDIES IN BUS. 1, 9 (1995). 
342 Thomas Germain, How a Photo’s Hidden ‘Exif’ Data Exposes Your Personal Information, CONSUMER 

REPORTS (Dec. 6, 2019), https://www.consumerreports.org/privacy/what-can-you-tell-from-photo-exif-data. 
343 Id. (noting Facebook automatically deletes EXIF data when uploaded, but Google Photos does not). 
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as digital images are just binary files of “1”s and “0”s.344  Ultimately, even though transmitted 
electronic images may look identical to the original image, the original image is the only one 
protected by the copyright.  

If you determine that a copyright claim may be a viable option, consider whether to seek 
the original image from the prosecutor.  If the electronic image is destroyed post prosecution, it is 
likely that this would be taken as abandonment of the copyright, barring the opportunity for the 
victim to enforce his or her copyright in the image.345  Furthermore, copyright law protects works 
only from reproduction.  There is no protection under copyright law against others “creating 
identical works from independent sources of creativity.”346  In the digital photo context, this means 
that a person could take the original photo and manipulate the digitalized information to change 
the shape, color, focus, or lighting without violating copyright law.347  However, it may be possible 
to argue that these types of manipulations do not qualify for the fair use limitation on what is an 
infringing use of a protected image.348 

I. OTHER AVENUES FOR MONETARY RELIEF 

1. Marsy’s Law and Victims’ Funds 

Thirty-five states currently include some version of victims’ rights in their constitutions, 
but only 13 states—California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Nevada, North Carolina, 
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and Wisconsin—do so using the 
“Marsy’s Law” formula (named after a victims’ rights statute first enacted in California).  Marsy’s 
Law (the California Victims’ Bill of Rights Act of 2008) is an amendment to California’s state 
constitution that was enacted by voters in the November 2008 general election.  The law 
significantly expands the legal rights of crime victims, providing for the right to be notified of and 
present at proceedings; the right to be heard at proceedings; the right to be protected from the 
defendant; and the right to receive restitution from the accused, among other provisions.349  Efforts 
are underway in Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Mississippi, New Hampshire, and Tennessee to extend 
Marsy’s Law in those states as well. 

Similarly, states across the country have enacted crime victim compensation programs.  
Crime victim compensation programs are government programs established to reimburse victims 
of violent crimes and their families for many of the associated out-of-pocket expenses.  Every state 
has such a program, which will generally pay for medical and dental expenses, counseling costs, 

 
344 See Burgunder, supra note 341, at 33. 
345 See Kreiss, supra note 330, at 92 . 
346 See Burgunder, supra note 341, at 6–7, 26. 
347 Id. 
348 See 17 U.S.C. § 107; More Information on Fair Use, U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, 

https://www.copyright.gov/fair-use/more-info.html#:~:text=Fair%20use%20is%20a%20legal,protected%20works% 
20in%20certain%20circumstances.&text=Nature%20of%20the%20copyrighted%20work,purpose%20of%20encour
aging%20creative%20expression (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 

349 See STATE OF CAL. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, ATTORNEY GENERAL, VICTIMS’ BILL OF RIGHTS, 
https://oag.ca.gov/victimservices/content/bill_of_rights (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
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and lost wages or support. 350  Crime victim compensation programs have a maximum that will be 
paid for each claim, which varies from state to state and can range from $10,000 to $100,000.351 

The direct victim of a violent crime is generally eligible for compensation.352  Some states 
compensate only victims who were physically injured in the course of the crime, while others also 
compensate victims of violent crime who were traumatized but not physically injured by the 
crime.353  To apply for crime victim compensation, victims or families must file a claim form in 
the state where the crime occurred.  The compensation program will then examine police records, 
receipts, and other information before deciding whether to pay a claim. 

Among those attorneys we surveyed who have pursued relief through victims’ 
compensation programs, most found the remedies to be helpful, but also challenging to pursue.354  
On the plus side, these attorneys have been able to use funds from these programs on a regular 
basis to cover victims’ therapy, counseling expenses, and medical costs.  As each state has its own 
application for compensation, however, these funds were not necessarily easy to obtain.  The 
attorneys found that relief may be limited to those states in which the crime occurred, or those 
states in which there is an applicable case number.  In addition to the caps already mentioned, they 
have found the fact that these programs are reimbursement-based (i.e., you need receipts) to be 
challenging.  Further, some states have time limits in place that restrict when an attorney can seek 
compensation.  On the whole, the funds from victims’ compensation programs have been 
beneficial but, unlike the singular federal system, seeking compensation from one of these 
programs could require an attorney to learn the intricacies of a number of different states’ laws. 

The National Association of State Crime Compensation Boards offers a comprehensive 
overview of the victims’ funds in each state, including funding, eligibility requirements, 
procedures, and available benefits.  Attached as Appendix CC is a chart briefly summarizing each 
state’s eligibility requirements and available benefits.  In order to access the relevant compensation 
forms for each state, you can use this resource from the Office for Victims of Crime (also attached 
as Appendix DD). 

2. Other Government Programs 

Victims may also be eligible for a variety of government programs not specifically tailored 
to crime victims, including Medicaid, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), and Job 
Corps, among others.355  Presently, eligibility for these programs is determined state by state, and 
generally determined by income rather than by victim status.  Attorneys should keep in mind that 
receipt of these general benefits may affect or preclude receipt of designated crime victim benefits.  
For example, victim compensation funds generally will not reimburse medical expenses where a 

 
350 See Victim Compensation: An Overview, NAT’L ASSOC. OF CRIME VICTIM COMP. BDS., 

https://nacvcb.org/victim-compensation/ (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
351 See id. 
352 See id. 
353 See id. 
354 Relief can be sought in every state in which the offender possessed CSAM. 
355 See Binford et al., supra note 157, at 155. 

http://www.nacvcb.org/index.asp?sid=5
http://www.nacvcb.org/index.asp?sid=5
https://www.ovc.gov/map.html
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private or public insurer (e.g., Medicaid) has already covered the cost of care.  Attorneys should 
thoughtfully compare the various benefit programs before making a determination regarding which 
program may be most beneficial to the client.   

Additionally, but specific to cases with facts establishing that human trafficking occurred, 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Per Capita Services Contract with the 
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) provides comprehensive case management 
services to minor victims of human trafficking.356  First, HHS must issue a “Letter of Eligibility” 
declaring that the child meets the TVPA definition of a victim of human trafficking.  The child’s 
advocate can then present the letter to social services providers as proof of eligibility for assistance.  
These comprehensive case management services can assist victims to obtain shelter, clothing, 
food, health care, and other emergency services. 

Depending on their overall circumstances, victims may be eligible for a variety of short 
and long-term educational, health, housing, or other services.  Eligible services may be especially 
important to support the particularized needs of a victim.  For example, an individualized education 
program from a child victim’s school may need to account for the child’s therapeutic or specialized 
educational needs identified in a forensic expert assessment.  The American Bar Association 
(ABA) Center on Children and the Law has extensive guidance for attorneys in child welfare 
proceedings that can be relevant to helping a CSAM victim (even if the victim is not directly 
involved in the child welfare system as a result of his or her victimization) locate and advocate for 
the proper services.357 

3. Additional Avenues of Non-Monetary Relief 

a) NCMEC’s Voluntary Initiatives with the Technology Industry 

NCMEC believes that each child and each adult survivor has the right to be protected from 
the distribution of any image, video, or online comment relating to his or her sexual abuse.  To 
help provide these protections, NCMEC offers the tech industry three voluntary initiatives that 
they can participate in to help curtail the dissemination of online CSAM and exploitative imagery 
and commentary.  Two of these initiatives involve NCMEC’s sharing of hash lists with ESPs 
relating to (1) confirmed CSAM, and (2) exploitative images.358  ESPs may choose to use the 

 
356 U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, BUREAU OF DEMOCRACY, HUMAN RIGHTS & LABOR, UNITED STATES WRITTEN 

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS ASKED BY THE COMMITTEE ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD ¶¶ 8–10 (May 13, 2008), 
http://2001-2009.state.gov/g/drl/rls/105435.htm. 

357 See Center on Children and the Law, AM. BAR ASS’N, 
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_interest/child_law/ (last visited Sept. 20, 2021); see also AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR LAWYERS WHO REPRESENT CHILDREN IN 
ABUSE AND NEGLECT CASES 9–10 (Feb. 5, 1996), 
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/family_law/committees/standards_abuseneglect.pdf 
(listing the types of services a child’s attorney should seek in all cases and to “assure that a child with special needs 
receives appropriate services to address the physical, mental, or developmental disabilities”). 

358 Hashing is a tool that creates a unique alphanumeric value for an image or video.  Once an image or video 
is hashed, that hash will serve as a unique fingerprint that can be used to identify that exact image or video among 
millions of other images and videos.  Hashing is used by tech companies to identify known CSAM so these files can 
be detected, reported to NCMEC, and removed. 
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confirmed CSAM hash list to help detect, remove, and report those images to NCMEC’s 
CyberTipline.  While the federal definition of child pornography does not extend to exploitative 
images or erotica, NCMEC knows that sexually exploitative imagery or erotica often serves as 
precursors to, and accompanies, abuse and can be equally traumatic for victims when shared online 
among offenders.  ESPs can use NCMEC’s exploitative hash list to voluntarily remove content 
that might violate their terms of service.  You can contact NCMEC to determine if hash values for 
your client’s CSAM content are included on one of the hash lists and to learn more about how this 
program can diminish online circulation of your client’s sexually abusive imagery. 

The third initiative is NCMEC’s notice-tracking program.  NCMEC alerts companies about 
images, videos, and written comments on their platforms that publicly identify CSAM victims, 
compile non-pornographic images or videos of these survivors (like family or social media 
photos), or create running online discussions about the survivor’s current life as an adult and 
physical location.  The online commentary may also contain harassing, sexually explicit comments 
that create real-life personal safety concerns for the survivor.  Not surprisingly, this commentary 
is deeply disturbing to a survivor’s recovery process.  Tech companies notified by NCMEC of 
CSAM on their servers are often very responsive to removing the content.  To report content 
concerning your client to NCMEC’s notice-tracking program, you can contact NCMEC directly 
or through the CyberTipline.359 

b) Processes to Work with Online Platforms to Remove Sexually 
Abusive or Identifying Content or Related Search Results 

As previously discussed in Part II.H.1, the DMCA may enable survivors to file a report for 
copyright infringement when they find that sexually abusive images of themselves have been 
reposted without permission.  The DMCA requires companies to provide a way for members of 
the public to notify them and request removal of certain online content, including images and 
videos.  Some companies have specific DMCA websites to submit reports of sexually abusive 
images/videos of a child that have been posted without consent.  When pursuing this avenue, keep 
in mind that the individual who took the images or videos is considered the owner of the copyright.  
This form of takedown remedy might be best utilized for those cases involving youth-produced 
imagery.   

Individual websites also may maintain voluntary administrative processes for removing 
abusive or exploitive content.  NCMEC provides information on its website about services it offers 
to victims, their families, and their counsel to communicate with online platforms about removing 
sexually abusive imagery and related harassment.360  The Cyber Civil Rights Initiative also offers 
a comprehensive guide to these processes for most major websites, including Facebook, Instagram, 
Yahoo, and Google.  This guide is attached as Appendix EE.   

 
359 For more information about NCMEC’s CyberTipline, see supra Part I.C.1. 
360 Get Help Now: Is Your Explicit Content Out There?, NAT’L CTR. FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, 

https://www.missingkids.org/gethelpnow/isyourexplicitcontentoutthere (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 

http://www.cybercivilrights.org/online-removal/
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As explained briefly in Part II.I.3(a), NCMEC also operates a notice-tracking initiative to 
notify ESPs and hosting providers, such as registrars, when apparent CSAM is being hosted on 
their platforms.  In 2019, NCMEC sent more than 67,000 notifications to companies, and on 
average, the content was voluntarily removed within just 28.8 hours.361 

NCMEC is aware that every reposting of a sexually abusive image revictimizes the child 
depicted in that image.  Because of this harm, NCMEC’s goal is to reduce the voluntary removal 
time to minutes—not hours—after NCMEC’s notification.  You can report URLs or website 
locations where you believe your client’s CSAM or sexually exploitative images are posted, or 
locations where offenders are posting information concerning your client, to NCMEC’s 
CyberTipline (www.cybertipline.org).  

III. HOW TO STRUCTURE THE AWARD TO BENEFIT THE VICTIM 

Victims of child pornography related crimes, particularly those who are young and 
inexperienced, may have difficulty understanding how to best handle the money they receive from 
restitution or civil recovery.  There are certain things you can keep in mind when fashioning these 
judgments to ensure the optimal benefit to your client. 

As a preliminary matter, be sure to keep the sensitivity of payment and accounting 
discussions in mind.  Unlike traditional legal practice in which there is usually a singular settlement 
reached at or near the end of litigation, it is possible that an attorney may be handling restitution 
in dozens of criminal cases at any given time.  An attorney may also receive restitution payments 
on a regular basis.  Consequently, the amount of financial information for a victim to process can 
be overwhelming.  Given the emotional toll of each communication about restitution, we 
recommend tackling this difficult subject at the beginning of the representation.  Reach an 
understanding with the client about how they would like to receive information about settlements 
and restitution payments.  For example, while the attorney maintains full and complete financial 
information about restitution, the victim could request a face-to-face accounting occur only 
periodically. 

 
361 The Manual cites 2019 data because, as a result of complications caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

NCMEC’s 2020 number was an outlier.  

http://www.cybertipline.org/
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On a more technical note, remember that some restitution funds are awarded tax-free; your 
client should be advised accordingly.362  Section 104(a)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code states 
that the amount of any damages received on account of personal physical injury or physical 
sickness, or from mental distress that originates from a physical injury or physical sickness in a 
civil case is generally not taxable.363  Note that damages from emotional distress that did not result 
from physical injury or sickness must be included in income,364 but can be reduced by the amount 
paid for resulting medical expenses.365  When the underlying recovery is included in gross income, 
the attorney’s fees and costs are as well.366 

Punitive damages and interest (pre- and post-judgment) are always taxable, though, 
regardless of the origin of the claim.367  This likely means that recovery from a criminal judgment 
can be taxed.  Victim restitution awards in criminal proceedings likely fall outside the scope of 
section 104(a)(2), because section 104(a)(2) covers purely compensatory awards (making the 
victim whole); whereas victim restitution awards originate from criminal conduct and serve to 
punish wrongdoers (punitive) as well as restore victims.368  Since punitive awards are taxable, 
victim restitution awards have often been found to be taxable.369  If the underlying recovery is 
taxable, the attorney’s fees and costs would be as well.370  Consult with a tax attorney to determine 
the appropriate classification of awards in your case. 

Once you have advised your client of the tax implications, consider whether you can secure 
a pro bono financial advisor for your client to assist in investing the restitution funds and basic 
financial management.  A financial advisor is particularly useful for adult victims, who cannot 
otherwise have safeguards placed on their spending.   

Keep in mind that, oftentimes, restitution payments will not be sent directly from the 
defendant to the victim’s attorney.  Many Assistant United States Attorneys prefer that defendants 
make restitution payments to the court.  If that is the case, be prepared for several months of delays 
before receiving the payment of restitution funds.371  Alternatively, defendants can submit 

 
362 Restitution funds are also not typically counted as “income” with respect to applications for public 

benefits, although they can sometimes still be considered “assets.” 
363 26 U.S.C. § 104(a)(2); see also I.R.S. Publication 4345 (Rev. 12-2019). 
364 See 26 U.S.C. § 104; see also I.R.S. Publication 4345 (Rev. 12-2019). 
365 See 26 U.S.C. § 104; see also I.R.S. Publication 4345 (Rev. 12-2019). 
366 See I.R.S. Publication 525 (Rev. 4-6-2021). 
367 See generally O’Gilvie v. United States, 519 U.S. 79 (1996). 
368 Linda Trang, Note, The Taxation of Crime Victim Restitution: An Unjust Penalty on the Victim, 35 LOY. 

L.A. L. REV. 1319, 1337 (2002).  
369 I.R.S. Publication 4345 (Rev. 12-2019). 
370 I.R.S. Publication 525 (2020). 
371 Even though a restitution agreement may be entered or otherwise ordered by the court, the reality is that 

full funding often takes months or years.  For example, in cases in which a defendant makes restitution payments 
during the course of incarceration, small, monthly installments are made through prison work performed by the 
defendant.  We recommend counseling victims about the delays associated with receiving payment for restitution 
funds in order to manage expectations. 
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payments through the DOJ’s Financial Litigation Unit (FLU).372  If direct payment to an attorney 
is an option, we recommend including “funding instructions” for the victim in the restitution 
materials that are submitted.  We further recommend establishing a trust account for each victim 
to hold restitution funds.  A trustee will be appointed to approve payments from the trust.  
Practitioners familiar with this area suggest providing for an initial lump sum payment for the 
victim to handle existing financial needs, and to set up the remaining payments in smaller and 
relatively infrequent installments.  If the victim is a child, consider whether a long-term trust 
account may be appropriate; a knowledgeable trust and estate attorney in the applicable jurisdiction 
should be able to assess available options. 

For child victims, you should also consider seeking the appointment of a guardian ad litem 
(GAL).  While this can be expensive and cumbersome, it is yet another way to ensure protection 
for the minor and the minor’s money.  A GAL’s primary function is to represent the child’s best 
interest and advocate for the child’s legal rights.373  A GAL can fill the role of a protector against 
system-related trauma and make sure the child’s voice is heard.374  They can also act as a friend to 
help support the child and shepherd the child throughout the case.375  This can be especially 
important in cases where the perpetrator is a parent.  However, GALs may not agree with the 
private attorney or parent or guardian’s recommendations376 and may also have large caseloads 
and not be able to dedicate the time and energy a child needs.377  In addition, they may not have 
the life experience or training needed to address the unique challenges of working with abused 
children.378 

The requirements for appointment of a GAL vary by state.  A chart illustrating the 
requirements for appointment of a GAL by state are described in Appendix FF.  As a general 
matter, a court may appoint a GAL on its own, or the parties can file a motion for a GAL to be 
appointed.  In criminal proceedings, the government can file a motion for a GAL to be appointed 
for a child victim.  Federal law provides that, in federal court, a child who has been a victim of a 
crime of physical abuse, sexual abuse, or exploitation, or has been a witness to a crime committed 
against another person, has the right to a GAL.379  The same statute provides that courts may be 
responsible for providing reasonable compensation and payment of expenses for the GAL.380  

 
372 The FLU’s primary purpose is to enforce criminal restitution orders for the benefit of victims.  FLU staff 

work closely with prosecutors in cases involving restitution to identify assets of defendants that may be available for 
recovery. 

373 Debra Whitcomb, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Nat’l Inst. of Justice, Guardian Ad Litem in the Criminal Courts 
(Feb. 1988), https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/Digitization/110006NCJRS.pdf. 

374 Id. at 15, 20–22. 
375 Id. at xii. 
376 Debra Whitcomb, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, National Institute of Justice, When 

the Victim Is a Child (2d ed. Mar. 1992), https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/Digitization/136080NCJRS.pdf. 
377 Id. at 131. 
378 Id. 
379 See 18 U.S.C. § 3509(h) (providing a general description of a GAL, the duties of a GAL, and a GAL’s 

immunities). 
380 See 18 U.S.C. § 3509(h)(1). 
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Alternatively, community organizations may provide GAL services free of charge, or a community 
fund may be set up that will cover fees and expenses.  Ultimately, it is important to understand the 
rules and resources available in a specific jurisdiction, as the party responsible for the GAL’s fees 
and expenses may vary. 

Once appointed, the GAL would accompany the child to court proceedings, as well as 
investigate the child’s case in order to make recommendations directly to the court.381  The private 
attorney would work with the GAL to provide information, excluding attorney work product, so 
that the GAL could effectively advocate for the child and assist the child with his or her victim 
impact statement.382  The guardians or parents of the child would also provide the GAL with 
information about the child’s situation and needs to assist with the GAL’s recommendations.  It is 
important to note that the GAL must stay within the framework provided by the judge.383  GALs 
are appointed to serve the child’s best interests, which may not align with the plan the private 
attorney or the parents have decided on.  It is important to set expectations with the child’s 
guardians or parents before seeking the appointment of a GAL. 

IV. ANCILLARY LEGAL ISSUES COMMONLY EXPERIENCED BY VICTIMS 

A. CUSTODIAL/FAMILY LAW ISSUES WHEN OFFENDER IS A PARENT OR GUARDIAN 

Unique legal challenges may arise in cases where the offender that is sexually exploiting 
the child is the child’s parent or guardian.  Laws in most states—with limited exceptions—provide 
that registered sex offenders cannot be awarded custody or unsupervised visitation.384  
Additionally, if a child becomes pregnant as a result of sexual abuse, many states have specific 
provisions that can be used to quickly terminate the parental rights of an offender who fathers a 
child by sexual assault.  However, a parent or guardian convicted of sexually exploiting his or her 
child will generally not previously have been adjudicated a sex offender.  Thus, you typically must 
rely on other statutory provisions to modify or terminate custodial arrangements. 

There are three main ways courts can remove abused children from the custody of their 
parents: (1) modify existing child custody arrangements; (2) commence family court child 
protection proceedings; or (3) grant the abused child a civil domestic violence restraining order.  
A more temporary measure is also available through a “no contact order,” which will be discussed 
in more detail below in Part IV.A.1.  In most states, family court will have exclusive jurisdiction 
over child custody matters and will follow the civil standard of proof, meaning allegations of abuse 
need be proven by only a preponderance of the evidence for courts to use them as a basis for 
custody decisions.  In many states, the definition of “child abuse” specifically includes offenses 
related to child pornography, such as sexual exploitation, producing obscene imagery of a child, 
or sex trafficking. 

 
381 Whitcomb, supra note 376, at 127–28. 
382 Id. at 129. 
383 Id. at 127. 
384 See Rachel Prysner, Note, Raised by a Predator: Sex Offender Parents and an Effort to Keep Them Out 

of the Child’s Home, 58 FAM. CT. REV. 847, 851–53 (2020).  
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Most state laws dictate that a family court may modify an existing custody arrangement 
when it is in the “best interests of the child.”  Sexual abuse typically indicates that a child’s best 
interests would be served by preventing further contact with the abuser.385  Some states codify this 
with a rebuttable presumption that if a parent has committed child abuse or an “intra-family 
offense,” placing the child with that parent is not in the child’s best interests unless the parent can 
rebut the finding.386  For example, section 16-914 of the D.C. Code provides:  

For the purposes of this section, if the judicial officer finds by a 
preponderance of evidence that a contestant for custody has committed an 
intrafamily offense, any determination that custody or visitation is to be 
granted to the abusive parent shall be supported by a written statement by 
the judicial officer specifying factors and findings which support that 
determination.  In determining visitation arrangements, if the judicial 
officer finds that an intrafamily offense has occurred, the judicial officer 
shall only award visitation if the judicial officer finds that the child and 
custodial parent can be adequately protected from harm inflicted by the 
other party.  The party found to have committed an intrafamily offense has 
the burden of proving that visitation will not endanger the child or 
significantly impair the child's emotional development.387 

Attached as Appendix GG is a chart summarizing relevant aspects of each state’s child custody 
laws. 

If there is no existing custody arrangement for the child, a court may still assert jurisdiction 
by adjudicating the status of the child.  States use different terms to refer to the status of the child 
after adjudication, but many designate the child as, “in need of protection,” “abused or neglected,” 
or “dependent.”388  Generally, the state files a petition for adjudication based on a report of abuse 
from a third party.  In many states, a private party can also file a dependency petition, including 
the non-abusive parent of the child who is seeking to gain sole custody.389  If, after investigation 
and a hearing, a court finds the child to be dependent, it may make custody determinations based 
on its findings.  The court’s options range from allowing the child to stay in the home of the abusive 
parent to complete termination of parental rights.390 

Finally, a court may make child custody determinations pursuant to a domestic violence 
restraining order.  A court has wide discretion in deciding whether to issue a domestic violence 

 
385 6 CAUSES OF ACTION 2d 287 (2019). 
386 See NAT’L COUNCIL ON JUVENILE & FAM. CT. JUDGES, NAVIGATING CUSTODY & VISITATION 

EVALUATIONS IN CASES WITH DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: A JUDGE’S GUIDE 9–11 (2006), https://www.ncjfcj.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/02/navigating_cust.pdf. 

387 D.C. CODE § 16-914(a-1). 
388 2 HANDLING CHILD CUSTODY, ABUSE AND ADOPTION CASES § 12:1 (Dec. 2018). 
389 Id. § 12:4. 
390 See Grounds for Involuntary Termination of Parental Rights, CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY, 

https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/laws-policies/statutes/groundtermin/ (last visited Sept. 20, 2021) 
(summarizing how certain crimes perpetuated against a child can serve as bases to terminate parental rights).  
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protective order if it finds that domestic abuse as defined by that state’s specific statute has 
occurred.391  Usually, if a victim can present substantial evidence that they are in reasonable fear 
of imminent danger or harm, a court will issue an order and may allocate parenting rights within 
that order.392 

1. No-Contact Order 

In many instances, a survivor will want to seek a no-contact order against the offender, 
who may know how to find and contact the victim.  There are both criminal and civil no-contact 
orders.  In the criminal context, the prosecuting agency requests a no-contact order, which a 
criminal court judge issues.  In child sexual exploitation cases, the court issues a no-contact order 
if it finds prima facie evidence that a crime involving a sexual offense has been committed.393  A 
criminal complaint suffices as prima facie evidence of the crime.394  Even in the absence of a 
pending criminal charge, a victim can request a civil no-contact order from a civil court judge.  
Requirements to obtain a no-contact order vary by state and by type of order.  Before requesting 
an order, it is important to note the relationship between the victim and the offender, as a victim 
may be eligible for orders under different statutes depending on whether the offender is a member 
of the victim’s household. 

If the offender is not a family member, household member, or former partner of the victim, 
a lawyer can request a civil no-contact order through specific statutes that govern no-contact and 
protective orders for victims of sexual abuse or exploitation.  If the victim is currently under 18, 
this may require the cooperation of a parent or guardian.  For example, Nevada requires that a 
parent or guardian of a victim of child sexual exploitation petition for a protective order on behalf 
of the child.395  Some states have specific statutory no-contact orders for sexual abuse, while others 
have only more general statutory no-contact orders.  For example, in North Carolina courts may 
issue a civil no-contact order upon finding that the victim has suffered unlawful conduct committed 
by the respondent.396  In most states, a court can issue an emergency or temporary restraining order 
ex parte, without a hearing and without notifying the abuser, if the victim can show that he or she 
will be irreparably harmed without the order.  The temporary order will last from 10 to 21 days 
until the court can hold a hearing and decide whether to issue a final order of longer duration.  
Appendix HH provides a list of more state statutes dealing with no-contact orders for victims.  
Please note that Appendix HH deals only with protective orders and no-contact orders issued 
pursuant to a statute.  Even if your state does not have a specific statute that addresses the issue, 
the court may be willing to grant injunctive relief. 

Sometimes the parent or guardian is the one who victimized the child.  In these cases, it is 
often more straightforward to obtain a no-contact order because most states have domestic violence 

 
391 28 C.J.S. DOMESTIC ABUSE AND VIOLENCE § 24 (Dec. 2019). 
392 Id. § 16. 
393 725 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 5/112A-11.5(a).   
394 A complaint charging a sexual offense or an attempt to commit a crime of sexual offense is considered 

prima facie evidence of the crime.  725 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/112A-11.5(a)(1).   
395 NEV. REV. STAT. § 33.400. 
396 N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 50C-5(a), 50C-6(a), 50C-7.   
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or child abuse statutes that protect victims from contact with their abusers.397  These domestic 
abuse statutes require that the victim be related to a current or former sexual partner of or a 
household member of the abuser.  No-contact orders are common in domestic child abuse cases 
due to the extraordinary risk to the victim when the abuser is a member of the victim’s household 
or a relative.  These orders can require the abuser to move out of a shared residence, relinquish a 
firearm, and refrain from contacting the victim.398 

B. PRIVACY ISSUES RELATING TO LITIGATION AND MEDIA EXPOSURE399 

Sexually exploited children have unique and pronounced interests in privacy relating to 
their abuse.  Tragically, many sexually exploited children become re-victimized not only by those 
who sexually abuse them or distribute their sexually exploitive images, but also by their peers and 
online stalkers, through cyberbullying or cyberstalking.  For a victim of sexual violence, the need 
for autonomy and control over his or her body, the private details of his or her life, and decisions 
that must be made relative to the assault (including whether and how to pursue criminal or civil 
relief) are often essential to recovery.  Safety from future exploitation is also critical.  

1. Privacy Protections 

The initial sexual exploitation is an inherent violation of a victim’s privacy rights.  The 
online posting and subsequent distribution of that material only perpetuates these concerns.  
Because all survivors will have varying concerns about the protection of their privacy while 
seeking restitution and thereafter, attorneys must familiarize themselves with the following key 
sources of privacy protections.  All of the state and federal protections discussed below have been 
used by attorneys in the past to consider how best to protect the privacy interests of victims and 
their families. 

a) State Law Privileges 

The types of confidentiality privileges available to a sexually exploited child vary from 
state to state and may include their interactions with victim-counselors, psychotherapists, social 
workers, and medical professionals.  If you are helping your client connect with any of these 
professionals, you should clarify whether particular licensing requirements may be required for or 
may narrow any of these privileges.  Certain information may also be privileged based on content.  
For example, in many states, results of certain medical tests (e.g., HIV or STD) or alcohol/drug 
treatment information must be kept private.  You should note that each of these privileges may 
apply only in certain types of proceedings.  For example, the Washington Court of Appeals has 

 
397 28 C.J.S. DOMESTIC ABUSE AND VIOLENCE § 6 (Dec. 2019). 
398 28 C.J.S. DOMESTIC ABUSE AND VIOLENCE § 16 (Dec. 2019). 
399 The following section is heavily excerpted from NAT’L CRIME VICTIM LAW INST., CTR. FOR LAW & PUB. 

POLICY ON SEXUAL VIOLENCE, CONFIDENTIALITY AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE SURVIVORS: A TOOLKIT FOR STATE 
COALITIONS (2005), https://law.lclark.edu/live/files/6471-confidentiality-and-sexual-violence-survivors-a. 
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held that the counselor-patient privilege does not apply in dependency proceedings where the 
fitness of a parent and the welfare of a child are at issue.400 

b) Federal Privileges 

Federal Rule of Evidence 501 “authorizes federal courts to define new privileges . . . by 
interpreting common law principles . . . in the light of reason and experience.”401  In Jaffee v. 
Redmond, the U.S. Supreme Court examined a federal common law privilege protecting records 
of statements made to a psychotherapist in furtherance of diagnosis and treatment.  The Court left 
open the question of whether a federal victim-rape crisis counselor privilege exists and 
acknowledged that Rule 501 was open-ended.  In United States v. Romo,402 the Ninth Circuit Court 
of Appeals further refined what may constitute “diagnosis and treatment” to find that 
communications between a licensed professional counselor and an inmate were not privileged 
because the communications were not made in the course of diagnosis or treatment.  The Romo 
case thus underscores the importance of managing when, where, and in what context counseling 
sessions transpire. 

c) State and Federal Rules of Evidence 

Rules of evidence likewise protect victim privacy by enabling certain information to be 
excluded from court proceedings.  Every state has enacted rape-shield and other laws providing 
protections for victims’ privacy.403  In federal court, rape shield protections are codified in Federal 
Rule of Evidence 412.  In addition to rape shield statutes, which are designed specifically to protect 
the privacy of rape victims, other rules of evidence may also keep certain information from being 
disclosed.  You should closely analyze evidentiary issues surrounding relevancy and prejudicial 
vs. probative balancing—admitting a victim’s sexual history, for example, is extremely prejudicial 
and usually not relevant.  You also should address potential hearsay issues and diligently object to 
hearsay evidence that might further traumatize a victim.  Evidence such as text messages or social 
media communications that tends to embarrass the victim may be excluded under hearsay rules.  
For instance, in a child pornography case prosecuted by an author of this Manual, text messages 
and social media posts in which the victim stated that she loved to “party” and “get dirty” were 
excluded from evidence as impermissible hearsay. 

 
400 See In re J.F., 37 P.3d 1227, 1233 (Wash. Ct. App. 2001) (citing In re Welfare of Coverdell, 696 P.2d 

1241 (Wash. Ct. App. 1984)) (hospital records admissible in dependency proceeding despite records-confidentiality 
statute because public interest in full disclosure outweighs patient's interest in nondisclosure); see generally Frederic 
G. Reamer, Eye on Ethics; The Complexities of Client Privacy, Confidentiality, and Privileged Communication, SOC. 
WORK TODAY (Feb. 2016), https://www.socialworktoday.com/news/eoe_0216.shtml. 

401 Jaffee v. Redmond, 518 U.S. 1, 8 (1996).   
402 413 F.3d 1044 (9th Cir. 2005). 
403 The National District Attorneys Association has compiled a chart of all states’ rape shield laws.  For an 

overview of and links to states’ crime victim rights amendments, see NAT’L DIST. ATTORNEYS ASS’N, NAT’L CTR. 
FOR PROSECUTION OF CHILD ABUSE, RAPE SHIELD STATUTES AS OF MARCH 2011, http://www.ndaa.org/wp-
content/uploads/NCPCA-Rape-Shield-2011.pdf.   
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d) State Constitutions and Victims’ Rights Amendments 

A majority of states have enacted state constitutional amendments affording victims certain 
basic rights throughout the criminal justice process.  A number of those victims’ rights 
amendments (VRAs) contain provisions that protect a victim’s right to privacy.404  While your 
victim advocates may advise survivors of their general rights under the law as a crime victim, we 
recommend that you be prepared to utilize state constitutional provisions and remedies under state 
statutes and case law for potential additional measures to protect your client’s privacy.  For 
example, the Utah Supreme Court has generally recognized “that there is and should be such a 
right which protects against any wrongful or unseemly intrusion into what should properly be 
regarded as one’s personal affairs.”405  State statutes may explicitly require that identifying images 
of trafficking victims be kept confidential.406  You should likewise explore whether a state’s public 
records law exempts certain information from disclosure, or identify whether the state offers a 
program to maintain address/records confidentiality for crime victims.407 

e) Federal Laws 

Federal laws that may provide protections for victims’ privacy include, but are not limited 
to the following:  

• Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994.  The law provides that 
the privacy of certain records and testimony “shall be maintained to the greatest extent 
possible, and such records may be filed in testimony heard in camera.” 

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  HIPAA prohibits 
the unauthorized disclosure of personal health information. 

• Victims of Crime Act (VOCA).  VOCA prohibits victim service providers from 
revealing personally identifying victim information. 

• The Violence Against Women Act (VAWA).  VAWA also prohibits victim services 
providers from revealing personally identifying victim information. 

 
404 For an overview of and links to states’ crime victim rights amendments, see State Victim Rights 

Amendments, NAT’L VICTIMS’ CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PASSAGE, http://www.nvcap.org/states/stvras.html 
(last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 

405 Redding v. Brady, 606 P.2d 1193, 1195 (Utah 1980).   
406 See, e.g., CAL. GOV. CODE § 6250 et seq.;CAL. PENAL CODE § 293(e); see also N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. 

§ 12.1-41-10 (requiring that such images remain confidential in an investigation of or a prosecution of a human 
trafficking offense); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 633:7(V) (same); R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. § 11-67.1-13 (same). 

407 For information relating to state protections for crime victims’ privacy, see State by State Chart of Address 
and Voter Protection Programs, GREATER BOSTON LEGAL SERVS. & NAT’L NETWORK TO END DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
(Apr. 2020), https://nnedv.org/resources-library/h_address_voter_protection/. 
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• Family Education Right to Privacy Act (FERPA).  FERPA generally prohibits 
disclosure of personally identifiable information (such as the name of a victim or 
witness) from education records. 

• Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).  FOIA precludes the release of law enforcement 
information about a living person where a personal privacy interest would be invaded 
by disclosing the information. 

2. Threats to Victims’ Privacy 

Notwithstanding the foregoing protections, the reality is that criminal or civil litigation can 
create a serious threat to victims’ privacy.  Fortunately, there are general statutory confidentiality 
restrictions applicable in federal criminal cases for child victims and requirements to redact, seal, 
and protect their name and identity.408  However, there is more potential exposure to your client’s 
privacy in civil proceedings. 

You should be aware of and speak with your client about the broad range of litigation-
related activities that may compromise a survivor’s privacy and how you can both work together 
to protect your client’s privacy as much as possible.  The most common ways privacy is breached 
include waiver, production and discovery, public court proceedings, news media, social media, 
and public records. 

a) Waiver 

There are many situations in which your client may inadvertently or voluntarily waive his 
or her legal privileges relating to the abuse the client has suffered, and thereby compromise his or 
her privacy during the legal proceeding.  A victim may voluntarily waive his or her privilege, 
including by reporting a crime or filing a civil lawsuit.  You should advise your client that if he or 
she wishes to have his or her abuser(s) arrested and prosecuted, medical information related to the 
assault must be turned over to law enforcement and the prosecution.  Likewise, plaintiffs should 
be informed that an exception to the psychotherapist privilege and other privileges applies where 
the holder of the privilege (the victim-plaintiff) puts his or her mental state into issue as a claim or 
defense in a lawsuit. 

Often, waiver is inadvertent because a victim or his or her family are unaware of the 
consequences of certain actions (i.e., talking to other family members, sharing information with 
other service providers, talking to law enforcement, etc.).  Once a privilege is lost, it is often legally 
and practically impossible to remedy any harm that results.  For example, the media may use any 
information it obtains lawfully, even if someone else unlawfully or inadvertently disclosed it.409 

 
408 See 18 U.S.C. §§ 3509 (d), (e) (laying out various privacy protections, including the protection of a child’s 

name, and providing for the closure of the courtroom when a child testifies); FED. R. CRIM. P. 49.1(a) (when a filing 
contains “the name of an individual known to be a minor, . . . the party or nonparty making the filing may include 
only” the minor’s initials). 

409 See, e.g., People v. Bryant, 94 P.3d 624 (Colo. 2004).   
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b) Production and Discovery 

Confusion often arises around the scope of a defendant’s rights to information by 
production and discovery.  In criminal cases, while a defendant has a right to discovery from the 
government, there are more restrictions on seeking discovery from third parties, such as the victim 
or holders of victim records.410  Private records are nevertheless increasingly subpoenaed directly 
from record holders without notice to victims.  If this occurs with records relating to your client, 
you should argue that victims have a due process right to notice and opportunity to be heard when 
privileged records are subject to a subpoena.411 

c) Public Court Proceedings 

Societal presumption strongly favors open proceedings.  The Constitution affords at least 
two bases for open court proceedings: the Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial and the First 
Amendment freedom of the press.412  Accordingly, both the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and 
state court rules require plaintiffs to file a suit using their own names.413  When filing a case on 
behalf of a child victim, you should nonetheless make every effort to use a pseudonym in the 
complaint.  The leading case on this subject, Doe v. Frank,414 sets forth factors for the court to 
consider when determining whether a plaintiff may proceed anonymously.  The balancing test set 
forth in Frank asks whether the plaintiff has a substantial privacy right which outweighs the 
customary and constitutional presumption of openness in judicial proceedings.415  Many courts 
have held that, in light of the presumption of open judicial proceedings, plaintiffs may proceed 
using pseudonyms only where the defendant has previously threatened the plaintiff or other 
witnesses.416  However, given the various federal and state privacy protections afforded to children 
(particularly those protections in 18 U.S.C. § 3509 and the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure), 
courts are more likely to permit the use of pseudonyms and other protections in cases involving 
CSAM than other matters.417 

The mechanics of filing a lawsuit on behalf of an anonymous plaintiff vary between federal 
circuits, and some circuits provide little or no guidance on the subject.  In the John Does I–V v. 

 
410 See FED. R. CRIM. P. 16; FED. R. CRIM. P. 17.   
411 Notice and the opportunity to be heard are the universally understood minimal due process safeguards.  

The central meaning of due process is that “‘[p]arties whose rights are to be affected are entitled to be heard; and in 
order that they may enjoy that right they must first be notified.’  It is equally fundamental that the right to notice and 
an opportunity to be heard ‘must be granted at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner.’”  Fuentes v. Shevin, 
407 U.S. 67, 80 (1972) (first quoting Baldwin v. Hale, 68 U.S. (1 Wall.) 223, 233 (1863); then quoting Armstrong v. 
Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 552 (1965)).  Attorneys should diligently uphold these safeguards, especially given the 
magnitude of harm a victim experiences when his or her trauma is disclosed without his or her knowledge. 

412 U.S. CONST. amend. I; U.S. CONST. amend. VI. 
413 FED. R. CIV. P. 10(a). 
414 951 F.2d 320 (11th Cir. 1992). 
415 Id. at 323. 
416 But see Doe v. Cabrera, 307 F.R.D. 1, 5 (D.D.C. 2014) (allowing plaintiff to litigate under a pseudonym 

where there were allegations of sexual assault because the case concerned highly sensitive and personal subjects). 
417 See supra note 407; see also supra Part IV.B.1. 
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Rodriguez trafficking litigation, plaintiffs’ counsel filed a motion to proceed anonymously before 
filing the complaint, based on Tenth Circuit guidelines.418  The motion was assigned a 
miscellaneous case number; Plaintiffs’ counsel then referenced the motion and the miscellaneous 
case number in the complaint.419  In the Jane Doe No. 1 et al. v. Backpage.com, LLC and Javier 
H. et al. v. Garcia-Botello trafficking litigation (which were pending in the First and Second 
Circuits, respectively), plaintiffs’ counsel filed their motion to proceed anonymously 
contemporaneously with the initial complaint.420  In other contexts, counsel may file under seal a 
complaint using the plaintiff’s real name but use a pseudonym in the publicly filed complaint or 
may make other arrangements to share the plaintiff’s identity confidentially with a defendant 
during the course of a proceeding.421   

State law is similarly varied on the subject.  While state courts in each state have allowed 
plaintiffs to plead anonymously in some circumstances, many states have not reached this issue on 
appeal.  Others have offered little guidance beyond stating that the federal courts’ precedent is 
instructive.  Some states offer extra protection for victims in their rules of civil procedure by 
explicitly stating that plaintiffs may ask the court for anonymity.  Some states also offer anonymity 
for plaintiffs who are pursuing sensitive causes of action like sexual abuse or nonconsensual 
distribution of explicit material.  Attached as Appendix II is a list of state law statutes and precedent 
dealing with anonymous plaintiffs. 

Regardless of whether you ultimately are able to use pseudonyms in the complaint, you 
should consider filing the following sorts of motions: 

• Motion for Pseudonym; 

• Motion to Keep Name/Image Out of Record;422 

• Motion to Protect (place limitations on use of evidence and information); 

 
418 John Does I–V v. Rodriguez, No. 06-cv-00805, 2007 WL 684114 (D. Colo. Mar. 2, 2007). 
419 Id. at *1–2. 
420 Motion to Proceed Anonymously, Jane Doe No. 1 v. Backpage.com, LLC, No. 1:14-cv-13870 (D. Mass. 

Oct. 16, 2014), ECF No. 2; Motion by Plaintiffs to Proceed Anonymously, Javier H. v. Garcia-Botello, No. 1:02-cv-
00523-WMS-HKS (W.D.N.Y. July 22, 2002), ECF No. 2. 

421 See, e.g., Complaint, Florida Abolitionist v. Backpage.com LLC, No. 6:17-cv-218 (M.D. Fla Feb. 7, 
2017), ECF No. 1.  For additional cases laying out the mechanics of filing a lawsuit anonymously or under pseudonym, 
see Doe v. Proskauer Rose LLP, No. 1:17-cv-00901-ABJ (D.D.C., Apr. 25, 2018) (Court granted plaintiff’s motion 
for leave to litigate the case anonymously, citing plaintiff’s concern about the chilling effects for finding another job.  
Plaintiff then filed a gender discrimination claim and later revealed her name to the public.); Doe v. Cabrera, 307 
F.R.D. 1 (D.D.C. 2014) (Plaintiff filed a complaint alleging she was sexually assaulted by the defendant at the same 
time as her motion to proceed under a pseudonym in state court.  The defendant removed to federal court and filed a 
motion opposing proceeding under a pseudonym.  The Court allowed the plaintiff to proceed pseudonymously 
throughout pretrial proceedings but held that she would have to disclose her identity if the case went to trial). 

422 For example, in Alaska, the portion of court or law enforcement records that contain the name of a victim 
of kidnapping or a sex offense are withheld from public inspection and are not a public record.  ALASKA STAT. 
§ 12.61.140(a).  Alaska’s law also provides that “[i]n all written court records open to public inspection, the name of 
the victim [of certain offenses] . . . may not appear.  Instead, the victim’s initials shall be used.”  Id. § 12.61.140(b). 
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• Motion to Close the Courtroom (when certain testimony will be proffered); 

• Motion to Allow for Alternative Methods of Testimony (e.g., close circuit); 

• Motion for Redaction and Substitution (when something was in the court record that 
should not have been, or even in a court decision that should not be); and/or 

• Motion to Seal Records.423 

Attached as Appendix JJ are samples of some of the various motions listed above.   

You also should review what type of court information is accessible on the internet in the 
jurisdiction you are filing in and to what extent disclosure of such information can be prevented.  
In a state where victim-identifying information and transcripts are readily available online, you 
should ask the court clerk to use initials (not full names) on internet documents. 

d) Media Exposure 

The protective measures discussed in the preceding section are exceptionally important 
because the media generally has open access to public courts.  In addition, the First Amendment 
allows the media to reproduce any lawfully obtained information, even if the information itself 
was disclosed unlawfully.424  It is therefore critical that preemptive measures be taken to keep the 
media from ever securing access to information your client would not want disclosed.   

Almost all states allow presiding judges to use discretion to allow or deny cameras in the 
courtroom, but a few states restrict the decision to the chief justice of the state supreme court.  
Specific procedural requirements are often imposed, including advance notice to the parties and 
the court.  Most states also restrict coverage of cases involving juvenile victims and victims of 
sexual crimes.  Many states provide strict guidelines for the number of cameras and equipment 
operators, positioning of cameras and lights, light levels, and movement in the courtroom of any 
media personnel.425 

It has long been a traditional journalism practice not to name victims or possible victims in 
cases involving domestic violence, sexual assault, or sexual exploitation, unless the victim is 
willing to speak publicly.  Still, in some cases a person may become high profile for other reasons 
(e.g., the Elizabeth Smart kidnapping), and when it ultimately turns out that she was a victim of 

 
423 Keep in mind that the motions used in one district will not necessarily apply in another.  And the motions 

necessary will certainly vary from case to case based on the facts.  Ultimately, your goal (no different from any other 
case) should be to file any applicable motions that are necessary to protect your client. 

424 See The Florida Star v. B.J.F., 491 U.S. 524 (1989) (holding that a state cannot impose damages on 
newspaper for publishing name of rape victim which had been lawfully obtained from publicly released police report); 
Cox Broad. Corp. v. Cohn, 420 U.S. 469 (1975) (holding that a state may not impose sanctions for the publication of 
truthful information obtained in official court records open to public inspection). 

425 See, e.g., People v. Bryant Media Information, COLO. JUD. BRANCH, 
https://www.courts.state.co.us/userfiles/File/Court_Probation/5th_Judicial_District/Cases_of_Interest/People_v_Bry
ant/5thpressindex.htm (last visited Sept. 20, 2021) (providing a copy of the Colorado State Court Administrator’s 
media policy in the Kobe Bryant case). 
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sexual assault, it may be too late to remove the victim’s name from the story.  In other cases, 
online, fast-moving news accounts may inadvertently include so much detail relating to a child 
victim’s abuser or school affiliation that the identity of the child is basically disclosed.  It is 
paramount that you vigilantly safeguard your client’s privacy and anonymity and ensure that no 
sensitive or identifying information is disclosed in any way when speaking with the media. 

C. ONLINE HARASSMENT AND REAL-WORLD STALKING POST DISTRIBUTION 

As survivors move forward with their recovery, it is natural that they often want to establish 
an online presence to stay connected to friends and family, and to participate in today’s world.  
Unfortunately, going online with their real names and/or photos can expose them to the same 
offenders who consume their sexual abuse imagery.  There have been several cases of aggressive, 
offensive, and dangerous harassment of survivors as they ventured online as teenagers and young 
adults.  This threatening activity has ranged from comments being posted on their social media 
profiles, sometimes with links to their sexually abusive content, to having offenders compile and 
share personal identifying information about the survivor with each other, putting the survivor’s 
personal safety in jeopardy.  In some instances, this harassment has expanded into actual stalking, 
involving in-person encounters and direct contact at a survivor’s home, such as mailing items to a 
survivor’s physical home address.  For some survivors, their sexually abusive material is even 
repackaged later, and their identities and personal details of their lives are “outed” online.  This 
type of activity can occur on the open internet as well as on the dark web, and is often very difficult 
for a survivor and their legal counsel to track and combat. 

If your client is being harassed online or stalked in person, or if his or her identifying 
information has been posted in a context revealing the client to be a survivor, NCMEC can work 
with you to notify the online platform on which the information is being posted and ask the 
platform to try to remove any posts or comments that reveal information about the survivor’s 
identity.  These identifying comments may have been posted by classmates of the victim as well 
as unknown offenders who track media outlets to link together any information reported about the 
victim.  NCMEC can also work with you and your client to gain greater awareness of the victim’s 
online presence through publicly available social media and public records.  The awareness of the 
volume of information available online can often help guide a more serious personal safety 
discussion with your client and increase awareness of how to handle creating an online presence 
during the recovery process. 

Each state, the District of Columbia, and all U.S. territories address bullying through a 
different (and sometimes complicated) set of laws, policies, and regulations.  While these laws 
generally do not prescribe specific consequences and very few classify bullying as a criminal 
offense, wherever possible you should use these laws as additional tools to protect your client from 
ongoing harassment and trauma.  This linked map (also attached as Appendix KK) allows for quick 
access to each jurisdiction’s laws, policies, and regulations regarding bullying.  There is no federal 
law that specifically applies to bullying,426 but there are various federal protections that may be 

 
426 Note, however, that where bullying is based on race or ethnicity, color, national origin, sex, disability, or 

religion, bullying overlaps with federally proscribed harassment, and attorneys should explore avenues for federal 
recourse.  Depending on the circumstances, attorneys may also wish to explore federal Computer Fraud and Abuse 
Act claims.  Finally, federal relief may be available if the cyberbullying is so severe as to violate 18 U.S.C. § 875 
 

https://www.stopbullying.gov/laws/index.html
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used to combat bullying for victims of child pornography, including the Children’s Internet 
Protection Act (CIPA), the Protect Our Children Act, Title II of the Broadband Data Improvement 
Act, and Federal Communications Commission rules.427 

D. ONGOING THERAPEUTIC NEEDS—POTENTIAL NEED TO UPDATE VICTIM 
IMPACT STATEMENT/ASSESSMENTS AT CORE LIFE JUNCTURES 

In some cases, the need may arise to update your client’s impact statement as the client 
progresses through life.  A victim impact statement is necessarily limited by the experiences and 
emotional state of the child when it is written.  The impact of being sexually exploited and having 
images of that abuse circulated on the internet will change as a sexually exploited child matures 
through teenage years into adulthood.  Both the passage of time and the occurrence of core life 
events may drastically alter a survivor’s assessment of the abuse.428  For example, a survivor who 
goes on to have a consensual adult relationship or have children may experience complicated shifts 
in their therapeutic needs and recovery process.  Not only can certain adult life experiences cause 
a resurgence of traumatic memories, but they can also create internal challenges as the survivor 
now is confronted with reframing the abuse he or she suffered from an adult perspective.  For 
instance, many survivors who have had children have expressed struggles wondering how they 
can protect their children and be vigilant to potential abuse when their own mothers were unable 
to keep them safe.429  Similarly, an unexpected encounter with an early childhood friend or 
environment, or a memory might transport a survivor back in time.   

More generally, ongoing therapy and personal growth might reveal how certain aspects of 
a survivor’s behavior or personality—for example, heavy drinking or sexual difficulties—stem 
from past sexual exploitation.  As discussed in Part II.E.2(b), victim impact statements can provide 
powerful evidence of the harm inflicted on a child, and lead to increased restitution and/or damages 
awards.  However, while drafting and revising a victim impact statement may empower some 
victims, it also may cause others to feel re-traumatized.  Accordingly, you should carefully 
consider when, and whether, it might be appropriate to update your client’s victim impact 
statement.  You should also consider updating expert reports, giving due consideration to whether 
updated expert reports may bolster a survivor’s claim without requiring them to relive traumatic 
memories. 

E. DISTRIBUTION CASES INVOLVING YOUTH-PRODUCED CONTENT 

While a considerable proportion of child pornography is produced and disseminated by 
adults, a growing percentage of youth-produced images are created and distributed online by 
children.  Of more than 19,300 child sexual exploitation victims identified by law enforcement, 17 

 
(interstate communications), 47 U.S.C. § 223 (obscene or harassing telephone calls in the District of Columbia or in 
interstate or foreign communications), or 18 U.S.C. § 2261A (stalking).   

427 See 20 U.S.C. §§ 6777, 9134; 47 U.S.C. § 254; Broadband Data Improvement Act, Pub. L. No. 110-385, 
122 Stat. 4096 (2008). 

428 For a compelling firsthand testimonial regarding this phenomenon, see Rebecca Makkai, The Power and 
Limitations of Victim-Impact Statements, THE NEW YORKER (June 8, 2016), 
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/the-power-and-limitations-of-victim-impact-statements. 

429 See CAPTURED ON FILM, supra note 90, at 24–27. 
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percent of victims had self-produced and disseminated images online, and 31 percent had been 
enticed by someone online to produce imagery.  This compares to 13 percent who had been 
victimized by a parent or guardian, and 19 percent by a neighbor or family friend.430 

Distribution cases involving youth-produced imagery may involve a wide spectrum of 
conduct, ranging from voluntary youth-production and sharing of images to online enticement and 
sextortion.  As defined by NCMEC, youth-production refers to the process in which a child 
willfully, knowingly, and purposefully performs and records sexual acts and shares those files 
online.  Online enticement may produce images that appear exactly the same to youth-produced 
material, but the child has been coerced, tricked, or blackmailed into recording sexual acts and 
sharing the images.  So while the images may look the same, the context and circumstances leading 
to their production can be quite different.  Regardless, for purposes of possession and distribution, 
youth-produced images are treated the same under the law and for purposes of restitution. 

One challenge with youth-produced material is that one type of content often leads to 
another.  A child might believe he or she is communicating with an online “girlfriend” or 
“boyfriend” whom the child loves and trusts.  The child may decide to self-produce images and 
videos in an attempt to convince the online love interest of his or her love and devotion, and 
suddenly, those files are manipulated and used as leverage to blackmail production and sharing of 
more explicit content.  The child who initially thought he or she was in a consensual online sexual 
relationship was enticed and now is being sextorted, with the risk of public embarrassment and 
shame as the consequence.  

Youth-production of images (or sexting) generally violates the letter of the law—when a 
15-year-old sends a nude picture of herself, she is producing and/or distributing child pornography.  
It is important to note that except for a few high profile cases early on, most jurisdictions have 
clearly decided not to prosecute children who sext as though they were adult distributors of child 
pornography.431  A 2011 survey of law enforcement found that only 18% of cases involving youth-
created pornographic images (with no aggravating circumstances) progressed to the point of an 
arrest of the child involved in producing the images.432  Fortunately, as a result of in-depth 
discussions among child-serving professionals and a more thorough understanding of the nature 
of youth-produced images, anecdotally NCMEC has seen this percentage relating to arrests lessen 
since 2011.  This is an important issue to clarify with your client who may feel that he or she is to 
blame for the distribution of his or her sexually explicit images if he or she took and shared the 
images online.  The fact that a child self-produced images that are later shared among offenders 
online has no impact on the ability to pursue restitution against offenders who possess or distribute 
the images. 

 
430 This data is based upon information submitted to NCMEC by law enforcement as of December 31, 2020.  

It should be noted that when viewing the same relationships with the additional qualifier of which CSAM series are 
actively traded online, imagery that was youth-produced or produced as a result of online enticement represents a 
smaller percentage of the total. 

431 Miranda Jolicoeur & Edwin Zedlewski, Much Ado About Sexting, NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE (June 2010), 
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/230795.pdf. 

432 Janis Wolak, David Finkelhor & Kimberly J. Mitchell, How Often Are Teens Arrested for Sexting? Data 
From a National Sample of Police Cases, 129:1 PEDIATRICS 4 (Jan. 2012). 
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Various reforms have been proposed and in some cases passed to deal with concerns about 
sexting.433  Perhaps the most sweeping reform was in Vermont, which, in 2009, decriminalized 
some sexting behavior by adding a “Romeo and Juliet provision” to the state child pornography 
laws.  This provision exempts minors from prosecution for child pornography provided that the 
sender transmitted an image of him or herself.  Other states have made the self-production of sexual 
images by a child a misdemeanor instead of a felony, or have established diversion programs so 
youthful offenders can have charges dropped and criminal histories expunged.  Connecticut and 
Nebraska created affirmative defenses for youth sexting (e.g., for minors possessing a limited 
number of depictions, for those who did not request the images, for those who did not forward the 
images or destroyed the images, or for a minor who had depictions only of himself or herself).  
Connecticut, Missouri, and Vermont laws exempt minors with sexting offenses from sex offender 
registration requirements.  In Illinois, minors who distribute indecent images may be ordered to 
obtain counseling or perform community service, but otherwise not punished for sexting.  
Louisiana created a lesser offense for sexting by minors; penalties increase with second or 
subsequent offenses. 

Plainly, various aggravating and mitigating conditions might be taken into account in 
deciding how sexting is handled.  Legislation proposed in South Dakota, Senate Bill 179, 
epitomizes this approach, breaking sexting down into two levels: juvenile sexting and aggravated 
juvenile sexting.  Aggravated juvenile sexting may be charged if the offending minor committed 
the offense for commercial or financial gain; the visual depiction was created or produced without 
the knowledge and consent of any depicted minor; the visual depiction was subsequently 
distributed, presented, transmitted or posted by the offending minor to more than five other 
persons, adult or minor; or if the offending minor has been previously referred for juvenile sexting. 

F. HOW TO HANDLE WHEN YOUR CLIENT TURNS 18 (ASSUMING YOU WERE 
RETAINED BY THE PARENT OR GUARDIAN) 

Given the nature of these crimes, your client is often a child, which means you were 
originally retained by a parent.  Indeed, some victims who were harmed at very young ages may 
have no memories of their victimization and even as they age may have no awareness that their 
abuse was memorialized and circulated online.  Many victims do not know the scope of the 
distribution of their images online, and others have no awareness of the legal proceedings 
occurring on their behalf.  Under these circumstances, even though you have a legal and ethical 
responsibility to the child as your client, the parents will necessarily fill a significant role in 
interacting with you and directing the course of the representation.  

When your client turns 18, your representation changes in several ways.  First, you now 
have an attorney-client relationship only with the survivor, not with their parents.  Second, some 
survivors upon turning 18 will for the first time gain a greater awareness of the legal proceedings 
occurring on their behalf and the nature of the continued distribution of their images.  The now-

 
433 Dena T. Sacco et al., Sexting: Youth Practices and Legal Implications, BERKMAN CTR. FOR INTERNET & 

SOC’Y AT HARV. UNIV. (June 22, 2010), 
https://cyber.harvard.edu/sites/cyber.law.harvard.edu/files/Sacco_Argudin_Maguire_Tallon_Sexting_Jun2010.pdf; 
Nancy E. Willard, Sexting & Youth: Achieving a Rational Response, 6 J. OF SOC. SCIS. 542 (Apr. 2010).  For links to 
each state’s latest statutory scheme, see Sexting Laws Across America, CYBERBULLYING RESEARCH CTR., 
https://cyberbullying.org/sexting-laws (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
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adult survivor must also determine if he or she wishes to continue seeking restitution payments 
and if he or she wishes to continue the attorney-client relationship with you.  When you are 
interacting with your client for the first time after he or she reaches the age of 18, you should try 
to meet face to face if possible.  Meeting in person could make your client feel more comfortable 
asking questions about the process and discussing the direction the representation will take moving 
forward.  You will also want to determine if you need to revise your legal representation contracts 
and have the survivor sign a revised engagement letter with you. 

Ideally, start this process as soon as possible when the child turns 18 in order to make the 
transition as seamless as possible.  The survivor may be unaware of the scope or number of 
possession and distribution cases that exist involving his or her images.  Much of this information 
can be difficult to cope with, and you should make sure your client has an adequate emotional 
support system in place during this time (including access to a licensed therapist or counselor).  
Consulting with a mental health professional could greatly assist your client in understanding and 
processing the notification and restitution process.  NCMEC can provide victim and family support 
resources, including the FAON, which provides crisis intervention and referrals to appropriate 
healthcare professionals for long-term support.434  It might be difficult for your client to 
comprehend and absorb this process in one sitting, so consider whether you should have multiple 
communications over an extended period of time.  

When a survivor turns 18, the notification preference entered into on his or her behalf by a 
parent or guardian becomes null.  The default setting for the now-18-year-old victim is to opt out 
of notifications.  A representative of FBI/CPVA is required to meet with the now-adult survivor 
to explain the notification process and review the notification preference form in the same way the 
representative did earlier with the victim’s parent or guardian.  Your client will need to be prepared 
to quickly (or even immediately) opt in and be advised of the changes once becoming an adult.  
Currently, when a survivor turns 18 and opts in to receive notifications, the survivor can receive 
retroactive notices if he or she chooses to do so.  The victim specialist will advise the survivor of 
the total number of retroactive notices to help inform the decision. 

Despite the changes that will occur when your client turns 18, the bottom line is that he or 
she is in control of how this process works.  The idea of receiving notices can be both 
overwhelming and re-traumatizing, so reassure your client that his or her day-to-day life will not 
change because of a birthday.  Explain that he or she does not need to receive these notices 
directly—your client can receive as much or as little information as he or she is comfortable with 
and may elect to have all notices and information go directly to you as his or her counsel.  
Ultimately, remember that there is no one-size-fits-all here.  Regardless of the safeguards you 
describe, some clients may request that notices and restitution requests stop altogether.  Others 
may request that you continue receiving notifications and requesting restitution, but that they not 
be notified every time this occurs.  Some victims may find it easiest to have their parents continue 
handling the process.  As their attorney, your job is to work with the survivor to determine which 
system best fits the survivor’s needs and guarantees that he or she will not be re-victimized. 

 
434 For victim support resources, see Our Work: Victims & Family Support, NAT’L CTR. FOR MISSING & 

EXPLOITED CHILDREN, http://www.missingkids.org/ourwork (last visited Sept. 20, 2021). 
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G. HOW TO WORK EFFECTIVELY WITH PROSECUTORS 

As has been highlighted throughout this Manual, a number of potential issues can be 
avoided if attorneys seeking restitution communicate effectively with prosecutors.  Attorneys 
should initiate a line of communication with prosecutors as early as possible in a case.  NCMEC 
recommends that attorneys send a letter notifying the prosecutor of their right to confer and consult 
immediately upon entry into the case.  In order to ensure their inclusion throughout the process, 
attorneys should strive to submit their request for restitution as early as possible. 

Attorneys can play an important role in advocating against narrow indictments and plea 
agreements.  In order to guarantee the greatest chance of restitution recovery for your client, it is 
important to encourage prosecutors to include as many images as possible in an indictment.  You 
should also do everything in your power to ensure that no appropriate charges are omitted from 
the indictment.  In order to set the stage upfront, it could be beneficial to request that the prosecutor 
include your client in all counts of the indictment and/or plea agreement when you send the 
prosecutor your initial letter. 

In terms of plea agreements, you should encourage the prosecutor to draft any plea 
agreement using broad language that requires restitution for victims of the charged counts as well 
as the relevant conduct.  It could be helpful to ask the prosecutor to include restitution language to 
the effect of “the Defendant admits that [the victim] is a victim of his crime and was injured as a 
result.”  Such language can help ensure victims are not precluded from seeking restitution down 
the line. 

With respect to the restitution request itself, it can be helpful to include language along the 
following lines: “Under the Supreme Court’s decision in Paroline v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 
1710, 1727 (2014), [Victim] is entitled to recover from this individual defendant restitution that is 
not a token or nominal amount.  For reasons explained below, [Victim] respectfully requests that 
this court order restitution that reflects the defendant’s relative role in the causal process that 
underlies [Victim]’s losses, but which is no less than $3,000.” 

In order to increase their client’s chance of receiving restitution payments, attorneys have 
also found it helpful to request that any order regarding restitution provide the following: 

• Your client is a victim of Defendant’s crime under 18 U.S.C. § 2259 because Defendant 
possessed, distributed, and/or transported child pornography images of the client. 

• Restitution is due immediately, and notwithstanding any other provision of the 
Restitution Judgment, the government may enforce restitution at any time.  The 
Defendant shall make a bona fide effort to pay restitution in full as soon as practical. 

• The restitution is to be paid on a monthly basis, and in an amount no less than 25% of 
the Defendant’s gross income, to be changed, if needed, based on the Defendant’s 
changed circumstances pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3572(d)(3). 

• If the Defendant receives any inheritance or any settlements (including divorce 
settlement or personal injury settlement), gifts, tax refunds, bonuses, lawsuit awards, 
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or any other receipt of money (including, but not be limited to, gambling proceeds, 
lottery winnings, and money found or discovered) the Defendant must, within five (5) 
days of receipt, apply 100% of such resources to any restitution still owed. 

• Following entry of this Judgment, Defendant must fully and truthfully complete DOJ’s 
Financial Statement of Debtor form, and provide whatever additional supporting 
documentation may be requested by the Financial Litigation Unit of the United States 
Attorney’s Office. 

In addition, we strongly encourage conversations regarding the role attorneys can play in 
getting a victim ready for trial and preparing a restitution request.  As a prosecutor’s primary focus 
will be on proving the guilt of the offender, he or she will be grateful to know that a team is working 
to build the victim into a strong witness should the case go to trial.   

CONCLUSION 

The path of recovery for CSAM victims and their families is not linear and is physically 
and emotionally challenging, as well as procedurally and financially complicated in ways that only 
the survivor and their family will ever fully realize.  Your commitment and legal assistance, as 
well as the supportive efforts of other child-serving professionals, can help the survivor’s path by 
serving as a benchmark of support and a source of trusted information. 

Many legal processes are inherently complicated and can be intimidating for crime victims 
to navigate.  The legal issues that arise when a child’s sexually abusive images have been circulated 
online are evolving and remain especially complicated.  Your role in representing these children 
through the restitution process and helping to advise them on related legal issues can be life-
changing.  

This Manual was designed to provide up-to-date resources and guidance to attorneys so 
they can maximize legal and support strategies and opportunities for their clients.  Because it takes 
a team of dedicated professionals to support survivors of online sexual exploitation and their 
families, this Manual also provided recommendations for attorneys to work closely and effectively 
with prosecutors, mental health professionals, state resources, and NCMEC.   

NCMEC’s continuum of care to provide services and resources for CSAM survivors will 
continue to evolve as we learn more about how we can better serve as a resource, as laws evolve, 
as new notification and restitution legal procedures are put into place, and as new technological 
challenges emerge that threaten children’s safety online.  We are mindful of these evolving trends 
and will continue to update this Manual periodically and push out updates to our network of 
survivor attorneys. 

As a reminder, the following is a summary of resources that are readily available to 
attorneys to assist with their effective representation of survivors:  

• Affidavits.  As discussed in Part I, NCMEC can provide technical assistance relating 
to the distribution of your client’s CSAM for restitution purposes, including the 
notification process, and background information relating to the child’s series.  
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NCMEC can provide three core affidavits in connection with a particular client: the 
ASIR, the Active Federal Case Affidavit, and the Active State Case Affidavit. 

• Roundtables, Mentorship, and Information Sharing.  NCMEC hosts roundtables 
where various professionals supporting CSAM survivors gather to share information 
and strategies.  These roundtables enable NCMEC to capture valuable insights that can 
be shared across the continuum of care professionals.  For attorneys new to this area of 
law, these roundtables and the related networks of professionals can also provide 
opportunities for mentorship and information sharing. 

• Help and Services for Survivors and Families.  One key goal of NCMEC is to 
dedicate its resources to helping survivors and families impacted by online child sexual 
exploitation.  There are a number of NCMEC services that are currently available to 
survivors and families.435 

• Counseling and Community Resources for Families.  When a child is a victim of 
online sexual exploitation, the child’s non-offending family members can experience 
challenges in supporting the child and coping with their own recovery process.  
NCMEC can provide therapeutic assessments, counseling, and community services 
referrals that can help families locate the appropriate professional mental health 
intervention to support their recovery process.436 

• Emotional and Peer Support.  NCMEC also provides family support through Team 
HOPE, a network of trained family volunteers who also have been impacted by the 
sexual exploitation of a child.  Team HOPE volunteers can provide guidance and 
support to families in similar situations. 

• Removal of Content.  NCMEC can provide notice to technology companies through 
its direct partnership contacts to help remove online child sexual exploitation images, 
videos, and exploitative or harassing comments relating to child victims. 

• Locating Attorneys.  NCMEC can provide an overview of both the legal process 
involved in the criminal prosecution of an offender, and the process of seeking 
restitution in criminal and civil proceedings.  NCMEC also can help survivors locate 
an attorney to thoroughly navigate their legal options. 

For any questions about this Manual and how NCMEC can help support you and your 
client during the course of your legal representation, we encourage you to email 

 
435 See NAT’L CTR. FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, NCMEC RESOURCES FOR CHILD SEXUAL 

EXPLOITATION SURVIVORS & THEIR FAMILIES (2019), 
https://www.missingkids.org/content/dam/missingkids/pdfs/NCMEC%20Resources%20for%20Child%20Sexual%2
0Exploitation%20Survivors.pdf. 

436 See NAT’L CTR. FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, RECONNECTING WITH YOUR CHILD: BUILDING 
RELATIONSHIPS AFTER SUSPECTED SEXUAL EXPLOITATION (2020), 
https://www.missingkids.org/content/dam/missingkids/pdfs/Reconnecting%20with%20Your%20Child%202020.pdf
. 
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familysupport@ncmec.org or call (877)446-2632, ext. 6117.  We applaud your dedication to 
promoting the interests of child victims of online sexual exploitation and thank you for partnering 
with NCMEC in our mission to keep children safe from sexual exploitation. 
  

mailto:familysupport@ncmec.org
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Appendix A:  Index of Key Terms and Acronyms 
 

 
Actively-Traded Series: A NCMEC designation referring to a child sexual abuse image series 
that has been seen in 5 or more CyberTipline reports and/or CVIP case reviews 
 
AVAA: Amy, Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018 
 
C3P: Canadian Centre for Child Protection 
 
CEOS: U.S. Department of Justice’s Child Exploitation and Obscenity Section 
 
CIR: Child Identification Report provided by NCMEC 
 
CPVA: FBI’s Child Pornography Victim Assistance program  
 
CP: Child Pornography 
 
CRIS: NCMEC’s Child Recognition and Identification System 
 
CRIS Review: Case (images and videos) submitted by law enforcement to NCMEC for review 
of which files contain previously-identified children 
 
CVRA: Crime Victims’ Rights Act (18 U.S.C. § 3771) 
 
CSAI or CSAM: Child Sexual Abuse Image or Child Sexual Abuse Material 
 
CSE: Child sexual exploitation 
 
CT: NCMEC’s CyberTipline 
 
CVIP: NCMEC’s Child Victim Identification Program 
 
ECD: NCMEC’s Exploited Child Division 
 
ESP: Electronic Service Provider 
 
EOUSA: U.S. Department of Justice’s Executive Office for United States Attorneys 
 
FAD: NCMEC’s Family Advocacy Division 
 
ICAC: Internet Crimes Against Children task forces 
 
Identified Series: Set of images or videos containing a child who has been identified by law 
enforcement. Every identified series has a law enforcement Point of Contact (POC) who can 
testify to the fact that the child is identified. 
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LE or LEA: Law Enforcement or Law Enforcement Agency 
 
LESP: Law Enforcement Services Portal  
 
MD5: Specific type of hash value that serves as a digital fingerprint for a file 
 
NCMEC: National Center for Missing & Exploited Children 
 
NCVC: National Center for Victims of Crime 
 
NCVLI: National Crime Victim Law Institute 
 
New Series/New Victim Submission: Case (images and videos) submitted to NCMEC by law 
enforcement who have identified a new victim of child sexual abuse imagery. Files are submitted 
to CVIP to be entered into the CRIS system.  
 
NPF: FBI’s child pornography victim Notification Preference Form  
 
OLC: NCMEC’s Office of Legal Counsel 
 
OVC: U.S. Department of Justice’s Office for Victims of Crime 
 
Phoenix 11: Group of 11 survivors whose child sexual abuse was recorded and who have united 
to create an advocacy impact statement to increase public awareness and support child safety.  
 
PhotoDNA: Type of “fuzzy” hash that can be used to match images that are visually similar, but 
have slight differences.  
 
POC: Law enforcement point of contact for an identified series 
 
SMS: NCMEC’s Series Management System 
 
TA: Technical Assistance 
 
Team HOPE: NCMEC program providing trained peer support to families of missing and 
sexually exploited children 
 
VIR: Victim Information Report (provided by CPVA) 
 
VIS: Victim Impact Statement 
 
VNS: U.S. Department of Justice’s Victim Notification System 
 
VRRA: Victims’ Rights and Restitution Act (34 U.S.C. § 20141) 
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Appendix B:  Victims’ Rights and Restitution Act (34 U.S.C. § 20141) 
 

§ 20141. Services to victims 

(a) Designation of responsible officials. The head of each department and agency of the United 
States engaged in the detection, investigation, or prosecution of crime shall designate by names 
and office titles the persons who will be responsible for identifying the victims of crime and 
performing the services described in subsection (c) at each stage of a criminal case. 

(b) Identification of victims. At the earliest opportunity after the detection of a crime at which it 
may be done without interfering with an investigation, a responsible official shall— 

(1) identify the victim or victims of a crime; 

(2) inform the victims of their right to receive, on request, the services described in 
subsection (c); and 

(3) inform each victim of the name, title, and business address and telephone number of 
the responsible official to whom the victim should address a request for each of the 
services described in subsection (c). 

(c) Description of services. 

(1) A responsible official shall— 

(A) inform a victim of the place where the victim may receive emergency medical 
and social services; 

(B) inform a victim of any restitution or other relief to which the victim may be 
entitled under this or any other law and [the] manner in which such relief may be 
obtained; 

(C) inform a victim of public and private programs that are available to provide 
counseling, treatment, and other support to the victim; and 

(D) assist a victim in contacting the persons who are responsible for providing the 
services and relief described in subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C). 

(2) A responsible official shall arrange for a victim to receive reasonable protection from 
a suspected offender and persons acting in concert with or at the behest of the suspected 
offender. 

(3) During the investigation and prosecution of a crime, a responsible official shall 
provide a victim the earliest possible notice of— 

(A) the status of the investigation of the crime, to the extent it is appropriate to 
inform the victim and to the extent that it will not interfere with the investigation; 

(B) the arrest of a suspected offender; 
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(C) the filing of charges against a suspected offender; 

(D) the scheduling of each court proceeding that the witness is either required to 
attend or, under section 1102(b)(4), is entitled to attend; 

(E) the release or detention status of an offender or suspected offender; 

(F) the acceptance of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere or the rendering of a 
verdict after trial; and 

(G) the sentence imposed on an offender, including the date on which the offender 
will be eligible for parole. 

(4) During court proceedings, a responsible official shall ensure that a victim is provided 
a waiting area removed from and out of the sight and hearing of the defendant and 
defense witnesses. 

(5) After trial, a responsible official shall provide a victim the earliest possible notice 
of— 

(A) the scheduling of a parole hearing for the offender; 

(B) the escape, work release, furlough, or any other form of release from custody 
of the offender; and 

(C) the death of the offender, if the offender dies while in custody. 

(6) At all times, a responsible official shall ensure that any property of a victim that is 
being held for evidentiary purposes be maintained in good condition and returned to the 
victim as soon as it is no longer needed for evidentiary purposes. 

(7) The Attorney General or the head of another department or agency that conducts an 
investigation of a sexual assault shall pay, either directly or by reimbursement of payment 
by the victim, the cost of a physical examination of the victim which an investigating 
officer determines was necessary or useful for evidentiary purposes. The Attorney 
General shall provide for the payment of the cost of up to 2 anonymous and confidential 
tests of the victim for sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV, gonorrhea, herpes, 
chlamydia, and syphilis, during the 12 months following sexual assaults that pose a risk 
of transmission, and the cost of a counseling session by a medically trained professional 
on the accuracy of such tests and the risk of transmission of sexually transmitted diseases 
to the victim as the result of the assault. A victim may waive anonymity and 
confidentiality of any tests paid for under this section. 

(8) A responsible official shall provide the victim with general information regarding the 
corrections process, including information about work release, furlough, probation, and 
eligibility for each. 
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(d) No cause of action or defense. This section does not create a cause of action or defense in 
favor of any person arising out of the failure of a responsible person to provide information as 
required by subsection (b) or (c). 

(e) Definitions. For the purposes of this section— 

(1) the term “responsible official” means a person designated pursuant to subsection (a) 
to perform the functions of a responsible official under that section; and 

(2) the term “victim” means a person that has suffered direct physical, emotional, or 
pecuniary harm as a result of the commission of a crime, including— 

(A) in the case of a victim that is an institutional entity, an authorized 
representative of the entity; and 

(B) in the case of a victim who is under 18 years of age, incompetent, 
incapacitated, or deceased, one of the following (in order of preference): 

(i) a spouse; 

(ii) a legal guardian; 

(iii) a parent; 

(iv) a child; 

(v) a sibling; 

(vi) another family member; or 

(vii) another person designated by the court. 

HISTORY:  

Act Nov. 29, 1990, P. L. 101-647, Title V, § 503, 104 Stat. 4820; Sept. 13, 1994, P. L. 103-322, 
Title IV, Subtitle E, § 40503(a), 108 Stat. 1946. 
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Appendix C:  Core Psychological Literature 
 

Following are some helpful guides that can assist practitioners in dealing with individuals 
who have suffered trauma: 

• Steven Marans & Hilary Hahn, Int’l Ass’n of Chiefs of Police, Yale Med. Child Study Ctr., 
Off. of Juv. Just. & Delinquency Prevention, Enhancing Police Responses to Children 
Exposed to Violence: A Toolkit for Law Enforcement (2017, 
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2018-08/CEVToolkit.pdf. 

• The Nat’l Ctr. for Missing & Exploited Children, Captured on Film: Survivors of Child 
Sex Abuse Material are Stuck in a Unique Cycle of Trauma (2019), 
https://www.missingkids.org/content/dam/missingkids/pdfs/Captured%20on%20Film.pdf 

• About Child Trauma, The Nat’l Child Traumatic Stress Network, 
https://www.nctsn.org/what-is-child-trauma/about-child-trauma (last visited Jan. 10, 
2021). 

• Substance Abuse & Mental Health Servs. Admin., U.S. Dep’t of Health & Hum. Servs., 
Trauma Training for Criminal Justice Professionals (June 29, 2020), 
https://www.samhsa.gov/gains-center/trauma-training-criminal-justice-professionals. 

• Bessel A. van der Kolk, Developmental Trauma Disorder: Toward a Rational Diagnosis 
for Children with Complex Trauma Histories, 35(5) PSYCHIATRIC ANNALS 401, 
https://traumaticstressinstitute.org/wp-
content/files_mf/1276541701VanderKolkDvptTraumaDis.pdf. 

  

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2018-08/CEVToolkit.pdf
https://www.missingkids.org/content/dam/missingkids/pdfs/Captured%20on%20Film.pdf
https://www.nctsn.org/what-is-child-trauma/about-child-trauma
https://www.samhsa.gov/gains-center/trauma-training-criminal-justice-professionals
https://traumaticstressinstitute.org/wp-content/files_mf/1276541701VanderKolkDvptTraumaDis.pdf
https://traumaticstressinstitute.org/wp-content/files_mf/1276541701VanderKolkDvptTraumaDis.pdf
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Appendix D:  NCMEC Survivor Services Presentation 
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Appendix E:  NCMEC’s Child Victim Identification Program: Helping Child Sexual Abuse 
Material Survivors 
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Appendix F:  Template Affidavit and Sample Attorney Series Information Report 
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Appendix G:  Active Federal Case Affidavit 
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Appendix H:  Active State Case Affidavit 
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Appendix I:  Crime Victims’ Rights Act (18 U.S.C. § 3771) 
 
§ 3771. Crime victims’ rights 
 
(a) Rights of crime victims. A crime victim has the following rights: 

 
(1) The right to be reasonably protected from the accused. 
 
(2) The right to reasonable, accurate, and timely notice of any public court proceeding, or 
any parole proceeding, involving the crime or of any release or escape of the accused. 
 
(3) The right not to be excluded from any such public court proceeding, unless the court, 
after receiving clear and convincing evidence, determines that testimony by the victim 
would be materially altered if the victim heard other testimony at that proceeding. 
 
(4) The right to be reasonably heard at any public proceeding in the district court 
involving release, plea, sentencing, or any parole proceeding. 
 
(5) The reasonable right to confer with the attorney for the Government in the case. 
 
(6) The right to full and timely restitution as provided in law. 
 
(7) The right to proceedings free from unreasonable delay. 
 
(8) The right to be treated with fairness and with respect for the victim’s dignity and 
privacy. 
 
(9) The right to be informed in a timely manner of any plea bargain or deferred 
prosecution agreement. 
 
(10) The right to be informed of the rights under this section and the services described in 
section 503(c) of the Victims” Rights and Restitution Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 10607(c)) 
and provided contact information for the Office of the Victims” Rights Ombudsman of 
the Department of Justice. 
 

(b) Rights afforded. 
 

(1) In general. In any court proceeding involving an offense against a crime victim, the 
court shall ensure that the crime victim is afforded the rights described in subsection (a). 
Before making a determination described in subsection (a)(3), the court shall make every 
effort to permit the fullest attendance possible by the victim and shall consider reasonable 
alternatives to the exclusion of the victim from the criminal proceeding. The reasons for 
any decision denying relief under this chapter shall be clearly stated on the record. 

 
(2) Habeas corpus proceedings. 
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(A) In general. In a Federal habeas corpus proceeding arising out of a State 
conviction, the court shall ensure that a crime victim is afforded the rights 
described in paragraphs (3), (4), (7), and (8) of subsection (a). 
 
(B) Enforcement. 
 

(i) In general. These rights may be enforced by the crime victim or the 
crime victim’s lawful representative in the manner described in paragraphs 
(1) and (3) of subsection (d). 

 
(ii) Multiple victims. In a case involving multiple victims, subsection 
(d)(2) shall also apply. 

 
(C) Limitation. This paragraph relates to the duties of a court in relation to the 
rights of a crime victim in Federal habeas corpus proceedings arising out of a 
State conviction, and does not give rise to any obligation or requirement 
applicable to personnel of any agency of the Executive Branch of the Federal 
Government. 
 
(D) Definition. For purposes of this paragraph, the term “crime victim” means the 
person against whom the State offense is committed or, if that person is killed or 
incapacitated, that person’s family member or other lawful representative. 

 
(c) Best efforts to accord rights. 

 
(1) Government. Officers and employees of the Department of Justice and other 
departments and agencies of the United States engaged in the detection, investigation, or 
prosecution of crime shall make their best efforts to see that crime victims are notified of, 
and accorded, the rights described in subsection (a). 

 
(2) Advice of attorney. The prosecutor shall advise the crime victim that the crime victim 
can seek the advice of an attorney with respect to the rights described in subsection (a). 

 
(3) Notice. Notice of release otherwise required pursuant to this chapter [this section] 
shall not be given if such notice may endanger the safety of any person. 

 
(d) Enforcement and limitations. 
 

(1) Rights. The crime victim or the crime victim’s lawful representative, and the attorney 
for the Government may assert the rights described in subsection (a). A person accused of 
the crime may not obtain any form of relief under this chapter [this section]. 

 
(2) Multiple crime victims. In a case where the court finds that the number of crime 
victims makes it impracticable to accord all of the crime victims the rights described in 
subsection (a), the court shall fashion a reasonable procedure to give effect to this chapter 
[this section] that does not unduly complicate or prolong the proceedings. 
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(3) Motion for relief and writ of mandamus. The rights described in subsection (a) shall 
be asserted in the district court in which a defendant is being prosecuted for the crime or, 
if no prosecution is underway, in the district court in the district in which the crime 
occurred. The district court shall take up and decide any motion asserting a victim’s right 
forthwith. If the district court denies the relief sought, the movant may petition the court 
of appeals for a writ of mandamus. The court of appeals may issue the writ on the order 
of a single judge pursuant to circuit rule or the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, 
unless the litigants, with the approval of the court, have stipulated to a different time 
period for consideration. In deciding such application, the court of appeals shall apply 
ordinary standards of appellate review. The court of appeals shall take up and decide such 
application forthwith within 72 hours after the petition has been filed. In no event shall 
proceedings be stayed or subject to a continuance of more than five days for purposes of 
enforcing this chapter [this section]. If the court of appeals denies the relief sought, the 
reasons for the denial shall be clearly stated on the record in a written opinion. 
 
(4) Error. In any appeal in a criminal case, the Government may assert as error the district 
court’s denial of any crime victim’s right in the proceeding to which the appeal relates. 

 
(5) Limitation on relief. In no case shall a failure to afford a right under this chapter [this 
section] provide grounds for a new trial. A victim may make a motion to re-open a plea 
or sentence only if— 

 
(A) the victim has asserted the right to be heard before or during the proceeding at 
issue and such right was denied; 
 
(B) the victim petitions the court of appeals for a writ of mandamus within 14 
days; and 
 
(C) in the case of a plea, the accused has not pled to the highest offense charged. 

 
This paragraph does not affect the victim’s right to restitution as provided in title 18, 
United States Code. 

 
(6) No cause of action. Nothing in this chapter [this section] shall be construed to 
authorize a cause of action for damages or to create, to enlarge, or to imply any duty or 
obligation to any victim or other person for the breach of which the United States or any 
of its officers or employees could be held liable in damages. Nothing in this chapter [this 
section] shall be construed to impair the prosecutorial discretion of the Attorney General 
or any officer under his direction. 

 
(e) Definitions. For the purposes of this chapter [this section]: 
 

(1) Court of Appeals. The term “court of appeals” means— 
 
(A) the United States court of appeals for the judicial district in which a defendant 
is being prosecuted; or 
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(B) for a prosecution in the Superior Court of the District of Columbia, the 
District of Columbia Court of Appeals. 

 
(2) Crime victim. 

 
(A) In general. The term “crime victim” means a person directly and proximately 
harmed as a result of the commission of a Federal offense or an offense in the 
District of Columbia. 

 
(B) Minors and certain other victims. In the case of a crime victim who is under 
18 years of age, incompetent, incapacitated, or deceased, the legal guardians of 
the crime victim or the representatives of the crime victim’s estate, family 
members, or any other persons appointed as suitable by the court, may assume the 
crime victim’s rights under this chapter [this section], but in no event shall the 
defendant be named as such guardian or representative. 

 
(3) District court; court. The terms “district court” and “court” include the Superior Court 
of the District of Columbia. 

 
(f) Procedures to promote compliance. 
 

(1) Regulations. Not later than 1 year after the date of enactment of this chapter [enacted 
Oct. 30, 2004], the Attorney General of the United States shall promulgate regulations to 
enforce the rights of crime victims and to ensure compliance by responsible officials with 
the obligations described in law respecting crime victims. 
 
(2) Contents. The regulations promulgated under paragraph (1) shall— 

 
(A) designate an administrative authority within the Department of Justice to 
receive and investigate complaints relating to the provision or violation of the 
rights of a crime victim; 

 
(B) require a course of training for employees and offices of the Department of 
Justice that fail to comply with provisions of Federal law pertaining to the 
treatment of crime victims, and otherwise assist such employees and offices in 
responding more effectively to the needs of crime victims; 
 
(C) contain disciplinary sanctions, including suspension or termination from 
employment, for employees of the Department of Justice who willfully or 
wantonly fail to comply with provisions of Federal law pertaining to the treatment 
of crime victims; and 

 
(D) provide that the Attorney General, or the designee of the Attorney General, 
shall be the final arbiter of the complaint, and that there shall be no judicial 
review of the final decision of the Attorney General by a complainant. 
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HISTORY:  
Added Oct. 30, 2004, P. L. 108-405, Title I, § 102(a), 118 Stat. 2261; July 27, 2006, P. L. 109-
248, Title II, § 212, 120 Stat. 616; May 7, 2009, P. L. 111-16, § 3(12), 123 Stat. 1608; May 29, 
2015, P. L. 114-22, Title I, § 113(a), (c)(1), 129 Stat. 240, 241. 
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Appendix J:  CPVA Notification Preference Form  
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Appendix K:  Sample Notification Form  
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Appendix L:  State Victim Notification Statute Chart 
 

State Constitution/ 
Statute 

Description 

Alabama ALA. CONST. 
art. I, § 6.01 

(a) Crime victims, as defined by law or their lawful representatives, 
including the next of kin of homicide victims, are entitled to the 
right to be informed, to be present, and to be heard when 
authorized, at all crucial stages of criminal proceedings, to the 
extent that these rights do not interfere with the constitutional rights 
of the person accused of committing the crime. 

ALA. CODE 
§ 15-23-62 

Within 72 hours, unless the victim is unavailable or incapacitated 
as a result of the crime, after the initial contact between a victim of 
a reported crime and the law enforcement agency either responding 
to the report of the crime of the victim or another person, or having 
responsibility for investigating the crime, the law enforcement 
agency shall provide to the victim in a manner and form designed 
and produced for the appropriate governmental agency or office, 
the following information: 
(1) The availability of emergency and crisis services. 
(2) The availability of victims’ compensation benefits and the 
name, address, and telephone number of the Alabama Crime 
Victims Compensation Commission. 
(3) The name of the ;law enforcement officer and telephone number 
of the law enforcement agency with the following statement 
attached: “If within 60 days you are not notified of an arrest in your 
case, you may call the telephone number of the law enforcement 
agency for the status of the case.” 
(4) The procedural steps involved in a criminal prosecution. 
(5) The rights authorized by the Alabama Constitution on rights of 
victims, including a form to invoke these rights. 
(6) The existence and eligibility requirements of restitution and 
compensation pursuant to Section 15-18-65 et seq. and Section 15-
23-1 et seq. 
(7) A recommended procedure if the victim is subjected to threats 
or intimidation. 
(8) The name and telephone number of the office of the prosecuting 
attorney to contact for further information. 

Alaska ALASKA 
CONST. art. I, 

§ 24 

Crime victims, as defined by law, shall have the following rights as 
provided by law: the right to be reasonably protected from the 
accused through the imposition of appropriate bail or conditions of 
release by the court; the right to confer with the prosecution; the 
right to be treated with dignity, respect, and fairness during all 
phases of the criminal and juvenile justice process; the right to 
timely disposition of the case following the arrest of the accused; 
the right to obtain information about and be allowed to be present at 
all criminal or juvenile proceedings where the accused has the right 
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to be present; the right to be allowed to be heard, upon request, at 
sentencing, before or after conviction or juvenile adjudication, and 
at any proceeding where the accused’s release from custody is 
considered; the right to restitution from the accused; and the right 
to be informed, upon request, of the accused’s escape or release 
from custody before or after conviction or juvenile adjudication. 

Arizona ARIZ. CONST. 
art. II, § 2.1 

(A) To preserve and protect victims' rights to justice and due 
process, a victim of crime has a right: . . . 
 
2.  To be informed, upon request, when the accused or convicted 
person is released from custody or has escaped. 
 
3.  To be present at and, upon request, to be informed of all 
criminal proceedings where the defendant has the right to be 
present. 

Arkansas N/A  
California CAL. CONST. 

art. I, § 28 
(b) In order to preserve and protect victim’s rights to justice and 
due process, a victim shall be entitled to the following rights: 
 
. . .  
 
(6) To reasonable notice of and to reasonably confer with the 
prosecuting agency, upon request, regarding the arrest of the 
defendant if known by the prosecutor, the charges filed, the 
determination whether to extradite the defendant, and, upon 
request, to be notified of and informed before any pretrial 
disposition of the case. 
 
(7) To reasonable notice of all public proceedings, including 
delinquency proceedings, upon request, at which the defendant and 
the prosecutor are entitled to be present and of all parole or other 
post-conviction release proceedings, and to be present at such 
proceedings. 

CAL. PENAL 
CODE § 679.02 

(a) The following are hereby established as the statutory rights of 
victims and witnesses of crimes: 
 
(1) To be notified as soon as feasible that a court proceeding to 
which he or she has been subpoenaed as a witness will not proceed 
as scheduled, provided the prosecuting attorney determines that the 
witness’ attendance is not required. 
 
(2) Upon request of the victim or a witness, to be informed by the 
prosecuting attorney of the final disposition of the case, as provided 
by Section 11116.10. 
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(3) For the victim . . . to be notified of all sentencing proceedings, 
and of the right to appear, to reasonably express his or her views, 
have those views preserved by audio or video means . . . and to 
have the court consider his or her statements . . . . 
 
(5) Upon request by the victim . . . to be notified of any parole 
eligibility hearing and of the right to appear . . . to reasonably 
express his or her views, and to have his or her statements 
considered . . . . 
 
(8) For the victim, to be provided with information concerning the 
victim’s right to civil recovery and the opportunity to be 
compensated from the Restitution Fund pursuant to Chapter 6 
(commencing with Section 13959) or Part 4 of Division 3 of Title 2 
of the Government Code and Section 111191.2 of this code. . . . 

Colorado COLO. CONST. 
art. II, § 16a 

Any person who is a victim of a criminal act, or such person's 
designee, legal guardian, or surviving immediate family members if 
such person is deceased, shall have the right to be heard when 
relevant, informed, and present at all critical stages of the criminal 
justice process.  All terminology, including the term “critical 
stages”, shall be defined by the general assembly. 

Connecticut CONN. CONST. 
art. I, § 8 

b.  In all criminal prosecutions, a victim, as the general assembly 
may define by law, shall have the following rights: . . . (4) the right 
to notification of court proceedings; . . . and (10) the right to 
information about the arrest, conviction, sentence, imprisonment 
and release of the accused. 

Delaware DEL. CODE 
ANN. tit. 11, 

§ 9411 

(a) After a prosecution is commenced by the Attorney General in 
the Superior Court, the Attorney General shall promptly inform the 
victim of: . . . 
 

(2) Rights under this chapter; . . . 
 

(8) Notice of the scheduling of court proceedings and changes 
including trial date, case review and sentencing hearings; 

 
(9) Notice of the crime or crimes of which the defendant is 

convicted; 
 

(10) Notice of the specifics of any sentencing order;  
 
(11) Notice of sentence modification reduction or modification 

order; . . . 
 
(b) In all other courts, the Attorney General shall give the victim: 
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(1) Notice of the scheduling of the court proceedings and 
changes, including trial date, case review and sentencing 
hearings; 

 
(2) Notice of the crime or crimes of which the defendant is 

convicted; 
 
(3) Notice of the specifics of any sentencing order; and 
 
(4) Notice of sentence reduction or modification order. 

District of 
Columbia 

N/A  

Florida FLA. CONST. 
art. I, § 16 

(b) To preserve and protect the right of crime victims to achieve 
justice, ensure a meaningful role throughout the criminal and 
juvenile justice systems for crime victims, and ensure that crime 
victims’ rights and interests are respected and protected by law in a 
manner no less vigorous than protections afforded to criminal 
defendants and juvenile delinquents, every victim is entitled to the 
following rights, beginning at the time of his or her victimization: 
 
(6) A victim shall have the following specific rights upon request: 
 
a.  The right to reasonable, accurate, and timely notice of, and to be 
present at, all public proceedings involving the criminal conduct, 
including, but not limited to, trial, plea, sentencing, or adjudication, 
even if the victim will be a witness at the proceeding, 
notwithstanding any rule to the contrary.  A victim shall also be 
provided reasonable, accurate, and timely notice of any release or 
escape of the defendant or delinquent, and any proceeding during 
which a right of the victim is implicated. . . . 
 
f.  The right to be informed of the conviction, sentence, 
adjudication, place and time of incarceration, or other disposition of 
the convicted offender, any scheduled release date of the offender, 
and the release of or the escape of the offender from custody. 
 
g.  The right to be informed of all postconviction processes and 
procedures, to participate in such processes and procedures, to 
provide information to the release authority to be considered before 
any release decision is made, and to be notified of any release 
decision regarding the offender.  The parole or early release 
authority shall extend the right to be heard to any person harmed by 
the offender. 
 
h.  The right to be informed of clemency and expungement 
procedures, to provide information to the governor, the court, any 
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clemency board, and other authority in these procedures, and to 
have that information considered before a clemency or 
expungement decision is made; and to be notified of such decision 
in advance of any release of the offender. 

Georgia GA. CODE ANN. 
§ 17-17-6 

(a) Upon initial contact with a victim, all law enforcement and 
court personnel shall make available to the victim the following 
information written in plain language: 
 

(1) The possibility of pretrial release of the accused, the 
victim’s rights and role in the states of the criminal justice 
process, and the means by which additional information 
about these stages can be obtained; 

 
(2) The availability of victim compensation and, if the victim 

has been trafficked for labor or sexual servitude as defined 
in Code Section 16-5-46, compensation available through 
the federal government pursuant to 22 U.S.C. Section 
71005; and 

 
(3) The availability of community based victim service 

programs. 
Hawaii N/A  
Idaho IDAHO CONST. 

art. I, § 22 
A crime victim, as defined by statute, has the following rights: . . . 
 
(3) To prior notification of trial court, appellate and parole 
proceedings and, upon request, to information about the sentence, 
incarceration and release of the defendant. 

Illinois ILL. CONST. art. 
I, § 8.1 

(a) Crime victims, as defined by law, shall have the following 
rights . . . 
 

(2) The right to notice and to a hearing before a court ruling on 
a request for access to any of the victim's records, 
information, or communications which are privileged or 
confidential by law. 

 
(3) The right to timely notification of all court proceedings. . . . 
 
(6) The right to be notified of the conviction, the sentence, the 

imprisonment, and the release of the accused. 
Indiana IND. CONST. 

art. I, § 13 
(b) Victims of crime, as defined by law, shall have the right to be 
treated with fairness, dignity, and respect throughout the criminal 
justice process; and, as defined by law, to be informed of and 
present during public hearings and to confer with the prosecution, 
to the extent that exercising these rights does not infringe upon the 
constitutional rights of the accused. 
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Iowa IOWA CODE 
§ 915.12 

1.  A victim may register by filing a written request-for-registration 
form with the county attorney.  The county attorney shall notify the 
victims in writing and advise them of their registration and rights 
under this subchapter.  The county attorney shall provide a 
registered victim list to the offices, agencies, and departments 
required to provide information under this subchapter for 
notification purposes. 
 
2.  A victim, the victim’s family, or other interested person may 
register with the automated victim notification system established 
pursuant to section 915.10A by filing a registration through written, 
telephonic, or electronic means. 

Kansas KAN. CONST. 
art. XV, § 15 

(a) Victims of crime, as defined by law, shall be entitled to certain 
basic rights, including the right to be informed of and to be present 
at public hearings, as defined by law, of the criminal justice 
process, and to be heard at sentencing or at any other time deemed 
appropriate by the court, to the extent that these rights do not 
interfere with the constitutional or statutory rights of the accused. 

Kentucky N/A  
Louisiana LA. CONST. art. 

I, § 25 
Any person who is a victim of crime shall be treated with fairness, 
dignity, and respect, and shall be informed of the rights accorded 
under this Section.  As defined by law, a victim of crime shall have 
the right to reasonable notice and to be present and heard during all 
critical stages of preconviction and postconviction proceedings; the 
right to be informed upon the release from custody or the escape of 
the accused or the offender; . . . . 

Maine N/A  
Maryland MD. CONST. 

Declaration of 
Rights, art. 

XLVII 

(b) In a case originating by indictment or information filed in a 
circuit court, a victim of crime shall have the right to be informed 
of the rights established in this Article and, upon request and if 
practicable, to be notified of, to attend, and to be heard at a criminal 
justice proceeding, as these rights are implemented and the terms 
"crime", "criminal justice proceeding", and "victim" are specified 
by law. 

Massachusetts N/A  
Michigan MICH. CONST. 

art. I, § 24 
(1) Crime victims, as defined by law, shall have the following 
rights, as provided by law: . . . 
 
The right to notification of court proceedings. . . . 
 
The right to information about the conviction, sentence, 
imprisonment, and release of the accused. 

Minnesota N/A  
Mississippi MISS. CONST. 

art. III, § 26A 
(1) Victims of crime, as defined by law, shall have the right to be 
treated with fairness, dignity and respect throughout the criminal 
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justice process; and to be informed, to be present and to be heard, 
when authorized by law, during public hearings. 

Missouri MO. CONST. 
art. I, § 32 

Crime victims, as defined by law, shall have the following rights, as 
defined by law: . . . 

(2) Upon request of the victim, the right to be informed of and 
heard at guilty pleas, bail hearings, sentencings, probation 
revocation hearings, and parole hearings, unless in the 
determination of the court the interests of justice require otherwise; 

(3) The right to be informed of trials and preliminary hearings; . . . 

(7) The right to information concerning the escape of an accused 
from custody or confinement, the defendant's release and 
scheduling of the defendant's release from incarceration; and 

(8) The right to information about how the criminal justice system 
works, the rights and the availability of services, and upon request 
of the victim the right to information about the crime. 

Montana N/A  
Nebraska NEB. CONST. 

art. I, § 28 
(1) A victim of a crime, as shall be defined by law, or his or her 
guardian or representative shall have: The right to be informed of 
all criminal court proceedings; . . . and the right to be informed of, 
be present at, and make an oral or written statement at sentencing, 
parole, pardon, commutation, and conditional release 
proceedings. . . . 

Nevada NEV. CONST. 
art. I, § 8A 

1.  Each person who is the victim of a crime is entitled to the 
following rights: . . . 
 
(g) To reasonable notice of all public proceedings, including 
delinquency proceedings, upon request, at which the defendant and 
the prosecutor are entitled to be present and of all parole or other 
postconviction release proceedings, and to be present at all such 
proceedings. . . . 
 
(k) To be informed, upon request, of the conviction, sentence, place 
and time of incarceration, or other disposition of the defendant, the 
scheduled release date of the defendant and the release of or the 
escape by the defendant from custody. . . . 
 
(n) To be informed of all postconviction proceedings, to participate 
and provide information to the parole authority to be considered 
before the parole of the offender and to be notified, upon request, of 
the parole or other release of the offender. . . . 

New 
Hampshire 

N/A  

New Jersey N/A  
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New Mexico N.M. CONST. 
art. II, § 24 

A.  A victim of . . . aggravated assault, . . . kidnapping, criminal 
sexual penetration, criminal sexual contact of a minor, . . . or abuse 
of a child or that victim’s representative shall have the following 
rights as provided by law: . . . 
 
(4) the right to notification of court proceedings; . . . 
 
(9) the right to information about the conviction, sentencing, 
imprisonment, escape or release of the accused; . . . . 

N.M. STAT. 
ANN. § 31-26-9 

B.  The district attorney’s office shall provide the victim with oral 
or written notice, in a timely fashion, of a scheduled court 
proceeding attendant to the criminal offense. 

New York N/A  
North Carolina N.C. CONST. 

art. I, § 37 
(1a) Enumerated rights.  When the crime or act of delinquency is 
one against or involving the person of the victim or is equivalent to 
a felony property crime, the victim is entitled to the following 
rights: 
 
(a) The right upon request to reasonable, accurate, and timely court 
proceedings of the accused. 
 
(a1) The right upon request to be present at court proceedings of the 
accused. 
 
(b) The right upon request to be present at any court proceedings 
involving the plea, conviction, adjudication, sentencing, or release 
of the accused. . . . 
 
(e) The right upon request to receive information about the 
conviction, adjudication, or final disposition and sentence of the 
accused. 
 
(f) The right upon request to receive notification of escape, release, 
proposed parole or pardon of the accused, or notice of a reprieve or 
commutation of the accused's sentence. . . . 

North Dakota N/A  
Ohio OHIO CONST. 

art. I, § 10a 
(A) To secure for victims justice and due process throughout the 
criminal and juvenile justice systems, a victim shall have the 
following rights, which shall be protected in a manner no less 
vigorous than the rights afforded to the accused: . . . 
 
(2) upon request, to reasonable and timely notice of all public 
proceedings involving the criminal offense or delinquent act against 
the victim, and to be present at all such proceedings; . . . 
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(5) upon request, to reasonable notice of any release or escape of 
the accused; . . . . 

OHIO REV. 
CODE ANN. 
§ 2930.04 

(A) After its initial contact with a victim of a crime, the law 
enforcement agency responsible for investigating the crime 
promptly shall give to the victim, in writing, all of the following 
information: 
 
(1) An explanation of the victim’s rights under this chapter; . . . . 
 
(B) As soon as practicable after its initial contact with a victim of a 
crime, the law enforcement agency responsible for investigating the 
crime shall give to the victim all of the following information: 
 
(1) The business telephone number of the law enforcement officer 
assigned to investigate the case; 
 
(2) The office address and business telephone number of the 
prosecutor in the case; 
 
(3) A statement that, if the victim is not notified of the arrest of the 
offender in the case within a reasonable period of time, the victim 
may contact the law enforcement agency to learn the status of the 
case. 

Oklahoma OKLA. CONST. 
art. II, § 34 

A.  To secure justice and due process for victims throughout the 
criminal and juvenile justice systems, a victim of a crime shall have 
the following rights, which shall be protected by law in a manner 
no less vigorous than the rights afforded to the accused: . . . upon 
request, to reasonable and timely notice of and to be present at all 
proceedings involving the criminal or delinquent conduct; . . . upon 
request, to reasonable notice of any release or escape of an 
accused; . . . . 

Oregon OR. CONST. art. 
I, § 42 

(1) To preserve and protect the right of crime victims to justice, to 
ensure crime victims a meaningful role in the criminal and juvenile 
justice systems, to accord crime victims due dignity and respect and 
to ensure that criminal and juvenile court delinquency proceedings 
are conducted to seek the truth as to the defendant's innocence or 
guilt, and also to ensure that a fair balance is struck between the 
rights of crime victims and the rights of criminal defendants in the 
course and conduct of criminal and juvenile court delinquency 
proceedings, the following rights are hereby granted to victims in 
all prosecutions for crimes and in juvenile court delinquency 
proceedings: 
 
(a) The right to be present at and, upon specific request, to be 
informed in advance of any critical stage of the proceedings held in 
open court when the defendant will be present, and to be heard at 
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the pretrial release hearing and the sentencing or juvenile court 
delinquency disposition; 
 
(b) The right, upon request, to obtain information about the 
conviction, sentence, imprisonment, criminal history and future 
release from physical custody of the criminal defendant or 
convicted criminal and equivalent information regarding the 
alleged youth offender or youth offender; . . . . 

Pennsylvania N/A  
Rhode Island N/A  

South Carolina S.C. CONST. 
art. I, § 24 

(A) To preserve and protect victims' rights to justice and due 
process regardless of race, sex, age, religion, or economic status, 
victims of crime have the right to: . . . 
 

(2) be reasonably informed when the accused or convicted 
person is arrested, released from custody, or has escaped; 

 
(3) be informed of and present at any criminal proceedings 

which are dispositive of the charges where the defendant 
has the right to be present; 

 
(4) be reasonably informed of and be allowed to submit either 

a written or oral statement at all hearings affecting bond or 
bail; . . . 

 
(10) be informed of any proceeding when any post-conviction 

action is being considered, and be present at any post-
conviction hearing involving a post-conviction release 
decision; . . . . 

South Dakota N/A  
Tennessee TENN. CONST. 

art. I, § 35 
To preserve and protect the rights of victims of crime to justice and 
due process, victims shall be entitled to the following basic 
rights: . . . 
 
5.  The right to be informed of all proceedings, and of the release, 
transfer or escape of the accused or convicted person. 

Texas TEX. CONST. 
art. I, § 30 

(b) On the request of a crime victim, the crime victim has the 
following rights: 
 
(1) the right to notification of court proceedings; . . . 
 
(5) the right to information about the conviction, sentence, 
imprisonment, and release of the accused. 

TEX. CODE 
CRIM. PROC. 

ANN. art. 56.08 

(a) Not later than the 10th day after the date that an indictment or 
information is returned against a defendant for an offense, the 
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attorney representing the state shall give to each victim of the 
offense a written notice containing: 
 
(1) a brief general statement of each procedural stage in the 
processing of a criminal case, including bail, plea bargaining, 
parole restitution, and appeal; 
 
(2) notification of the rights and procedures under this chapter; . . . 
 
(b) If requested by the victim, the attorney representing the state, as 
far as reasonably practical, shall give to the victim notice of any 
scheduled court proceedings, changes in that schedule, and the 
filing of a request for continuance of a trial setting. 
 
(b-1) The attorney representing the state, as far as practical, shall 
give to the victim, guardian of a victim, or close relative of a 
deceased victim notice of the existence and terms of any plea 
bargain agreement to be presented to the court. . . . 

Utah UTAH CONST. 
art. I, § 28 

(1) To preserve and protect victims' rights to justice and due 
process, victims of crimes have these rights, as defined by law: . . . 
 
(b) Upon request, to be informed of, be present at, and to be heard 
at important criminal justice hearings related to the victim, either in 
person or through a lawful representative, once a criminal 
information or indictment charging crime has been publicly filed in 
court; . . . . 

Vermont N/A  
Virginia VA. CONST. art. 

I, § 8-A 
That in criminal prosecutions, the victim shall be accorded fairness, 
dignity and respect by the officers, employees and agents of the 
Commonwealth and its political subdivisions and officers of the 
courts and, as the General Assembly may define and provide by 
law, may be accorded rights to reasonable and appropriate notice, 
information, restitution, protection, and access to a meaningful role 
in the criminal justice process.  These rights may include, but not 
be limited to, the following: . . . 
 
4.  The right to receive timely notification of judicial 
proceedings; . . . 
 
6.  The right to be advised of release from custody or escape of the 
offender, whether before or after disposition; . . . . 

Washington WASH. CONST. 
art. I, § 35 

Effective law enforcement depends on cooperation from victims of 
crime.  To ensure victims a meaningful role in the criminal justice 
system and to accord them due dignity and respect, victims of 
crime are hereby granted the following basic and fundamental 
rights. 
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Upon notifying the prosecuting attorney, a victim of a crime 
charged as a felony shall have the right to be informed of and, 
subject to the discretion of the individual presiding over the trial or 
court proceedings, attend trial and all other court proceedings the 
defendant has the right to attend . . . .  

West Virginia N/A  
Wisconsin WIS. CONST. 

art. I, § 9m 
This state shall treat crime victims, as defined by law, with fairness, 
dignity and represent for their privacy.  This state shall ensure that 
crime victims have all of the following privileges and protections as 
provided by law: . . . notification of court proceedings; . . . and 
information about the outcome of the case and the release of the 
accused. 

Wyoming WYO. STAT. 
ANN. § 1-40-

204 

(a) Victims of a criminal act shall be informed without undue delay 
by law enforcement about: 
 

(i) The rights enumerated in this act; 
 
(ii) The right to be informed of the status of the case from the 

initial police investigation to the final appellate 
review; . . . . 

 
(b) Victims and key witnesses or a criminal act shall be informed in 
writing by the prosecuting attorney about: 
 

(i) Subject to order of the court, the right to attend all hearings 
and proceedings involving the case, including the righto be 
notified, upon request, of the date, time and place of those 
hearings; 

 
(ii) The right to be notified in advance, if reasonable, when a 

court proceeding has been rescheduled or canceled; 
 
(iii) The right to be advised of the potential for plea 

negotiations and, prior to sentencing, the right to be 
informed of the existence of a negotiated plea, the 
essentials of the agreement, and the reasons for the 
disposition; 

 
(iv) The right to know the accused has obtained a pretrial or 

presentence release; . . . . 
 
(c) Victims . . . shall be offered the opportunity to be informed in 
writing by the department of corrections about: 
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(i) The commencement of the offender’s imprisonment to serve 
the sentence imposed and the name, official address and 
security classification of the place of confinement; 

 
(ii) The earliest date upon which the offender could be released 

and the date released; . . . 
 
(vi) The escape, recapture or death of an offender; 
 
(vii) Any reduction or extension of the offender’s sentence. 
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Appendix M:  Mandatory Restitution for Sexual Exploitation of Children Act  
(18 U.S.C. § 2259) 

 
§ 2259. Mandatory restitution 

(a) In general. Notwithstanding 18 U.S.C. § 3663 or § 3663A, and in addition to any other civil 
or criminal penalty authorized by law, the court shall order restitution for any offense under this 
chapter [18 U.S.C. §§ 2251 et seq.]. 

(b) Scope and nature of order. 

(1) Directions. Except as provided in paragraph (2), the order of restitution under this 
section shall direct the defendant to pay the victim (through the appropriate court 
mechanism) the full amount of the victim’s losses. 

(2) Restitution for trafficking in child pornography. If the defendant was convicted of 
trafficking in child pornography, the court shall order restitution under this section in an 
amount to be determined by the court as follows: 

(A) Determining the full amount of a victim’s losses. The court shall determine 
the full amount of the victim’s losses that were incurred or are reasonably 
projected to be incurred by the victim as a result of the trafficking in child 
pornography depicting the victim. 

(B) Determining a restitution amount. After completing the determination 
required under subparagraph (A), the court shall order restitution in an amount 
that reflects the defendant’s relative role in the causal process that underlies the 
victim’s losses, but which is no less than $ 3,000. 

(C) Termination of payment. A victim’s total aggregate recovery pursuant to this 
section shall not exceed the full amount of the victim’s demonstrated losses. After 
the victim has received restitution in the full amount of the victim’s losses as 
measured by the greatest amount of such losses found in any case involving that 
victim that has resulted in a final restitution order under this section, the liability 
of each defendant who is or has been ordered to pay restitution for such losses to 
that victim shall be terminated. The court may require the victim to provide 
information concerning the amount of restitution the victim has been paid in other 
cases for the same losses. 

(3) Enforcement. An order of restitution under this section shall be issued and enforced in 
accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 3664 in the same manner as an order under 18 U.S.C.  § 
3663A. 

(4) Order mandatory. 

(A) The issuance of a restitution order under this section is mandatory. 

(B) A court may not decline to issue an order under this section because of— 
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(i) the economic circumstances of the defendant; or 

(ii) the fact that a victim has, or is entitled to, receive compensation for his 
or her injuries from the proceeds of insurance or any other source. 

(c) Definitions. 

(1) Child pornography production. For purposes of this section and 18 U.S.C § 2259A, 
the term “child pornography production” means conduct proscribed by subsections (a) 
through (c) of 18 U.S.C. § 2251, § 2251A, § 2252A(g) (in cases in which the series of 
felony violations involves at least 1 of the violations listed in this subsection), § 2260(a), 
or any offense under chapter 109A or chapter 117 [18 U.S.C. §§ 2241 et seq. or §§ 2421 
et seq.] that involved the production of child pornography (as such term is defined in 
section 18 U.S.C. § 2256). 

(2) Full amount of the victim’s losses. For purposes of this subsection, the term “full 
amount of the victim’s losses” includes any costs incurred, or that are reasonably 
projected to be incurred in the future, by the victim, as a proximate result of the offenses 
involving the victim, and in the case of trafficking in child pornography offenses, as a 
proximate result of all trafficking in child pornography offenses involving the same 
victim, including— 

(A) medical services relating to physical, psychiatric, or psychological care; 

(B) physical and occupational therapy or rehabilitation; 

(C) necessary transportation, temporary housing, and child care expenses; 

(D) lost income; 

(E) reasonable attorneys’ fees, as well as other costs incurred; and 

(F) any other relevant losses incurred by the victim. 

(3) Trafficking in child pornography. For purposes of this section and 18 U.S.C § 2259A, 
the term “trafficking in child pornography” means conduct proscribed by 18 U.S.C. § 
2251(d), § 2252, §2252A(a)(1) through (5), § 2252A(g) (in cases in which the series of 
felony violations exclusively involves violations of 18 U.S.C. § 2251(d), § 2252, § 
2252A(a)(1) through (5), or § 2260(b)), or § 2260(b). 

(4) Victim. For purposes of this section, the term “victim” means the individual harmed 
as a result of a commission of a crime under this chapter [18 U.S.C §§ 2251 et seq.]. In 
the case of a victim who is under 18 years of age, incompetent, incapacitated, or 
deceased, the legal guardian of the victim or representative of the victim’s estate, another 
family member, or any other person appointed as suitable by the court, may assume the 
crime victim’s rights under this section, but in no event shall the defendant be named as 
such representative or guardian. 

(d) Defined monetary assistance. 
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(1) Defined monetary assistance made available at victim’s election. 

(A) Election to receive defined monetary assistance. Subject to paragraphs (2) and 
(3), when a defendant is convicted of trafficking in child pornography, any victim 
of that trafficking in child pornography may choose to receive defined monetary 
assistance from the Child Pornography Victims Reserve established under section 
1402(d)(6) of the Victims of Crime Act of 1984 (34 U.S.C. § 20101(d)). 

(B) Finding. To be eligible for defined monetary assistance under this subsection, 
a court shall determine whether the claimant is a victim of the defendant who was 
convicted of trafficking in child pornography. 

(C) Order. If a court determines that a claimant is a victim of trafficking in child 
pornography under subparagraph (B) and the claimant chooses to receive defined 
monetary assistance, the court shall order payment in accordance with 
subparagraph (D) to the victim from the Child Pornography Victims Reserve 
established under section 1402(d)(6) of the Victims of Crime Act of 1984. 

(D) Amount of defined monetary assistance. The amount of defined monetary 
assistance payable under this subparagraph shall be equal to— 

(i) for the first calendar year after the date of enactment of this subsection, 
$35,000; and 

(ii) for each calendar year after the year described in clause (i), $35,000 
multiplied by the ratio (not less than one) of— 

(I) the Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI–U, as 
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of 
Labor) for the calendar year preceding such calendar year; to 

(II) the CPI–U for the calendar year 2 years before the calendar 
year described in clause (i). 

(2) Limitations on defined monetary assistance. 

(A) In general. A victim may only obtain defined monetary assistance under this 
subsection once. 

(B) Effect on recovery of other restitution. A victim who obtains defined 
monetary assistance under this subsection shall not be barred or limited from 
receiving restitution against any defendant for any offenses not covered by this 
section. 

(C) Deduction. If a victim who received defined monetary assistance under this 
subsection subsequently seeks restitution under this section, the court shall deduct 
the amount the victim received in defined monetary assistance when determining 
the full amount of the victim’s losses. 
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(3) Limitations on eligibility. A victim who has collected payment of restitution pursuant 
to this section in an amount greater than the amount provided for under paragraph (1)(D) 
shall be ineligible to receive defined monetary assistance under this subsection. 

(4) Attorney fees. 

(A) In general. An attorney representing a victim seeking defined monetary 
assistance under this subsection may not charge, receive, or collect, and the court 
may not approve, any payment of fees and costs that in the aggregate exceeds 15 
percent of any payment made under this subsection. 

(B) Penalty. An attorney who violates subparagraph (A) shall be fined under this 
title, imprisoned not more than 1 year, or both. 

 

HISTORY:  

Added Sept. 13, 1994, P. L. 103-322, Title IV, Subtitle A, Ch 1, § 40113(b)(1), 108 Stat. 1907; 
April 24, 1996, P. L. 104-132, Title II, Subtitle A, § 205(c), 110 Stat. 1231; Dec. 7, 2018, P.L. 
115-299, §§ 3(a), (b), 4, 132 Stat. 4384, 4385, 4386.  
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Appendix N:  Amy, Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018 
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Appendix O:  Paul G. Cassell & James R. Marsh, The New Amy, Vicky, and Andy Act: A 
Positive Step Toward Full Restitution for Child Pornography Victims, 31 FED. SENTENCING 

REPORTER 187 (2019) 
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Appendix P:  Mandatory Victims Restitution Act of 2000 (18 U.S.C. § 3663) 
 
§ 3663. Order of restitution 
 
(a) 

 
(1) 

 
(A) The court, when sentencing a defendant convicted of an offense under this 
title, section 401, 408(a), 409, 416, 420, or 422(a) of the Controlled Substances 
Act (21 U.S.C. 841, 848(a), 849, 856, 861, 863) (but in no case shall a participant 
in an offense under such sections be considered a victim of such offense under 
this section), or section 5124, 46312, 46502, or 46504 of title 49, other than an 
offense described in section 18 U.S.C. § 3663A(c), may order, in addition to or, in 
the case of a misdemeanor, in lieu of any other penalty authorized by law, that the 
defendant make restitution to any victim of such offense, or if the victim is 
deceased, to the victim’s estate. The court may also order, if agreed to by the 
parties in a plea agreement, restitution to persons other than the victim of the 
offense. 
 
(B) 

 
(i) The court, in determining whether to order restitution under this 
section, shall consider— 

 
(I) the amount of the loss sustained by each victim as a result of the 
offense; and 

 
(II) the financial resources of the defendant, the financial needs 
and earning ability of the defendant and the defendant’s 
dependents, and such other factors as the court deems appropriate. 

 
(ii) To the extent that the court determines that the complication and 
prolongation of the sentencing process resulting from the fashioning of an 
order of restitution under this section outweighs the need to provide 
restitution to any victims, the court may decline to make such an order. 

 
(2) For the purposes of this section, the term “victim” means a person directly and 
proximately harmed as a result of the commission of an offense for which restitution may 
be ordered including, in the case of an offense that involves as an element a scheme, 
conspiracy, or pattern of criminal activity, any person directly harmed by the defendant’s 
criminal conduct in the course of the scheme, conspiracy, or pattern. In the case of a 
victim who is under 18 years of age, incompetent, incapacitated, or deceased, the legal 
guardian of the victim or representative of the victim’s estate, another family member, or 
any other person appointed as suitable by the court, may assume the victim’s rights under 
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this section, but in no event shall the defendant be named as such representative or 
guardian. 
(3) The court may also order restitution in any criminal case to the extent agreed to by the 
parties in a plea agreement. 

 
(b) The order may require that such defendant— 
 

(1) in the case of an offense resulting in damage to or loss or destruction of property of a 
victim of the offense— 
 

(A) return the property to the owner of the property or someone designated by the 
owner; or 
 
(B) if return of the property under subparagraph (A) is impossible, impractical, or 
inadequate, pay an amount equal to the greater of— 

 
(i) the value of the property on the date of the damage, loss, or 
destruction, or 

 
(ii) the value of the property on the date of sentencing, less the 
value (as of the date the property is returned) of any part of the 
property that is returned; 

 
(2) in the case of an offense resulting in bodily injury to a victim including an offense 
under chapter 109A or chapter 110 [18 U.S.C. § 2241 et seq. or 2251 et seq.]— 

 
(A) pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary medical and related professional 
services and devices relating to physical, psychiatric, and psychological care, 
including nonmedical care and treatment rendered in accordance with a method of 
healing recognized by the law of the place of treatment; 

 
(B) pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary physical and occupational 
therapy and rehabilitation; and 

 
(C) reimburse the victim for income lost by such victim as a result of such 
offense; 

 
(3) in the case of an offense resulting in bodily injury also results in the death of a victim, 
pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary funeral and related services; 
 
(4) in any case, reimburse the victim for lost income and necessary child care, 
transportation, and other expenses related to participation in the investigation or 
prosecution of the offense or attendance at proceedings related to the offense; 
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(5) in any case, if the victim (or if the victim is deceased, the victim’s estate) consents, 
make restitution in services in lieu of money, or make restitution to a person or 
organization designated by the victim or the estate; and 
(6) in the case of an offense under 18 U.S.C. § 1028(a)(7) or § 1028A(a), pay an amount 
equal to the value of the time reasonably spent by the victim in an attempt to remediate 
the intended or actual harm incurred by the victim from the offense. 

 
(c) 
 

(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law (but subject to the provisions of 
subsections (a)(1)(B) (i)(II) and (ii)), when sentencing a defendant convicted of an 
offense described in section 401, 408(a), 409, 416, 420, or 422(a) of the Controlled 
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 841, 848(a), 849, 856, 861, 863), in which there is no 
identifiable victim, the court may order that the defendant make restitution in accordance 
with this subsection. 

 
(2) 

 
(A) An order of restitution under this subsection shall be based on the amount of 
public harm caused by the offense, as determined by the court in accordance with 
guidelines promulgated by the United States Sentencing Commission. 

 
(B) In no case shall the amount of restitution ordered under this subsection exceed 
the amount of the fine which may be ordered for the offense charged in the case. 

 
(3) Restitution under this subsection shall be distributed as follows: 

 
(A) 65 percent of the total amount of restitution shall be paid to the State entity 
designated to administer crime victim assistance in the State in which the crime 
occurred. 

 
(B) 35 percent of the total amount of restitution shall be paid to the State entity 
designated to receive Federal substance abuse block grant funds. 

 
(4) The court shall not make an award under this subsection if it appears likely that such 
award would interfere with a forfeiture under chapter 46 or chapter 96 of this title [18 
U.S.C. §§ 981 et seq. or 1961 et seq.] or under the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 
801 et seq.). 

 
(5) Notwithstanding section 18 U.S.C. § 3612(c) or any other provision of law, a penalty 
assessment under section 18 U.S.C. § 3013 or a fine under subchapter C of chapter 227 
[18 U.S.C. §§ 3571 et seq.] shall take precedence over an order of restitution under this 
subsection. 

 
(6) Requests for community restitution under this subsection may be considered in all 
plea agreements negotiated by the United States. 
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(7) 

(A) The United States Sentencing Commission shall promulgate guidelines to 
assist courts in determining the amount of restitution that may be ordered under 
this subsection. 

 
(B) No restitution shall be ordered under this subsection until such time as the 
Sentencing Commission promulgates guidelines pursuant to this paragraph. 

 
(d) An order of restitution made pursuant to this section shall be issued and enforced in 
accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 3664. 
 
 
HISTORY:  
 
Added Oct. 12, 1982, P. L. 97-291, § 5(a), 96 Stat. 1253; Oct. 12, 1984, P. L. 98-473, Title II, Ch 
II, § 212(a)(1), (3), 98 Stat. 1987, 2010; Oct. 30, 1984, P. L. 98-596, § 9, 98 Stat. 3138; Nov. 10, 
1986, P. L. 99-646, §§ 8(b), 20(a), 77(a), 78(a), 79(a), 100 Stat. 3593, 3596, 3618, 3619; Dec. 7, 
1987, P. L. 100-182, § 13, 101 Stat. 1268; Dec. 11, 1987, P. L. 100-185, § 12, 101 Stat. 1285; 
Nov. 18, 1988, P. L. 100-690, Title VII, Subtitle B, § 7042, 102 Stat. 4399; Nov. 29, 1990, P. L. 
101-647, Title XXV, Subtitle A, § 2509, Title XXXV, § 3595, 104 Stat. 4863, 4931; July 5, 
1994, P. L. 103-272, § 5(e)(12), 108 Stat. 1374; Sept. 13, 1994, P. L. 103-322, Title IV, Subtitle 
E, §§ 40504, 40505, 108 Stat. 1947; April 24, 1996, P. L. 104-132, Title II, Subtitle A, § 205(a), 
110 Stat. 1229; Oct. 11, 1996, P. L. 104-294, Title VI, §§ 601(r)(1), (2), 605(l), 110 Stat. 3502, 
3510; Oct. 17, 2000, P. L. 106-310, Div B, Title XXXVI, Subtitle A, Part I, § 3613(c), 114 Stat. 
1230; Aug. 10, 2005, P. L. 109-59, Title VII, Subtitle A, § 7128(b), 119 Stat. 1910; Sept. 26, 
2008, P. L. 110-326, Title II, § 202, 122 Stat. 3561. 
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Appendix Q:  Trafficking Victims Protection Act (18 U.S.C. § 1593) 
 

§ 1593. Mandatory restitution 

(a) Notwithstanding 18 U.S.C. § 3663 or § 3663A, and in addition to any other civil or criminal 
penalties authorized by law, the court shall order restitution for any offense under this chapter 
[18 USCS §§ 1581 et seq.]. 

(b) 

(1) The order of restitution under this section shall direct the defendant to pay the victim 
(through the appropriate court mechanism) the full amount of the victim’s losses, as 
determined by the court under paragraph (3) of this subsection. 

(2) An order of restitution under this section shall be issued and enforced in accordance 
with 18 U.S.C. § 3664 in the same manner as an order under 18 U.S.C. § 3663A. 

(3) As used in this subsection, the term “full amount of the victim’s losses” has the same 
meaning as provided in 18 U.S.C. §2259(c)(2) and shall in addition include the greater of 
the gross income or value to the defendant of the victim’s services or labor or the value of 
the victim’s labor as guaranteed under the minimum wage and overtime guarantees of the 
Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. 201 et seq.). 

(4) The forfeiture of property under this subsection shall be governed by the provisions of 
section 413 (other than subsection (d) of such section) of the Controlled Substances Act 
(21 U.S.C. 853). 

(c) As used in this section, the term “victim” means the individual harmed as a result of a crime 
under this chapter [18 USCS §§ 1581 et seq.], including, in the case of a victim who is under 18 
years of age, incompetent, incapacitated, or deceased, the legal guardian of the victim or a 
representative of the victim’s estate, or another family member, or any other person appointed as 
suitable by the court, but in no event shall the defendant be named such representative or 
guardian. 

 

HISTORY:  

Added Oct. 28, 2000, P. L. 106-386, Div A, § 112(a)(2), 114 Stat. 1488; Dec. 23, 2008, P. L. 
110-457, Title II, Subtitle C, § 221(1), 122 Stat. 5067; Dec. 7, 2018, P.L. 115-299, § 3(c), 132 
Stat. 4385. 
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Appendix R:  Sample Expert Report 
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Appendix S:  State Victim Impact Statement Rules Chart 
 

State Statute Description 
Alabama ALA. CONST. 

art. I, § 601 
Crime victims are entitled to be heard, when authorized, at all 
crucial stages of criminal proceedings to the extent that it does not 
interfere with the constitutional rights of the accused. 

Alaska ALASKA 
CONST. art. I, 

§ 24 

Crime victims have the right to be heard, upon request, at 
sentencing, before or after conviction, and at any proceeding where 
the accused’s release from custody is considered. 

Arizona ARIZ. CONST. 
art. II, § 2.1 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at any proceeding 
involving a post-arrest release decision, a negotiated plea, 
sentencing, and any proceeding when post-conviction release is 
being considered.  

Arkansas ARK. CODE 
ANN. §§ 16-90-

1112, 16-90-
1113 

Before sentencing, crime victims are permitted to present a victim 
impact statement concerning the effects of the crime on the victim, 
the circumstances surrounding the crime, and the manner in which 
the crime was perpetrated.  The statement may be presented in 
writing before the proceeding, or orally while under oath at the 
sentencing proceeding.  Crime victims may also give a written or 
oral victim impact statement prior to or at parole hearings.  

California CAL. CONST. 
art. I, § 28 

Crime victims have the right to be heard, upon request, at any 
proceeding, including any delinquency proceeding, post-arrest 
release decision proceedings, plea, sentencing, post-conviction 
release decision, or any proceeding in which a right of a victim is at 
issue. 

Colorado COLO. CONST. 
art. II, § 16(a) 

Crime victims have the right to be heard when relevant, informed, 
and present at all critical stages of the criminal justice process. 

Connecticut CONN. CONST. 
art. I, § 8 

Crime victims have the right to make a statement to the court prior 
to the acceptance of a guilty or nolo contendere plea and at 
sentencing. 

Delaware DEL. CODE 
ANN. tit. 11, 

§ 4331 

A victim impact statement shall be presented to the court prior to 
the sentencing of a convicted person, where such person has been 
convicted of: (1) a felony; (2) an offense under subchapter V, 
Chapter 5 of this title or subpart D, subchapter II, Chapter 5 of this 
title;  or (3) a misdemeanor which resulted in physical injury or 
death.   
 
The victim impact statement shall: (1) identify, to such extent as 
can be reasonably ascertained, those victims (except persons 
involved in the commission of the offense) who received physical, 
psychological or economic injury as a result of the offense; (2) 
describe, to the extent possible, such physical, psychological or 
economic injury; (3) identify any physical injury suffered by the 
victim, together with a description of the seriousness and 
permanence of such injury; (4) contain a description of any change 
in the victim's personal welfare or familial relationships which can 
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reasonably be attributed to the offense; (5) identify any request for 
psychological services or counselling services initiated by any 
person identified under paragraph (e)(1) of this section, if such 
request or need for such services can reasonably be determined to 
have resulted from the offense; (6) determine any fees or costs for 
psychological or counselling services; and (7) any other 
information relating to the impact of the offense upon the victim or 
other person.   
 
These sections apply only to those victims who have cooperated 
with the court and with Investigative Services officers.  The 
provisions of this section relating to victim impact statements shall 
apply to all courts having original jurisdiction to hear, try, and 
finally determine criminal offenses.  However, these provisions 
shall not apply to Justices of the Peace Courts. 

District of 
Columbia 

D.C. CODE 
§ 23-1904;  
18 U.S.C. 

§ 3771  

Prior to the imposition of a sentence, crime victims have the right 
to submit, a written victim impact statement containing information 
concerning any emotional, psychological, financial, or physical 
harm done to or loss suffered by the victim.  At a defendant’s 
release or parole hearing, crime victims have the right to offer a 
written statement of the victim’s opinion of whether the defendant 
should be granted release or parole.  Crime victims also have the 
right to make a statement at the defendant’s sentencing and record-
sealing hearings. 

Florida FLA. CONST. 
art. I, § 16 

Crime victims have the right to be heard, when relevant, at all 
crucial stages of criminal proceedings to the extent that it does not 
interfere with the constitutional rights of the accused. 

Georgia GA. CODE ANN. 
§§ 17-17-1, 17-

17-11, 
17-17-13 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at any scheduled court 
proceedings involving the release, plea, or sentencing of the 
accused.  Crime victims may express an opinion on the disposition 
of an accused’s case, including views on the plea or sentence 
negotiations and participation in pretrial or post-conviction 
diversion programs. 
 
When the State Board of Pardons and Paroles considers making a 
final decision to grant parole or release, they shall provide the 
crime victim with the opportunity to file a written objection.  In 
capital cases, the State Board must provide notification to the crime 
victim within 72 hours of receiving a request to commute a death 
sentence.  The crime victim shall then have an opportunity to file a 
written response to such request. 

Hawaii HAW. REV. 
STAT. § 706-

604 

In all circuit court cases, regardless of whether a pre-sentence 
report has been prepared or waived, the court shall afford a fair 
opportunity to the victim to be heard on the issue of the defendant's 
disposition before imposing a sentence. 
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Idaho IDAHO CONST. 
art. I, § 22 

Crime victims have the right to be heard, upon request, at all 
proceedings considering a plea of guilty, sentencing, incarceration, 
or release of the defendant unless manifest injustice would result. 

Illinois ILL. CONST. art. 
I, § 8.1 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at any post-arraignment 
proceeding in which a right of the victim is at issue, and at any 
court proceeding involving a post-arraignment release decision, 
plea, or sentencing. 

Indiana IND. CODE. 
ANN. §§  

35-40-5-5,  
35-40-5-6,  
35-40-11-2 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at any proceeding 
involving sentencing, a post-conviction release decision, or a pre-
conviction release decision under a forensic diversion program. 
 
Crime victims have the right to make a written or oral statement for 
use in preparation of the presentence report. 
 
Except as provided in section 3 of this chapter, a victim's right to be 
heard may be exercised, at the victim's discretion, through an oral 
statement, submission of a written statement, or submission of a 
statement through audiotape or videotape. 

Iowa IOWA CODE 
§ 915.21 

A crime victim may present a victim impact statement to the court 
using one or more of the following methods:  
 

(a) A victim may file a signed victim impact statement with 
the county attorney, and a filed impact statement shall be 
included in the presentence investigation report.  If a 
presentence investigation report is not ordered by the court, 
a filed victim impact statement shall be provided to the 
court prior to sentencing.  Unless requested otherwise by the 
victim, the victim impact statement shall be presented at the 
sentencing hearing in the presence of the defendant, and at 
any hearing regarding reconsideration of sentence.  The 
victim impact statement may be presented by the victim or 
the victim's attorney or designated representative.   
 
(b) A victim may orally present a victim impact statement at 
the sentencing hearing, in the presence of the defendant, and 
at any hearing regarding reconsideration of sentence.   
 
(c) A victim may make a video recording of a statement or, 
if available, may make a statement from a remote location 
through a video monitor at the sentencing hearing, in the 
presence of the defendant, and at any hearing regarding 
reconsideration of sentence.   
 
(d) A victim may make an audio recording of the statement 
or appear by audio via a speakerphone to make a statement, 
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to be delivered in court in the presence of the defendant, and 
at any hearing regarding reconsideration of sentence.  
 
(e) If the victim is unable to make an oral or written 
statement because of the victim's age, or mental, emotional, 
or physical incapacity, the victim's attorney or a designated 
representative shall have the opportunity to make a 
statement on behalf of the victim. 

 
The victim impact statement may include itemization of any 
economic loss, the seriousness and permanence of any physical 
injury, any change in the victim’s personal welfare or familial 
relationships as a result of the offense, descriptions of any requests 
for psychological services, and any other information related to the 
impact of the offense.  
 
The victim will not be placed under oath or subjected to cross-
examination. 

Kansas KAN. CONST. 
art. 15, § 15 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at sentencing or at any 
other time deemed appropriate by the court to the extent that it does 
not interfere with the constitutional or statutory rights of the 
accused. 

Kentucky KY. REV. STAT. 
ANN. 

§§ 421.500, 
421.300 

Crime victims have the right to submit a victim impact statement 
after conviction, but prior to or at sentencing.  Crime victims also 
have the right to submit a statement to the parole board when the 
offender becomes eligible for parole. 

Louisiana LA. CONST. art. 
I, § 25 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at all critical stages of pre-
conviction and post-conviction proceedings. 

Maine ME. STAT. tit. 
15 §§ 1174, 

1174A  

The victim must be provided the opportunity to participate at 
sentencing by making an oral statement in open court or submitting 
a written statement.  The written statement must be made part of 
the record and must be made either to the court directly or through 
the attorney for the state. 
 
If there is a hearing on a motion seeking early termination of 
probation or early termination of administrative release or seeking 
to convert probation to administrative release, then the victim may 
address the court at that time provided the victim is present in 
court. 

Maryland MD. CONST. art. 
47 

Crime victims have the right, upon request and if practicable, to be 
heard at criminal justice proceedings. 

Massachusetts MASS. GEN. 
LAWS ch. 258B, 

§ 1 

Crime victims have the right to be heard through an oral and 
written victim impact statement at sentencing or the disposition of 
the case against the defendant about the effects of the crime on the 
victim and as to a recommended sentence, pursuant to section four 
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B of chapter two hundred and seventy-nine, and to be heard at any 
other time deemed appropriate by the court.   
 
The victim also has a right to submit the victim impact statement to 
the parole board for inclusion in its records regarding the 
perpetrator of the crime. 

Michigan MICH. CONST. 
art. I, § 24 

Crime victims have the right to make a statement to the court at 
sentencing. 

Minnesota MINN. STAT. 
§§ 611A.03, 
611A.038 

A victim has the right to submit an impact statement to the court at 
the time of sentencing or disposition hearing.  The impact statement 
may be presented to the court orally or in writing, at the victim's 
option.  If the victim requests, the prosecutor must orally present 
the statement to the court.  Statements may include the following: a 
summary of the harm or trauma suffered by the victim as a result of 
the crime, a summary of the economic loss or damage suffered by 
the victim as a result of the crime, and a victim's reaction to the 
proposed sentence or disposition.  The statement is subject to 
reasonable limitations as to time and length. 
 
Crime victims also have the right to express orally or in writing, at 
the victim's option, any objection to the agreement or to the 
proposed disposition at a hearing during which a plea is presented. 

Mississippi MISS. CONST. 
art. III, § 26(a) 

Crime victims have the right to be heard, when authorized by law, 
during public hearings. 

Missouri MO. CONST. 
art. I, § 32 

Crime victims have, upon request, the right to be heard at guilty 
pleas, bail hearings, sentencings, probation revocation hearings, 
and parole hearings, unless, in the determination of the court, the 
interests of justice require otherwise. 

Montana MONT. CONST. 
art. II, § 36 

Crime victims have the right to be heard in any proceeding 
involving the release, plea, sentencing, disposition, adjudication, or 
parole of the defendant or youth accused of delinquency and any 
proceeding implicating the rights of the victim.  Crime victims also 
have the right to provide information regarding the impact the 
offender's conduct had on the victim for inclusion in the 
presentence or predisposition investigation report and to have the 
information considered in any sentencing or disposition 
recommendations submitted to the court.  Additionally, crime 
victims have the right to provide information to the governor, the 
court, any clemency board, or any other authority and to have that 
information considered before a decision on clemency or 
expungement is made. 

Nebraska NEB. CONST. 
art. I, § 28 

Crime victims have the right to make a written or oral statement at 
sentencing, parole, pardon, commutation, and conditional release 
proceedings. 

Nevada NEV. CONST. 
art. 1, § 8 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at all proceedings for the 
sentencing or release of a convicted person after trial. 
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New 
Hampshire 

N.H. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 
§ 21-M:8-k  

Crime victims have the right to have input in the probation 
presentence report impact statement, and the right to appear and 
make a written or oral victim impact statement at the sentencing of 
the defendant or, in the case of a plea bargain, prior to any plea 
bargain agreement.  Crime victims also have the right to make a 
written or oral victim impact statement at the sentence review 
hearings and sentence reduction hearings.  No victim shall be 
subject to questioning by counsel when giving an impact statement.  
Crime victims have the right to address or submit a written 
statement for consideration by the parole board on the defendant's 
release. 

New Jersey N.J. STAT. 
ANN. §§ 52:4B-

36, 
2C:44-6 

Crime victims have the right to submit a written statement, within a 
reasonable amount of time, about the impact of the crime to a 
representative of the prosecuting agency which shall be considered 
prior to the prosecutor's final decision concerning whether formal 
criminal charges will be filed, whether the prosecutor will consent 
to a request by the defendant to enter into a pre-trial program, and 
whether the prosecutor will make or agree to a negotiated plea.  
Crime victims also have the right to make, prior to sentencing, an 
in-person statement directly to the sentencing court concerning the 
impact of the crime.   
 
Crime victims may also submit a statement to be included in the 
presentence report.  The statement may include the nature and 
extent of any physical harm or psychological or emotional harm or 
trauma suffered by the victim, the extent of any loss to include loss 
of earnings or ability to work suffered by the victim and the effect 
of the crime upon the victim's family. 

New Mexico N.M. CONST. 
art. II, § 24 

Crime victims have the right to make a statement to the court at 
sentencing and at any post-sentencing hearings for the accused. 

New York N.Y. CRIM. 
PROC. LAW 
§§ 380.50, 

390.30, 440.50 

If a defendant is being sentenced for a felony the court, if requested 
at least ten days prior to the sentencing date, shall accord the victim 
the right to make a statement with regard to any matter relevant to 
the question of sentence.  Any statement by the victim must 
precede any statement by counsel to the defendant or the defendant 
made pursuant to subdivision one of this section.  The defendant 
shall have the right to rebut any statement made by the victim. 
 
The pre-sentence investigation report shall contain a victim impact 
statement, unless it appears that such information would be of no 
relevance to the recommendation or court disposition, which shall 
include an analysis of the victim's version of the offense, the extent 
of injury or economic loss and the actual out-of-pocket loss to the 
victim and the views of the victim relating to disposition including 
the amount of restitution and reparation sought by the victim after 
the victim has been informed of the right to seek restitution and 
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reparation, subject to the availability of such information.  Nothing 
contained in this section shall be interpreted to require that a victim 
supply information for the preparation of this report. 
 
If a final disposition results in the commitment of the defendant to 
the custody of the department of corrections and community 
supervision for an indeterminate sentence, crime victims shall 
receive notice informing them of their right to submit a written, 
audiotaped, or videotaped victim impact statement to the 
department of corrections and community supervision, or to meet 
personally with a member of the state board of parole at a time and 
place separate from the personal interview between a member or 
members of the board and the inmate and make such a statement, 
subject to procedures and limitations contained in rules of the 
board, both pursuant to subdivision two of section two hundred 
fifty-nine-i of the executive law. 

North Carolina N.C. CONST. 
art. I, § 37 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at sentencing in a manner 
prescribed by law, and at other times as prescribed by law or 
deemed appropriate by the court.  They also have the right, as 
prescribed by law, to present their views and concerns to the 
Governor or agency considering any action that could result in the 
release of the accused, prior to such action becoming effective. 

North Dakota N.D. CENT. 
CODE §§ 12.1-
34-02, 12.1-34-

02 

15.  The victim must be informed by the prosecuting attorney, prior 
to sentencing, of the victim's right to submit or make a written 
impact statement to the court in any criminal case.  If a presentence 
investigation is ordered, the probation officer assigned the report 
shall include this information in the report.  This statement may 
include an explanation by the victim of the nature and extent of any 
physical, psychological, or emotional harm or trauma suffered by 
the victim; an explanation of the extent of any economic loss or 
property damage suffered by the victim; an opinion of the need for 
and extent of restitution; and the victim's recommendation for an 
appropriate sentence.  If the sentencing court does not order a 
presentence investigation, the victim may submit a written impact 
statement, under oath, to the office of the state's attorney which 
statement must be submitted to the sentencing court.  The victim of 
violent crime may appear in court to make an oral crime impact 
statement at the sentencing of the defendant in appropriate 
circumstances at the discretion of the judge.  This oral statement 
must be made under oath and is subject to cross-examination. 
 
18.  Victims may submit a written statement for consideration by 
the parole board, the governor, or the pardon advisory board, if one 
has been appointed, prior to the parole board, the governor, or the 
pardon advisory board taking any action on a defendant's request 
for parole or pardon.  A victim statement made under this 
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subsection is a confidential record and may be disclosed only to the 
parole board, the governor, the pardon advisory board, or their 
authorized representative.  Victims of violent crimes may at the 
discretion of the parole board, the governor, or the pardon advisory 
board personally appear and address the parole board, the governor, 
or the pardon advisory board.  Victim testimony and written 
statements under this subsection are confidential and may be 
disclosed only to the parole board, the governor, the pardon 
advisory board, or their authorized representative.  

Ohio OHIO CONST. 
art. I, § 10a 

Crime victims have the right to a meaningful role in the criminal 
justice system. 

Oklahoma OKLA. CONST. 
art. II, § 34 

Crime victims have the right to be heard at any sentencing or parole 
hearing. 

Oregon OR. CONST. art. 
I, § 42 

Crime victims have a right to a meaningful role in the criminal and 
juvenile justice systems.  In particular, this guarantees crime 
victims the right to be heard at the pretrial release hearing and the 
sentencing or juvenile court delinquency disposition.   

Pennsylvania 18 PA. CONS. 
STAT. § 11.201 

Crime victims have the right to have an opportunity to offer prior 
comment on the sentencing of a defendant or the disposition of a 
delinquent child, and to include the submission of a written and oral 
victim impact statement detailing the physical, psychological and 
economic effects of the crime on the victim and the victim's family.  
The written statement shall be included in any predisposition or 
presentence report submitted to the court.  Moreover, in personal 
injury crimes where the defendant was sentenced to a state 
correctional facility, crime victims have the right to be given an 
opportunity to provide comment on post-sentencing release 
decisions, including work release, furlough, parole, pardon, or 
community treatment center placement. 

Rhode Island R.I. CONST. art. 
I, § 23 

Crime victims have the right to address the court regarding the 
impact of the perpetrator’s conduct upon the victim before 
sentencing. 

South Carolina S.C. CONST. 
art. I, § 24 

Crime victims are allowed to submit either a written or oral 
statement at all hearings affecting bail or bond, and they have the 
right to be heard at any proceeding involving a post-arrest release 
decision, a plea, or sentencing. 

South Dakota S.D. CODIFIED 
LAWS § 23A-

28C-1 

Crime victims have the right to testify at scheduled bail or bond 
hearings regarding any evidence indicating whether the offender 
represents a danger to the victim or the community if released and 
the right to offer written input into whether plea bargaining or 
sentencing bargaining agreements should be entered into.  Crime 
victims also have the right to provide to the court a written or oral 
victim impact statement prior to sentencing regarding the financial 
and emotional impact of the crime on the victim and his or her 
family as well as recommendations for restitution and sentencing.  
At parole or clemency hearings, crime victims have the right to 
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provide written input.  In capital cases, crime victims have the right 
to provide to the court or to the jury, as appropriate, testimony 
about the victim and the impact of the crime on the victim's family. 

Tennessee TENN. CONST. 
art. I, § 35 

Crime victims have the right to be heard, when relevant, at all 
critical stages of the criminal justice process as defined by the 
General Assembly.  

Texas TEX. CODE 
CRIM. PROC. 
art. §§ 56.02, 
56.03, 42.03 

Crime victims have the right to be informed of the uses of a victim 
impact statement and the statement's purpose in the criminal justice 
system, to complete the victim impact statement, and to have the 
victim impact statement considered: (A) by the attorney 
representing the state and the judge before sentencing or before a 
plea bargain agreement is accepted; and (B) by the Board of 
Pardons and Paroles before an inmate is released on parole. 
 
Prior to the imposition of a sentence, the court will consider a 
victim impact statement that a crime victim has returned to the 
attorney representing the state.  
 
After a sentence is pronounced, a crime victim may present a 
statement of the person's views about the offense, the defendant, 
and the effect of the offense on the victim. 

Utah UTAH CONST. 
art. I, § 28 

Upon request, crime victims have the right to be heard at important 
criminal justice hearings related to the victim once a criminal 
information or indictment charging a crime has been publicly filed 
in court. 

Vermont VT. STAT. ANN. 
tit. 13, §§ 5321,  

7041, 7608 

Crime victims have the right to be heard regarding sentencing or 
the proposed deferral of sentencing.  If the crime victim is not 
present in court, the court shall ask whether the victim has 
expressed, either orally or in writing, views regarding sentencing or 
the proposed deferral of sentencing and shall take those views into 
consideration.   
 
Crime victims have the right to testify before the parole board.  
Crime victims also have the right to offer a statement prior to any 
expungement or sealing of criminal history records. 

Virginia VA. CONST. art. 
I, § 8-A 

Crime victims have the right to address the circuit court at the time 
the sentence is imposed. 

Washington WASH. CONST. 
art. I, § 35 

Crime victims have the right to make a statement at sentencing and 
at any proceeding where the defendant’s release is considered, 
subject to the same rules of procedure which govern the 
defendant’s rights. 

West Virginia W. VA. CODE 
§§ 61-11A-2, 

61-11A-3 

Crime victims are permitted to make an oral or written statement 
related solely to the facts of the case and the extent of injuries, 
financial losses and loss of earnings directly resulting from the 
crime for which the defendant is being sentenced.  This statement is 
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in addition to, not in lieu of the victim impact statement required in 
section 3 (below). 
 
In every case in which a presentence report is ordered by the court, 
such presentence report shall contain a victim impact statement 
unless the court orders otherwise, if the defendant, in committing a 
felony or misdemeanor, caused physical, psychological or 
economic injury or death of the victim.  If the court does not order 
a presentence investigation and report, the prosecuting attorney 
may request that the probation officer prepare a victim impact 
statement.  The victim impact statement shall be considered by the 
court as a factor in determining the appropriate sentence.  
Additionally, the statement may be utilized for the determination of 
claims by victims of crimes pursuant to the provisions of article 
two-a, chapter fourteen of this code. 

Wisconsin WIS. CONST. 
art. I, § 9m 

Crime victims have the opportunity to make a statement to the 
court at disposition. 

Wyoming WYO. STAT. 
ANN. § 7-21-

103 

Crime victims have the right to submit orally, in writing or both a 
victim impact statement at any hearing to determine, correct, or 
reduce a sentence.   
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Appendix T:  Sample Victim Impact Statements 
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Appendix U:  State Forfeiture Laws for Human Trafficking Chart 
 

State Statute Description 
Alabama ALA. CODE 

§ 13A-6-156 
Requires forfeiture of “any profits or proceeds and any interest in 
property that [defendant] has acquired or maintained that the 
sentencing court determines to have been acquired or maintained” 
as a result of committing human trafficking violations. 

Alaska ALASKA STAT. 
§ 11.41.468 

 
 

Property used to aid in the violation of various sexual offenses, 
including sexual abuse of a minor or unlawful exploitation of a 
minor, may be forfeited to the state upon the conviction of the 
offender. 

Arizona ARIZ. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 
§ 13-3557 

Requires forfeiture of equipment used for sexual exploitation of a 
minor.  

Arkansas ARK. CODE 
ANN. § 5-5-101 

Does not specifically apply to trafficking crimes.  Requires the 
forfeiture of contraband only (including pornography).  

California CAL. PENAL 
CODE § 312.3 

Applies to the forfeiture of contraband. 

Colorado COL. REV. 
STAT. § 16-13-

303 

Applicable to buildings, land, vehicles and any real property that 
were used as a public or private place of various prostitution 
offenses.  Applicable to buildings, land, vehicles and real property 
used for the sexual exploitation of children. 

Connecticut CONN. GEN. 
STAT. § 54-36p  

Applicable to the forfeiture of money and property related to sexual 
exploitation and human trafficking. 

Delaware N/A  
District of 
Columbia 

D.C. CODE 
§ 22-1838  

 

Requires forfeiture of any interest in any property that was used or 
intended to be used to commit or to facilitate the commission of 
human trafficking (or any property deriving from the violation). 

Florida FLA. STAT. 
§ 932.701 

Any personal property used in the commission of any felony is 
subject to forfeiture. 

Georgia GA. CODE ANN. 
§ 16-5-46 

Any property which is used or intended to be used to traffic a 
person for labor or sexual servitude, and any proceeds, are 
contraband and “no person shall have a property right in them.” 

Hawaii HAW. REV. 
STAT. § 712A  

 

Offenses for which property is subject to forfeiture include 
promoting child abuse, electronic enticement of a child, promoting 
pornography, promoting pornography for minors, or promoting 
prostitution. 

Idaho IDAHO CODE 
§ 52-415  

 

Lewd matter is contraband, and “there are no property rights 
therein.”  All personal property declared to be a “moral nuisance” 
and all “monies and other considerations declared to be a moral 
nuisance” are subject to forfeiture. 

Illinois 725 ILL. COMP. 
STAT.§ 5/124B 

et seq.  

Applies to forfeiture of property in connection with human 
trafficking and child pornography offenses. 
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Indiana IND. CODE 
§ 34-24-1-1  

 

Applicable to “[a]ny portion of real or personal property purchased 
with money that is traceable as a proceed of a violation of a 
criminal statute.”  

Iowa IOWA CODE 
§ 809A  

Applicable to “[a]n act or omission which is a public offense and 
which is a serious or aggravated misdemeanor or felony.”  

Kansas KAN. STAT. 
ANN. § 60-

4105 

Applies to “[a]ll property[] of every kind” that is used or intended 
to be used in any manner to facilitate certain proscribed conduct; 
specifically covers human trafficking. 

Kentucky KY. REV. STAT. 
ANN. § 500.092  

 

Applies to forfeiture of personal property not used as a residence 
triggered by the violation or attempted violation of certain 
enumerated offenses. 

Louisiana LA. STAT. ANN. 
§ 14:46.2  

 

“The court shall order that the personal property used in the 
commission of [human trafficking], or the proceeds of any such 
conduct, shall be seized and impounded.”  There are similar 
provisions for trafficking of children for sexual purposes, felony 
carnal knowledge of a juvenile, indecent behavior with juveniles, 
pornography involving juveniles, molestation of a juvenile, 
computer-aided solicitation of a minor, and enticing persons into 
prostitution. 

Maine ME. STAT. tit. 
15, § 5821 

“All assets, including money instruments, personal property and 
real property, used or intended for use in or traceable to a human 
trafficking offense” are subject to forfeiture. 

Maryland N/A  
Massachusetts MASS. GEN. 

LAWS ch. 265, 
§§ 55, 56 

 

“All monies furnished or intended to be furnished by any person in 
exchange for forced labor or services or sexual servitude, and all 
monies used or intended to be used to facilitate [such a violation]” 
are subject to forfeiture. 

Michigan MICH. COMP. 
LAWS 

§§ 600.3801, 
3830 

“Any building, vehicle, boat, aircraft, or place used for the purpose 
of lewdness, assignation or prostitution . . . or used by, or kept for 
the use of prostitutes or other disorderly persons” is subject to 
forfeiture. 

Minnesota MINN. STAT.  
§ 609.5312   

 

All money and other property, real and personal, that represent 
proceeds of a designated offense, and all contraband property, are 
subject to forfeiture.  Designated offenses include solicitation of 
children to engage in sexual conduct, possession of pornographic 
work involving minors, use of minors in sexual performance, and 
solicitation, inducement, and promotion of prostitution. 

Mississippi N/A  
Missouri MO. REV. 

STAT. 
§ 513.607  

 

Forfeiture provision is applicable to Chapters 566 (Sexual offenses, 
including Sexual trafficking of a child, Promoting online sexual 
solicitation, Enticement of a child, Statutory rape, Sexual 
misconduct involving a child), 568 (Offenses against the family, 
including Child used in sexual performance, Promoting sexual 
performance by a child, Abuse of a child), 567 (Prostitution), 573 
(Pornography and related offenses, including Sexual exploitation of 
a minor). 
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Montana N/A  
Nebraska N/A  
Nevada NEV. REV. 

STAT. 
§ 200.760  

 

Applies to all assets derived from or relating to any violation of 
certain offenses, including sexual assault, unlawful use of minor in 
producing pornography or as subject of sexual portrayal in 
performance, promotion of sexual performance of minor, preparing, 
advertising or distributing materials depicting pornography 
involving minor, possession of visual presentation depicting sexual 
conduct of person under 16 years of age, and trafficking in persons. 

New 
Hampshire 

N.H. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 

§ 633:8  

Governs the forfeiture of items used in connection with trafficking 
in persons. 

New Jersey N.J. STAT. 
ANN. § 2C:64-1 

Applicable to all property which has been, or is intended to be, 
utilized in furtherance of an unlawful activity. 

New Mexico N/A  
New York N.Y. PENAL 

LAW 
§ 410.00(1) 

Governs the seizure and forfeiture of equipment used in 
photographing, filming, producing, manufacturing, projecting or 
distributing pornographic still or motion pictures. 

North Carolina N.C. GEN. 
STAT. § 14-2.3 

Governs forfeiture of “gain” acquired through criminal activity. 

North Dakota N.D. CENT. 
CODE § 29-

31.1-04 

Applicable to property that is “acquired as or from the proceeds of 
a criminal offense.”  

Ohio OHIO REV. 
CODE ANN. 
§ 2981.02 

Applicable to contraband involved in an offense or proceeds 
derived from or acquired through the commission of an offense. 

Oklahoma OKLA. STAT. 
tit. 21, § 1738  

 

Governs seizure and forfeiture proceedings of vehicles, airplanes, 
vessels, or any other conveyance used in an attempt or commission 
of certain crimes (including human trafficking).  

Oregon OR. REV. STAT. 
§ 131.553 

 

Section 131.553(1)(e) makes property subject to forfeiture for 
“prohibited conduct,” including felonies and class A 
misdemeanors. 

Pennsylvania 18 PA. CONS. 
STAT. § 3021 

Assets derived from human trafficking offenses are subject to 
forfeiture. 

Rhode Island R.I. GEN. LAWS 
§ 11-67.1-11 

On motion, the court shall order a person convicted of a human 
trafficking offense to forfeit any interest in certain real or personal 
property. 

South Carolina S.C. CODE 
ANN. § 16-15-

445 

All equipment used in committing a violation of certain offenses 
(including obscenity, child exploitation, and child prostitution) may 
be ordered forfeited after conviction. 

South Dakota S.D. CODIFIED 
LAWS § 22-

24A-15 

Upon conviction of a child pornography offense, certain property is 
subject to forfeiture. 
 

Tennessee TENN. CODE 
ANN. § 39-11-

703  

Any property, real or personal, directly or indirectly acquired by or 
received in violation of any statute or as an inducement to violate 
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 any statute, or any property traceable to the proceeds from the 
violation, is subject to judicial forfeiture. 

Texas TEX. CODE 
CRIM. PROC. 

ANN. art. 59.02 

Contraband is subject to forfeiture. 

Utah N/A  
Vermont N/A  
Virginia VA. CODE ANN.  

§ 19.2-386.31  
Governs seizure and forfeiture of property used in connection with 
the exploitation and solicitation of children.  

Washington WASH. REV. 
CODE 

§ 10.105.010  
 

All personal property involved in a felony is subject to forfeiture.  
Applies to most felonies, including trafficking, promoting 
commercial sexual abuse of a minor, and sending depictions of 
minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct. 

West Virginia W. VA. CODE 
§ 61-8C-7  

Certain property relating to the filming of sexually explicit conduct 
of minors is subject to forfeiture. 

Wisconsin WIS. STAT. 
§ 973.075  

 

All property, real or personal, including money, used in the course 
of, intended for use in the course of, or directly or indirectly 
derived from or realized through the commission of any crime is 
subject to forfeiture. 

Wyoming WYO. STAT. 
ANN. § 6-4-303  

 

Any real or personal property constituting or traceable to gross 
proceeds obtained from the sexual exploitation of children (or any 
property used or intended to be used to commit such an offense) 
must be forfeited upon conviction. 
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Appendix V:  Masha’s Law (18 U.S.C. § 2255) 
 

§ 2255. Civil remedy for personal injuries 

(a) In general. Any person who, while a minor, was a victim of a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1589, 
§ 1590, § 1591, § 2241(c), § 2242, § 2243, § 2251, § 2251A, § 2252, § 2252A, § 2260, § 2421, § 
2422, or § 2423 and who suffers personal injury as a result of such violation, regardless of 
whether the injury occurred while such person was a minor, may sue in any appropriate United 
States District Court and shall recover the actual damages such person sustains or liquidated 
damages in the amount of $150,000, and the cost of the action, including reasonable attorney’s 
fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred. The court may also award punitive damages 
and such other preliminary and equitable relief as the court determines to be appropriate. 

(b) Statute of limitations. Any action commenced under this section shall be barred unless the 
complaint is filed— 

(1) not later than 10 years after the date on which the plaintiff reasonably discovers the 
later of— 

(A) the violation that forms the basis for the claim; or 

(B) the injury that forms the basis for the claim; or 

(2) not later than 10 years after the date on which the victim reaches 18 years of age. 

(c) Venue; service of process. 

(1) Venue. Any action brought under subsection (a) may be brought in the district court 
of the United States that meets applicable requirements relating to venue under 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1391. 

(2) Service of process. In an action brought under subsection (a), process may be served 
in any district in which the defendant— 

(A) is an inhabitant; or 

(B) may be found. 

 

HISTORY:  

Added Oct. 18, 1986, P. L. 99-500, Title I, § 101(b), 100 Stat. 1783-74, and; Oct. 30, 1986, P. L. 
99-591, Title I, § 101(b), 100 Stat. 3341-74; Oct 30, 1998, P. L. 105-314, Title VI, § 605, 112 
Stat. 2984; July 27, 2006, P. L. 109-248, Title VII, § 707(b), (c), 120 Stat. 650; March 7, 2013, 
P. L. 113-4, Title XII, Subtitle B, Part I, § 1212(a), 127 Stat. 143; Feb. 14, 2018, P. L. 115-126, 
Title I, § 102, 132 Stat. 319. 
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Appendix W:  Qualifying Predicate Crimes Chart 

Statute Predicate Crimes Provision 
18 U.S.C. § 1591: 
Sex trafficking of 

children or by force, 
fraud, or coercion 

• Whoever knowingly, in or affecting interstate commerce or within the 
jurisdiction of the United States, recruits, entices, harbors, transports, 
provides, obtains, advertises, maintains, patronizes, or solicits by any 
means a person OR benefits financially or receives something of value 
by participating in such a venture; 

o Knowing (unless the relevant act is advertising, then in reckless 
disregard of the fact) that means of force, threats of force, fraud, 
or coercion will be used to cause the person to engage in a 
commercial sex act; OR that the person has not yet attained the 
age of 18 and will be caused to engage in a commercial sex act.  

18 U.S.C. § 2241(c): 
Aggravated sexual 

abuse . . . With 
children 

• Whoever crosses a state line with the intent to engage in a sexual act 
with a person who has not attained the age of 12 years; OR 

• Whoever, in the jurisdiction of the United States, knowingly engages in 
a sexual act with another person who has not attained the age of 12 
years; OR 

• Whoever knowingly engages in a sexual act under the circumstances 
described above with another person who has attained the age of 12 
years but has not attained the age of 16 years (and is at least 4 years 
younger than the person so engaging) or attempts to do so. 

18 U.S.C. § 2242: 
Sexual abuse 

• Whoever, in the jurisdiction of the United States, knowingly: 
o Causes another person to engage in a sexual act by threatening 

or placing that other person in fear; OR 
o Engages in a sexual act with another person if that other person 

is incapable of appraising the nature of the conduct or physically 
incapable of declining participation in, or communicating 
unwillingness to engage in, that sexual act or attempts to do so. 

18 U.S.C. 
§§ 2243(a), (b): 

Sexual abuse of a 
minor 

• Whoever, in the jurisdiction of the United States, knowingly* engages 
in a sexual act with another person who:  

o Has attained the age of 12 years but has not attained the age of 
16 years; and 

o Is at least four years younger than the person so engaged or 
attempts to do so.  

* It is a defense that the defendant reasonably believed the other person was 
at least 16.  Burden on defendant to prove by a preponderance. 

• Whoever, in the jurisdiction of the United States, knowingly engages in 
a sexual act with another person who: 

o Is official detention; and 
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o Under the custodial, supervisory, or disciplinary authority of the 
person so engaging, or attempts to do so. 

18 U.S.C. § 2251: 
Sexual exploitation 

of children 
(Production of child 

pornography) 

• Any person who employs, uses, persuades, induces, entices, or coerces 
any minor to engage in, or who has a minor assist any other person to 
engage in, or who transports any minor in or affecting interstate or 
foreign commerce with the intent that the minor engage in any 
sexually explicit conduct for the purpose of producing any visual 
depiction of such conduct (including a live visual depiction of the 
conduct) if such person knows or has reason to know that the visual 
depiction will have some connection to interstate or foreign commerce. 

• Any parent, legal guardian, or person having custody or control of a 
minor who knowingly permits the minor to engage in, or to assist any 
other person to engage in, the above activities.  

• Any person who employs, uses, persuades, induces, entices, or coerces 
any minor to engage in, or who has a minor assist any other person to 
engage in, any sexually explicit conduct outside of the United States for 
the purpose of producing a visual depiction of such conduct if: 

o The person intends that the visual depiction be transported to 
the United States through interstate or foreign commerce; OR 

o The person transports the visual depiction to the United States 
by interstate or foreign commerce.   

• Any person who knowingly makes, prints, or publishes, or causes to be 
made, printed, or published, any notice or advertisement seeking or 
offering to: 

o Receive, exchange, buy, produce, display, distribute, or 
reproduce, any visual depiction, if the production of such visual 
depiction involves the use of a minor engaging in sexually 
explicit conduct and such visual depiction is of such conduct; 
OR participate in any act of sexually explicit conduct by or with 
any minor for the purpose of producing a visual depiction of 
such conduct. 
 And the person must intend that the notice or 

advertisement be transported to the United States 
through interstate or foreign commerce; OR 

 Such notice or advertisement is transported to the United 
States by through interstate or foreign commerce. 

18 U.S.C. § 2251A: 
Selling or buying of 

children 

• Any person who has custody or control or a minor, who sells, or 
otherwise transfers custody or control, or offers to do so, OR whoever 
purchases or otherwise obtains custody or control of a minor, or offers 
to do so, either:  
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o With the knowledge that, as a consequence of the sale/transfer, 
the minor will be portrayed in a visual depiction engaging in, or 
assisting another person to engage in, sexually explicit conduct; 
OR 

o With the intent to promote either: 
 The engaging in or sexually explicit conduct by such 

minor for the purpose of producing any visual depiction 
of such conduct; OR 

 The rendering of assistance by the minor to any other 
person to engage in sexually explicit conduct for the 
purpose of producing any visual depiction of such 
conduct.  

18 U.S.C. § 2252: 
Certain activities 

relating to material 
involving the sexual 

exploitation of 
minors 

• Any person who knowingly transports or ships, using interstate or 
foreign commerce, any visual depiction if the production of the 
depiction involves the use of a minor engaging in sexually explicit 
conduct and the visual depiction is of that conduct.  

• Any person who knowingly receives or distributes the visual depiction 
using interstate or foreign commerce if the production of the visual 
depiction involves the use of a minor engaging in sexually explicit 
conduct and the visual depiction is of that conduct.  

• Any person in the United States who knowingly sells, or possesses with 
the intent to sell, any visual depiction of a minor engaged in sexually 
explicit conduct that has been shipped in interstate or foreign commerce 
or was made with materials sent in interstate or foreign commerce. 

• Any person who knowingly sells, or possesses with the intent to sell, 
any visual depiction of a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct 
shipped in interstate or foreign commerce, or produced using materials 
mailed or shipped by any means, including by computer where the 
production involved the use of a minor engaged in sexually explicit 
conduct and the visual depiction of such conduct. 

• Any person who knowingly possesses or knowingly accesses* one or 
more books, magazines, periodicals, films, video tapes, or other matter 
containing any visual depiction of a minor engaging in sexually explicit 
conduct, which was shipped or transported or made with materials 
shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce, including by 
computer.  

* It is an affirmative defense to the knowing possession or accessing of 
illicit materials (bullet point #5) that the defendant possessed less than three 
items containing such visual depictions and promptly and in good faith, and 
without allowing anyone other than law enforcement to access the visual 
depiction, took reasonable steps to destroy such visual depiction or reported 
the matter to a law enforcement agency. 
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18 U.S.C. 
§ 2252A(a): Certain 
activities relating to 
material constituting 
or containing child 

pornography 

• Whoever knowingly mails, transports or ships child pornography using 
interstate commerce. 

• Whoever knowingly receives or distributes any child pornography, or 
any material that contains child pornography, using interstate 
commerce. 

• Whoever knowingly reproduces child pornography for distribution 
through interstate commerce or advertises, promotes, presents, 
distributes, or solicits through interstate commerce, any material in a 
manner that reflects the belief, or that is intended to cause another to 
believe that the material contains an obscene visual depiction of a minor 
engaging in sexually explicit conduct or a visual depiction of an actual 
minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct.  

• Whoever knowingly sells, or possesses with the intent to sell, child 
pornography within the United States, OR whoever knowingly sells or 
possesses with the intent to sell, such material if it has been mailed, 
shipped, or transported via interstate commerce. 

• Whoever knowingly possesses or knowingly accesses* with intent to 
view, any book, magazine, periodical, film, videotape, computer disk, 
or any material that contains an image of child pornography within the 
United States OR whoever knowingly possesses or knowingly accesses 
with intent to view such material that has been mailed, shipped, or 
transported via interstate commerce.   

• Whoever knowingly distributes, offers, sends, or provides to a minor 
any visual depiction of a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct if 
affecting interstate commerce. 

* It is an affirmative defense to the knowing possession or accessing of 
illicit materials (bullet point #5) that the defendant possessed less than three 
items containing such visual depictions and promptly and in good faith, and 
without allowing anyone other than law enforcement to access the visual 
depiction, took reasonable steps to destroy such visual depiction or reported 
the matter to a law enforcement agency. 

18 U.S.C. § 2260: 
Production of 

sexually explicit 
depictions of a minor 
for importation into 

the United States 

• A person who, outside of the United States, employs, uses, persuades, 
induces, entices, or coerces any minor to engage in, or who has a minor 
assist any other person to engage in, or who transports any minor with 
the intent that the minor engage in, any sexually explicit conduct for the 
purpose of producing any visual depiction of such conduct, intending 
that the visual depiction will be imported or transmitted into the United 
States or into waters within 12 miles of the coast of the United States.  

• A person who, outside the United States, knowingly receives, 
transports, ships, distributes, sells, or possesses with intent to transport, 
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ship, sell, or distribute any visual depiction of a minor engaging in 
sexually explicit conduct (if the production of the visual depiction 
involved the use of a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct), 
intending that the visual depiction will be imported into the United 
States or into waters within a distance of 12 miles of the coast of the 
United States. 

18 U.S.C. § 2421: 
Transportation 

generally 

• Whoever knowingly transports any individual in interstate or foreign 
commerce with intent that such individual engage in prostitution, or in 
any sexual activity for which any person can be charged with a criminal 
offense, or attempts to do so. 

18 U.S.C. § 2422: 
Coercion and 
enticement 

• Whoever knowingly persuades, induces, entices, or coerces any 
individual to travel in interstate or foreign commerce to engage in 
prostitution, or in any sexual activity for which any person can be 
charged with a criminal offense, or attempts to do so. 

• Whoever, using the mail or interstate or foreign commerce, or within 
the United States knowingly persuades, induces, entices, or coerces any 
individual who has not attained the age of 18 years, to engage in 
prostitution or any sexual activity for which any person can be charged 
with a criminal offense, or attempts to do so. 

18 U.S.C. § 2423: 
Transportation of 

minors 

• A person who knowingly* transports a minor in interstate or foreign 
commerce with intent that the minor engage in prostitution, or in any 
sexual activity for which any person can be charged with a criminal 
offense. 

• A person who travels in interstate commerce or travels into the United 
States, or a United States citizen or an alien admitted for permanent 
residence in the United States who travels in foreign commerce, for the 
purpose of engaging in any illicit sexual conduct with another person. 

• Any United States citizen or alien admitted for permanent residence 
who travels in foreign commerce or resides, either temporarily or 
permanently, in a foreign country, and engages in any illicit sexual 
conduct with another person. 

• Whoever, for the purpose of commercial advantage or private financial 
gain, arranges, induces, procures, or facilitates the travel of a person 
knowing that such a person is traveling in interstate commerce or 
foreign commerce for the purpose of engaging in illicit sexual conduct. 

* It is a defense, which the defendant must establish by clear and convincing 
evidence, that the defendant reasonably believed that the person with whom 
he/she engaged in the commercial sex act with was an adult. 
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Appendix X:  Sample Civil Complaint 
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Appendix Y:  Sample Motions for Summary Judgment 
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Appendix Z:  State Definitions of a Victim of Child Pornography Chart 
 

State Statute Definition 
Alabama ALA. CODE 

§§ 13A-12-191, 
13A-12-192,  
13A-12-193  

Any obscene matter containing a visual depiction of a person under 
the age of 17 years. 

Alaska ALASKA STAT. 
§§ 11.61.116, 

11.61.124,  
11.61.127  

A person commits the offense of sending an explicit image of a 
minor if the image was taken when that person was under 16 years 
of age.  
 
A person commits the offense of solicitation or production of child 
pornography if the person shown in the picture is, or the offender 
believes that the person is, under 16 years of age and at least four 
years younger than the offender. 
 
A person commits the offense of possession of child pornography 
knowing that the production of the material involved the use of a 
child under 18 years of age. 

Arizona ARIZ. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 
§ 13-3551 

“Minor” means a person who was under 18 years of age at the time 
the visual depiction was created, adapted, or modified. 

Arkansas ARK. CODE 
ANN. § 5-27-

302  

“Child” means any person under 18 years of age.  

California CAL. PENAL 
CODE § 311.1  

Matter depicting a person under 18 years of age engaging in or 
simulating sexual conduct is child pornography. 

Colorado COLO. REV. 
STAT. §§ 18-6-
403, 18-7-101, 

18-7-109 

“Child” means anyone who is less than 18 years of age.  
 
“Minor” means anyone under 18 years of age.  
 
A juvenile commits the offence of posting, possessing, or 
exchanging a private image if the image depicts a person who is at 
least 14 years of age or is less than four years younger than the 
juvenile.  

Connecticut CONN. GEN. 
STAT. §§ 53a-
193, 53a-196, 

531-196a, 53a-
196b 

“Minor” means any person less than 17 years old as it relates to a 
Class D felony for obscenity as to minors. 
 
“Minor” means any person less than 16 years old as it relates to a 
Class A felony for employing a minor in an obscene performance 
or a Class B felony for promoting a minor in an obscene 
performance.  

Delaware DEL. CODE 
ANN. tit. 11, 

§§ 1100, 1108–
1111  

“Child” means any individual less than 18 years of age. 
 
“Child” means anyone intended by the defendant to appear to be 14 
years of age or less for the purposes of the Class F felony of 
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possession of child pornography, the Class B felony of dealing in 
child pornography, or the Class B felony of sexual exploitation of a 
child.  

District of 
Columbia 

D.C. CODE 
§ 22-3102  

A minor is a person under 18 years of age for the purposes of 
prohibited acts involving sexual performance using minors.   

Florida FLA. STAT. 
§ 847.001(3), 

(8) 

Child pornography is any image depicting any person under the age 
of 18 years.  

Georgia GA. CODE ANN. 
§§ 16-12-100, 
16-12-100.2 

“Minor” means an individual who is under the age of 18 years for 
the purpose of identifying a minor as the individual in an obscene 
depiction.  
 
For the crimes related to the sexual exploitation of children, 
including for the purpose of producing any visual medium 
depicting this, a minor is an individual under the age of 18 years. 
 
Under the “Computer or Electronic Pornography and Child 
Exploitation Act of 2007, a “child” means any person under the age 
of 16 years.  

Hawaii HAW. REV. 
STAT. §§ 707-
750, 707-751, 
712-1215.5, 
712-1215.6 

“Minor” means any person less than 18 years old for the crimes of 
promoting child abuse, including producing, disseminating, or 
possessing child pornography. 
 
“Minor” means any person under 18 years of age for promoting 
minor-produced sexual images.  

Idaho IDAHO CODE 
§ 18-1507  

“Child” means a person who is less than 18 years of age.  

Illinois 720 ILL. COMP. 
STAT. ANN. 

5/11-20.1(a)–
(c-5) 

Child pornography is any image that portrays any child whom the 
defendant knows or reasonably should know is under the age of 18 
or any person with a severe intellectual disability if certain 
conditions are satisfied.  
 
If the child depicted is under the age of 13, there are harsher 
penalties available.  

Indiana IND. CODE 
§ 35-42-4-4 

Child pornography is an image that depicts sexual conduct by a 
child who is less than 18 years of age.  
 
There are distinct violations when the child is less than 12 years of 
age. 

Iowa IOWA CODE 
§ 728.1  

“Minor” means any person under the age of 18. 

Kansas KAN. STAT. 
ANN. §§ 21-

5510, 21-5514 

Possessing any depiction of a child under 18 years of age engaging 
in sexual conduct is child pornography.  
 
Aggravated internet trading in child pornography provisions apply 
when the child is under 14 years of age. 
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Kentucky KY. REV. STAT. 
ANN. 

§§ 531.310, 
531.330 

It is a Class C felony if the minor used is less than 18 years old at 
the time the minor engages in the activity.  
 
It is a Class B felony if the minor used is less than 16 years old at 
the time the minor engages in the activity.  
 
It is a Class A felony if the minor incurs physical injury thereby. 
 
Any person who appears to be under the age of 18 or 16 shall be 
presumed to be under that respective age.  The presumption may be 
rebutted by any competent evidence or that the defendant in good 
faith believed that the person was not a minor.  

Louisiana LA. STAT. ANN. 
§ 14:81.1(B)(8) 

“Pornography involving juveniles” is defined as any reproduction 
of any sexual performance involving a child under the age of 17.  

Maine ME. STAT. tit. 
17-A, §§ 284, 

283 

A person is guilty of Class D possession of child pornography if the 
person depicted has not attained 16 years of age. 
 
A person is guilty of Class C dissemination of child pornography if 
the person depicted has not attained 16 years of age. 
 
A person is guilty of Class C possession of child pornography if the 
person depicted has not attained 12 years of age. 
 
A person is guilty of Class B dissemination of child pornography if 
the person depicted has not attained 12 years of age.  

Maryland MD. CODE 
ANN., CRIM. 
LAW §§ 1-

101(g), 
11-207, 11-208 

Child pornography depicts an individual under the age of 18 years.  
 
There is a separate section defining a separate offense with 
penalties if the image is indistinguishable from an actual and 
identifiable child under the age of 16 years.  

Massachusetts MASS. GEN. 
LAWS ch. 272, 

§ 29A  

A person is a child under 18 years of age.  

Michigan MICH. COMP. 
LAWS ANN. 
§§ 750.145c 
(1)(c), (7) 

“Child” means a person who is less than 18 years of age, but an 
affirmative defense exists when the child is a person who is 
emancipated by law.  

Minnesota MINN. STAT. 
§ 617.292  

“Minor” means any person under the age of 18 years.  

Mississippi MISS. CODE 
ANN. § 97-5-31  

“Child” means any individual who has not attained the age of 18 
years.  

Missouri MO. REV. 
STAT. 

§§ 573.010(3), 
573.010(9), 

573.025, 

“Child” means any person under the age of 14.  This definition 
applies to the crime of promoting child pornography in the first 
degree. 
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573.035, 
573.037 

“Minor” means any person less than 18 years of age.  This 
definition applies to the crime of possession of child pornography.   
This also applies to the offense of promoting child pornography in 
the second degree. 

Montana MONT. CODE 
ANN. § 45-5-

625  

There is no explicit definition for a victim of child pornography. 
 
However, all crimes involving sexual abuse of children are defined 
as involving a child under 16 years of age.  

Nebraska NEB. REV. 
STAT. § 28-

1463.02 

Child means any person under the age of 18 years in the case of a 
participant in child pornography.  
 
Child means any person under the age of 16 years in the case of a 
portrayed observer.  

Nevada NEV. REV. 
STAT. 

§ 200.730 

Any visual representation depicting sexual conduct of a person 
under the age of 16 years.  

New 
Hampshire 

N.H. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 
§ 649-A:2 

“Child” means any person under the age of 18 years.  

New Jersey N.J. STAT. 
ANN. § 2C:24-4 

“Child” means any person under 18 years of age.  

New Mexico N.M. STAT. 
ANN. § 30-6A-

2  

Any visual depicting any prohibited sexual act if one or more of the 
participants in that act is a child under 18 years of age. 

New York N.Y. PENAL 
LAW 

§§ 263.00,  
236.05, 263.15, 

263.16 

A person is guilty of possessing a sexual performance by a child 
when the child is less than 16 years of age.  
 
A person is guilty of the use of a child in a sexual performance if 
the child is less than 17 years of age. 
 
A person is guilty of promoting a sexual performance by a child 
when the child is less than 17 years of age.  

North Carolina N.C. GEN. 
STAT. § 14-

190.13(3), 14-
190.6 

A minor is an individual who is less than 18 years old and is not 
married or judicially emancipated.  
 
Any person who uses a minor under the age of 16 years to do any 
offense under the statute that regulates child pornography crimes 
will be guilty of a Class I felony.  

North Dakota N.D. CENT. 
CODE § 12.1-

27.2-05  

The statute does not contain an explicit definition of a victim of 
child pornography.  
 
However, an available affirmative defense is that the defendant 
reasonably believed in good faith that the person appearing in child 
pornography was 18 years of age or older, if the minor was in fact 
15 years of age or older. 
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Ohio OHIO REV. 
CODE ANN. 
§ 2907.01 

“Minor” means a person under the age of 18.  

Oklahoma OKLA. STAT. 
tit. 21, § 1024.1 

“Child pornography” means any visual depiction involving a minor 
under the age of 18 years in any act with a person, other than his or 
her spouse. 

Oregon OR. REV. STAT. 
§ 163.665 

“Child” means a person who is less than 18 years of age at the time 
the original image in the visual recording was created.  

Pennsylvania 18 PA. CONS. 
STAT. § 6312  

Material depicting a child under the age of 18 years engaged in a 
sexual act constitutes child pornography. 

Rhode Island 11 R.I. GEN. 
LAWS §§ 11-9-
1(b), 11-9-1.3 

“Minor” means any person not having reached 18 years of age.  

South Carolina S.C. CODE 
ANN. § 16-15-

375 

“Minor” means an individual who is less than 18 years old.  

South Dakota S.D. CODIFIED 
LAWS § 22-

24A-2 

“Child” or “minor” is any person under the age of 18 years.  

Tennessee TENN. CODE 
ANN. § 39-17-

1002  

“Minor” means any person who has not reached 18 years of age. 

Texas TEX. PENAL 
CODE ANN. 

§ 43.26  

Child pornography is material that visually depicts a child younger 
than 18 years of age at the time the image was made. 

Utah UTAH CODE 
ANN. § 76-5b-

103 

“Minor” means a person younger than 18 years of age.  

Vermont VT. STAT. ANN. 
tit. 13, § 2821  

“Child” means any person under the age of 16 years.  

Virginia VA. CODE ANN. 
§ 18.2-374.1 

A minor is a person less than 18 years of age. 
 
There is a separate structure for sentences based on whether the 
victim is less than 18 years of age or less than 15 years of age. 

Washington WASH. REV. 
CODE 

§ 9.68A.011  

“Minor” means any person under 18 years of age. 

West Virginia W. VA. CODE 
§ 61-8C-1  

“Minor” means any child under 18 years of age.  

Wisconsin WIS. STAT. 
§ 948.01 

“Child” means a person who has not attained the age of 18 years. 

Wyoming WYO. STAT. 
ANN. § 6-4-303  

“Child” means a person under the age of 18 years.  
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Appendix AA:  State Criminal Restitution Rules Chart 
 

State Statute Description 
Alabama ALA. CODE 

§§ 15-18-67, 
15-18-68 

When a defendant is convicted of a criminal activity or conduct 
which has resulted in pecuniary damages or loss to a victim, the 
court shall hold a hearing to determine the amount or type of 
restitution due the victim or victims of such defendant's criminal 
acts.  Such restitution hearings shall be held as a matter of course 
and in addition to any other sentence which it may impose, the 
court shall order that the defendant make restitution or otherwise 
compensate such victim for any pecuniary damages. 
 
In determining the manner, method, or amount of restitution to be 
ordered, the court may take into consideration all of the following:  
(1) The financial resources of the defendant and the victim and the 
burden that the manner or method of restitution will impose upon 
the victim or the defendant. 
(2) The ability of the defendant to pay restitution on an installment 
basis or on other conditions to be fixed by the court. 
(3) The anticipated rehabilitative effect on the defendant regarding 
the manner of restitution or the method of payment. 
(4) Any burden or hardship upon the victim as a direct or indirect 
result of the defendant's criminal acts. 
(5) The mental, physical, and financial well-being of the victim. 

Alaska ALASKA STAT. 
§§ 12.55.045 
(a), (g), (h) 

The court shall, when presented with credible evidence, unless the 
victim or other person expressly declines restitution, order a 
defendant convicted of an offense to make restitution as provided in 
this section, including restitution to the victim or other person 
injured by the offense, to a public, private, or private nonprofit 
organization that has provided or is or will be providing counseling, 
medical, or shelter services to the victim or other person injured by 
the offense, or as otherwise authorized by law.  The court shall, 
when presented with credible evidence, unless the victim expressly 
declines restitution, also order a defendant convicted of an offense 
to compensate a victim that is a nonprofit organization for the value 
of labor or goods provided by volunteers if the labor or goods were 
necessary to alleviate or mitigate the effects of the defendant's 
crime.  In determining the amount and method of payment of 
restitution or compensation, the court shall take into account the 
(1) public policy that favors requiring criminals to compensate for 
damages and injury, including loss of income, to their victims; and 
(2) financial burden placed on the victim and those who provide 
services to the victim and other persons injured by the offense as a 
result of the criminal conduct of the defendant. 
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The court may not, in ordering the amount of restitution, consider 
the defendant's ability to pay restitution.  In imposing restitution 
under this section, the court may require the defendant to make 
restitution by means other than the payment of money. 

Arizona ARIZ. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 

§§ 13-603, 13-
804 

If a person is convicted of an offense, the court shall require the 
convicted person to make restitution to the person who is the victim 
of the crime or to the immediate family of the victim if the victim 
has died, in the full amount of the economic loss as determined by 
the court and in the manner as determined by the court.   
 
On a defendant's conviction for an offense causing economic loss 
to any person, the court, in its sole discretion, may order that all or 
any portion of the fine imposed be allocated as restitution to be paid 
by the defendant to any person who suffered an economic loss 
caused by the defendant's conduct. 

Arkansas ARK. CODE 
ANN. § 5-4-
205(a)(1), 

(b)(2), (b)(3) 

A defendant who is found guilty or who enters a plea of guilty or 
nolo contendere to an offense may be ordered to pay restitution. 
 
When an offense has resulted in bodily injury to a victim, a 
restitution order entered under this section may require that the 
defendant: 
(A) Pay the cost of a necessary medical or related professional 
service or device relating to physical, psychiatric, and 
psychological care, including nonmedical care and treatment 
rendered in accordance with a recognized method of healing; 
(B) Pay the cost of necessary physical and occupational therapy and 
rehabilitation; 
(C)(i) Reimburse the victim for income lost by the victim as a result 
of the offense.  (ii) The maximum recovery that a victim may 
recover for lost income is fifty thousand dollars ($50,000); and 
(D) Pay an amount equal to the cost of a necessary funeral and 
related services in the case of an offense that resulted in bodily 
injury that also resulted in the death of a victim. 
 
When an offense has not resulted in bodily injury to a victim, a 
restitution order entered under this section may require that the 
defendant reimburse the victim for income lost by the victim as a 
result of the offense. 

California CAL. CONST. 
art. I, § 28(13); 

CAL. PENAL 
CODE § 294(a) 

It is the unequivocal intention of the People of the State of 
California that all persons who suffer losses as a result of criminal 
activity shall have the right to seek and secure restitution from the 
persons convicted of the crimes causing the losses they suffer. 
 
Restitution shall be ordered from the convicted wrongdoer in every 
case, regardless of the sentence or disposition imposed, in which a 
crime victim suffers a loss. 
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All monetary payments, monies, and property collected from any 
person who has been ordered to make restitution shall be first 
applied to pay the amounts ordered as restitution to the victim. 
 
The defendant may be ordered to pay a restitution fine based on the 
defendant’s ability to pay not to exceed five thousand dollars 
($5,000), upon a felony conviction, or one thousand dollars 
($1,000), upon a misdemeanor conviction.   

Colorado COLO. REV. 
STAT. §§ 18-

1.3-603(1), (2), 
(3) 

Every order of conviction of a felony, misdemeanor, or petty 
offense shall include consideration of restitution.  The court shall 
base its order for restitution upon information presented to the court 
by the prosecuting attorney, who shall compile such information 
through victim impact statements or other means to determine the 
amount of restitution and the identities of the victims.  
 
Any order for restitution may be increased if additional victims or 
additional losses not known to the judge or the prosecutor at the 
time the order of restitution was entered are later discovered and 
the final amount of restitution due has not been set by the court; or 
decreased with the consent of the prosecuting attorney and the 
victim or victims to whom the restitution is owed; or if the 
defendant has otherwise compensated the victim or victims for the 
pecuniary losses suffered.   

Connecticut CONN. GEN. 
STAT. § 53a-

28(c) 

The court shall inquire on the record whether there are any requests 
by a victim for restitution, and if (1) a person is convicted of an 
offense that resulted in injury to another person or damage to or 
loss of property, (2) the victim requests financial restitution, and (3) 
the court finds that the victim has suffered injury or damage to or 
loss of property as a result of such offense, the court shall order the 
offender to make financial restitution under terms that it determines 
are appropriate. 
 
In determining the appropriate terms of financial restitution, the 
court shall consider: (A) The financial resources of the offender and 
the burden restitution will place on other obligations of the 
offender; (B) the offender's ability to pay based on installments or 
other conditions; (C) the rehabilitative effect on the offender of the 
payment of restitution and the method of payment; and (D) other 
circumstances, including the financial burden and impact on the 
victim, that the court determines make the terms of restitution 
appropriate.  
 
Restitution ordered by the court pursuant to this subsection shall be 
based on easily ascertainable damages for injury or loss of 
property, actual expenses incurred for treatment for injury to 
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persons and lost wages resulting from injury.  Restitution shall not 
include reimbursement for damages for mental anguish, pain and 
suffering or other intangible losses, but may include the costs of 
counseling reasonably related to the offense.  

Delaware DEL. CODE 
ANN. tit. 11, 

§§ 9011, 9014, 
9021 

All persons, including nonresidents of Delaware, who are victims 
of crimes committed within the State of Delaware may apply for 
compensation pursuant to chapter 90 of title 11, Compensation for 
Innocent Victims of Crime. 
 
An award of compensation may be reduced by any payments 
received by the victim from the offender.   
 
Whenever any person is convicted of an offense and a payment of 
compensation is, or has been, made under the chapter 90 of title 11, 
Compensation for Innocent Victims of Crime, for a personal injury 
or death resulting from the act constituting such offense, the State 
may institute an action against such person for the recovery of the 
whole or any specified part of the compensation in any Superior 
Court within the State, or in any other court, either state or federal, 
if such court has custody or control of funds of the criminal or 
which may be awarded to the criminal.   

District of 
Columbia 

D.C. CODE 
§ 16-711 

In criminal cases in the Superior Court, the court may, in addition 
to any other sentence imposed as a condition of probation or as a 
sentence itself, require a person convicted of any offense to make 
reasonable restitution or reparation. 
 
When restitution or reparation is ordered, the court shall take into 
consideration the number of victims, the actual damage of each 
victim, the resources of the defendant, the defendant's ability to 
earn, any obligation of the defendant to support dependents, and 
other matters as pertain to the defendant's ability to make restitution 
or reparation. 
 
The court shall fix the manner of performing restitution or 
reparation.   

Florida FLA. STAT. 
§§ 775.089(1) 

(a), (2)(a), 
(2)(b) 

In addition to any punishment, the court shall order the defendant to 
make restitution to the victim for damage or loss caused directly or 
indirectly by the defendant's offense and damage or loss related to 
the defendant's criminal episode.   
 
When an offense has resulted in bodily injury to a victim, a 
restitution order entered under subsection (1) shall require that the 
defendant: 
1.  Pay the cost of necessary medical and related professional 
services and devices relating to physical, psychiatric, and 
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psychological care, including nonmedical care and treatment 
rendered in accordance with a recognized method of healing. 
2.  Pay the cost of necessary physical and occupational therapy and 
rehabilitation. 
3.  Reimburse the victim for income lost by the victim as a result of 
the offense. 
 
When an offense has not resulted in bodily injury to a victim, a 
restitution order may require that the defendant reimburse the 
victim for income lost by the victim as a result of the offense.   

Georgia GA. CODE ANN. 
§§ 17-14-3, 17-
14-9, 17-14-10 

In addition to any other penalty imposed by law, a judge of any 
court of competent jurisdiction shall, in sentencing an offender, 
make a finding as to the amount of restitution due any victim, and 
order an offender to make full restitution to such victim.  However, 
the amount of restitution ordered shall not exceed the victim’s 
damages.   
 
In determining the nature and amount of restitution, the ordering 
authority shall consider: 
(1) The financial resources and other assets of the offender or 
person ordered to pay restitution including whether any of the 
assets are jointly controlled; 
(2) The earnings and other income of the offender or person 
ordered to pay restitution; 
(3) Any financial obligations of the offender or person ordered to 
pay restitution, including obligations to dependents; 
(4) The amount of damages; 
(5) The goal of restitution to the victim and the goal of 
rehabilitation of the offender; 
(6) Any restitution previously made; 
(7) The period of time during which the restitution order will be in 
effect; and 
(8) Other factors which the ordering authority deems to be 
appropriate. 

Hawaii HAW. REV. 
STAT. § 706-

646(1), (2), (3) 

The court shall order the defendant to make restitution for 
reasonable and verified losses suffered by the victim or victims as a 
result of the defendant's offense when requested by the victim.  In 
ordering restitution, the court shall not consider the defendant's 
financial ability to make restitution in determining the amount of 
restitution to order.  Restitution shall be a dollar amount that is 
sufficient to reimburse any victim fully for losses, including but not 
limited to: (a) Full value of stolen or damaged property, as 
determined by replacement costs of like property, or the actual or 
estimated cost of repair, if repair is possible; (b) Medical expenses; 
and (c) Funeral and burial expenses incurred as a result of the 
crime.   
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Idaho IDAHO CODE 
§ 19-5304(2), 

(7), (11) 

Unless the court determines that an order of restitution would be 
inappropriate or undesirable, it shall order a defendant found guilty 
of any crime which results in an economic loss to the victim to 
make restitution to the victim.   
 
The court, in determining whether to order restitution and the 
amount of such restitution, shall consider the amount of economic 
loss sustained by the victim as a result of the offense, the financial 
resources, needs and earning ability of the defendant, and such 
other factors as the court deems appropriate.  The immediate 
inability to pay restitution by a defendant shall not be, in and of 
itself, a reason to not order restitution.   
 
An order of restitution shall not preclude the victim from seeking 
any other legal remedy. 

Illinois 730 ILL. COMP. 
STAT. 5/5-5-

6(g) 

The court may order any person who is convicted of the crime of 
child pornography or who was charged with the crime of child 
pornography and which charge was reduced to another charge as a 
result of a plea agreement to meet all or any portion of the financial 
obligations of treatment, including but not limited to medical, 
psychiatric, or rehabilitative treatment or psychological counseling, 
prescribed for the victim or victims of the offense. 

Indiana IND. CODE 
§ 35-50-5-3(a), 

(e) 

The court may order restitution to the victim of a crime, the victim's 
estate, or the family of a victim who is deceased.  The court shall 
base its restitution order upon a consideration of: 
(1) property damages of the victim incurred as a result of the crime, 
based on the actual cost of repair (or replacement if repair is 
inappropriate); 
(2) medical and hospital costs incurred by the victim (before the 
date of sentencing) as a result of the crime; 
(3) the cost of medical laboratory tests to determine if the crime has 
caused the victim to contract a disease or other medical condition; 
(4) earnings lost by the victim (before the date of sentencing) as a 
result of the crime including earnings lost while the victim was 
hospitalized or participating in the investigation or trial of the 
crime; and 
(5) funeral, burial, or cremation costs incurred by the family or 
estate of a homicide victim as a result of the crime.   
 
An order of restitution does not bar a civil action for: (1) damages 
that the court did not require the person to pay to the victim under 
the restitution order but arise from an injury or property damage 
that is the basis of restitution ordered by the court and (2) other 
damages suffered by the victim.   

Iowa IOWA CODE 
§ 910.2(1) 

In all criminal cases in which there is a plea of guilty, verdict of 
guilty, or special verdict upon which a judgment of conviction is 
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rendered, the sentencing court shall order that restitution be made 
by each offender to the victims of the offender's criminal activities.   

Kansas KAN. STAT. 
ANN. § 22-
3424(d)(1) 

In criminal cases, if the verdict or finding is guilty, upon request of 
the victim or the victim's family and before imposing sentence, the 
court shall hold a hearing to establish restitution. 
 
The court shall order a person convicted of commercial sexual 
exploitation of a child, K.S.A. 21-6422, and amendments thereto, to 
pay restitution to the victim of the offense for: 
(i) Expenses incurred or reasonably certain to be incurred by the 
victim as a result of the offense, including reasonable attorney’s 
fees and costs; and 
(ii) an amount equal to three times the greatest of the following, 
with no reduction for expenses the defendant incurred to maintain 
the victim: 

(a) The gross income to the defendant for, or the value to the 
defendant of, the victim's labor or services or sexual 
activity; 

(b) the amount the defendant contracted to pay the victim; or 
(c) the value of the victim's labor or services or sexual 

activity, calculated under the minimum wage and 
overtime provisions of the federal fair labor standards 
act, 29 U.S.C. § 201 et seq., or under K.S.A. 44-1203, 
and amendments thereto, whichever is higher, even if the 
provisions do not apply to the victim's labor or services 
or sexual activity. 

Kentucky KY. REV. STAT. 
ANN. § 532.032 

If pretrial diversion is granted, restitution shall be a part of the 
diversion agreement.  If probation, shock probation, conditional 
discharge, or other alternative sentence is granted, restitution shall 
be a condition of the sentence.  If a person is sentenced to 
incarceration and paroled, restitution shall be made a condition of 
parole. 

Louisiana LA. CODE 
CRIM. PROC. 

ANN. art. 
883.2(A) 

In all cases in which the court finds an actual pecuniary loss to a 
victim, or in any case where the court finds that costs have been 
incurred by the victim in connection with a criminal prosecution, 
the trial court shall order the defendant to provide restitution to the 
victim as a part of any sentence that the court shall impose. 

Maine ME. STAT. tit. 
17-A, §§ 2003, 

2005 

The court shall, whenever practicable, inquire of a prosecutor, law 
enforcement officer or victim with respect to the extent of the 
victim's financial loss and shall order restitution when appropriate.  
The order for restitution must designate the amount of restitution to 
be paid and the person or persons to whom the restitution must be 
paid. 
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Restitution may be authorized, in whole or in part, as compensation 
for economic loss.  In determining the amount of restitution 
authorized, the following must be considered:  
A.  The contributory misconduct of the victim;  
B.  Failure to report the crime to a law enforcement officer within 
72 hours after its occurrence, without good cause for failure to 
report within that time; and  
C.  The present and future financial capacity of the offender to pay 
restitution. 

Maryland MD. CODE 
ANN., CRIM. 
PROC. § 11-

603(a) 

A court may enter a judgment of restitution that orders a defendant 
to make restitution in addition to any other penalty for the 
commission of a crime or delinquent act, if as a direct result of the 
crime or delinquent act, the victim suffered: (i) actual medical, 
dental, hospital, counseling, funeral, or burial expenses or losses; 
(ii) direct out-of-pocket loss; (iii) loss of earnings; or (iv) expenses 
incurred with rehabilitation.   

Massachusetts MASS. GEN. 
LAWS ch. 

258B, § 3(o) 

Victims have the right to request that restitution be an element of 
the final disposition of a criminal case and to obtain assistance from 
the prosecutor in the documentation of the victim's losses.  If 
restitution is ordered as part of a case disposition, the victim has the 
right to receive from the probation department a copy of the 
schedule of restitution payments and the name and telephone 
number of the probation officer or other official who is responsible 
for supervising the defendant's payments.  If the offender seeks to 
modify the restitution order, the offender's supervising probation 
officer shall provide notice to the victim and the victim shall have 
the right to be heard at any hearing relative to the proposed 
modification. 

Michigan MICH. CONST. 
art. I, § 24; 

MICH. COMP. 
LAWS 

§§ 769.1a(2), 
(4) 

Crime victims, as defined by law, shall have the right to restitution, 
as provided by law.   
 
When sentencing a defendant convicted of a felony, misdemeanor, 
or ordinance violation, the court shall order, in addition to or in lieu 
of any other penalty authorized by law or in addition to any other 
penalty required by law, that the defendant make full restitution to 
any victim of the defendant's course of conduct that gives rise to 
the conviction or to the victim's estate. 
 
If a felony, misdemeanor, or ordinance violation results in physical 
or psychological injury to a victim, the order of restitution may 
require that the defendant do 1 or more of the following, as 
applicable: 
(a) Pay an amount equal to the cost of actual medical and related 
professional services and devices relating to physical and 
psychological care. 
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(b) Pay an amount equal to the cost of actual physical and 
occupational therapy and rehabilitation. 
(c) Reimburse the victim or the victim's estate for after-tax income 
loss suffered by the victim as a result of the felony, misdemeanor, 
or ordinance violation. 
(d) Pay an amount equal to the cost of psychological and medical 
treatment for members of the victim's family that has been incurred 
as a result of the felony, misdemeanor, or ordinance violation. 
(e) Pay an amount equal to the cost of actual homemaking and child 
care expenses incurred as a result of the felony, misdemeanor, or 
ordinance violation.   

Minnesota MINN. STAT. 
§§ 609.10 

(a)(5), 
611A.04(a) 

Upon conviction of a felony and compliance with the other 
provisions of this chapter the court, if it imposes sentence, may 
sentence the defendant to the extent authorized by law to payment 
of court-ordered restitution in addition to either imprisonment or 
payment of a fine, or both.   
 
A victim of a crime has the right to receive restitution as part of the 
disposition of a criminal charge against the offender if the offender 
is convicted.  The court, or a person or agency designated by the 
court, shall request information from the victim to determine the 
amount of restitution owed.  The court or its designee shall obtain 
the information from the victim in affidavit form or by other 
competent evidence.  Information submitted relating to restitution 
must describe the items or elements of loss, itemize the total dollar 
amounts of restitution claimed, and specify the reasons justifying 
these amounts, if restitution is in the form of money or property.  A 
request for restitution may include, but is not limited to, any out-of-
pocket losses resulting from the crime, including medical and 
therapy costs, replacement of wages and services, expenses 
incurred to return a child who was a victim of a crime under section 
609.26 to the child's parents or lawful custodian, and funeral 
expenses.  An actual or prospective civil action involving the 
alleged crime shall not be used by the court as a basis to deny a 
victim's right to obtain court-ordered restitution under this section.  
In order to be considered at the sentencing or dispositional hearing, 
all information regarding restitution must be received by the court 
administrator of the appropriate court at least three business days 
before the sentencing or dispositional hearing.  The court 
administrator shall provide copies of this request to the prosecutor 
and the offender or the offender's attorney at least 24 hours before 
the sentencing or dispositional hearing.  The issue of restitution is 
reserved or the sentencing or dispositional hearing or hearing on the 
restitution request may be continued if the victim's affidavit or 
other competent evidence submitted by the victim is not received in 
time.    
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Mississippi MISS. CODE 
ANN. §§ 99-37-

3(1), (2) 

When a person is convicted of criminal activities which have 
resulted in pecuniary damages, in addition to any other sentence it 
may impose, the court may order that the defendant make 
restitution to the victim; provided, however, that the justice court 
shall not order restitution in an amount exceeding Five Thousand 
Dollars ($5,000.00). 
 
In determining whether to order restitution which may be complete, 
partial or nominal, the court shall take into account: 
(a) The financial resources of the defendant and the burden that 
payment of restitution will impose, with due regard to the other 
obligations of the defendant; 
(b) The ability of the defendant to pay restitution on an installment 
basis or on other conditions to be fixed by the court; and 
(c) The rehabilitative effect on the defendant of the payment of 
restitution and the method of payment. 

Missouri MO. CONST. 
art. I, § 32(4) 

Crime victims, as defined by law, shall have the right to restitution, 
which shall be enforceable in the same manner as any other civil 
cause of action, or as otherwise provided by law.   

Montana MONT. CODE 
ANN. §§ 46-18-
201(5), 46-18-

241(1) 

In addition to any other penalties imposed, if a person has been 
found guilty of an offense upon a verdict of guilty or a plea of 
guilty or nolo contendere and the sentencing judge finds that a 
victim has sustained a pecuniary loss, the sentencing judge shall, as 
part of the sentence, require payment of full restitution to the victim 
whether or not any part of the sentence is deferred or suspended.  
 
A sentencing court shall, as part of the sentence, require an 
offender to make full restitution to any victim who has sustained 
pecuniary loss, including a person suffering an economic loss.   

Nebraska NEB. REV. 
STAT. §§ 29-

2280, 29-2281 

A sentencing court may order the defendant to make restitution for 
the actual physical injury or property damage or loss sustained by 
the victim as a direct result of the offense for which the defendant 
has been convicted.  With the consent of the parties, the court may 
order restitution for the actual physical injury or property damage 
or loss sustained by the victim of an uncharged offense or an 
offense dismissed pursuant to plea negotiations.  Whenever the 
court believes that restitution may be a proper sentence or the 
victim of any offense or the prosecuting attorney requests, the court 
shall order that the presentence investigation report include 
documentation regarding the nature and amount of the actual 
damages sustained by the victim. 
 
To determine the amount of restitution, the court may hold a 
hearing at the time of sentencing.  The amount of restitution shall 
be based on the actual damages sustained by the victim and shall be 
supported by evidence which shall become a part of the court 
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record.  The court shall consider the defendant's earning ability, 
employment status, financial resources, and family or other legal 
obligations and shall balance such considerations against the 
obligation to the victim.  In considering the earning ability of a 
defendant who is sentenced to imprisonment, the court may receive 
evidence of money anticipated to be earned by the defendant during 
incarceration.   

Nevada NEV. REV. 
STAT. 

§ 176.033(1)(c) 

If restitution is appropriate and if a sentence of imprisonment is 
required or permitted by statute, the court shall set an amount of 
restitution for each victim of the offense.   

New 
Hampshire 

N.H. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 

§§ 651:63(I), 
(III), (IV) 

Any offender may be sentenced to make restitution in an amount 
determined by the court.  In any case in which restitution is not 
ordered, the court shall state its reasons therefor on the record or in 
its sentencing order.  Restitution may be ordered regardless of the 
offender's ability to pay and regardless of the availability of other 
compensation; however, restitution is not intended to compensate 
the victim more than once for the same injury.  A restitution order 
is not a civil judgment. 
 
The making of a restitution order shall not affect the right of a 
victim to compensation under RSA 21-M:8-h, except to the extent 
that restitution is actually collected pursuant to the order.   
 
The court's determination of the amount of restitution shall not be 
admissible as evidence in a civil action.  The court shall reduce any 
civil damage awards by restitution ordered and paid to the victim.  
Restitution orders shall survive bankruptcy.   

New Jersey N.J. STAT. 
ANN. §§ 2C:44-

2(a), (c)(2) 

The court shall sentence a defendant to pay restitution in addition to 
a sentence of imprisonment or probation that may be imposed if:  
(1) The victim suffered a loss; and (2) The defendant is able to pay 
or, given a fair opportunity, will be able to pay restitution. 
 
In determining the amount and method of payment of restitution, 
the court shall take into account all financial resources of the 
defendant, including the defendant's likely future earnings, and 
shall set the amount of restitution so as to provide the victim with 
the fullest compensation for loss that is consistent with the 
defendant's ability to pay. 

New Mexico N.M. STAT. 
ANN. § 31-17-1 

If the trial court suspends or defers the offender’s sentence, the 
court shall require as a condition of probation or parole that the 
defendant, in cooperation with the probation or parole officer 
assigned to the defendant, promptly prepare a plan of restitution, 
including a specific amount of restitution to each victim and a 
schedule of restitution payments.   

New York N.Y. PENAL 
LAW § 60.27 

The court shall consider restitution or reparation to the victim of the 
crime and may require restitution or reparation as part of the 
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sentence imposed upon a person convicted of an offense, and after 
providing the district attorney with an opportunity to be heard in 
accordance with the provisions of this subdivision, require the 
defendant to make restitution of the fruits of his or her offense or 
reparation for the actual out-of-pocket loss caused thereby.   

North Carolina N.C. GEN. 
STAT. §§ 15A-
1340.34, 15A-
1340.35, 15A-

1340.36 

When sentencing a defendant convicted of a criminal offense, the 
court shall determine whether the defendant shall be ordered to 
make restitution to any victim of the offense in question.  For 
purposes of this Article, the term “victim” means a person directly 
and proximately harmed as a result of the defendant's commission 
of the criminal offense.  If the defendant is being sentenced for an 
offense for which the victim is entitled to restitution under Article 
46 of this Chapter, the court shall, in addition to any penalty 
authorized by law, require that the defendant make restitution to the 
victim or the victim's estate for any injuries or damages arising 
directly and proximately out of the offense committed by the 
defendant. 
 
In determining the amount of restitution to be made, the court shall 
take into consideration the resources of the defendant including all 
real and personal property owned by the defendant and the income 
derived from the property, the defendant's ability to earn, the 
defendant's obligation to support dependents, and any other matters 
that pertain to the defendant's ability to make restitution, but the 
court is not required to make findings of fact or conclusions of law 
on these matters.  The amount of restitution must be limited to that 
supported by the record, and the court may order partial restitution 
when it appears that the damage or loss caused by the offense is 
greater than that which the defendant is able to pay.  If the court 
orders partial restitution, the court shall state on the record the 
reasons for such an order. 
 
In determining the amount of restitution in the case of an offense 
resulting in bodily injury to a victim, the court shall consider the 
following: the cost of necessary medical and related professional 
services and devices or equipment relating to physical, psychiatric, 
and psychological care required by the victim; the cost of necessary 
physical and occupational therapy and rehabilitation required by the 
victim; and income lost by the victim as a result of the offense. 

North Dakota N.D. CENT. 
CODE § 12.1-

32-08 

The court, when sentencing a person adjudged guilty of criminal 
activities that have resulted in pecuniary damages, in addition to 
any other sentence the court may impose, shall order that the 
defendant make restitution to the victim or other recipient as 
determined by the court. 
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In determining the amount of restitution, the court shall take into 
account:  
a.  The reasonable damages sustained by the victim or victims of 
the criminal offense, which damages are limited to those directly 
related to the criminal offense and expenses actually incurred as a 
direct result of the defendant's criminal action.  This can include an 
amount equal to the cost of necessary and related professional 
services and devices relating to physical, psychiatric, and 
psychological care.  The defendant may be required as part of the 
sentence imposed by the court to pay the prescribed treatment costs 
for a victim of child pornography.   
b.  The ability of the defendant to restore the fruits of the criminal 
action or to pay monetary reparations, or to otherwise take action to 
restore the victim's property. 
c.  The likelihood that attaching a condition relating to restitution or 
reparation will serve a valid rehabilitational purpose in the case of 
the particular offender considered. 
 
The court shall fix the amount of restitution or reparation, which 
may not exceed an amount the defendant can or will be able to pay. 

Ohio OHIO REV. 
CODE ANN. 
§ 2929.18 

Financial sanctions that may be imposed pursuant to this section for 
felony sentencing includes restitution by the offender to the victim 
of the offender's crime or any survivor of the victim, in an amount 
based on the victim's economic loss.  If the court imposes 
restitution, the court shall order that the restitution be made to the 
victim in open court, to the adult probation department that serves 
the county on behalf of the victim, to the clerk of courts, or to 
another agency designated by the court.  If the court imposes 
restitution, at sentencing, the court shall determine the amount of 
restitution to be made by the offender.  If the court imposes 
restitution, the court may base the amount of restitution it orders on 
an amount recommended by the victim, the offender, a presentence 
investigation report, estimates or receipts indicating the cost of 
repairing or replacing property, and other information, provided 
that the amount the court orders as restitution shall not exceed the 
amount of the economic loss suffered by the victim as a direct and 
proximate result of the commission of the offense.  If the court 
decides to impose restitution, the court shall hold a hearing on 
restitution if the offender, victim, or survivor disputes the amount.  
All restitution payments shall be credited against any recovery of 
economic loss in a civil action brought by the victim or any 
survivor of the victim against the offender. 

Oklahoma OKLA. STAT. 
tit. 22, § 991f 

Upon conviction for any crime wherein the crime victim suffered 
injury, loss of income, or out-of-pocket loss, the individuals 
criminally responsible shall be sentenced to make restitution.  
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Restitution may be ordered in addition to the punishments 
prescribed by law. 
 
“Restitution” means the sum to be paid by the defendant to the 
victim of the criminal act to compensate that victim for up to three 
times the amount of the economic loss suffered as a direct result of 
the criminal act of the defendant.   
 
The court shall order full restitution based upon the following 
considerations: a. the nature and amount of restitution shall be 
sufficient to restore the crime victim to the equivalent economic 
status existing prior to the losses sustained as a direct result of the 
crime, and may allow the crime victim to receive payment in excess 
of the losses sustained; provided, the excess amount of restitution 
shall not be more than treble the actual economic loss incurred, and 
b. the amount of restitution shall be established regardless of the 
financial resources of the offender.   

Oregon OR. REV. STAT. 
§ 137.106(1)(a) 

When a person is convicted of a crime, or a violation as described 
in ORS 153.008, that has resulted in economic damages, the district 
attorney shall investigate and present to the court, at the time of 
sentencing or within 90 days after entry of the judgment, evidence 
of the nature and amount of the damages.  The court may extend 
the time by which the presentation must be made for good cause.  If 
the court finds from the evidence presented that a victim suffered 
economic damages, in addition to any other sanction it may impose, 
the court shall enter a judgment or supplemental judgment 
requiring that the defendant pay the victim restitution in a specific 
amount that equals the full amount of the victim's economic 
damages as determined by the court. 

Pennsylvania PA. R. CRIM. P. 
705.1(A); 18 

PA. CONS. 
STAT. 

§§ 1106(a)(2), 
(c)(1)(i), (c)(2), 

(g) 

At the time of sentencing, the judge shall determine what 
restitution, if any, shall be imposed.   
 
Upon conviction for any crime wherein the victim, if an individual, 
suffered personal injury directly resulting from the crime, the 
offender shall be sentenced to make restitution in addition to the 
punishment prescribed therefor. 
 
The court shall order full restitution regardless of the current 
financial resources of the defendant, so as to provide the victim 
with the fullest compensation for the loss.  The court shall not 
reduce a restitution award by any amount that the victim has 
received from the Crime Victim's Compensation Board or other 
government agency but shall order the defendant to pay any 
restitution ordered for loss previously compensated by the board to 
the Crime Victim's Compensation Fund or other designated account 
when the claim involves a government agency in addition to or in 
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place of the board.  The court shall not reduce a restitution award 
by any amount that the victim has received from an insurance 
company but shall order the defendant to pay any restitution 
ordered for loss previously compensated by an insurance company 
to the insurance company.   
 
In determining the amount and method of restitution, the court shall 
consider the extent of injury suffered by the victim, the victim's 
request for restitution as presented to the district attorney and such 
other matters as it deems appropriate. 
 
No judgment or order of restitution shall debar the victim, by 
appropriate action, to recover from the offender as otherwise 
provided by law, provided that any civil award shall be reduced by 
the amount paid under the criminal judgment. 

Rhode Island 12 R.I. GEN. 
LAWS § 12-19-

32 

In addition to or in lieu of any non-mandatory sanction imposed as 
part of a sentence or as a condition of probation, a judge at the time 
of sentencing may order restitution which may be in the form of 
monetary payment or some type of community restitution.   

South Carolina S.C. CODE 
ANN. § 17-25-

322 

When a defendant is convicted of a crime which has resulted in 
pecuniary damages or loss to a victim, the court must hold a 
hearing to determine the amount of restitution due the victim or 
victims of the defendant's criminal acts.  The restitution hearings 
must be held unless the defendant in open court agrees to the 
amount due, and in addition to any other sentence which it may 
impose, the court shall order the defendant make restitution or 
compensate the victim for any pecuniary damages.  The defendant, 
the victim or victims, or their representatives or the victim's legal 
representative as well as the Attorney General and the solicitor 
have the right to be present and be heard upon the issue of 
restitution at any of these hearings. 
 
In determining the manner, method, or amount of restitution to be 
ordered, the court may take into consideration the following: 
(1) the financial resources of the defendant and the victim and the 
burden that the manner or method of restitution will impose upon 
the victim or the defendant; 
(2) the ability of the defendant to pay restitution on an installment 
basis or on other conditions to be fixed by the court; 
(3) the anticipated rehabilitative effect on the defendant regarding 
the manner of restitution or the method of payment; 
(4) any burden or hardship upon the victim as a direct or indirect 
result of the defendant's criminal acts; 
(5) the mental, physical, and financial well-being of the victim. 

South Dakota S.D. CODIFIED 
LAWS §§ 23A-

It is the policy of this state that restitution shall be made by each 
violator of the criminal laws to the victims of the violator's criminal 
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28-1, 23A-28-
3, 23A-28-5 

activities to the extent that the violator is reasonably able to do so.  
An order of restitution may be enforced by the state or a victim 
named in the order to receive the restitution in the same manner as 
a judgment in a civil action. 
 
If the sentencing court orders the defendant to the county jail, 
suspended imposition of sentence, suspended sentence, or 
probation, the court may require as a condition that the defendant, 
in cooperation with the court services officer assigned to the 
defendant, promptly prepare a plan of restitution, including the 
name and address of each victim, a specific amount of restitution to 
each victim, and a schedule of restitution payments. 
 
The court services officer when assisting the defendant in preparing 
the plan of restitution and the court before approving or modifying 
the plan of restitution shall consider the physical and mental health 
and condition of the defendant, the defendant's age, the defendant's 
education, the defendant's employment circumstances, the 
defendant's potential for employment and vocational training, the 
defendant's family circumstances, the defendant's financial 
condition, the number of victims, the pecuniary damages of each 
victim, what plan of restitution will most effectively aid the 
rehabilitation of the defendant, and each victim, and such other 
factors as may be appropriate.   

Tennessee TENN. CODE 
ANN. §§ 39-11-
118, 40-35-304 

It is a part of the punishment for the offense of sexual exploitation 
against minors that the defendant be sentenced by the court to pay 
restitution to the victim or victims.   
 
In determining the amount and method of payment or other 
restitution, the court shall consider the financial resources and 
future ability of the defendant to pay or perform. 

Texas TEX. CODE 
CRIM. PROC. 

ANN. 
art. 42.037(r) 

Restitution may be ordered in the amount equal to the expenses 
incurred by the individual as a result of the offense, including: (1) 
medical services relating to physical, psychiatric, or psychological 
care; (2) physical and occupational therapy or rehabilitation; (3) 
necessary transportation, temporary housing, and child care 
expenses; (4) lost income; and (5) attorney's fees. 

Utah UTAH CODE 
ANN. §§ 77-
38a-301, 77-

38a-302(1), 77-
38a-302(5)(b) 

In a criminal action, the court may require a defendant who enters 
into a plea disposition or is convicted to make restitution. 
 
When a defendant enters into a plea disposition or is convicted of 
criminal activity that has resulted in pecuniary damages, in addition 
to any other sentence or term of a plea in abeyance it may impose, 
the court shall order that the defendant make restitution to victims 
of crime as provided in this chapter, or for conduct for which the 
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defendant has agreed to make restitution as part of a plea 
disposition. 
 
In determining the monetary sum and other conditions for complete 
restitution, the court shall consider all relevant facts, including: 
(i) the cost of the damage or loss if the offense resulted in damage 
to or loss or destruction of property of a victim of the offense; 
(ii) the cost of necessary medical and related professional services 
and devices relating to physical or mental health care, including 
nonmedical care and treatment rendered in accordance with a 
method of healing recognized by the law of the place of treatment; 
(iii) the cost of necessary physical and occupational therapy and 
rehabilitation; 
(iv) the income lost by the victim as a result of the offense; and 
(vi) the cost of necessary funeral and related services if the offense 
resulted in the death of a victim.   

Vermont VT. STAT. ANN. 
tit. 13, 

§§ 7043(a)(1), 
(c)(1), 

(g)(2)(A) 

Restitution shall be considered in every case in which a victim of a 
crime has suffered uninsured out-of-pocket monetary loss, 
uninsured lost wages, and uninsured medical expenses. 
 
Unless the amount of restitution is agreed to by the parties at the 
time of sentencing, the court shall set the matter for a restitution 
hearing.   
 
If restitution was not requested at the time of sentencing as the 
result of an error by the State, or if expenses arose after the entry of 
a restitution order, the victim may request restitution payable from 
the Restitution Fund.  Restitution paid under this subdivision shall 
be payable from the Restitution Fund and shall not be payable by 
the offender.  If the restitution is for expenses that arose after the 
entry of a restitution order, the restitution shall be capped at 
$1,000.00.   

Virginia VA. CODE ANN. 
§§ 19.2-305, 
19.2-305.1 

Any person who commits, and is convicted of, a crime of child 
pornography shall make at least partial restitution for any property 
damage or loss caused by the crime or for any medical expenses or 
expenses directly related to funeral or burial incurred by the victim 
or his estate as a result of the crime.   
 
A defendant placed on probation following conviction may be 
required to make at least partial restitution or reparation to the 
aggrieved party or parties for damages or loss caused by the offense 
for which conviction was had.   

Washington WASH. REV. 
CODE 

§ 9.94A.753 

Restitution shall be ordered whenever the offender is convicted of 
an offense which results in injury to any person unless 
extraordinary circumstances exist which make restitution 
inappropriate in the court's judgment and the court sets forth such 
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circumstances in the record.  In addition, restitution shall be 
ordered to pay for an injury, loss, or damage if the offender pleads 
guilty to a lesser offense or fewer offenses and agrees with the 
prosecutor's recommendation that the offender be required to pay 
restitution to a victim of an offense or offenses which are not 
prosecuted pursuant to a plea agreement. 

West Virginia W. VA. CODE 
§§ 61-8C-4, 
61-11A-4 

The court may order any person convicted under the provisions of 
this article to pay all or any portion of the cost of medical, 
psychological or psychiatric treatment of the minor resulting from 
the act or acts for which the person is convicted, whether or not the 
minor is considered to have sustained bodily injury. 
 
The court, when sentencing a defendant convicted of a felony or 
misdemeanor causing physical, psychological or economic injury 
or loss to a victim, shall order, in addition to or in lieu of any other 
penalty authorized by law, that the defendant make restitution to 
any victim of the offense, unless the court finds restitution to be 
wholly or partially impractical.   
 
In the case of an offense resulting in bodily injury to a victim: 
(A) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary medical and 
related professional services and devices relating to physical, 
psychiatric and psychological care, including nonmedical care and 
treatment rendered in accordance with a method of healing 
recognized by the law of the place of treatment; 
(B) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary physical and 
occupational therapy and rehabilitation; and 
(C) Reimburse the victim for income lost by the victim as a result 
of the offense. 

Wisconsin WIS. STAT. 
§§ 973.20(3), 

(4m) 

If a crime considered at sentencing resulted in bodily injury, the 
restitution order may require that the defendant do one or more of 
the following: 
(a) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary medical and 
related professional services and devices relating to physical, 
psychiatric and psychological care and treatment. 
(b) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary physical and 
occupational therapy and rehabilitation. 
(c) Reimburse the injured person for income lost as a result of a 
crime considered at sentencing. 
(d) If the injured person's sole employment at the time of the injury 
was performing the duties of a homemaker, pay an amount 
sufficient to ensure that the duties are continued until the person is 
able to resume performance of the duties. 
 
If the defendant committed the crime of child pornography, if the 
court finds that the crime was sexually motivated, as defined in 
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s. 980.01(5), and the above paragraph does not apply, the restitution 
order may require that the defendant pay an amount, not to exceed 
$10,000, equal to the cost of necessary professional services 
relating to psychiatric and psychological care and treatment.  The 
$10,000 limit under this subsection does not apply to the amount of 
any restitution ordered in the paragraphs above and below for the 
cost of necessary professional services relating to psychiatric and 
psychological care and treatment. 
 
In any case, the restitution order may require that the defendant do 
one or more of the following: 
(a) Pay all special damages, but not general damages, substantiated 
by evidence in the record, which could be recovered in a civil 
action against the defendant for his or her conduct in the 
commission of a crime considered at sentencing. 
(b) Pay an amount equal to the income lost, and reasonable out-of-
pocket expenses incurred, by the person against whom a crime 
considered at sentencing was committed resulting from the filing of 
charges or cooperating in the investigation and prosecution of the 
crime. 
(c) Reimburse any person or agency for amounts paid as rewards 
for information leading to the apprehension or successful 
prosecution of the defendant for a crime for which the defendant 
was convicted or to the apprehension or prosecution of the 
defendant for a read-in crime. 
(d) If justice so requires, reimburse any insurer, surety or other 
person who has compensated a victim for a loss otherwise 
compensable under this section. 

Wyoming WYO. STAT. 
ANN. §§ 7-9-
102, 7-9-103, 
7-9-106, 7-9-

114 

In addition to any other punishment prescribed by law the court 
shall, upon conviction for any misdemeanor or felony, order a 
defendant to pay restitution to each victim unless the court 
specifically finds that the defendant has no ability to pay and that 
no reasonable probability exists that the defendant will have an 
ability to pay. 
 
In determining the amount of restitution, the court shall consider 
and include as a special finding, each victim's reasonably 
foreseeable actual pecuniary damage that will result in the future as 
a result of the defendant's criminal activity. 
 
The probation and parole officer or other person directed by the 
court when assisting the defendant in preparing the plan of 
restitution, and the court before approving or modifying the plan of 
restitution, shall consider: 
(i) The number of victims; 
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(ii) The pecuniary damages of each victim including, if applicable, 
the long-term physical health care cost of the victim; 
(iii) The defendant's: (A) Physical and mental health and condition; 
(B) Age; (C) Education; (D) Employment circumstances; (E) 
Potential for employment and vocational training; (F) Family 
circumstances; and (G) Financial condition and whether the 
defendant has an ability to pay or whether a reasonable probability 
exists that the defendant will have an ability to pay. 
(iv) Whether compensation has been paid to any victim under the 
Crime Victims Compensation Act [§§ 1-40-101 through 1-40-119]; 
(v) What plan of restitution will most effectively aid the 
rehabilitation of the defendant; and 
(vi) Other appropriate factors. 
 
In determining the amount of restitution to be ordered for long-term 
physical health care, the court shall consider the factors stated 
above together with an estimated monthly cost of long-term 
physical health care of the victim provided by the victim or his 
representative.   
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Appendix BB:  Civil Remedy for Child Pornography Chart 
 

State Statute Description 
Alabama N/A  
Alaska ALASKA STAT. 

§ 09.55.650 
A person who, as a minor under age 16, was the victim of sexual 
abuse may maintain an action for recovery of damages against the 
perpetrator of the act based on the perpetrator's intentional conduct 
for an injury or condition suffered as a result of the sexual abuse.  
“Sexual abuse” encompasses unlawful exploitation of a minor, 
which in turn encompasses producing certain forms of child 
pornography (see ALASKA STAT. § 11.41.455). 

Arizona N/A  
Arkansas N/A  
California N/A  
Colorado N/A  

Connecticut N/A  
Delaware N/A  
District of 
Columbia 

N/A  

Florida FLA. STAT. 
§ 847.01357 

Allows any person who was a victim of a child pornography crime 
while under the age of 18 and suffered “personal or psychological 
injury” as a result to bring a civil action against the perpetrator, 
even if the victim is now an adult.  A prevailing plaintiff is entitled 
to recover actual damages plus the costs of the lawsuit, including 
reasonable attorney’s fees.  Any victim who is awarded damages is 
deemed to have sustained damages of at least $150,000. 

Georgia N/A  
Hawaii N/A  
Idaho N/A  

Illinois N/A  
Indiana N/A  
Iowa N/A  

Kansas KAN. STAT. 
ANN. § 60-

5001 

Allows any person who was a victim of a child pornography crime 
while under the age of 18 and suffered “personal or psychological 
injury” as a result to bring a civil action against the perpetrator.  A 
prevailing plaintiff is entitled to recover actual damages plus the 
costs of the lawsuit, including reasonable attorney’s fees.  Any 
victim who is awarded damages is deemed to have sustained 
damages of at least $150,000. 

Kentucky N/A  
Louisiana N/A  

Maine N/A  
Maryland N/A  

Massachusetts MASS. GEN. 
LAWS ch. 265, 

§ 50 

A victim subjected to the production of unlawful pornography may 
bring an action in tort “in the superior court in any county wherein 
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a violation . . . occurred, where the plaintiff resides or where the 
defendant resides or has a place of business.” 

Michigan N/A  
Minnesota MINN. STAT. 

§ 617.245 
A cause of action exists for injury caused by the use of a minor in a 
sexual performance.  The cause of action exists against a person 
who “promotes, employs, uses, or permits a minor to engage or 
assist others to engage in posing or modeling alone or with others 
in a sexual performance, if the person knows or has reason to know 
that the conduct intended is a sexual performance.”  This person is 
liable to the minor for damages. 

Mississippi N/A  
Missouri MO. REV. 

STAT. 
§ 537.047 

Any person who, while a child or minor, was a victim of child 
pornography and who suffers physical or psychological injury or 
illness as a result is entitled to bring a civil action to recover the 
actual damages sustained as a result of the violation.  The victim is 
also entitled to recover the costs of the civil action and reasonable 
fees for attorneys and expert witnesses. 

Montana MONT. CODE 
ANN. § 27-2-

216 

A victim of “childhood sexual abuse,” which includes victims of 
child pornography, can bring a tort action for recovery of damages 
for injury suffered as a result. 

Nebraska NEB. REV. 
STAT. § 25-

21,292 

“Any participant or portrayed observer in a visual depiction of 
sexually explicit conduct” who suffered personal or psychological 
injury as a result may bring a civil action against any person who 
knowingly and willfully (a) created, distributed, or actively 
acquired such visual depiction while in the state or (b) aided or 
assisted with the creation, distribution, or active acquisition of such 
visual depiction while such person or the person who aided or 
assisted was in the state. 

Nevada NEV. REV. 
STAT. 

§ 41.1396 

Any person who, while under the age of 16 years, appeared in any 
film, photograph or other visual presentation engaging in sexual 
conduct and who suffered personal or psychological injury as a 
result may bring an action against any person who, while over the 
age of 18 years, knowingly and willfully promoted, possessed, or 
used the internet to control the presentation.  A plaintiff who 
prevails in an action may recover actual damages, which shall be 
deemed to be at least $150,000, plus attorney's fees and costs. 

New 
Hampshire 

N.H. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 

§ 633:11 

A victim who was compelled to perform a “sexually-explicit 
performance,” which includes photographs or videotapes 
“involving one or more sex acts,” may bring a civil action against a 
person that commits the offense for damages, injunctive relief, or 
other appropriate relief if the compulsion was accomplished by one 
of a variety of specified means. 

New Jersey N.J. STAT. 
ANN. 

§ 2A:30B-3 

A child can bring a civil action against a person who commits one 
or more of a variety of child pornography acts.  If the plaintiff 
prevails, the court must award recovery of “three times the amount 
of damages consisting of financial gains to the defendant resulting 
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from the [proscribed] conduct . . . together with full costs and 
reasonable attorney’s fees.” 

New Mexico N/A  
New York N/A  

North Carolina N.C. GEN. 
STAT. § 14-

190.5A 

In addition to any other remedies at law or in equity, including an 
order by the court to destroy any image disclosed in violation of 
this section, any person whose private image is disclosed or used in 
the manner described has a civil cause of action against any person 
who discloses or uses the image and is entitled to recover from the 
other person any of the following: (1) actual damages, but not less 
than liquidated damages, to be computed at the rate of one thousand 
dollars per day for each day of the violation or in the amount of ten 
thousand dollars, whichever is higher; (2) punitive damages; (3) 
reasonable attorney’s fees and other litigation costs reasonably 
incurred. 

North Dakota N/A  
Ohio N/A  

Oklahoma OKLA. STAT. 
tit. 21, 

§ 1040.56 

Allows any person who was a victim of a child pornography crime 
while under the age of 18 and suffered personal or psychological 
injury as a result to bring a civil action against the perpetrator, even 
if the victim is now an adult.  A prevailing plaintiff is entitled to 
recover actual damages plus the costs of the lawsuit, including 
reasonable attorney’s fees.  The prevailing plaintiff is also entitled 
special and punitive damages. 

Oregon N/A  
Pennsylvania 18 PA. CONS. 

STAT. § 3051 
A victim of human trafficking or the sex trade (which includes 
victims of child pornography) can bring a civil action against a 
participant of the crime.  The court may award any of the following 
forms of relief: actual damages; compensatory damages; punitive 
damages; injunctive relief; any other appropriate relief.  

Rhode Island R.I. GEN. LAWS 
§ 9-1-2 

General provision cross-referenced in exploitation statute: 
“Whenever any person shall suffer any injury to his or her person, 
reputation, or estate by reason of the commission of any crime or 
offense, he or she may recover his or her damages for the injury in 
a civil action against the offender.”  

South Carolina N/A  
South Dakota S.D. CODIFIED 

LAWS §§ 22-
24A-7, 22-

24A-10 

A victim can bring a civil action for damages against a person who 
commits a child pornography crime, and may recover a wide 
variety of pecuniary and nonpecuniary damages, as well as 
exemplary damages, attorney’s fees, and disbursements. 

Tennessee N/A  
Texas N/A  
Utah UTAH CODE 

ANN. § 77-38-
15 

Victims of human trafficking (which includes forced participation 
in the production of pornography) may pursue a civil action against 
the perpetrator or anyone who knowingly benefitted from the 
trafficking.  The court may award actual, compensatory, or punitive 
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damages; injunctive relief; or any other appropriate relief.  It may 
also treble damages upon finding that the person’s acts were willful 
and malicious.  

Vermont N/A  
Virginia VA. CODE ANN. 

§ 8.01-42.4 
Victims of trafficking in persons, which includes victims of a 
manufacturer of child pornography, can bring a civil action and 
recover compensatory damages, punitive damages, and reasonable 
attorney’s fees and costs. 

Washington WASH. REV. 
CODE 

§ 9.68A.130 

A minor prevailing in a civil action arising from the sexual 
exploitation of a child is entitled to recover the costs of the suit, 
including an award of reasonable attorney’s fees. 

West Virginia N/A  
Wisconsin WIS. STAT. 

§ 948.051 
Any person who incurs an injury or death as a result of child 
trafficking may bring a civil action against the person who 
committed the violation.  In addition to actual damages, the court 
may award punitive damages to the injured party, not to exceed 
treble the amount of actual damages incurred, and reasonable 
attorney’s fees. 

Wyoming N/A  
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Appendix CC:  State Victims’ Funds Chart 
 

State Eligibility Coverage 
Alabama Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 

72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Requirements may be 
waived for good cause 

Maximum Award: $20,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup/evidence 
• Travel 
• Emergency 

Alaska Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
5 days or a reasonable period of time 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: Board weighs 
reasonableness of requests to waive 
reporting requirements 

Maximum Award: $40,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

Arizona Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: Exceptional 
circumstances 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Travel  
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Emergency 

Arkansas Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Requirements can be 
waived for good cause 

Maximum Award: $10,000, with 
additional $15,000 in catastrophic-
injury cases 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
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• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 

California Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
No set limit; crime must be reported 
within a reasonable period of time so 
that the investigation is not hindered  
 
Filing Period: 3 years; until age 19 
for crimes occurring while minors if 
crimes occurred more than 3 years 
prior, with limit extended to age 28 if 
the crime involves sex with a minor 
 
Exceptions: Good cause exception to 
the filing period 

Maximum Award: $70,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

 

Colorado Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good cause; most boards 
may waive requirements 

Maximum Award: $20,000 (district 
may set lower maximum) 
 
Compensable Costs (limits 
determined by district): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses (some districts) 
• Replacement services 
• Expenses to replace locks and 

secure residence 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Emergency 

Connecticut Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
Within 5 days of crime or within 5 
days of when crime reasonably can 
be reported; or for sexual assault 
victims, absent a police report, a 
sexual assault medical examination 
and evidence collection was 
completed within 72 hours of the 
assault 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 

Maximum Award: $15,000 personal 
injury claim; $25,000 homicide claim 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Certain expenses relating to 

injury to guide dog or assistance 
dog 
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Exceptions: Waiver possible for 
medical, emotional, and 
psychological reasons 
 
Deductible: $100 (discretionary) 
 
Minimum Loss: $100 

 

Delaware Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Extensions to filing 
period may be granted by board.  
Board may waive reporting 
requirement if unreasonable under 
circumstances of crime.  
 
Minimum Loss: $25 

Maximum Award: $25,000; 
additional $25,000 in catastrophic 
cases 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/lost support 
• Moving/relocation 
• Travel 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Replacement of items seized as 

evidence 
• Attorney’s fees 

District of 
Columbia 

Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
7 days 
 
Filing Period: 1 year from crime, or 
within 1 year of learning of the 
program with adequate showing that 
the delay was reasonable  
 
Exceptions: Victims of sexual assault 
may satisfy reporting requirement by 
obtaining a sexual assault 
examination; victims of domestic 
violence may satisfy requirement by 
obtaining civil protection order; 
child-cruelty victims may satisfy 
reporting requirement by the filing of 
a neglect petition 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Relocation (temporary emergency 

food and housing)  
• Moving expenses 
• Transportation 
• Crime-scene cleanup/replacement 

of items seized as evidence 
• Attorney’s fees (for appeals 

proceedings only) 
• Emergency  
 

Florida Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: For good cause, 
reporting period may be waived, and 
filing period can be extended to 2 

Maximum Award: $15,000, with 
additional $15,000 in catastrophic-
injury cases.  Total treatment costs, 
including medical, dental, and mental 
health, cannot exceed $7,500 per 
claim.  Coverage is limited to losses 
incurred within 3 years from date of 
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years.  For crimes against minors 
occurring after October 1, 1993, 
applications can be filed up to 1 year 
following victim's 18th birthday, or 
within 2 years for good cause. 

crime, except mental health 
counseling for minors. 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Funerals 
• Moving/relocation 
• Replacement services 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Emergency 

Georgia Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good cause exception; 
requirements liberally applied to 
child victims  
 
Financial Hardship: Program 
currently does not enforce statutory 
financial hardship provision 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene sanitation 
• Rehabilitation 
 

Hawaii Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 18 months 
 
Exceptions: Requirements may be 
waived for good cause 

Maximum Award: $10,000; in 
catastrophic cases, up to $20,000 in 
medical/mental health expenses; but 
only medical/mental health expenses 
may exceed $10,000 limit 
 
Compensable Costs: 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup/replacement 

of items seized as evidence 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Pain and suffering 

Idaho Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
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Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good-cause exception 
construed liberally, especially in 
cases involving minors, domestic 
violence, sexual assault or abuse 

Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
• Travel 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency awards available 

Indiana Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
48 hours 
 
Filing Period: 180 days; may be 
extended to two years 
 
Exceptions: For sex crimes, time 
periods are extended to 2 years 
 
Minimum Loss: $100 

Maximum Award: $15,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 
 

Iowa Crime Reporting Period: 72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: Interfamilial child 
victims have 2 years to file a claim 
after a report is filed with the 
Department of Human Services 
(there is no time limit for reporting to 
DHS); adults allowed good-cause 
exception to filing requirement 

Maximum Award: No established 
maximum; each benefit has its own 
limit. 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Travel 
• Attorney’s fees 

Kansas Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 2 years; for child 
sexual assault, period begins on date 
crime reported to police 
 
Exceptions: Good cause exception 
for reporting period only 
 
Minimum Loss: $100 except in 
sexual assaults  
 
Financial Hardship: May consider 
hardship 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses 
• Replacement services 
• Replacement of clothing or 

bedding seized as evidence 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
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Kentucky Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
48 hours 
 
Filing Period: 5 years for crimes  
occurring after July 15, 1998; 1 year 
for crimes prior to July 15, 1998 
 
Exceptions: Good cause 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Travel 
• Emergency 

Louisiana Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good cause; routinely 
waived for child victims 

Maximum Award: $10,000; up to 
$25,000 may be awarded when 
injuries are total and permanent 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene property damage 
• Replacement services 
• Travel 
• Attorney’s fees (not compensable 

unless hearing is called by board) 
• Emergency 

Maine Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
5 days 
 
Filing Period: 3 years or within 60 
days of discovery of injury or 
compensable loss, whichever is later 
 
Exceptions: Good cause, with 
specific exception for child victims 

Maximum Award: $15,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Travel 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
 

Maryland Reporting Period: 72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 3 years 
 
Exceptions: For good cause, 
requirements may be waived; 
requirements will be waived for child 
victims 
 
Minimum Loss: $100 

Maximum Award: $45,000; 
additional $25,000 in cases of 
permanent and total disability 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

Massachusetts Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
5 days 
 

Maximum Award: $25,000; 
additional $25,000 for catastrophic 
injuries 
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Filing Period: 3 years; to age 21 for 
minors 
 
Exceptions: Good-cause exception 
for reporting period 

 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
• Travel 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Attorney’s fees 

Michigan Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
48 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good-cause extension 
for reporting period.  Child victims 
have one year from their majority or, 
if a minor, from the report of the 
crime to file application; discretion to 
extend indefinitely for good cause. 
 
Minimum Loss: $200 or 2 weeks' lost 
wages 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup (homicides 

only)  
• Replacement services 
• Rehabilitation 
• Travel 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

Minnesota Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
30 days 
 
Filing Period: 3 years 
 
Exceptions: Reporting requirement 
waived for child abuse and sexual 
assault victims.  Domestic child 
abuse victim must file claim within 
three years of report of crime.  Filing 
requirement also may be waived 
where injury not "reasonably 
discoverable." 
 
Minimum Loss: $50 

Maximum Award: $50,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Emergency 
 

Mississippi Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 36 months 
 
Exceptions: Reporting requirement 
may be waived for good cause.  In 
cases of child sexual abuse; 

Maximum Award: $20,000  
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling  
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Relocation 
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application must be filed within 36 
months after report is made.  Filing 
requirement may be extended for up 
to 12 additional months for good 
cause. 

• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Emergency 
 

Missouri Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
48 hours 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: Child victims have up to 
2 years from their 18th birthday 
within which to file 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Travel 
• Attorney’s fees 
 

Nebraska Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: Good cause 
 
Financial Hardship: Most victims 
meet financial need test based on 
financial resources (cash on hand, 
earnings, stocks, equity, autos, farm 
equipment) 

Maximum Award: $10,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 
 

Nevada Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
5 days, or within 5 days of when 
crime can reasonably be reported 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good cause exception to 
extend filing period up to 18 months 
more; child sexual crime victim has 
until age of 21 to file claim, if crime 
is reported 

Maximum Award: $35,000; $150,000 
for catastrophic injuries 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Travel 
• Attorney’s fees 
 

New 
Hampshire 

Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
5 days 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good cause waiver 
applied in some cases (e.g., sex 
assault) 
 
Minimum Loss: $100 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Relocation expenses 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
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• Travel to obtain medical 
assistance 

New Jersey Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
9 months 
 
Filing Period: 3 years 
 
Exceptions: Good cause waiver; child 
victims may have up to 3 years after 
age of 18 

Maximum Award: $25,000; 
supplemental $35,000 for victims 
with catastrophic injuries, for all 
forms of rehabilitative assistance 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support  
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Moving expenses 
• Domestic services 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

New Mexico Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
30 days; 180 days for sexual assault 
and domestic violence victims  
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: Child victims must file 
application within two years of date 
reported to law enforcement or 18th 
birthday, whichever comes first 

Maximum Award: $20,000; up to 
$50,000 in catastrophic physical 
injury cases 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 

New York Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
7 days 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good cause waiver; in 
claims involving sex offenses or 
family offenses, police report must be 
filed within reasonable time 
considering all circumstances, 
including victim's condition and 
family situation 
 
Financial Hardship: Means test 
applied only if claimed expenses 
exceed $5,000 

Maximum Award: No maximum for 
medical expenses; various maximums 
for other expenses 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses (if medically 

necessary) 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Property loss/security 
• Travel 
• Vocational rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 
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North 
Carolina 

Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: Good cause exception 
for reporting 

Maximum Award: $30,000, plus an 
additional $5,000 in homicide cases 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Travel 

North Dakota Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good cause; for child 
abuse and molestation victims, report 
must be made within 3 years after 
18th birthday 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

Ohio Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
No limit within which to report 
 
Filing Period: No filing limit 
 
Exceptions: Waiver for good cause 

Maximum Award: $50,000 per 
victim per incident 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup/replacement 

of items seized as evidence 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

Oklahoma Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: For good cause, filing 
period may extend no longer than 1 
additional year 

Maximum Award: $20,000; $40,000 
for catastrophic injuries and in 
homicides 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving expenses 
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• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 

Oregon Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 6 months, with good-
cause waiver 
 
Exceptions: For child victims, time 
periods begin at date of disclosure 

Maximum Award: $44,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Emergency 

Pennsylvania Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: For child victims only 
 
Minimum Loss: A combined 
minimum out-of-pocket loss, loss of 
earnings, or loss of support of $100; 
no minimum out-of-pocket loss for 
applicants aged 60 or older 

Maximum Award: $35,000 plus an 
additional $10,000 for counseling, 
$1,000 in relocation costs for each 
direct victim, and $500 crime-scene 
cleanup 
 
Compensable costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Relocation expenses 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup  
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Replacement of stolen cash, if 

primary source of income is 
Social Security, pension, 
retirement, disability, or court-
ordered child/spousal support; up 
to one month's entitlement 

• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

Rhode Island Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
10 days 
 
Filing Period: 3 years 
 
Exceptions: Time limits are stayed 
until child victim reaches age of 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Rehabilitation 
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majority.  For adults, good-cause 
exception to time limits. 

• Attorney’s fees (only for 
successful appeals) 

• Emergency 
South 

Carolina 
Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
48 hours 
 
Filing Period: 180 days 
 
Exceptions: For good cause, 
reporting period can be waived; and 
applicants may file up to 4 years from 
the crime or the date of its discovery 
 
Minimum Loss: $100; must have two 
weeks' continuous lost wages to 
qualify for lost-wage benefit 

Maximum Award: $15,000; the 
Advisory Board may approve an 
additional $10,000 with proper 
documentation demonstrating 
financial hardship 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees (only for 

appealed cases) 
• Emergency 

South Dakota Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
5 days 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Good cause waiver 
applied for children, elderly, 
domestic violence and sexual assault 
victims 

Maximum Award: $15,000 
 
Compensable costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup/replacement 

of items seized as evidence 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Emergency 

Tennessee Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
48 hours 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Reporting and filing 
periods may be waived 
 
Minimum Loss: $100 or 2 weeks' 
continuous lost wages; may be 
waived 

Maximum Award: $30,000  
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support  
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Moving expenses 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Pain and suffering 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 
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Texas Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
Reasonable time period 
 
Filing Period: 3 years 
 
Exceptions: Reporting and filing 
periods do not apply to child victims; 
good cause waiver may apply to 
other cases 

Maximum Award: $50,000, with 
additional $75,000 for permanent 
injuries  
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Moving/relocation 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup/replacement 

of items seized as evidence 
• Travel 
• Moving expenses 
• Physical rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

Utah Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
No time limit but police report 
required 
 
Filing Period: No time limit but 
crime must have occurred after 1986 

Maximum Award: $25,000; $50,000 
for medical expenses in homicide, 
attempted homicide, aggravated 
assault or drunk-driving 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Relocation 
• Replacement services  
• Crime scene cleanup/property 

damage 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees (only when 

minors require assistance in 
establishing trust or determining 
guardianship) 

• Emergency  
Vermont Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 

No set period 
 
Filing Period: No set period 

Maximum Award: $10,000; in 
homicides, $10,000 for each eligible 
person 
 
Compensable Costs: 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling  
• Lost wages/support 
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• Moving expenses 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Travel 
• Rehabilitation 

Virginia Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
5 days 
 
Filing Period: 1 year; child sexual 
assault victims have 10 years past 
18th birthday 
 
Exceptions: For just cause, filing 
period may be extended indefinitely 
for crimes occurring on or after July 
1, 2001 
 
Minimum Loss: $100 

Maximum Award: $25,000 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Moving expenses 
• Replacement services 
• Travel 
• Emergency 

Washington Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
1 year from crime or within 1 year of 
time report could reasonably have 
been made 
 
Filing Period: 2 years from report to 
police; 5 years with good cause 
 
Exceptions: Filing period for child 
victims does not start until 18th 
birthday 

Maximum Award: $190,000, with 
$150,000 in medical benefits and 
$40,00 in other benefits 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Travel 
• Forensic exams in sexual assaults 

paid for through separate 
procedure 

West Virginia Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
72 hours 
 
Filing Period: 2 years 
 
Exceptions: Requirements may be 
waived for good cause; time periods 
begin when child victims attain age 
of majority 

Maximum Award: $35,000 in 
personal injury cases; $50,000 in 
homicides; $100,000 for victims left 
permanently and totally disabled 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Relocation 
• Replacement services 
• Travel 
• Crime-scene cleanup 
• Rehabilitation 
• Attorney’s fees 
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Wisconsin Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
5 days 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: For child victims, 
reporting deadline is 5 days from 
disclosure, or 18th birthday if adult 
fails to report on victim's behalf 
within 5 days of disclosure; filing 
deadline is 1 year from 18th birthday.  
Report deadline may be extended. 

Maximum Award: $40,000; plus 
additional $2,000 for funeral 
expenses 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Replacement services 
• Crime-scene cleanup/replacement 

of items seized as evidence 
• Attorney’s fees 
• Emergency 

Wyoming Law Enforcement Reporting Period: 
Reasonable period of time after crime 
 
Filing Period: 1 year 
 
Exceptions: Children are given 1 year 

after the report of the crime to file 

Maximum Award: $15,000, with 
additional $10,000 available for 
catastrophic injuries 
 
Compensable Costs (with limits): 
• Medical expenses 
• Mental health counseling 
• Lost wages/support 
• Crime-scene cleanup/replacement 

of items seized as evidence 
• Travel 
• Relocation 
• Emergency 
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Appendix DD:  Office for Victims of Crime, U.S. Resource Map of Crime Victim Services 
& Information 

 

For relevant compensation forms and additional information for each state, see State 
Support, OFF. FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME, https://ovc.ojp.gov/states (last visited September 20, 2021). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ovc.ojp.gov/states
https://ovc.ojp.gov/states
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Appendix EE:  Cyber Civil Rights Initiative, Online Removal Guide 
 

For the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative’s guide to the removal of abusive material from most 
major websites, see Online Removal Guide, CYBER CIV. RTS. INITIATIVE, 
https://www.cybercivilrights.org/online-removal/ (last visited September 20, 2021). 

  

https://www.cybercivilrights.org/online-removal/
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Appendix FF:  State Requirements for Appointing a Guardian Ad Litem Chart 
 
State Statute Description 

Alabama ALA. CODE 
§ 26-2A-52 

At any point in a proceeding, a court may appoint a guardian ad litem 
to represent the interest of a minor or other person if the court 
determines that representation of the interest otherwise would be 
inadequate.  If not precluded by conflict of interests, a guardian ad 
litem may be appointed to represent several persons or interests. 
 
The court, under this section, has very broad discretion in appointing 
a guardian ad litem to represent the interest of any party before the 
court.  Appointment can be made at any time and for virtually any 
reason.  The court is not required to set out its reasons for appointing 
a guardian ad litem as a part of the record, but the court is encouraged 
to do so when such statement will be helpful to identify and to focus 
on particular concerns the court may have. 

ALA. R. CIV. P. 
17 
 

Whenever a guardian ad litem shall be necessary, the court in which 
the action is pending shall appoint to serve in that capacity some 
person who is qualified to represent the minor or incompetent person 
in the capacity of an attorney or solicitor, and must not select or 
appoint any person who is related, either by blood or marriage within 
the fourth degree, to the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney, or to the 
judge or clerk of the court, or who is in any manner connected with 
such plaintiff or such plaintiff's attorney, or who has been suggested, 
nominated, or recommended by the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney 
or any person for the plaintiff.  If the guardian ad litem is to be 
appointed for a minor fourteen (14) years of age or over, such minor 
may, within thirty (30) days after perfection of service upon the 
minor in such cause, have the minor's choice of a guardian ad litem to 
represent the minor in said cause certified by an officer authorized to 
take acknowledgments, but if such minor fails to nominate a guardian 
ad litem within the thirty- (30-) day period or before any hearing set 
in the action, whichever is earlier, the court shall appoint a guardian 
ad litem as before provided.  In all cases in which a guardian ad litem 
is required, the court must ascertain a reasonable fee or compensation 
to be allowed and paid to such guardian ad litem for services 
rendered in such cause, to be taxed as a part of the costs in such 
action, and which is to be paid when collected as other costs in the 
action, to such guardian ad litem. 

Alaska ALASKA R. 
CIV. P. 90.7; 

ALASKA STAT. 
§ 25.24.310  

 

Instead of, or in addition to, appointment of an attorney . . . the court 
may, upon motion of either party or upon its own motion, appoint an 
attorney or other person or the office of public advocacy to provide 
guardian ad litem services to a child in any legal proceeding 
involving the child's welfare.  The court shall require a guardian ad 
litem when, in the opinion of the court, representation of the child's 
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best interests, to be distinguished from preferences, would serve the 
welfare of the child. 

Arizona ARIZ. SUP. CT. 
R. 42, E.R. 

1.14(b) 

A lawyer may seek the appointment of a guardian or take other 
protective action with respect to a client, only when the lawyer 
reasonably believes that the client cannot adequately act in the 
client's own interest. 

ARIZ. JUV. CT. 
R. P. 40 

 

The court may appoint a guardian ad litem to protect the interest of 
the child.  The guardian ad litem may be an attorney, volunteer 
special advocate or other qualified person.  The guardian ad litem 
shall meet with the child before the preliminary protective hearing, if 
possible, or if not possible, within fourteen (14) days after the 
preliminary protective hearing.  The guardian ad litem shall also meet 
with the child before all substantive hearings.  Upon a showing of 
extraordinary circumstances, the judge may modify this requirement 
for any substantive hearing. 

Arkansas ARK. R. CIV. P. 
17 
 

The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for an infant or 
incompetent person not otherwise represented in an action or shall 
make such other order as it deems proper for the protection of the 
infant or incompetent.  No judgment shall be rendered against an 
infant or incompetent until after a defense by a guardian or guardian 
ad litem, who shall be appointed by the court upon application of any 
interested party and who shall promptly respond to the claim against 
the infant or incompetent as provided by these Rules. 

California CAL. CIV. 
PROC. CODE 

§ 372 

(a)(1) When a minor, a person who lacks legal capacity to make 
decisions, or a person for whom a conservator has been appointed is a 
party, that person shall appear either by a guardian or conservator of 
the estate or by a guardian ad litem appointed by the court in which 
the action or proceeding is pending, or by a judge thereof, in each 
case.  A guardian ad litem may be appointed in any case when it is 
deemed by the court in which the action or proceeding is prosecuted, 
or by a judge thereof, expedient to appoint a guardian ad litem to 
represent the minor, person lacking legal capacity to make decisions, 
or person for whom a conservator has been appointed, 
notwithstanding that the person may have a guardian or conservator 
of the estate and may have appeared by the guardian or conservator 
of the estate. . . . 

CAL CIV. 
PROC. CODE 

§ 373 

When a guardian ad litem is appointed, he or she shall be appointed 
as follows: 
(a) If the minor is the plaintiff the appointment must be made before 
the summons is issued, upon the application of the minor, if the 
minor is 14 years of age or older, or, if under that age, upon the 
application of a relative or friend of the minor. 
(b) If the minor is the defendant, upon the application of the minor, if 
the minor is 14 years of age or older, and the minor applies within 10 
days after the service of the summons, or, if under that age or if the 
minor neglects to apply, then upon the application of a relative or 
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friend of the minor, or of any other party to the action, or by the court 
on its own motion. 
(c) If the person lacking legal competence to make decisions is a 
party to an action or proceeding, upon the application of a relative or 
friend of the person lacking legal competence to make decisions, or 
of any other party to the action or proceeding, or by the court on its 
own motion. 

Colorado COLO. R. CIV. 
P. 17 

(c) Infants or Incompetent Persons.  Whenever an infant or 
incompetent person has a representative, such as a general guardian, 
conservator, or other like fiduciary, the representative may sue or 
defend on behalf of the infant or incompetent person.  If an infant or 
incompetent person does not have a duly appointed representative, or 
such representative fails to act, he may sue by his next friend or by a 
guardian ad litem.  The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for an 
infant or incompetent person not otherwise represented in an action 
or shall make such other order as it deems proper for the protection of 
the infant or incompetent person, provided, that in an action in rem it 
shall not be necessary to appoint a guardian ad litem for any 
unknown person who might be an infant or incompetent person. 

Connecticut CONN. GEN. 
STAT. § 46b-

129a  

(D) If the court, based on evidence before it, or counsel for the child, 
determines that the child cannot adequately act in his or her own best 
interests and the child's wishes, as determined by counsel, if 
followed, could lead to substantial physical, financial or other harm 
to the child unless protective action is taken, counsel may request and 
the court may order that a separate guardian ad litem be assigned for 
the child, in which case the court shall either appoint a guardian ad 
litem to serve on a voluntary basis or notify the office of Chief Public 
Defender who shall assign a separate guardian ad litem for the child.  
The guardian ad litem shall perform an independent investigation of 
the case and may present at any hearing information pertinent to the 
court's determination of the best interests of the child.  The guardian 
ad litem shall be subject to cross-examination upon the request of 
opposing counsel.  The guardian ad litem is not required to be an 
attorney-at-law but shall be knowledgeable about the needs and 
protection of children and relevant court procedures.  If a separate 
guardian ad litem is assigned, the person previously serving as 
counsel for the child shall continue to serve as counsel for the child 
and a different person shall be assigned as guardian ad litem, unless 
the court for good cause also determines that a different person 
should serve as counsel for the child, in which case the court shall 
notify the office of Chief Public Defender who shall assign a 
different person as counsel for the child.  No person who has served 
as both counsel and guardian ad litem for a child shall thereafter 
serve solely as the child's guardian ad litem. 
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Delaware DEL. FAM. CT. 
R. CIV. P. 

17(b) 

(1) Except as otherwise provided by statute or rule, every child 
properly named as a petitioner or respondent shall be appointed a 
guardian ad litem. 
(2) A person proposing himself or herself as a guardian ad litem for a 
child petitioner may sign and file a petition conditional upon 
subsequent appointment.  However, only a custodial parent, legal 
guardian or duly appointed guardian ad litem may seek ex parte or 
expedited relief on behalf of a child.  A person filing a petition 
against a child as a respondent has the burden of initiating the 
appointment of a guardian ad litem for that child. 
(3) A parent of a child who holds joint or sole custody or a child's 
court ordered guardian of the person shall be presumed a qualified 
guardian ad litem unless such person has an interest in the case which 
is inconsistent with the child's interests.  If the child's custodial status 
is unknown, joint natural custody by both parents shall be presumed. 
(4) If no disinterested custodial parent or legal guardian is available, 
then another person known to the child may be appointed.  However, 
if such person is not a noncustodial parent, grandparent, great-
grandparent, or adult sibling of the child, then appointment may only 
occur after a hearing. 
(5) The appointment of a guardian ad litem may be sought by motion 
of: 

(A) The person seeking appointment; 
(B) Another party to the action; 
(C) The child; 
(D) A custodial parent or legal guardian; or 
(E) The Department of Services for Children, Youth and their 

Families. 
(6) The motion shall set out: 

(A) The child's minority; 
(B) The identity of all persons holding parental or custodial 

rights or guardianship, and whether each is available for 
appointment or has an interest in the case; and 

(C) A proposed guardian ad litem or explanation why a 
guardian ad litem should be selected by the court. 

(7) 
(A) The motion may be served with the underlying petition 

and shall be served upon: 
(i) All persons or entities holding parental or custodial 

rights or guardianship, and 
(ii) The child, if age 14 or older, but otherwise, upon 

the adult with whom the child resides; and 
(iii) All other parties to the action. 

(B) If the motion is served with the underlying petition, any 
written response must be filed and served within the time 
permitted for an answer as provided in Rule 12. 
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(8) 
(A) If no appropriate guardian ad litem can be identified, the 

Court may: 
(i) Appoint an attorney to represent the child; 
(ii) Permit the child to proceed on his or her own; or 
(iii) Dismiss the action. 

(B) Whether an attorney can adequately represent a child's 
interests with or without a separately appointed guardian 
ad litem will be determined on a case by case basis.  
Attorney's fees may be assessed against any or all parties. 

District of 
Columbia 

D.C. SUPER. 
CT. R. CIV. P. 

17 

(2) Without a Representative.  A minor or incompetent person who 
does not have a duly appointed representative may sue by a next 
friend or by a guardian ad litem.  The court must appoint a guardian 
ad litem—or issue another appropriate order—to protect a minor or 
incompetent person who is unrepresented in an action. 

Florida FLA. R. CIV. P. 
1.210 

(b) Minors or Incompetent Persons.  When a minor or incompetent 
person has a representative, such as a guardian or other like fiduciary, 
the representative may sue or defend on behalf of the minor or 
incompetent person.  A minor or incompetent person who does not 
have a duly appointed representative may sue by next friend or by a 
guardian ad litem.  The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for a 
minor or incompetent person not otherwise represented in an action 
or shall make such other order as it deems proper for the protection of 
the minor or incompetent person. 
 
NOTE: Each Judicial Circuit publishes Administrative Orders 
regarding the appointment of a guardian ad litem within the Circuit. 

Georgia GA. CODE 
ANN. § 9-11-

17  

(c) Infants or incompetent persons.  Whenever an infant or 
incompetent person has a representative, such as a general guardian, 
committee, conservator, or other like fiduciary, the representative 
may bring or defend an action on behalf of the infant or incompetent 
person.  If an infant or incompetent person does not have a duly 
appointed representative, he may bring an action by his next friend or 
by a guardian ad litem.  The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem 
for an infant or incompetent person not otherwise represented in an 
action or shall make such other order as it deems proper for the 
protection of the infant or incompetent person. 
 
The powers enjoyed by a guardian ad litem under Georgia law are 
delineated at GA. CODE ANN. § 29-2-22. 

Hawaii HAW. FAM. CT. 
R. 17 

(c) Minors or Incompetent Persons.  The court may appoint a 
guardian ad litem for a minor or incompetent person not otherwise 
represented in an action or shall make such other order as it deems 
proper for the protection of the minor or incompetent person. 

Idaho IDAHO CODE 
§ 5-306  

When an infant or an insane or incompetent person is a party, he 
must appear either by his general guardian or by a guardian ad litem 
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appointed by the court in which the action is pending in each case.  A 
guardian ad litem may be appointed in any case when it is deemed by 
the court in which the action or proceeding is prosecuted, or by a 
judge thereof, expedient, to represent the infant, insane or 
incompetent person in the action or proceeding, notwithstanding he 
may have a general guardian and may have appeared by him. 

IDAHO R. CIV. 
P. 17 

(2) Without a Representative.  A minor or an incompetent person 
who does not have a duly appointed representative may sue by a next 
friend or by a guardian ad litem.  The court must appoint a guardian 
ad litem, or issue another appropriate order, to protect a minor or 
incompetent person who is unrepresented in an action. 

Illinois N/A Illinois law sets forth specific procedures for the appointment of a 
guardian ad litem in family law court, juvenile court, and probate 
proceedings.  Advocates should examine the specific rules of each 
Judicial Circuit. 

Indiana IND. CODE 
§ 34-9-2-1 

Sec. 1.  All courts have the authority to: 
(1) appoint a guardian ad litem to defend the interests of any person 

under eighteen (18) years of age impleaded in a suit; and 
(2) permit any person, as next friend, to prosecute a suit in a minor's 

behalf. 
IND. R. TRIAL 

P. 17 
 

An infant or incompetent person may sue or be sued in any action: 
(1) in his own name; 
(2) in his own name by a guardian ad litem or a next friend; 
(3) in the name of his representative, if the representative is a court-

appointed general guardian, committee, conservator, guardian of 
the estate or other like fiduciary. 

The court, upon its own motion or upon the motion of any party, 
must notify and allow the representative named in subsection (3) of 
this subdivision, if he is known, to represent an infant or incompetent 
person, and be joined as an additional party in his representative 
capacity.  If an infant or incompetent person is not represented, or is 
not adequately represented, the court shall appoint a guardian ad 
litem for him. 

Iowa IOWA R. CIV. 
P. 1.210 

An action of a minor or any person adjudged incompetent shall be 
brought by the person's conservator if there is one or, if not, by the 
person's guardian if there is one; otherwise the minor may sue by a 
next friend, and the incompetent by a conservator or guardian 
appointed by the court for that purpose.  If it is in the person's best 
interest, the court may dismiss such action or substitute another 
conservator, guardian or next friend. 

Kansas KAN. STAT. 
ANN. § 60-217  

 

(2) Without a representative.  A minor or an incapacitated person 
who does not have a duly appointed representative may sue by a next 
friend or by a guardian ad litem.  The court must appoint a guardian 
ad litem, or issue another appropriate order, to protect a minor or 
incapacitated person who is unrepresented in an action. 
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KAN. STAT. 
ANN. § 38-

2205 

(a) Appointment of guardian ad litem and attorney for child; duties.  
Upon the filing of a petition, the court shall appoint an attorney to 
serve as guardian ad litem for a child who is the subject of 
proceedings under this code.  The guardian ad litem shall make an 
independent investigation of the facts upon which the petition is 
based and shall appear for and represent the best interests of the 
child.  
 
When the child's position is not consistent with the determination of 
the guardian ad litem as to the child's best interests, the guardian ad 
litem shall inform the court of the disagreement.  The guardian ad 
litem or the child may request the court to appoint a second attorney 
to serve as attorney for the child, and the court, on good cause shown, 
may appoint such second attorney.  The attorney for the child shall 
allow the child and the guardian ad litem to communicate with one 
another but may require such communications to occur in the 
attorney's presence. 

Kentucky N/A Kentucky law sets forth specific procedures for the appointment of a 
guardian ad litem in probate and other special proceedings.  
Advocates should examine the specific rules of each Judicial Circuit. 

Louisiana N/A Title VIII of Book I of the Louisiana Civil Code applies generally to 
tutorship—the equivalent to guardianship in Louisiana. 

Maine ME. R. CIV. P. 
17 

(b) Guardians and Other Representatives.  Whenever a minor or 
incompetent person has a representative, such as a general guardian, 
conservator, or other like fiduciary, the representative may sue or 
defend on behalf of the minor or incompetent person.  A minor or 
incompetent person who does not have a duly appointed 
representative may sue by a next friend or by a guardian ad litem.  
The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for a minor or 
incompetent person not otherwise represented in an action or shall 
make such other order as it deems proper for the protection of the 
minor or incompetent person.  In any action in which there are or 
may be defendants who have been served only by publication and 
who have not appeared, the court may appoint an agent, guardian ad 
litem, or next friend to represent them. 

ME. R. 
GUARDIANS 
AD LITEM 4 

(a) Appointment to a Case.  An individual shall act in a case as a 
guardian ad litem only as authorized by 

(1) A limited purpose appointment order issued pursuant to 
Rule 4(b)(4)(D)(i), 4 M.R.S. § 1555, and either 19-A 
M.R.S. § 1507 or 18-A M.R.S. § 1-112; 

(2) A standard appointment order issued pursuant to Rule 
4(b)(4)(D)(ii), 4 M.R.S. § 1555, and either 19-A M.R.S. 
§ 1507 or 18-A M.R.S. § 1-112; 

(3) An expanded appointment order issued pursuant to Rule 
4(b)(4)(D)(iii), 4 M.R.S. § 1555, and either 19-A M.R.S. 
§ 1507 or 18-A M.R.S. § 1-112; or 
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(4) An appointment order issued pursuant to Rule 4(c), 4 
M.R.S. § 1556, and 22 M.R.S. § 4005. 

Maryland MD. CODE 
ANN., FAM. 

LAW § 1-202  

In an action in which custody, visitation rights, or the amount of 
support of a minor child is contested, the court may: 

(1)(i) appoint a lawyer who shall serve as a child advocate 
attorney to represent the minor child and who may not 
represent any party to the action; or 
(ii) appoint a lawyer who shall serve as a best interest 
attorney to represent the minor child and who may not 
represent any party to the action; and 

(2) impose counsel fees against one or more parties to the 
action. 

Massachusetts MASS. R. CIV. 
P. 17 

 

(b) Infants or Incompetent Persons or Incapacitated Persons.  
Whenever an infant or incompetent person, or an incapacitated 
person as defined in G.L. c.190B has a representative, such as a 
guardian, conservator, or other like fiduciary, the representative may 
sue or defend on behalf of the infant or incompetent person, or 
incapacitated person as defined in G.L. c.190B.  If an infant or 
incompetent person, or an incapacitated person as defined in G.L. 
c.190B does not have a duly appointed representative, he may sue by 
his next friend or by a guardian ad litem.  The court shall appoint a 
guardian ad litem for an infant or incompetent person, or an 
incapacitated person as defined in G.L. c.190B not otherwise 
represented in an action or shall make such other order as it deems 
proper for the protection of the infant or incompetent person, or an 
incapacitated person as defined in G.L. c.190B.  

MA. PROB. 
AND FAM. CT. 

SUPP. R. 5 

In cases in probate or family court, in addition to making 
appointments of guardians ad litem in cases required by statute, 
whenever it shall appear that a minor, intellectually disabled person, 
a person under disability, an incapacitated person, a person to be 
protected or a person not ascertained or not in being is interested in 
any matter pending, a guardian ad litem for said person may be 
appointed by the court at its discretion.  

Michigan MICH. CT. R. 
2.201(E)(2) 

(a) Appointment of a next friend or guardian ad litem shall be made 
by the court as follows: 

(i) if the party is a minor 14 years of age or older, on the 
minor's nomination, accompanied by a written consent of 
the person to be appointed; 

(ii) if the party is a minor under 14 years of age or an 
incompetent person, on the nomination of the party's next 
of kin or of another relative or friend the court deems 
suitable, accompanied by a written consent of the person 
to be appointed; or 

(iii) if a nomination is not made or approved within 21 days 
after service of process, on motion of the court or of a 
party. 
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(b) The court may refuse to appoint a representative it deems 
unsuitable. 
(c) The order appointing a person next friend or guardian ad litem 
must be promptly filed with the clerk of the court. 

Minnesota MINN. R. CIV. 
P. 17.02 

Whenever a party to an action is an infant or is incompetent and has a 
representative duly appointed under the laws of this state or the laws 
of a foreign state or country, the representative may sue or defend on 
behalf of such party.  A party who is an infant or is incompetent and 
is not so represented shall be represented by a guardian ad litem 
appointed by the court in which the action is pending or is to be 
brought.  The guardian ad litem shall be a resident of this state, shall 
file a consent and oath with the court administrator, and shall give 
such bond as the court may require. 
 
A guardian ad litem appointed under this Rule is not a guardian ad 
litem within the meaning of the Rules of Guardian Ad Litem 
Procedure in Juvenile and Family Court and is not governed by those 
Rules. 
 
Any person, including an infant party over the age of fourteen (14) 
years and under no other legal disability, may apply under oath for 
the appointment of a guardian ad litem.  The application of the party 
or the party's spouse or parents or testamentary or other guardian 
shall have priority over other applications.  If no such appointment is 
made on behalf of a defendant party before answer or default, the 
adverse party or a party's attorney may apply for such appointment, 
and in such case the court shall allow the guardian ad litem a 
reasonable time to respond to the complaint. 
The application for appointment shall show (1) the name, age and 
address of the party, (2) if the party is a minor, the names and 
addresses of the parents, and, in the event of their death or the 
abandonment of the minor, the name and address of the party's 
custodian or testamentary or other guardian, if any, (3) the name and 
address of the party's spouse, if any, and (4) the name, age, address, 
and occupation of the person whose appointment is sought. 
 
If the appointment is applied for by the party or by a spouse, parent, 
custodian or testamentary or other guardian of the party, the court 
may hear the application with or without notice.  In all other cases 
written notice of the hearing on the application shall be given at such 
time as the court shall prescribe, and shall be served upon the party, 
the party's spouse, parent, custodian and testamentary or other 
guardian, if any, and if the party is an inmate of a public institution, 
the chief executive officer thereof.  If the party is a nonresident or, 
after diligent search, cannot be found within the state, notice shall be 
given to such persons and in such manner as the court may direct. 
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Mississippi MISS. R. CIV. 
P. 17 

(c) Infants or Persons Under Legal Disability.  Whenever a party to 
an action is an infant or is under legal disability and has a 
representative duly appointed under the laws of the State of 
Mississippi or the laws of a foreign state or country, the 
representative may sue or defend on behalf of such party.  A party 
defendant who is an infant or is under legal disability and is not so 
represented may be represented by a guardian ad litem appointed by 
the court when the court considers such appointment necessary for 
the protection of the interest of such defendant.  The guardian ad 
litem shall be a resident of the State of Mississippi, shall file his 
consent and oath with the clerk, and shall give such bond as the court 
may require.  The court may make any other orders it deems proper 
for the protection of the defendant.  When the interest of an unborn or 
unconceived person is before the court, the court may appoint a 
guardian ad litem for such interest.  If an infant or incompetent 
person does not have a duly appointed representative, he may sue by 
his next friend. 
 
(d) Guardian Ad Litem; How Chosen.  Whenever a guardian ad litem 
shall be necessary, the court in which the action is pending shall 
appoint an attorney to serve in that capacity.  In all cases in which a 
guardian ad litem is required, the court must ascertain a reasonable 
fee or compensation to be allowed and paid to such guardian ad litem 
for his service rendered in such cause, to be taxed as a part of the cost 
in such action. 

Missouri MO. SUP. CT. 
R. 52.02 

(a) Civil Actions by Minors, Prosecuted by Whom.  Civil actions by 
minors may be commenced and prosecuted only by a duly appointed 
guardian of such minor or, if there is no such guardian, by a next 
friend appointed in such civil action; if asserted by counterclaim, 
cross-claim or third party pleadings, such civil action may only be 
prosecuted by a duly appointed guardian of such minor or, if there is 
no such guardian, by a guardian ad litem appointed for such civil 
action. 
 
(b) Next Friend, by Whom Appointed.  The appointment of a next 
friend for a minor shall be made by the judge of the court in which 
the civil action is intended to be brought, or by the clerk thereof. 
 
(c) How Appointed.  Such appointment shall be made on the petition 
in writing of such minor if of the age of fourteen years and the 
written consent of the person proposed to be next friend.  If such 
minor be under the age of fourteen years, the appointment of a next 
friend may be made upon the written application of a relative or 
friend of the minor, in which case a notice thereof must be given to 
the person with whom such minor resides. 
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(d) Petition and Appointment to be Filed Before Further Proceedings.  
The petition for the appointment of a next friend, the written consent 
of the person proposed to be next friend, and the order of 
appointment, shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the court 
where the civil action is proposed to be brought before any 
proceedings shall be had in the cause. 
 
(e) Civil Actions Against Minors Not to Proceed Without Guardian.  
After the commencement of a civil action against a minor defendant, 
and the service of process upon him, the civil action shall not be 
prosecuted any further until a guardian or guardian ad litem for such 
minor defendant be appointed, except for such discovery proceedings 
as may be necessary to determine whether a defendant is a minor or 
has a duly appointed guardian. 
 
(f) Appointment of Guardian Ad Litem.  The appointment of a 
guardian ad litem shall be made by the court in which the civil action 
is pending upon the written request of the minor defendant, if of the 
age of fourteen years or more, or, if such minor be under said age, on 
the written request of a relative or friend of the minor, and on the 
written consent of any competent person proposed as guardian ad 
litem.  Such request shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the 
court before any answer by such minor shall be filed. 
 
(g) Guardian Ad Litem, When Appointed.  If such minor defendant 
neglect, for one day after the expiration of the time within which the 
minor defendant is summoned to appear to the suit to procure the 
appointment of a guardian ad litem to defend the civil action, the 
court shall appoint some competent person to be guardian ad litem 
for such minor in the defense of such civil action. 

Montana MONT. R. CIV. 
P. 17 

 

(2) Without a Representative  A minor or an incompetent person who 
does not have a duly appointed representative may sue by a next 
friend or by a guardian ad litem.  The court must appoint a guardian 
ad litem—or issue another appropriate order—to protect a minor or 
incompetent person who is unrepresented in an action. 

MONT. CODE 
ANN. § 25-5-

301 

When a guardian ad litem is appointed by the court, the guardian ad 
litem must be appointed as follows: 

(1) when the minor is plaintiff, upon the application of the 
minor if the minor is 14 years of age or, if under that age, 
upon the application of a relative or friend of the minor; 

(2) when the minor is defendant, upon the application of the 
minor if the minor is 14 years of age and applies within 10 
days after the service of the summons or, if under that age 
or if the minor neglects to apply, upon the application of a 
relative or friend of the minor or of any other party to the 
action; 
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(3) when an insane or incompetent person is party to an action 
or proceeding, upon the application of a relative or friend 
of the insane or incompetent person or of any other party 
to the action or proceeding. 

Nebraska NEB. REV. 
STAT. § 25-307  

 

Except as provided by the Nebraska Probate Code and sections 43-
4801 to 43-4812, the action of an infant shall be commenced, 
maintained, and prosecuted by his or her guardian or next friend.  
Such actions may be dismissed with or without prejudice by the 
guardian or next friend only with approval of the court.  When the 
action is commenced by his or her next friend, the court has power to 
dismiss it, if it is not for the benefit of the infant, or to substitute the 
guardian of the infant, or any person, as the next friend.  Any action 
taken pursuant to this section shall be binding upon the infant. 

NEB. REV. 
STAT. § 25-309 

 

Except as provided by the Nebraska Probate Code, the defense of an 
infant must be by a guardian for the suit, who may be appointed by 
the court in which the action is prosecuted, or by a judge thereof, or 
by a county judge.  The appointment cannot be made until after 
service of the summons in the action as directed by this code. 

NEB. REV. 
STAT. § 25-310  

The appointment may be made upon the application of the infant, if 
he be of the age of fourteen years, and apply within twenty days after 
the return of the summons.  
If he be under the age of fourteen or neglect so to apply, the 
appointment may be made upon the application of any friend of the 
infant, or on that of plaintiff in the action. 

Nevada NEV. REV. 
STAT. § 12.050  

When a guardian ad litem is appointed by the court, the guardian ad 
litem must be appointed as follows: 

1.  When the infant is plaintiff, upon the application of the 
infant if the infant be of the age of 14 years, or, if under 
that age, upon the application of a relative or friend of the 
infant. 

2.  When the infant is defendant, upon the application of the 
infant if the infant be of the age of 14 years and apply 
within 10 days after the service of the summons, or, if 
under that age or if the infant neglect to so apply, then 
upon the application of a relative or friend of the infant, or 
any other party to the action. 

3.  When an insane or incompetent person is a party to an 
action or proceeding, upon the application of a relative or 
friend of such insane or incompetent person, or of any 
other party to the action or proceeding. 

New 
Hampshire 

N.H. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 
§ 464-A:41 

When before or during the hearing on any proceeding in any court it 
appears to the court that the interest or rights of a legally 
incapacitated person by age or other cause or circumstance are not 
fully represented or upon the request of any interested person, the 
court may appoint a competent and disinterested person to act as 
guardian ad litem for such legally incapacitated person and to 
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represent such person's interest in the case.  The guardian ad litem 
shall have none of the rights of the general guardian.  The person 
appointed guardian ad litem shall make oath to perform such duty 
faithfully and impartially.  A bond may be required of the guardian 
ad litem at the discretion of the court. 

New Jersey N.J. CT. R. 
4:26-2 

(b) Appointment of Guardian Ad Litem. 
 

(1) Appointment of Parent in Negligence Actions.  In 
negligence actions, unless the court otherwise directs, a 
parent of a minor or mentally incapacitated person shall be 
deemed to be appointed guardian ad litem of the child 
without court order upon the filing of a pleading or 
certificate signed by an attorney stating the parental 
relationship, the child's status and, if a minor, the age, the 
parent's consent to act as guardian ad litem and the 
absence of a conflict of interest between parent and child. 

 
(2) Appointment on Petition.  The court may appoint a 

guardian ad litem for a minor or an alleged mentally 
incapacitated person, upon the verified petition of a friend 
on his or her behalf.  In an action in which the fiduciary 
seeks to have the account settled or has a personal interest 
in the matter, the petition shall state whether or not the 
guardian ad litem therein nominated was proposed by the 
fiduciary or the fiduciary's attorney. 
Each petition shall be accompanied by the sworn consent 
of the proposed guardian ad litem, stating his or her 
relationship to the minor or alleged mentally incapacitated 
person and certifying that he or she has no interest in the 
litigation, or if such interest exists, setting forth the nature 
thereof, and that he or she will with undivided fidelity 
perform the duties of guardian ad litem, if appointed.  The 
court shall appoint the guardian ad litem so proposed 
unless it finds good cause for not doing so, in which case 
it shall afford the petitioner opportunity to file a new 
petition seeking the appointment of another person within 
10 days of the rejection.  If such new petition is not filed 
within such time, or if filed, is not granted, the court, 
when designating some other person as guardian ad litem, 
shall state for the record its reasons for rejecting 
petitioner's nominee.  A conflict of interest between the 
petitioner and the minor or alleged mentally incapacitated 
person shall be good cause for rejection of the petitioner's 
nominee.  Only one guardian ad litem shall be appointed 
for all minors or alleged mentally incapacitated persons 
unless a conflict of interest exists. 
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(3) Appointment on Party's Motion.  On motion by a party to 

the action, the court may appoint a guardian ad litem for a 
minor or alleged mentally incapacitated person if no 
petition has been filed and either default has been entered 
by the clerk or, in a summary action brought pursuant to 
R. 4:67 or in a probate action, 10 days have elapsed after 
service of the order.  Notice of the motion shall be served 
at least 10 days before the return date fixed therein upon 
the appropriate persons designated in R. 4:4-4(a)(1)(2)(3) 
or (c) either personally, at the time of service of process or 
thereafter, or by registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested.  The court on ex parte motion may, in lieu 
thereof, fix such notice of the motion, given to such 
persons in such manner as it deems appropriate. 

 
(4) Appointment on Court's Motion.  The court may appoint a 

guardian ad litem for a minor or alleged mentally 
incapacitated person on its own motion. 

New Mexico N.M. STAT. 
ANN. § 38-4-

10  
 

Appointment of a guardian ad litem may be made by the court in 
which the suit is pending, or by the judge thereof in vacation, upon 
the written request of the infant defendant, if the age of fourteen 
years or more, or, if said infant is under the age of fourteen, on the 
written request of a relative or friend of the infant, or on the written 
consent of any competent person proposed as guardian ad litem, and 
such request and consent shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the 
court before any answers by such infant shall be filed. 

N.M. R. CIV. P. 
DIST. CT. 1-

053.3 

Guardians ad litem may also be appointed in child custody cases.  
 
There are no New Mexico laws that apply to the appointment of a 
guardian ad litem in non-custody cases where the infant is a plaintiff. 

New York N.Y. C.P.L.R. 
1201  

 

Unless the court appoints a guardian ad litem, an infant shall appear 
by the guardian of his property or, if there is no such guardian, by a 
parent having legal custody, or, if there is no such parent, by another 
person or agency having legal custody, or, if the infant is married, by 
an adult spouse residing with the infant, a person judicially declared 
to be incompetent shall appear by the committee of his property, and 
a conservatee shall appear by the conservator of his property.  A 
person shall appear by his guardian ad litem if he is an infant and has 
no guardian of his property, parent, or other person or agency having 
legal custody, or adult spouse with whom he resides, or if he is an 
infant, person judicially declared to be incompetent, or a conservatee 
as defined in section 77.01 of the mental hygiene law and the court so 
directs because of a conflict of interest or for other cause, or if he is 
an adult incapable of adequately prosecuting or defending his rights. 
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N.Y. C.P.L.R. 
1202  

(a) By whom motion made.  The court in which an action is triable 
may appoint a guardian ad litem at any stage in the action upon its 
own initiative or upon the motion of: 

1.  an infant party if he is more than fourteen years of age; or 
2.  a relative, friend or a guardian, committee of the property, 
or conservator; or 
3.  any other party to the action if a motion has not been made 
under paragraph one or two within ten days after completion 
of service. 
 

(b) Notice of motion.  Notice of a motion for appointment of a 
guardian ad litem for a person shall be served upon the guardian of 
his property, upon his committee or upon his conservator, or if he has 
no such guardian, committee, or conservator, upon the person with 
whom he resides.  Notice shall also be served upon the person who 
would be represented if he is more than fourteen years of age and has 
not been judicially declared to be incompetent. 
 
(c) Consent.  No order appointing a guardian ad litem shall be 
effective until a written consent of the proposed guardian has been 
submitted to the court together with an affidavit stating facts showing 
his ability to answer for any damage sustained by his negligence or 
misconduct. 

North Carolina N.C. GEN. 
STAT. § 1A-1, 

R. 17 

(b) Infants, incompetents, etc.— 
 

(1) Infants, etc., Sue by Guardian or Guardian Ad Litem.—In 
actions or special proceedings when any of the parties 
plaintiff are infants or incompetent persons, whether 
residents or nonresidents of this State, they must appear by 
general or testamentary guardian, if they have any within 
the State or by guardian ad litem appointed as hereinafter 
provided; but if the action or proceeding is against such 
guardian, or if there is no such known guardian, then such 
persons may appear by guardian ad litem. 

 
(3) Appointment of Guardian Ad Litem Notwithstanding the 

Existence of a General or Testamentary Guardian.—
Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (b)(1) and 
(b)(2), a guardian ad litem for an infant or incompetent 
person may be appointed in any case when it is deemed by 
the court in which the action is pending expedient to have 
the infant, or insane or incompetent person so represented, 
notwithstanding such person may have a general or 
testamentary guardian. 
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(c) Guardian ad litem for infants, insane or incompetent persons; 
appointment procedure.—When a guardian ad litem is appointed to 
represent an infant or insane or incompetent person, he must be 
appointed as follows: 
 

(1) When an infant or insane or incompetent person is 
plaintiff, the appointment shall be made at any time prior 
to or at the time of the commencement of the action, upon 
the written application of any relative or friend of said 
infant or insane or incompetent person or by the court on 
its own motion. 

 
(2) When an infant is defendant and service under Rule 

4(j)(1)a is made upon him the appointment may be made 
upon the written application of any relative or friend of 
said infant, or, if no such application is made within 10 
days after service of summons, upon the written 
application of any other party to the action or, at any time 
by the court on its own motion. 

 
(3) When an infant or insane or incompetent person is 

defendant and service can be made upon him only by 
publication, the appointment may be made upon the 
written application of any relative or friend of said infant, 
or upon the written application of any other party to the 
action, or by the court on its own motion, before 
completion of publication, whereupon service of the 
summons with copy of the complaint shall be made 
forthwith upon said guardian so appointed requiring him 
to make defense at the same time that the defendant is 
required to make defense in the notice of publication. 

 
(4) When an insane or incompetent person is defendant and 

service by publication is not required, the appointment 
may be made upon the written application of any relative 
or friend of said defendant, or upon the written application 
of any other party to the action, or by the court on its own 
motion, prior to or at the time of the commencement of the 
action, and service upon the insane or incompetent 
defendant may thereupon be dispensed with by order of 
the court making such appointment. 

North Dakota N.D. CENT. 
CODE § 28-03-

01  
 

When an infant is plaintiff, a guardian ad litem may be appointed 
upon the application of the infant if the infant is at least fourteen 
years of age.  If the infant is under that age, the application may be 
made by the infant's guardian or conservator, if the infant has one, or 
by a relative or friend of the infant.  If the application is made by a 
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relative or friend, notice thereof must be given to the guardian or 
conservator, if there is one, and if not, then to the person with whom 
the infant resides. 

N.D. R. CIV. P. 
17 

(2) Without a Representative. 
A minor or incompetent person who does not have a duly appointed 
representative may sue by a next friend or by a guardian ad litem.  
The court must appoint a guardian ad litem, or issue another 
appropriate order, to protect a minor or incompetent person who is 
self-represented in an action.  The court may appoint a guardian ad 
litem to represent a minor or incompetent person, even though the 
minor or incompetent person may have a general guardian and may 
have appeared. 

Ohio OHIO R. CIV. P. 
17 

(B) Minors or incompetent persons.  Whenever a minor or 
incompetent person has a representative, such as a guardian or other 
like fiduciary, the representative may sue or defend on behalf of the 
minor or incompetent person.  If a minor or incompetent person does 
not have a duly appointed representative the minor may sue by a next 
friend or defend by a guardian ad litem.  When a minor or 
incompetent person is not otherwise represented in an action the 
court shall appoint a guardian ad litem or shall make such other order 
as it deems proper for the protection of such minor or incompetent 
person.  

OHIO R.  
SUPERINTENDENCE 

48 

The court may appoint a guardian ad litem in domestic relations and 
juvenile cases in courts of common pleas.  See OH. R. ALLEN CTY 
JUV. DIV. 21; OH. R. ALLEN CTY. CT. 20.06. 

Oklahoma OKLA. STAT. 
tit. 12, § 2017 

C.  INFANTS OR INCOMPETENT PERSONS.  Whenever an infant 
or incompetent person has a representative, such as a general 
guardian, committee, conservator, or other like fiduciary, the 
representative may sue or defend on behalf of the infant or 
incompetent person.  If an infant or incompetent person does not 
have a duly appointed representative he may sue by his next friend or 
by a guardian ad litem.  The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem 
for an infant or incompetent person not otherwise represented in an 
action or shall make such other order as it deems proper for the 
protection of the infant or incompetent person. 
 
NOTE: OKLA. STAT. tit. 12, § 83 applies to conserving monies 
obtained for or on behalf of persons under eighteen years of age. 

Oregon N/A Guardians ad litem may be appointed for dependency proceedings in 
juvenile court.  See OR. REV. STAT. § 419B.231. 
 
Check Oregon County Local rules for specific rules relevant to each 
county.  

Pennsylvania PA. CODE R. 
2031 

(a) A minor plaintiff may select a guardian, but such selection shall 
not bar the court from removing the guardian for cause in accordance 
with these rules. 
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(b) If a minor party to an action is not represented, the court shall 
appoint a guardian for the minor either upon its own motion or upon 
the petition of (1) the minor party, (2) a guardian of the minor 
appointed by any court of competent jurisdiction, or by a will duly 
probated, (3) any relative of the minor, or (4) any other party to the 
action. 
 
(c) The petition shall state the name and address of the person 
proposed as guardian, and the guardian's relationship, if any, to the 
subject matter of the action or to any of the parties thereto.  In case 
the person proposed as guardian is a guardian appointed by any court 
of competent jurisdiction or by a will duly probated, the petition shall 
contain a reference to the record of such appointment. 
 
(d) When the petition is filed by the minor the court may make the 
appointment ex parte. 
 
(e) When the petition is filed by a person other than the minor, the 
court shall direct a rule to be served upon the minor or upon such 
other person as the court may designate to show cause why the prayer 
of the petition should not be granted. 

Rhode Island R.I. SUPER. CT. 
R. CIV. P. 17 

(c) Infants or Incompetent Persons.  Whenever an infant or 
incompetent person has a representative, such as a general guardian, 
conservator, or other like fiduciary, the representative may sue or 
defend on behalf of the infant or incompetent person. 
If an infant or incompetent person does not have a duly appointed 
representative, the infant or incompetent person may sue by a next 
friend or by a guardian ad litem.  The court shall appoint a guardian 
ad litem for an infant or incompetent person not otherwise 
represented in an action or shall make such other order as the court 
deems proper for the protection of the infant or incompetent person. 
 
Minors are entitled to guardians ad litem in suits between the minors 
and their parents, see 9 R.I. GEN. LAWS § 9-1-3.1, and guardians 
must be appointed in cases where the minor is alleged to have been 
abused or neglected.  See 40 R.I. GEN. LAWS § 40-11-14. 

South Carolina S.C. CIV. CT. 
R. 17 

(c) Minor or Incompetent Persons.  Whenever a minor or 
incompetent person has a representative, such as a general guardian, 
committee, conservator, or other like fiduciary, the representative 
may sue or defend on behalf of the minor or incompetent person.  If a 
minor or incompetent person does not have a duly appointed 
representative he may sue by his next friend or by guardian ad litem.  
The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for a minor or 
incompetent person not otherwise represented in an action or shall 
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make such order as it deems proper for the protection of the minor or 
incompetent person. 
 
A person imprisoned outside this State shall appear by guardian ad 
litem in an action by or against him; but if imprisoned in this State, 
and not a minor or incompetent, the court may, in its discretion 
appoint a guardian ad litem or order him to be brought personally to 
the trial to testify in accordance with Rule 43(a). 
 
(d) Guardians Ad Litem.  Guardians ad litem appearing in the courts 
of this State, or before any agency, board or commission from which 
an appeal to the courts of this State shall lie, shall be qualified and 
appointed in accordance with the provisions of this rule. 
 

(1) Who May Appoint.  Guardians ad litem may be appointed 
by the court in which the action is pending, the judge of 
probate, the clerk of court, or the master-in-equity of the 
county wherein the minor, or incompetent or imprisoned 
person resides, or in the county in which the action is 
pending or is to be filed. 

 
(2) Who May Be Appointed.  The general guardian of a minor 

or incompetent person may be appointed guardian ad 
litem, if he has no interest adverse to that of the person 
whom he represents in the action.  No other person may be 
appointed guardian ad litem of a minor or incompetent or 
imprisoned person unless he be fully competent to 
understand and protect the rights of the person whom he 
represents, has no interest adverse to that of the person 
whose interest he represents, is not connected or 
associated with the attorney or counsel of the adverse 
party, and is not the attorney for the adverse party. 

 
If the guardian ad litem is an attorney, it shall not be 
necessary that he be represented by an additional attorney; 
but the attorney of the adverse party shall not represent the 
guardian ad litem. 

 
(3) Minors.  The guardian ad litem for a minor party shall be 

appointed upon the application of the minor, if he be of 
the age of 14 years or over; if under that age upon the 
application of his parent, general or testamentary 
guardian; or of a relative or friend.  If application be made 
by a relative or friend, other than a parent, notice thereof 
must first be given to the minor's general or testamentary 
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guardian, if he has one; if he has none, then to the person 
with whom such minor resides. 

South Dakota S.D. CODIFIED 
LAWS § 15-6-

17(c) 

Whenever a minor or incompetent person has a guardian or 
conservator, such guardian or conservator may sue or defend on 
behalf of the minor or incompetent person.  If the minor or 
incompetent person does not have a guardian or conservator, he may 
sue by a guardian ad litem.  The court shall appoint a guardian ad 
litem for a minor or incompetent person not otherwise represented in 
an action or shall make such other order as it deems proper for the 
protection of the minor or incompetent person and may make such 
appointment notwithstanding an appearance by a guardian or 
conservator.  Unless the court otherwise orders, no guardian ad litem 
shall be permitted to receive any money or other property of his ward 
except costs and expenses allowed to such guardian ad litem by the 
court or recovered by the ward in the action until such guardian ad 
litem has given sufficient security approved by the court to account 
for and apply such money or property under direction of the court.  
Such guardian ad litem may with the approval of the court settle or 
compromise in behalf of his ward, the case in which he is appearing 
and any judgment entered therein. 

Tennessee TENN. CODE 
ANN. § 34-1-

107 

(a) 
(1) The court may appoint a guardian ad litem in any 

proceeding and, except as provided in this section, shall 
appoint a guardian ad litem on filing of a petition for 
appointment of a fiduciary.  If the respondent is 
represented by counsel who has made an appearance for 
the respondent, the court may appoint or continue the 
services of a guardian ad litem or may waive appointment 
or terminate the services of a guardian ad litem in the best 
interests of the respondent. 

(2) The court may waive the appointment of a guardian ad 
litem if the petitioner or at least one (1) of the petitioners 
for the appointment is: 

(A) A parent of the minor for whom a guardian is 
sought; 

(B) A minor who has attained fourteen (14) years of 
age; or 

(C) An adult respondent. 
(3) The court may waive the appointment of a guardian ad 

litem if the court determines the waiver is in the best 
interests of the minor or person with a disability. 

 
(b) If the guardian ad litem is to be appointed, the appointment shall 
be made no later than ten (10) days from the date the petition for the 
appointment of the fiduciary was filed. 
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(c) The person appointed guardian ad litem shall be a lawyer licensed 
to practice in the state of Tennessee.  If there are insufficient lawyers 
within the court's jurisdiction for the appointment of a lawyer as 
guardian ad litem, the court may appoint a nonlawyer. 
 
(d) 

(1) The guardian ad litem owes a duty to the court to 
impartially investigate the facts and make a report and 
recommendations to the court.  The guardian ad litem 
serves as an agent of the court, and is not an advocate for 
the respondent or any other party. 

(2) In each proceeding, the guardian ad litem shall: 
(A) Verify that the respondent and each other person 

required to be served or notified was served or 
notified; 

(B) Consult with the respondent in person as soon as 
possible after appointment; 

(C) If possible, explain in language understandable to 
the respondent the: 

(i) Substance of the petition; 
(ii) Nature of the proceedings; 
(iii) Respondent's right to protest the petition; 
(iv) Identity of the proposed fiduciary; and 
(v) Respondent's rights as set forth in § 34-3-

106; and 
(D) Make a report and recommendations to the court 

concerning the issues of: 
(i) Whether a fiduciary should be appointed for 

the respondent; 
(ii) If a fiduciary should be appointed, whether 

the proposed fiduciary is the appropriate 
person to be appointed; and 

(iii) Any other matters as directed by the court. 
(3) In a proceeding for the appointment of a conservator, the 

guardian ad litem shall investigate the physical and mental 
capabilities of the respondent.  The guardian ad litem's 
investigation shall include: 

(A) An in-person interview with the respondent; and 
(B) A review of the sworn report required by § 34-3-

105 to verify that the sworn statement contains: 
(i) A detailed description of the respondent's 

physical or mental conditions or both that 
may render the respondent a person with a 
disability; and 

(ii) A detailed description of how the 
respondent's physical or mental conditions 
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or both may impair the respondent's ability 
to function normally. 

(4) In a proceeding seeking the appointment of a fiduciary to 
manage the respondent's property, the guardian ad litem 
shall investigate the: 

(A) Nature and extent of the respondent's property; 
and 

(B) Financial capabilities and integrity of the proposed 
fiduciary. 
In evaluating the financial capabilities of the 
proposed fiduciary, the guardian ad litem may take 
such actions as directed by the court and as the 
guardian ad litem deems necessary, which may 
include but are not limited to: 

(i) Obtaining and reviewing the proposed 
fiduciary's credit report; 

(ii) Inquiring into whether and to what extent 
the proposed fiduciary has previous 
experience in managing assets of the same 
or similar type and value as the 
respondent's assets; 

(iii) Inquiring into how the proposed fiduciary 
plans to manage the respondent's assets; 

(iv) Inquiring into whether the proposed 
fiduciary has previously borrowed funds 
from the respondent or received any 
financial assistance or benefits from the 
respondent; and 

(v) Interview any persons with knowledge and 
review any documents pertinent to the 
financial capabilities and integrity of the 
proposed fiduciary. 

 
(e) The order appointing the guardian ad litem shall authorize the 
guardian ad litem access to records of the respondent in any financial 
institution and to review medical records, and permit the guardian ad 
litem to discuss the respondent's physical and mental conditions with 
any physician, psychologist or other health care provider who may 
have pertinent information. 
 
(f) The guardian ad litem shall make a written report to the court at 
least three (3) days prior to the date set for hearing the matter, which 
time period may be waived in the judge's discretion.  The written 
report shall provide the court with the results of the guardian ad 
litem's investigation.  The guardian ad litem's report shall specifically 
state whether: 
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(1) 
(A) The respondent wants to contest: 

(i) The need for a fiduciary; 
(ii) Merely the person to be the fiduciary; or 
(iii) Neither; 

(B) If the respondent wants to contest any portion of 
the proceeding and the guardian ad litem's opinion 
is that there should be a fiduciary appointed, the 
guardian ad litem shall identify the adversary 
counsel or indicate there is none and request the 
appointment of an attorney ad litem; 

(2) A fiduciary should be appointed and, if so, whether: 
(A) The proposed fiduciary should be appointed; or 
(B) Someone else, identified by the guardian ad litem, 

should be appointed; 
(3) The proposed property management plan should be 

adopted and, if not, what changes should be considered. 
(4) The respondent will attend the hearing and, if, in the 

opinion of the guardian ad litem, it is not in the 
respondent's best interest to attend, why. 

 
(g) Unless the court orders otherwise, the guardian ad litem has no 
continuing duty once an order has been entered disposing of the 
petition that caused the guardian ad litem's appointment. 
 
(h) When investigating financial records of a respondent, the 
guardian ad litem shall be the customer within the meaning set forth 
in title 45, chapter 10, known as the Financial Records Privacy Act. 

Texas TEX. R. CIV. P. 
44 

Minors, lunatics, idiots, or persons non compos mentis who have no 
legal guardian may sue and be represented by “next friend” under the 
following rules: 
(1) Such next friend shall have the same rights concerning such suits 
as guardians have, but shall give security for costs, or affidavits in 
lieu thereof, when required. 
(2) Such next friend or his attorney of record may with the approval 
of the court compromise suits and agree to judgments, and such 
judgments, agreements and compromises, when approved by the 
court, shall be forever binding and conclusive upon the party plaintiff 
in such suit. 

TEX. R. CIV. P. 
173.2 

 

(a) When Appointment Required or Prohibited.  The court must 
appoint a guardian ad litem for a party represented by a next friend or 
guardian only if: 

(1) the next friend or guardian appears to the court to have an 
interest adverse to the party, or 

(2) the parties agree. 
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(b) Appointment of the Same Person for Different Parties.  The court 
must appoint the same guardian ad litem for similarly situated parties 
unless the court finds that the appointment of different guardians ad 
litem is necessary. 

Utah UTAH R. CIV. 
P. 17 

(b) Minors or incompetent persons.  An unemancipated minor or an 
insane or incompetent person who is a party must appear either by a 
general guardian or by a guardian ad litem appointed in the particular 
case by the court in which the action is pending.  A guardian ad litem 
may be appointed in any case when it is deemed by the court in 
which the action or proceeding is prosecuted expedient to represent 
the minor, insane or incompetent person in the action or proceeding, 
notwithstanding that the person may have a general guardian and 
may have appeared by the guardian.  In an action in rem it shall not 
be necessary to appoint a guardian ad litem for any unknown party 
who might be a minor or an incompetent person. 
 
(c) Guardian ad litem; how appointed.  A guardian ad litem appointed 
by a court must be appointed as follows: 
 

(c)(1) When the minor is plaintiff, upon the application of the 
minor, if the minor is of the age of fourteen years, or if 
under that age, upon the application of a relative or friend 
of the minor. 

 
(c)(2) When the minor is defendant, upon the application of 

the minor if the minor is of the age of fourteen years and 
applies within 21 days after the service of the summons, 
or if under that age or if the minor neglects so to apply, 
then upon the application of a relative or friend of the 
minor, or of any other party to the action. 

 
(c)(3) When a minor defendant resides out of this state, the 

plaintiff, upon motion therefor, shall be entitled to an 
order designating some suitable person to be guardian ad 
litem for the minor defendant, unless the defendant or 
someone in behalf of the defendant within 21 days after 
service of notice of such motion shall cause to be 
appointed a guardian for such minor.  Service of such 
notice may be made upon the defendant's general or 
testamentary guardian located in the defendant's state; if 
there is none, such notice, together with the summons in 
the action, shall be served in the manner provided for 
publication of summons upon such minor, if over fourteen 
years of age, or, if under fourteen years of age, by such 
service on the person with whom the minor resides.  The 
guardian ad litem for such nonresident minor defendant 
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shall have 21 days after appointment in which to plead to 
the action. 

 
(c)(4) When an insane or incompetent person is a party to an 

action or proceeding, upon the application of a relative or 
friend of such insane or incompetent person, or of any 
other party to the action or proceeding. 

 
In proceedings in juvenile court, UTAH CODE ANN. § 78A-6-902 
applies. 

Vermont VT. R. CIV. P. 
17 

(b) Guardians and Other Representatives.  Whenever an infant or 
incompetent person has a representative, such as a general guardian, 
conservator, or other like fiduciary, the representative may sue or 
defend on behalf of the infant or incompetent person. 
An infant or incompetent person who does not have a duly appointed 
representative may sue by a next friend or by a guardian ad litem.  
The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for an infant or 
incompetent person not otherwise represented in an action or shall 
make such other order as it deems proper for the protection of the 
infant or incompetent person.  In any action in which there are or 
may be defendants who have been served only by publication and 
who have not appeared, the court may appoint an agent, guardian ad 
litem, or next friend to represent them. 

Virginia VA. CODE 
ANN. § 8.01-8  

Any minor entitled to sue may do so by his next friend.  Either or 
both parents may sue on behalf of a minor as his next friend. 

VA. CODE 
ANN. § 8.01-9  

 

A.  A suit wherein a person under a disability is a party defendant 
shall not be stayed because of such disability, but the court in which 
the suit is pending, or the clerk thereof, shall appoint a discreet and 
competent attorney-at-law as guardian ad litem to such defendant, 
whether the defendant has been served with process or not.  If no 
such attorney is found willing to act, the court shall appoint some 
other discreet and proper person as guardian ad litem.  Any guardian 
ad litem so appointed shall not be liable for costs.  Every guardian ad 
litem shall faithfully represent the estate or other interest of the 
person under a disability for whom he is appointed, and it shall be the 
duty of the court to see that the interest of the defendant is so 
represented and protected.  Whenever the court is of the opinion that 
the interest of the defendant so requires, it shall remove any guardian 
ad litem and appoint another in his stead.  When, in any case, the 
court is satisfied that the guardian ad litem has rendered substantial 
service in representing the interest of the person under a disability, it 
may allow the guardian reasonable compensation therefor, and his 
actual expenses, if any, to be paid out of the estate of the defendant. 
 
B.  Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection A or the provisions 
of any other law to the contrary, in any suit wherein a person under a 
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disability is a party and is represented by an attorney-at-law duly 
licensed to practice in this Commonwealth, who shall have entered of 
record an appearance for such person, no guardian ad litem need be 
appointed for such person unless the court determines that the 
interests of justice require such appointment; or unless a statute 
applicable to such suit expressly requires that the person under a 
disability be represented by a guardian ad litem.  The court may, in 
its discretion, appoint the attorney of record for the person under a 
disability as his guardian ad litem, in which event the attorney shall 
perform all the duties and functions of guardian ad litem. 
 
Any judgment or decree rendered by any court against a person under 
a disability without a guardian ad litem, but in compliance with the 
provisions of this subsection B, shall be as valid as if the guardian ad 
litem had been appointed. 

Washington WASH. REV. 
CODE 

§ 4.08.060  

When an incapacitated person is a party to an action in the superior 
courts he or she shall appear by guardian, or if he or she has no 
guardian, or in the opinion of the court the guardian is an improper 
person, the court shall appoint one to act as guardian ad litem.  Said 
guardian shall be appointed as follows: 
(1) When the incapacitated person is plaintiff, upon the application of 
a relative or friend of the incapacitated person. 
(2) When the incapacitated person is defendant, upon the application 
of a relative or friend of such incapacitated person, such application 
shall be made within thirty days after the service of summons if 
served in the state of Washington, and if served out of the state or 
service is made by publication, then such application shall be made 
within sixty days after the first publication of summons or within 
sixty days after the service out of the state.  If no such application be 
made within the time above limited, application may be made by any 
party to the action. 

West Virginia W. VA. R. CIV. 
P. 17 

(c) Infants, Incompetent Persons, or Convicts.  Whenever an infant, 
incompetent person, or convict has a representative, such as a general 
guardian, curator, committee, conservator, or other like fiduciary, the 
representative may sue or defend on behalf of the infant, incompetent 
person, or convict.  An infant, incompetent person, or convict who 
does not have a duly appointed representative may sue by a next 
friend or by a guardian ad litem.  The court or clerk shall appoint a 
discreet and competent attorney at law as guardian ad litem for an 
infant, incompetent person, or convict not otherwise represented in an 
action, or shall make such other order as it deems proper for the 
protection of the infant, incompetent person, or convict. 
 
A guardian ad litem is deemed a party for purposes of service; failure 
to serve a guardian ad litem in circumstances where service upon a 
party is required constitutes failure to serve a party. 
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W. VA. CODE 
§ 56-4-10  

 

The proceedings in a suit wherein an infant or insane person is a 
party shall not be stayed because of such infancy or insanity, but the 
court in which the suit is pending, or the judge thereof in vacation, or 
the clerk thereof at rules, shall appoint some discreet and competent 
attorney-at-law as guardian ad litem to such infant or insane 
defendant, whether such defendant shall have been served with 
process or not, and after such appointment no process need be served 
on such infant or insane person.  If no such attorney be found willing 
to act, the court, or the judge thereof in vacation, may compel him to 
act, or appoint some other discreet and proper person in his stead; but 
the attorney or other person so appointed shall not be liable for costs.  
Every guardian ad litem shall faithfully represent the interest or estate 
of the infant or insane person for whom he is appointed, and it shall 
be the duty of the court to see that the estate of such defendant is so 
represented and protected.  And the court, or the judge thereof in 
vacation, whenever of opinion that the interest of an infant or insane 
person requires it, shall remove any guardian ad litem and appoint 
another in his stead.  When, in any case, the court or judge is satisfied 
that the guardian ad litem has rendered substantial service to the 
estate of an infant or insane defendant, it may allow him reasonable 
compensation therefor, and his actual expenses, if any, to be paid out 
of the estate of such defendant. 

Wisconsin WIS. STAT. 
§ 803.01  

(3) Minors or individuals alleged or adjudicated incompetent.   
 

(a) Appearance by guardian or guardian ad litem.  If a party to 
an action or proceeding is a minor, or if a party is 
adjudicated incompetent or alleged to be incompetent, the 
party shall appear by an attorney, by the guardian of the 
estate of the party who may appear by attorney, or by a 
guardian ad litem who may appear by an attorney.  A 
guardian ad litem shall be appointed in all cases in which 
the minor or individual alleged to be incompetent has no 
guardian of the estate, in which the guardian fails to 
appear and act on behalf of the ward or individual 
adjudicated incompetent, or in which the interest of the 
minor or individual adjudicated incompetent is adverse to 
that of the guardian.  Except as provided in s. 807.10, if 
the guardian does appear and act and the interests of the 
guardian are not adverse to the minor or individual 
adjudicated incompetent, a guardian ad litem may not be 
appointed.  Except as provided in s. 879.23(4), if the 
interests of the minor or individual alleged to be or 
adjudicated incompetent are represented by an attorney of 
record, the court shall, except upon good cause stated in 
the record, appoint that attorney as the guardian ad litem. 
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(b) Guardian ad litem.  
 

1.  The guardian ad litem shall be appointed by a 
circuit court of the county where the action is to be 
commenced or is pending, except that the guardian 
ad litem shall be appointed by a circuit court 
commissioner of the county in actions to establish 
paternity that are before the circuit court 
commissioner. 

 
2.  When the plaintiff is a minor 14 years of age or 

over, the guardian ad litem shall be appointed upon 
the plaintiff's application or upon the state's 
application under s. 767.407(1)(c); or if the 
plaintiff is under that age or is adjudicated 
incompetent or alleged to be incompetent, upon 
application of the plaintiff's guardian or of a 
relative or friend or upon application of the state 
under s. 767.407(1)(c).  If the application is made 
by a relative, a friend, or the state, notice thereof 
must first be given to the guardian if the plaintiff 
has one in this state; if the plaintiff has none, then 
to the person with whom the minor or individual 
adjudicated incompetent resides or who has the 
minor or individual adjudicated incompetent in 
custody. 

 
3.  When the defendant is a minor 14 years of age or 

over, the guardian ad litem shall be appointed upon 
the defendant's application made within 20 days 
after the service of the summons or other original 
process; if the defendant is under that age or 
neglects to so apply or is adjudicated incompetent 
or alleged to be incompetent, then upon the court's 
own motion or upon the application of any other 
party or any relative or friend or the defendant's 
guardian upon such notice of the application as the 
court directs or approves. 

 
4.  If the appointment, for a plaintiff or a defendant, is 

after the commencement of the action, it shall be 
upon motion entitled in the action.  If the 
appointment is for a plaintiff and is made before 
the action is begun, the petition for appointment 
shall be entitled in the name of the action proposed 
to be brought by the minor or individual 
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adjudicated incompetent or alleged to be 
incompetent, and the appointment may be made 
before the summons is served.  Upon the filing of a 
petition for appointment before summons, the 
clerk may impose the fee required for the 
commencement of an action, but in that event no 
additional commencement fee may be imposed 
when the summons is filed. 

 
5.  The motion or petition under subd. 4. shall state 

facts showing the need and authority for the 
appointment.  The hearing on the motion or 
petition under subd. 4., if made by a minor or an 
individual adjudicated incompetent or alleged to be 
incompetent for the minor's or individual's 
guardian ad litem, may be held without notice and 
the appointment made by order.  If the motion or 
petition is made for a minor or an individual 
adjudicated incompetent or alleged to be 
incompetent who is an adverse party, the hearing 
shall be on notice. 

 
6.  If a compromise or a settlement of an action or 

proceeding to which an unrepresented minor or 
individual adjudicated incompetent or alleged to be 
incompetent is a party is proposed, a guardian ad 
litem shall be appointed, upon petition in a special 
proceeding, to protect the interest of the minor or 
individual even though commencement of an 
action is not proposed.  Any compromise or 
settlement shall be subject to s. 807.10. 

WIS. STAT. 
§ 757.48  

(1) 
 

(a) Except as provided in s. 879.23(4), in all matters in which 
a guardian ad litem is appointed by the court, the guardian 
ad litem shall be an attorney admitted to practice in this 
state.  In order to be appointed as a guardian ad litem 
under s. 767.407, an attorney shall have completed 3 hours 
of approved continuing legal education that relates to the 
functions and duties of a guardian ad litem under ch. 767 
and that includes training on the dynamics of domestic 
violence and the effects of domestic violence on victims 
of domestic violence and on children.  In order to be 
appointed as a guardian ad litem under s. 54.40(1), an 
attorney shall have complied with SCR chapter 36. 
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(b) The guardian ad litem shall be allowed reasonable 
compensation for his or her services such as is customarily 
charged by attorneys in this state for comparable services.  
If the court orders a county to pay the compensation of the 
guardian ad litem, the amount ordered may not exceed the 
compensation paid to private attorneys under s. 
977.08(4m)(b).  If the attorney of record is also the 
guardian ad litem, the attorney shall be entitled only to 
attorney’s fees and shall receive no compensation for 
services as guardian ad litem. 

 
(2) If the statutes do not specify how the fee of the guardian ad litem 
is paid, the ward shall pay such fee.  The court may, however, in 
cases involving real or personal property in which the ward claims or 
may have a right or interest, order payment out of such property. 
 
(3) No guardian ad litem may be permitted to receive any assets or 
income of his or her ward, nor may any bond be required of a 
guardian ad litem, but all assets or income of the ward may be paid or 
delivered to the ward's guardian of the estate, subject to the 
exceptions of s. 54.12. 
 
(4) No person shall be appointed guardian ad litem for a plaintiff 
without the written consent of the person appointed. 

Wyoming WYO. R. CIV. 
P. 17 

 

(2) Without a Representative.  A minor or an incompetent person 
who does not have a duly appointed representative, or if such 
representative fails to act the minor or incompetent person may sue 
by a next friend or by a guardian ad litem.  The court must appoint a 
guardian ad litem—or issue another appropriate order—to protect a 
minor or incompetent person who is unrepresented in an action. 

WYO. STAT. 
ANN. § 14-12-

101 

(a) The office of the state public defender shall administer a guardian 
ad litem program.  The program shall employ or contract with, 
supervise and manage attorneys providing legal representation as 
guardians ad litem in the following cases and actions: 

(i) Child protection cases under W.S. 14-3-101 through 14-3-
440; 

(ii) Children in need of supervision cases under W.S. 14-6-
401 through 14-6-440, to the extent an attorney has been 
appointed to serve only as a guardian ad litem; 

(iii) Delinquency cases under W.S. 14-6-201 through 14-6-
252, to the extent an attorney has been appointed to serve 
only as a guardian ad litem; 

(iv) Termination of parental rights actions under W.S. 14-2-
308 through 14-2-319, brought as a result of a child 
protection, child in need of supervision or delinquency 
action; 
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(v) Interstate Compact on Juveniles proceedings under W.S. 
14-6-102, when requested by the juvenile or the court; 

(vi) Appeals to the Wyoming supreme court in the cases or 
actions specified in this subsection. 

WYO. STAT. 
ANN. § 14-12-

102 
 

(a) In cases specified in W.S. 14-12-101(a), if the county in which the 
court is located participates in the program: 

(i) The court shall appoint the program to provide services 
when appointing a guardian ad litem; 

(ii) The administrator or designee shall assign an attorney to 
act as guardian ad litem in accordance with the court's 
order. 

 
(b) The program shall cooperate with juvenile courts in developing a 
case appointment system in each participating county for all 
applicable cases requiring the appointment of a guardian ad litem. 
 
(c) An attorney accepting a guardian ad litem assignment under the 
program shall be employed by or contract with the program to 
provide services in accordance with program requirements.  The 
contract shall specify the fees to be paid for the assignment, which 
may be a defined hourly or per case rate or a defined sum.  Fees paid 
by the program may vary based upon the type and difficulty of the 
case, location, work required and experience. 
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Appendix GG: State Child Custody Laws Chart 
 

State Statute Description 
Alabama ALA. CODE 

§§ 12-15-306, 
30-3-130, 30-3-

131 

A child may be removed by a law enforcement officer from the 
custody of a parent, legal guardian, or legal custodian if there are 
reasonable grounds to believe removal is necessary for the health 
and safety of the child.  Determination that there has been domestic 
or family violence creates a rebuttable presumption that custody by 
the perpetrator is detrimental to the child.  The definition of abuse 
of a child includes sexual exploitation, which in turn includes, 
“allowing, permitting, or encouraging a child to engage in 
prostitution and allowing, permitting, encouraging, or engaging in 
the obscene or pornographic photographing, filming, or depicting 
of a child for commercial purposes.” 

Alaska ALASKA STAT. 
§§ 11.41.455, 

18.66.990, 
47.17.290  

There is a rebuttable presumption that a parent who has a history of 
perpetrating domestic violence against the other parent, a child, or a 
domestic living partner may not be awarded sole legal custody, sole 
physical custody, joint legal custody, or joint physical custody of a 
child.  The definition of domestic violence includes child abuse.  
The definition of “child abuse and neglect” includes sexual 
exploitation.  

Arizona ARIZ. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 

§§ 8-821, 13-
3601, 25-

403.03  

The court shall consider evidence of domestic violence as being 
contrary to the best interests of the child.  Prohibits the court from 
awarding joint legal decision-making over the child if the court 
finds the existence of significant domestic violence.  Domestic 
violence includes any act that is a dangerous crime against children, 
including commercial and non-commercial sexual exploitation of a 
minor.  The Department of Child Safety may remove a child from 
the custody of a guardian due to “exigent circumstances,” which 
include circumstances where probable cause exists to believe that 
the child is a victim of sexual abuse. 

Arkansas ARK. CODE 
ANN. §§ 9-13-
101, 9-15-103 

In a custody or visitation action, an act of domestic violence must 
be proven by a preponderance of the evidence.  There is a 
rebuttable presumption that it is not in the best interest of the child 
to be placed in the custody of an abusive parent in cases where 
there was a finding of domestic abuse.  Sexual exploitation is not 
explicitly included in the definition of domestic abuse, which is 
defined as, “physical harm, bodily injury, assault, or the infliction 
of fear of imminent physical harm, bodily injury, or assault 
between family or household member” or, “any sexual conduct 
between family or household members, whether minors or adults, 
that constitutes a crime under the laws of this state.” 

California CAL. FAM. 
CODE §§ 3011, 

3044 

Creates a rebuttable presumption that, upon the court’s finding of 
domestic violence in the previous five years, an award of sole or 
joint physical custody or legal custody by the perpetrator is 
detrimental to the best interests of the child.  The definition of 
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domestic violence does not explicitly include sexual exploitation of 
a minor, but it does include situations where the perpetrator “is 
found by the court to have intentionally or recklessly caused or 
attempted to cause bodily injury, or sexual assault, or to have 
placed a person in reasonable apprehension of imminent serious 
bodily injury to that person or to another, or to have engaged in 
behavior involving, but not limited to, threatening, striking, 
harassing, destroying personal property, or disturbing the peace of 
another.”  The court will also consider allegations of sexual 
exploitation of the child when making a determination of custody 
under the “best interests of the child” standard. 

Colorado COLO. REV. 
STAT. §§ 19-3-
102, 19-3-604 

A child may be adjudicated as “neglected or abandoned” if a parent 
or guardian has subjected him or her to mistreatment or abuse or 
allowed someone else to do the same.  If a child is found neglected 
or abandoned, the court may terminate the parent-child relationship 
or impose a treatment plan, taking into account the safety of the 
child.  When the parent-child relationship is terminated, the parent 
no longer has custody rights to the child.  Even if the court decides 
to pursue a treatment plan, it may place the child in custody of 
another family member or a state agency. 

Connecticut CONN. GEN. 
STAT. §§ 46b-
120, 46b-129 

When a court finds that a child is uncared for, neglected, or abused, 
the court may assign legal guardianship to another relative or to the 
state temporarily or permanently.  A child may be found “abused” 
under certain conditions, including in a condition that is a result of 
sexual molestation or exploitation. 

Delaware DEL. CODE 
ANN. tit. 13, 

§ 705A 

There is a rebuttable presumption that a perpetrator of domestic 
violence should not be awarded sole or joint custody of a minor 
child.  However, the definition of “perpetrator of domestic 
violence” requires that the perpetrator must have been convicted of 
the offense.  A court can still find domestic violence has occurred 
by a preponderance of the evidence and consider it in a custody 
proceeding without a criminal conviction. 

District of 
Columbia 

D.C. CODE 
§§ 16-914, 16-

2301 

There is no presumption that joint custody is in the best interests of 
the child when the court finds there has been an intrafamily offense 
or child abuse.  A child may also be adjudicated as “neglected” if 
the child has been abused or sexually exploited.  In that case, the 
court has jurisdiction to make custody decisions. 

Florida FLA. STAT. 
§§ 39.01, 

39.521, 741.30 

When a child is adjudicated by a court to be “dependent”, the court 
has the power by order to require placement of the child with 
another adult or in a child care facility.  A child is dependent if they 
have been abandoned, abused, neglected by their custodians, or 
sexually exploited.  A court may also grant a petitioner an 
injunction against domestic violence if it finds that the petitioner 
has likely experienced domestic violence or is likely to experience 
it in the future.  The injunction may provide petitioner full custody 
of a minor child.  
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Georgia GA. CODE ANN. 
§§ 15-11-2, 19-
9-3, 19-9-7, 19-

15-1 

Courts must consider any evidence of family violence, sexual, 
mental, or physical child abuse before granting custody to that 
parent.  Child abuse explicitly includes sexual exploitation of a 
minor.  If a judge finds that a parent has committed one or more 
acts involving family violence, they must find adequate provision 
for the safety of the child before they award joint custody.  A court 
may also adjudicate the child as a “dependent child” if they have 
been abused, including sexual exploitation.  A court may then make 
custody changes or involuntarily terminate the parental rights to the 
dependent child. 

Hawaii HAW. REV. 
STAT. §§ 87A-
4, 571-46, 571-

61  

When custody is at issue, a determination that family violence has 
been committed raises a rebuttable presumption that custody to that 
parent is not in the best interest of the child.  A court will also 
consider any physical or emotional abuse of the child.  A family 
court may also assert jurisdiction and terminate parental rights upon 
a finding by clear and convincing evidence that the natural parent 
committed sexual abuse of the child. 

Idaho IDAHO CODE 
§§ 16-1602, 

32-717 

In a child custody action, the court will consider domestic violence 
in making its determination of the best interests of the child.  A 
court may obtain jurisdiction over a child by adjudicating the child 
as “abused.”  The definition of abuse explicitly includes child 
pornography.  Once the court has jurisdiction, it may make custody 
arrangements, including termination of that parent’s parental 
responsibilities. 

Illinois 325 ILL. COMP. 
STAT. ANN. 5/1 
et seq.; 705 ILL. 

COMP. STAT. 
ANN. 405/2-3; 
750 ILL. COMP. 
STAT. 5/603.10 

In cases determining allocation of parental responsibilities, a court 
may restrict a parent’s responsibilities if they find the parent 
engaged in conduct that seriously endangered the child’s mental, 
moral, or physical health.  This includes abuse or allowing someone 
else to abuse the child.  A court can also get jurisdiction over child 
custody matters through a petition from Child Protective Services.  
If the court determines that a child is abused by a preponderance of 
the evidence, the court may determine custody of the minor in 
accordance with the best interests of the child, up to and including 
termination of parental rights. 

Indiana IND. CODE 
§§ 31-17-2-8, 

31-34-1-4 

In custody actions, a court will consider evidence of a pattern of 
domestic or family violence to determine the custodial placement 
that is in the best interests of the child.  A court may also obtain 
jurisdiction over custody decisions by determining that a child is 
“in need of services.”  A child is in need of services if a parent or 
guardian is allowing a child’s participation in obscene performance, 
as well as if they are subjected to other types of abuse.  After 
adjudication, the court may alter custodial arrangements or 
terminate the offender’s parental rights if it is in the best interests of 
the child.  
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Iowa IOWA CODE 
§§ 232.2, 

232.96, 598.41 

In child custody proceedings, if the court finds that a history of 
domestic abuse exists, there is a presumption against joint custody.  
A court will not award custody if it finds direct physical or 
emotional harm is likely to result from contact with one parent.  
Additionally, a child may be adjudicated as a “child in need of 
assistance” so that the court may alter custody arrangements.  A 
child victim of sexual exploitation is a “child in need of assistance.”  
The state has the burden of proving the allegations by clear and 
convincing evidence.  The court may then issue an order 
establishing removal of the child from the child’s home and 
potentially permanent termination of parental rights. 

Kansas KAN. STAT. 
ANN. §§ 38-

2202, 38-2255 

A child who has been subjected to sexual abuse, including 
commercial sexual exploitation, is a “child in need of care.”  A 
court may remove the child in need of care from the custody of the 
parent if it finds that the child is likely to sustain harm if they are 
not removed, allowing the child to remain is contrary to the welfare 
of the child, or it is in the best interests of the child to be removed.  

Kentucky KY. REV. STAT. 
ANN. 

§§ 403.270, 
403.315 

In deciding the best interests of the child, the court will consider 
any finding that domestic violence has occurred.  The presumption 
that joint custody is in the best interest of the child is inapplicable 
when a domestic violence order has been entered. 

Louisiana LA. CHILD. 
CODE ANN. art. 

606 

If a child is a victim of abuse perpetrated, aided, or tolerated by a 
parent or caretaker, including pornography and exploitation 
offenses, they may be designated a “child in need of care.”  If a 
child is designated a child in need of care, the court may order 
placement of the child with another relative or with the state. 

Maine ME. STAT. tit. 
19-A, § 4002; 
ME. STAT. tit. 
22, §§ 4002, 

4055  

If a court finds remaining with a parent is contrary to the welfare of 
the child, it may order removal of the child from the home.  If the 
court finds an aggravating factor, like sexual exploitation or abuse, 
it need not make reasonable efforts to prevent removal of the child 
from the home.  A parent’s parental rights may be terminated if the 
court finds it is in the best interests of the child, and there is a 
rebuttable presumption that a parent who has participated in the 
sexual exploitation of their child is not able to meet the child’s 
needs.  

Maryland MD. CODE 
ANN., FAM. 

LAW §§ 5-701, 
9-101  

Definition of child abuse includes encouraging or allowing sexual 
exploitation and pornography.  In a custody or visitation hearing, if 
the court finds child abuse is likely, it shall deny custody or 
visitation rights to that party. 

Massachusetts MASS. GEN. 
LAWS ch. 208, 

§ 31A 

When issuing any custody orders, courts shall consider evidence of 
past or present abuse as a factor contrary to the best interests of the 
child.  

Michigan MICH. COMP. 
LAWS 

§§ 712A.13a, 
722.602 

Statute specifically lists child pornography offenses under child 
abuse.  If the court finds probable cause to believe a household 
member abused a child, it may order the accused to leave the 
child’s home or place the child outside their home. 
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Minnesota MINN. STAT. 
§§ 518.17, 
518B.01 

Upon a finding of domestic abuse, including criminal sexual 
conduct, a court may award temporary custody of the child to 
another family member or the state.  In deciding custody orders, a 
court uses the best interests of the child standard.  There is a 
rebuttable presumption that joint custody is not in the best interests 
of the child if domestic abuse has occurred.  

Mississippi MISS. CODE 
ANN. §§ 93-5-
24, 93-15-119 

If a court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that a parent has 
a history of perpetrating family violence, there is a presumption 
against awarding joint custody to that person.  Parental rights may 
also be terminated upon a showing that the parent is unfit to raise 
the child, which can be shown by past or present conduct that 
demonstrates a substantial risk of compromising or endangering the 
child’s safety and welfare. 

Missouri MO. REV. 
STAT. 

§§ 452.375, 
455.523  

In deciding the best interests of the child, the court will consider 
any history of abuse.  A court may also award custody in the best 
interests of the child after issuing a domestic violence order of 
protection. 

Montana MONT. CODE 
ANN. §§ 41-3-
609, 40-4-212, 

40-15-201 

Courts will consider physical abuse or threat of physical abuse 
when determining the best interests of the child.  A minor is also 
eligible for a protective order if a parent sexually abuses them, 
which may include removing the abuser from the residence or 
placing the child in the custody of another family member.  A court 
may also terminate the parental rights of a parent if they find the 
parent has subjected the child to enumerated types of extreme 
abuse. 

Nebraska NEB. REV. 
STAT. §§ 28-
710, 43-2932 

If the preponderance of the evidence demonstrates that a parent has 
committed child abuse or neglect, a court may deny legal or 
physical custody to that parent to protect the child from harm.  
Child abuse includes sexual exploitation or sex trafficking. 

Nevada NEV. REV. 
STAT. 

§ 125C.0035 

In considering the best interests of the child, a court will consider 
any history of abuse and neglect.  A finding of abuse or domestic 
violence creates a rebuttable presumption against joint physical 
custody by the perpetrator. 

New 
Hampshire 

N.H. REV. 
STAT. ANN. 
§§ 169-C:3, 

461-A:6 

In determining parental rights, a court will consider any evidence of 
abuse.  Abuse includes sexual abuse, such as sexual exploitation of 
children.  If it is in the best interests of the child, the court will not 
grant custody to the abuser. 

New Jersey N.J. STAT. 
ANN. §§ 9:6-
8.21, 9:6-8.54 

After adjudicating that a child has been abused or neglected, the 
court may issue an order granting temporary custody of the child to 
another person. 

New Mexico N.M. STAT. 
ANN. §§ 32A-
4-2, 32A-4-22 

If a child is found to be neglected or abused, which includes being 
subjected to exploitation and child pornography offenses, a court 
may place the child with another parent or under protective 
supervision with the Department of Child Services.  Attempt or 
conspiracy to subject a child to sexual abuse or chronic abuse is an 
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aggravating circumstance that may allow a court to terminate 
parental rights involuntarily. 

New York N.Y. FAM. CT. 
ACT §§ 1012, 

1052 

A child is an “abused child” if a parent commits one of a list of 
enumerated offenses against them, including child sexual 
performance and child exploitation.  Reasonable efforts to prevent 
or eliminate the need for removing the child from the home are not 
required in the case of aggravating circumstances, such as when a 
child has been subjected to repeated abuse or has been adjudicated 
an “abused child.” 

North Carolina N.C. GEN. 
STAT. §§ 7B-
101, 7B-503 

An “abused juvenile” is a person under the age of 18 whose 
caretaker has subjected them to one of a list of enumerated 
offenses, including committing, permitting, or encouraging 
preparation of obscene depictions of the juvenile.  When there is 
reasonable factual basis to believe the juvenile has been subjected 
to those acts, a court might find they meet the criteria for nonsecure 
custody. 

North Dakota N.D. CENT. 
CODE §§ 14-

07.1-02, 14-09-
06.2 

If the court finds credible evidence that domestic violence has 
occurred and there was at least one instance of serious bodily injury 
or a pattern of domestic violence, there is a rebuttable presumption 
that the perpetrator may not be awarded residential responsibility 
for the child.  A court may also award a domestic violence 
protection order that would grant temporary custody with regards to 
minor children upon a showing of child abuse. 

Ohio OHIO REV. 
CODE ANN. 
§§ 2151.34, 

3109.04 

When allocating parenting responsibility the court will consider any 
history of, or potential for, child abuse or domestic violence.  
Domestic violence includes any offense that would result in the 
child being adjudicated an “abused child.”  A court may also issue 
a protective order if a petition alleges a sexually oriented offense by 
the parent or guardian, which could result in a change of custody. 

Oklahoma OKLA. STAT. 
tit. 10A, §§ 1-
1-105, 1-4-707 

Upon the filing of a petition alleging that a child is “deprived,” a 
court will hold an adjudication hearing to make a determination.  If 
a child is abused, they are deprived.  Child abuse includes sexual 
exploitation or obscene photography.  In accordance with the best 
interests of the child, a child may be placed under protective 
supervision of HHS or with the other parent or a family member. 

Oregon OR. REV. STAT. 
§§ 107.137, 
419B.005 

When determining the best interests and welfare of the child, the 
court considers relevant factors including whether one parent 
committed abuse.  If so, there is a rebuttable presumption that it is 
not in the best interests of the child to award sole or joint custody to 
that parent.  The definition of child abuse includes sexual 
exploitation broadly.  

Pennsylvania 23 PA. CONS. 
STAT. § 5328; 
42 PA. CONS. 

STAT. §§ 6302, 
6351 

Courts will consider present and past abuse and the continued risk 
of harm to the child when making custody determinations.  
Additionally, a court may adjudicate a minor as “dependent” in 
order to remove a child from a parent’s custody.  A child may be 
found dependent based on evidence that the parent places the 
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health, safety, or welfare of the child at risk.  This includes 
perpetrating sexual violence such as child pornography offenses.  

Rhode Island 15 R.I. GEN. 
LAWS §§ 15-
15-1, 15-15-3 

The definition of domestic violence explicitly includes encouraging 
or forcing a child into a sexually explicit performance.  A legal 
guardian or the Department of Youth and Families (DCYF) may 
file a petition in family court requesting an order that will protect a 
child from abuse or sexual exploitation.  This could include 
awarding custody of the children to petitioner.  

South Carolina S.C. CODE 
ANN. §§ 63-15-
40, 63-15-240 

When deciding custody cases, the court considers whether the child 
has been abused or neglected and whether one parent has 
perpetrated domestic violence or child abuse.  This explicitly 
includes sexual exploitation of a minor. 

South Dakota S.D. CODIFIED 
LAWS §§ 25-4-

45, 26-8A-2 

A court will determine child custody actions in the best interests of 
the child.  A circuit court may acquire jurisdiction if a child is 
alleged to be abused or neglected.  The definition of abuse 
explicitly includes sexual exploitation.  The court will then make a 
custody determination in the best interests of the child. 

Tennessee TENN. CODE 
ANN. §§ 36-6-
106, 37-1-167 

In a custody proceeding, a court will evaluate evidence of physical 
or emotional abuse to the child.  The court will also consider any 
past instances where the child has been adjudicated a “dependent, 
neglected, or abused child” or any child protective services 
investigations.  A court may also acquire jurisdiction over a minor 
by an adjudication that the child is dependent or abused.  If a child 
has suffered sexual abuse, that child should not be placed back in 
the care of the abusive party unless the judge finds by clear and 
convincing evidence that the threat no longer exists. 

Texas TEX. FAM. 
CODE ANN. 
§§ 153.004, 

161.001, 
261.001 

If credible evidence is presented of a history or pattern of past or 
present child neglect, physical, or sexual abuse, there is a rebuttable 
presumption against joint conservatorship.  The definition of child 
abuse explicitly includes child pornography offenses.  A court may 
also terminate the parent-child relationship if it finds that the parent 
knowingly allowed the child to remain in conditions which 
endanger the physical or emotional well-being of the child, among 
other reasons. 

Utah UTAH CODE 
ANN. §§ 30-3-
10, 78A-6-302, 

78A-6-312  

In a child custody proceeding, there is no rebuttable presumption of 
joint custody upon a finding of domestic violence, physical or 
sexual abuse, or emotional abuse.  A court may also have 
jurisdiction over child custody through an adjudication that the 
child has been abused, including through sexual exploitation.  The 
court may then place the child in the custody of another adult and 
commence proceedings to terminate parental rights.  In cases of 
sexual exploitation, the division does not have a duty to make 
“reasonable efforts” to reunify the offending parent and child. 

Vermont VT. STAT. ANN. 
tit. 15, § 665; 

In considering custody arrangements, a court should consider 
evidence of abuse.  A court may also exert jurisdiction over a child 
custody matter by adjudicating a minor as an “abused or neglected 
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VT. STAT. ANN. 
tit. 33, § 4912  

child,” meaning the child’s welfare is in danger.  The definition of 
sexual abuse includes aiding and abetting child pornography. 

Virginia VA. CODE ANN. 
§§ 16.1-228, 

16.1-278.2, 20-
124.3 

In child custody proceedings, a court will consider any history of 
family or sexual abuse in determining the best interests of the child.  
A court may assert jurisdiction over a custody matter by 
adjudicating a child as an “abused or neglected child” when a 
parent has subjected them to substantial risk of death, 
disfigurement, or impairment of bodily or mental functions, or 
committed a sexual act upon the child.  Then, a court may order 
custody in the best interests of the child and prohibit or limit 
contact as appropriate. 

Washington WASH. REV. 
CODE 

§§ 13.34.030, 
13.34.130, 
26.09.191 

In a custody proceeding, a permanent parenting plan should not 
require joint decision-making when one parent has engaged in 
sexual abuse or has a history of domestic violence.  A child may be 
adjudicated a “dependent child” if the child is abused or neglected 
by a person legally responsible for their care.  This includes sexual 
exploitation and child pornography offenses.  If proven by a 
preponderance of the evidence that a child is dependent, the court 
may enter a disposition to award custody of the child to a different 
person or terminate the parent-child relationship altogether. 

West Virginia W. VA. CODE 
§§ 48-9-209, 

49-4-604 

If a court finds credible information that a parent has abused or 
sexually assaulted a child, the court may impose limits on a 
parenting plan that are reasonably calculated to protect the child 
from harm, including allocating sole custody to the other parent.  A 
court may also make custody determinations by adjudicating a 
child as “abused or neglected.” 

Wisconsin WIS. STAT. 
§§ 48.13, 
767.41 

In a child custody proceeding, evidence of child abuse or domestic 
abuse creates a rebuttable presumption that parties will not be able 
to cooperate in joint decision-making.  Child abuse includes sexual 
exploitation of a child.  A court may also have exclusive original 
jurisdiction over a child if the child is “in need of protection or 
services” because they have been the victim of abuse. 

Wyoming WYO. STAT. 
ANN. §§ 14-3-
429, 20-2-201 

In custody determinations, the court shall consider evidence of 
child abuse as being contrary to the best interests of the child.  A 
court may also have custody over a “neglected child,” which 
includes children subjected to abuse.  
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Appendix HH:  Civil Non-Domestic No-Contact Orders Chart 
 

State Statute Description 
Alabama N/A Statutory civil protection orders are specific to victims whose 

abuser is a former intimate partner or household member. 
Alaska ALASKA STAT. 

§ 18.65.850 
A person who reasonably believes that they are a victim of sexual 
assault may file a petition in the district or superior court for a 
protective order.  Court will issue the order if it finds by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the respondent has committed 
sexual assault. 

Arizona N/A If the facts at issue do not qualify as domestic violence due to the 
lack of relationship between the parties, Arizona only issues civil 
injunctions for harassment. 

Arkansas N/A Statutory civil protection orders are specific to victims whose 
abuser is a former intimate partner or household member. 

California CAL. CIV. 
PROC. CODE 

§ 527.6 

A court can issue a civil harassment order if a petitioner is a victim 
of unlawful violence like assault, battery, or stalking, or the 
respondent has acted repeatedly to cause extreme emotional 
distress.  A court will issue a temporary restraining order upon 
reasonable proof of harassment.  After a hearing, if a judge finds by 
clear and convincing evidence that unlawful harassment exists, they 
will issue a restraining order for up to five years. 

Colorado COLO. REV. 
STAT. § 13-14-

104.5 

Courts have the authority to issue a temporary or permanent civil 
protection order to prevent sexual assault or abuse.  Petitioner does 
not need to show that they have reported the act to law enforcement 
or that criminal charges have been filed.  

Connecticut CONN. GEN. 
STAT. § 46b-

16a 

A victim of sexual abuse, sexual assault, or stalking may seek a 
civil protection order.  The court must find that there are reasonable 
grounds to believe that the respondent has committed acts 
constituting grounds for issuance of an order and will continue to 
commit such acts or acts designed to intimidate or retaliate against 
the applicant.  

Delaware N/A Statutory civil protection orders are specific to victims whose 
abuser is a former intimate partner or household member. 

District of 
Columbia 

D.C. CODE 
§§ 16-1003, 

16-1004 

A victim may petition for a civil protective order against an abuser 
in the Domestic Violence unit (regardless of whether the petitioner 
has an interpersonal relationship with the offender).  The court will 
issue a temporary protection order upon a finding that the safety or 
welfare of the petitioner is immediately endangered and a final 
order after a hearing if it finds by a preponderance of the evidence 
that the respondent committed the acts. 

Florida FLA. STAT. 
§ 784.046 

A victim of sexual violence, including sexual performance by a 
child, may file for a protective injunction if (1) the person reported 
the sexual violence to law enforcement and is cooperating, 
regardless of whether criminal charges have been filed, or (2) the 
respondent was sentenced to prison.  An injunction for repeat 
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violence (at least two acts of violence, one in the past six months) is 
also available.  

Georgia N/A Statutory civil protection orders are specific to domestic violence 
victims or victims of stalking. 

Hawaii HAW. REV. 
STAT. § 604-

10.5 

District courts have the power to enjoin or restrain “harassment,” 
defined as physical harm, bodily injury, assault, or imminent threat 
of such harm, or an intentional or knowing course of conduct 
directed at an individual that seriously alarms or disturbs the 
individual and serves no legitimate purpose, provided that such 
course of conduct would cause a reasonable person to suffer 
emotional distress. 

Idaho IDAHO CODE 
§ 18-7907 

A court will grant a protection order by statute for victims of 
malicious harassment and stalking if a petition is filed within 90 
days of the harassment.  The definition of harassment requires a 
course of conduct intended to terrify, threaten, or intimidate a 
person. 

Illinois 740 ILL. COMP. 
STAT. 22/201 

A victim of non-consensual sexual conduct or non-consensual 
sexual penetration is entitled to a no-contact order if the unlawful 
activity can be shown by a preponderance of the evidence.  Court 
shall not require physical injury of the victim.  

Indiana IND. CODE 
§ 34-26-5-2 

A parent or guardian may file a petition for an order of protection 
on behalf of a child against a person who has committed a sex 
offense against that child, including the offense of child 
exploitation. 

Iowa IOWA CODE 
§ 236A.7 

Courts will issue a protective order upon finding that the defendant 
has engaged in sexual abuse by a preponderance of the evidence, 
which includes sexual exploitation of a minor.  

Kansas KAN. STAT. 
ANN. § 60-

31a05 

Courts issue temporary protective orders when a plaintiff alleges 
stalking, sexual assault, or a human trafficking offense (like 
commercial sexual exploitation of a minor).  After a hearing, the 
court may issue a final order if the petitioner proves the offense by 
a preponderance of the evidence.  A criminal proceeding is not 
required to prove the offense.  

Kentucky KY. REV. STAT. 
ANN. § 456.030 

A court will issue an interpersonal protective order if it finds that 
there is an immediate and present danger of dating violence and 
abuse, sexual assault, or stalking. 

Louisiana LA. STAT. ANN. 
§ 46:2183 

A protective order is allowed for nonconsensual sexual contact, 
which includes pornography involving juveniles.  A showing that a 
person is or has been victim of sexual assault shall constitute good 
cause for an ex parte temporary order.  

Maine ME. STAT. tit. 
19-A, § 4005 

A victim will qualify for a “protection from abuse” order even if 
the abuser is not a family or household member or dating partner if 
the abuse includes sexual exploitation of a minor or dissemination 
of sexually explicit material.  A temporary order may be issued 
upon a finding of immediate and present danger of abuse to the 
plaintiff.  Upon finding that the respondent committed the abuse by 
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a preponderance of the evidence, a protection order is issued for a 
period of up to two years. 

Maryland MD. CODE 
ANN., CTS. & 

JUD. PROC. § 3-
1503-5  

Victims of abuse may petition the court for a peace order if the 
abuser has committed one of the enumerated acts in the past 30 
days.  Acts include sexual assault, false imprisonment, harassment, 
misuse of electronic communication, and revenge porn.  After a 
hearing, the court may issue a final peace order if the judge finds by 
a preponderance of the evidence that the respondent has committed, 
and is likely to commit in the future one of the enumerated acts.  A 
final peace order is effective for no more than 6 months. 

Massachusetts MASS. GEN. 
LAWS ch. 258E, 

§§ 1–5 

Victims of harassment may file for a civil protective order.  
Harassment is broad and includes sexual assault and “three or more 
acts of cruel behavior where the harasser intends to cause and 
causes fear, intimidation, abuse, or damage to property.”  
Temporary orders will be issued upon a finding of substantial 
likelihood of immediate danger of harassment.  Any protective 
order must be for a period not exceeding one year. 

Michigan MICH. COMP. 
LAWS 

§ 600.2950a 

A court may issue a non-domestic sexual assault personal 
protection order.  A court can grant relief if the petition alleges 
conduct that constitutes sexual assault regardless of whether the 
respondent has been charged or convicted of a crime.  

Minnesota MINN. STAT. 
§ 609.748 

A victim can get a restraining order to protect against harassment, 
which specifically includes a single incident of “nonconsensual 
dissemination of private sexual images” as well as sexual assault.  
A final restraining order issued under this section can last up to two 
years.  

Mississippi N/A Civil protective orders in Mississippi only cover domestic 
relationships. 

Missouri MO. REV. 
STAT. 

§ 455.040 

Missouri courts will issue a civil protective order for a child or an 
adult in cases of sexual assault or harassment.  A court may issue a 
temporary ex parte order until a hearing where, if the petitioner has 
proved the allegation by a preponderance of the evidence, a full 
order will be issued for up to one year.  

Montana MONT. CODE 
ANN. §§ 40-15-
102, 40-15-202 

Courts will consider granting an order of protection if the 
respondent is not a family member or partner if the petitioner 
alleges certain offenses such as sexual assault, sexual abuse of 
children, or human trafficking.  Sexual abuse of children includes 
child pornography offenses.  A petitioner is eligible whether or not 
charges have been filed or the conduct was reported to law 
enforcement.  If the court finds that the petitioner is in danger of 
harm if the court does not act, it will grant a temporary order of 
protection.  After a hearing, the court will determine whether good 
cause exists to make the order permanent.  

Nebraska NEB. REV. 
STAT. § 28-

311.11 

Any victim of a sexual assault offense may file a petition for a 
sexual assault protection order.  Upon receiving a petition and an 
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affidavit stating the facts a court may grant the order for up to one 
year.  

Nevada NEV. REV. 
STAT. 

§§ 33.010, 
33.400  

A court may grant an injunction when it appears that the plaintiff is 
entitled to the relief demanded and the relief consists in restraining 
the commission or continuance of the act complained of.  A parent 
of a child may also petition for a temporary or extended order 
against an adult who the parent reasonably believes has committed 
a crime involving physical or mental injury to the child or sexual 
abuse or sexual exploitation of the child.  It may be granted with or 
without notice to the adverse party.  

New 
Hampshire 

N/A Civil protection orders are only issued by statute for domestic 
violence relationships or for stalking. 

New Jersey N.J. STAT. 
ANN. § 2C:14-

14 

A court may issue a restraining order if the petitioner is the victim 
of nonconsensual sexual contact, sexual penetration, or lewdness, 
regardless of whether criminal charges were filed.  The court will 
issue a temporary order if the court determines the petitioner is a 
victim of the listed offenses.  After a hearing, the order may 
become permanent. 

New Mexico N.M. STAT. 
ANN. § 40-13-2 

Statute includes stalking or sexual assault under “domestic abuse” 
regardless of whether it was committed by a household member.  A 
temporary order will issue immediately upon a finding of probable 
cause that the act of domestic abuse has occurred and will extend 
for no longer than six months with the possibility of extension. 

New York N/A Civil protection orders are only issued by statute for victims of 
family offenses who have an “intimate relationship” with the 
abuser.  

North Carolina N.C. GEN. 
STAT. § 50C-5 

A no contact order issues upon a finding that the victim has 
suffered unlawful conduct committed by the respondent.  The court 
shall not require physical injury to the victim. 

North Dakota N.D. CENT. 
CODE §§ 12.1-
31-01.2, 12.1-

31.2-01 

North Dakota issues restraining orders for “disorderly conduct” 
which encompasses intrusive or unwanted acts, words, or gestures 
intended to adversely affect the safety, security, or privacy of 
another person.  This also includes human trafficking or attempted 
human trafficking.  A court issues a temporary order if the petition 
alleges reasonable grounds to believe the individual engaged in 
disorderly conduct.  After a hearing the court may extend the order.  
North Dakota also issues restraining orders when a petition alleges 
an offense for which a sexual act or sexual contact is an element.  

Ohio OHIO REV. 
CODE ANN. 
§ 2903.214 

A person may seek relief under the section if the respondent has 
committed a “sexually oriented offense” against them, which 
includes child pornography and exploitation offenses.  The court 
may enter a temporary order upon good cause, such as immediate 
and present danger to the petitioner.  After a full hearing, the court 
may issue a protection order for up to five years. 
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Oklahoma OKLA. STAT. 
tit. 22, §§ 40.2, 

60.4 

Issues protective orders similarly to those in domestic abuse cases.  
Can be issued to a victim of a sex offense, which includes sex 
trafficking and sexual exploitation of a minor.  After a hearing, if 
the court issues a final order, it can last up to five years. 

Oregon OR. REV. STAT. 
§ 163.763 

The court may issue a sexual abuse protective order if sexual abuse 
has happened to the petitioner within 180 days and the petitioner 
fears for their physical safety.  Victims of stalking can also file for 
civil protection orders. 

Pennsylvania 42 PA. CONS. 
STAT. § 62A05 

Statute protects victims of sexual violence, including child sexual 
exploitation, by offering civil protective orders.  The court may 
issue an order to protect the plaintiff or another individual, “as 
appropriate,” from the defendant.  

Rhode Island 15 R.I. GEN. 
LAWS § 15-15-

3 

A minor can get a domestic abuse restraining order in family court 
if they are sexually exploited by a person, regardless of their 
relationship to the child.  A temporary order will be granted for 21 
days if the court deems it necessary to protect the plaintiff from 
abuse.  After a hearing, the court may issue a final order lasting up 
to three years. 

South Carolina N/A South Carolina will only issue a civil restraining order if a non-
household-member respondent has already stalked or harassed the 
victim. 

South Dakota S.D. CODIFIED 
LAWS § 22-

19A-8 

A victim of stalking, physical injury as a result of an assault, or a 
crime of violence, may petition for a civil protection order whether 
or not there is a pending lawsuit between the parties.  If the court 
finds by a preponderance of the evidence that the crime has taken 
place, it may issue a protection order for up to five years.  The 
definition of a crime of violence includes abuse of or cruelty to a 
minor. 

Tennessee TENN. CODE 
ANN. § 36-3-

602   

Tennessee grants civil protective orders by statute for victims of 
sexual assault, sexual battery and stalking.  At a hearing, the victim 
must prove the allegation by a preponderance of the evidence in 
order to get a protective order for up to one year. 

Texas TEX. CODE 
CRIM. PROC. 

ANN. art. 7A.01 

Courts issue protective orders by statute to victims of sexual assault 
or abuse, stalking, or trafficking.  This includes offenses such as 
indecency with a child and continuous sexual abuse of a child.  A 
court will issue a temporary ex parte order immediately if they find 
clear and present danger of further offenses.  The court will then 
schedule a hearing.  If, at the close of the hearing, the court finds 
reasonable ground to believe that the applicant is a victim of one of 
those offenses, the court shall issue a protective order. 

Utah UTAH CODE 
ANN. §§ 78B-
7-201, 78B-7-

502 

Courts will issue child protective orders upon an ex parte 
determination that the child is being abused or is in imminent 
danger of being abused.  Within 20 days, the court will have a 
hearing to determine whether, based on the preponderance of the 
evidence, the child is being abused or is in imminent danger of 
being abused.  If so, the court will enter a protective order.  Utah 
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also issues civil protective orders by statute for sexual violence, 
including sexual exploitation and human trafficking regardless of 
whether or not the victim is a minor. 

Vermont VT. STAT. ANN. 
tit. 12, § 5133 

A court will issue a protective order upon a petition that alleges 
sexual assault or stalking.  If a court finds by a preponderance of 
the evidence that the defendant stalked or sexually assaulted the 
plaintiff, the court will grant a no-contact order for any fixed period 
of time. 

Virginia VA. CODE ANN. 
§ 19.2-152.10 

A court may issue a protective order by statute if it finds the victim 
has been subjected to an act involving violence, force, or threat.  

Washington WASH. REV. 
CODE ANN. 
§ 7.90.090 

Statute grants protective orders upon a preponderance of the 
evidence that the petitioner has been a victim of nonconsensual 
sexual conduct.  No proof of reporting to law enforcement or 
physical injury is required. 

West Virginia W. VA. CODE 
§ 53-8-1 

Courts will issue a personal safety order for stalking, sexual 
offenses (including use of minors to produce obscene matter, 
sending or distributing depictions of a child engaged in sexually 
explicit conduct, and sexual abuse), or repeated credible threats of 
violent injury.  A court will issue a temporary order upon finding 
there is reasonable cause to believe that the respondent has 
committed one of the specified acts.  After a hearing, if the court 
finds by a preponderance of the evidence that the respondent has 
committed the act, it may issue a final personal safety order not 
exceeding two years.  

Wisconsin WIS. STAT. 
§§ 813.122, 

813.123 

A court may issue a restraining order to protect a victim of child 
abuse, which includes sexual exploitation of a child.  If a court 
finds reasonable grounds to believe that the respondent has engaged 
in or may engage in abusing the victim it will issue a temporary 
restraining order.  The court will grant an injunction after a hearing 
if the judge finds reasonable ground to believe the same.  The 
injunction is issued for up to two years or up to six months after the 
minor turns 18.  If the victim is an adult, they may qualify for an 
“individual at risk” restraining order, which protects against abuse, 
including sexual abuse, and neglect. 

Wyoming WYO. STAT. 
ANN. § 7-3-506 

Wyoming issues civil orders of protection for victims of stalking 
and sexual assault.  Sexual assault includes sexual abuse of a 
minor.  There need not be any criminal charges pending to petition 
for this order.  The court may grant a temporary ex parte order of 
protection if the facts show that there exists a clear and present 
danger of further conduct covered by the statute.  After a hearing 
and upon a finding that the conduct has been committed, the court 
may enter an order of protection for up to three years.  
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Appendix II: Pleading Anonymously for Civil Plaintiffs Chart 
 

State Statute Description 
Federal N/A The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not explicitly allow 

plaintiffs to file under a pseudonym.  However, courts sometimes 
allow it.  Courts approach this issue as a constitutional one, 
weighing whether the plaintiff’s privacy rights outweigh the 
public’s right to an open judicial forum and whether anonymity 
would be fair to the defendant.  Doe v. Megless, 654 F.3d 404 (3d 
Cir. 2011); Doe v. Merritt Hosp., LLC, 353 F. Supp. 3d 472 (E.D. 
La. 2018); Doe No. 2 v. Kolko, 242 F.R.D. 193 (E.D.N.Y. 2006).  
Cases suggest that courts consider (1) whether litigation involves 
matters that are highly sensitive and of personal nature; (2) whether 
identification poses risk of retaliatory physical or mental harm to 
party seeking to proceed anonymously; (3) whether identification 
presents other harms and likely severity of those harms; (4) whether 
plaintiff is particularly vulnerable to possible harms of disclosure, 
particularly in light of age; (5) whether suit is challenging actions 
of government or private parties; (6) whether defendant is 
prejudiced by allowing plaintiff to press claims anonymously, 
whether nature of prejudice differs at any stage of litigation, and 
whether it can be mitigated by court; (7) whether plaintiff's identify 
has thus far been kept confidential; (8) whether public's interest in 
litigation is furthered by requiring plaintiff to disclose identity; (9) 
whether, because of purely legal nature of issues presented or 
otherwise, there is atypically weak public interest in knowing 
litigants' identities; and (10) whether there are alternative 
mechanisms for protecting confidentiality of plaintiff.  Doe v. 
Skyline Autos. Inc., 375 F. Supp. 3d 401 (S.D.N.Y. 2019). 

Alabama N/A  
Alaska N/A 

 
Arizona N/A  
Arkansas N/A  
California CAL. CIV. 

CODE 
§ 1708.85 

When a plaintiff is pursuing a cause of action for distribution of 
sexually explicit materials, the court may grant injunctive relief 
allowing plaintiff to proceed using a pseudonym. 

Colorado N/A Courts apply the balancing test laid out in Doe v. Shakur, 164 
F.R.D. 359 (S.D.N.Y. 1996), and adopted by Doe v. Heitler, 26 
P.3d 539 (Colo. App. 2001). 

Connecticut CONN. 
PRACTICE 

BOOK Sec. 11-
20A 

Pseudonyms may be used with prior approval of the judicial 
authority and if the judicial authority concludes that the order is 
necessary to preserve an interest which is determined to override 
the public’s interest in knowing the name of the party.  See Doe v. 
Rackliffe, 164 A.3d 1 (Conn. 2017). 

Delaware N/A  
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District of 
Columbia 

N/A  

Florida N/A  
Georgia N/A In extraordinary cases a court may employ its discretion in 

determining whether a plaintiff may proceed under a pseudonym.  
Georgia courts will consider (1) whether the lawsuit involves 
matters of sensitive and highly personal nature;  (2) whether the 
plaintiff or an innocent nonparty risks suffering physical or 
psychological harm if the plaintiff is identified, taking into 
consideration the age of the plaintiff;  and (3) whether the plaintiff's 
anonymity imposes a risk of fundamental unfairness to the 
opposing party.  Doe v. Archdiocese of Atlanta, 761 S.E.2d 864 
(Ga. Ct. App. 2014).  

Hawaii HAW. REV. 
STAT. § 634-71 

The court may allow a plaintiff to proceed anonymously after 
considering five factors: (1) the severity of the petitioner's injury; 
(2) the reasonableness of the petitioner's fears of reprisal; (3) the 
petitioner's vulnerability to retaliation from the action; (4) the risk 
of prejudice to the other party; and (5) whether the public interest 
would be served by allowing the petitioner to remain anonymous.  
The reasons for anonymity must be sufficient to outweigh the 
public interest in the disclosure of the parties and the court must 
believe that the parties’ files will be a vehicle for improper use if 
not made anonymous. 

Idaho N/A  
Illinois 735 ILL. COMP. 

STAT. ANN. 
5/2-401 

Upon application and for “good cause shown,” parties may appear 
under fictitious names.  Good cause for anonymity exists “when 
necessary to protect privacy of children, rape victims, and other 
particularly vulnerable parties or witnesses.”  Doe v. Nw. Mem'l 
Hosp., 19 N.E.3d 178 (Ill. App. Ct. 2014).  Determination of good 
cause is solely within the discretion of the trial court. 

Indiana N/A The Indiana Court of Appeals has used the factors considered in 
federal courts to decide whether a plaintiff should be allowed to 
proceed anonymously.  Doe v. Town of Plainfield, 860 N.E.2d 1204 
(Ind. Ct. App. 2007).   

Iowa N/A  
Kansas N/A Plaintiffs may be identified by a pseudonym where there is an 

important privacy interest to be recognized, subject to a decision by 
a judge.  Unwitting Victim v. C.S., 47 P.3d 392 (Kan. 2002). 

Kentucky N/A  
Louisiana N/A  

Maine N/A  
Maryland N/A Plaintiff may proceed under a fictitious name when “anonymity 

was closely connected to rights asserted by [plaintiff], and 
[plaintiff] would be required to reveal information of intimate and 
personal nature in order to vindicate rights grounded in protection 
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of privacy.”  Doe v. Shady Grove Adventist Hosp., 598 A.2d 507 
(Md. Ct. Spec. App.1991).  

Massachusetts N/A  
Michigan N/A The right to proceed anonymously is a derivative of the 

constitutional right to privacy, but it is not absolute.  Social stigma 
or threat of physical harm can caution against disclosure of 
plaintiff’s identity to the public record.  Doe v. Bodwin, 326 
N.W.2d 473 (Mich. Ct. App. 1982). 

Minnesota MINN. R. CIV. 
P. 10.01; MINN. 
STAT. § 604.31 

“A party may be identified by initials or pseudonym only where 
authorized by law or court order.”  Relief is governed by the court’s 
discretion.  When an individual is suing under MINN. STAT. 
§ 604.31 for nonconsensual dissemination of sexual images the 
party is entitled to an order allowing anonymity.  

Mississippi N/A  
Missouri N/A  
Montana N/A  
Nebraska NEB. REV. 

STAT. §§ 25-
21,294, 25-

21,301 

If plaintiff brings an action pursuant to the Uniform Civil Remedies 
for Unauthorized Disclosure of Intimate Images Act, Exploited 
Children’s Civil Remedy Act, or Human Trafficking Victims Civil 
Remedy Act, the statutes explicitly state that the plaintiff may 
request to file the action under a pseudonym. 

Nevada N/A  
New 

Hampshire 
N/A  

New Jersey N.J. STAT. 
ANN. 

§ 2A:61B-1 

In civil action for sexual abuse of a minor, “[t]he name, address, 
and identity of a victim or a defendant shall not appear on the 
complaint or any other public record . . . . [i]n their place initials or 
a fictitious name shall appear.”  Even in other civil actions courts 
will allow plaintiffs to proceed anonymously in sensitive situations.  
Doe v. Tris Comprehensive Mental Health, Inc., 690 A.2d 160 (N.J. 
Super. Ct. Law Div. 1996) (plaintiff may proceed anonymously to 
avoid disclosing his homosexuality and HIV status). 

New Mexico N/A  
New York N/A A party may sue under a fictitious name in exceptional 

circumstances in the court’s discretion.  The need for anonymity 
must outweigh prejudice to the opposing party and the public’s 
interest.  Courts consider whether there is any risk of retaliation, 
risk of unfairness to the opposing party and whether the matter is of 
a highly sensitive and personal nature.  Doe v. Kidd, 860 N.Y.S. 2d 
866 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2008).  There is a separate process for 
proceeding under an anonymous caption if a plaintiff is suing under 
the Crime Victims Act (CVA). 

North Carolina N/A  
North Dakota N/A  

Ohio N/A  
Oklahoma N/A  
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Oregon N/A  
Pennsylvania N/A Courts may consider allowing a plaintiff to proceed anonymously 

in exceptional cases when the adverse consequences are so great as 
to outweigh the requirement that actions be brought in the names of 
the real parties.  Doe v. Johns-Manville Corp., 15 Pa. D. & C.3d 
135 (Pa. Ct. C.P. 1980). 

Rhode Island N/A The decision to allow a plaintiff to proceed under a pseudonym is 
within the sound discretion of the hearing justice.  Case law 
suggests that Rhode Island state courts consider the same factors as 
federal courts.  Pelland v. State, 919 A.2d 373 (R.I. 2007); Doe v. 
Burkland, 808 A.2d 1090 (R.I. 2002). 

South Carolina N/A Courts weigh several factors in deciding whether to allow 
anonymous plaintiffs: (1) whether requesting party's justification is 
merely to avoid annoyance and criticism that may attend any 
litigation or is to preserve privacy in a matter of sensitive and 
highly personal nature; (2) whether identification poses a risk of 
retaliatory physical or mental harm to requesting party or even 
more critically, to innocent non-parties; (3) ages of persons whose 
privacy interests are sought to be protected; (4) whether the action 
is against a governmental or private party; (5) risk of unfairness to 
opposing party from allowing an action against it to proceed 
anonymously.  Doe v. Howe, 607 S.E.2d 354 (S.C. Ct. App. 2004).  

South Dakota N/A  
Tennessee N/A  

Texas N/A  
Utah N/A  

Vermont N/A  
Virginia VA. CODE ANN. 

§ 8.01-15.1 
A trial court may allow a plaintiff to proceed anonymously if the 
anonymous litigant shows special circumstances such that the need 
for anonymity outweighs the public’s interest in knowing the 
party’s identity and outweighs any prejudice to the other parties.  
The court considers the following factors: whether the requested 
anonymity is intended merely to avoid the annoyance and criticism 
that may attend any litigation or is to preserve privacy in a sensitive 
and highly personal matter; whether identification poses a risk of 
retaliatory physical or mental harm to the requesting party or to 
innocent nonparties; the ages of the persons whose privacy interests 
are sought to be protected; whether the action is against a 
governmental or private party; and the risk of unfairness to other 
parties if anonymity is maintained. 

Washington N/A  
West Virginia N/A  

Wisconsin N/A  
Wyoming N/A  
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Appendix JJ:  Sample Privacy Motions 
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Appendix KK:  State Bullying Laws, Policies, and Regulations Map 
 

For an overview of each state’s laws, policies, and regulations regarding bullying, see 
Laws, Policies & Regulations, STOPBULLYING.GOV, https://www.stopbullying.gov/resources/laws 
(last visited September 20, 2021). 

 

 

https://www.stopbullying.gov/resources/laws
https://www.stopbullying.gov/resources/laws
https://www.stopbullying.gov/resources/laws
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